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If not attending the auction in person, you can leave commission

bids through our website, by email to fineart@lsk.co.uk , or

telephone 01284 748 625.  We are happy to arrange telephone

bids on those lots with estimates above £200 – there is no

additional surcharge for this service.

There is also free live online bidding via our website – for those
of you who do not already have an account, please set one up
through the ‘My Account’ tab on our home page.  Once you have
registered you can leave commission bids until half an hour before
the sale, after which this will switch to ‘Bid Live’ where you can
click and watch and bid on the sale in real time.  

Alternatively, you can bid live via thesaleroom.com – many buyers
will already have an account on here, but please note that there is
a 4.95% plus VAT surcharge for this platform.  

After the auction you will be sent an invoice by email or post;
where possible we respectfully ask you to pay your invoice
remotely; full details will be on your invoice.  We are open for
collections only 9am-5.30pm Monday to Friday – no appointment
necessary.  Alternatively, we offer a full in-house shipping service –
details in this catalogue and on our website. 

Good luck with your bidding, and if you do require any further
information or images, then please don’t hesitate to contact us,
preferably by email at fineart@lsk.co.uk .

Condition Neither the Auctioneers nor the Vendor are
responsible as to the condition of lots listed.  The absence of any
such reference does not imply that a lot is in good order or free
from imperfections or repairs.  Condition reports can be compiled
and extra images taken upon request, but must be considered
solely as a matter of opinion and not fact. Purchasers are
reminded that goods become the sole responsibility of the buyer
at the fall of the hammer.

Electrical goods These are sold as “antiques” only. If you buy
electrical goods for use you must ask a qualified electrician to
check them for compliance with safety regulations before you use
them.

VAT VAT at the prevailing rate is payable on top of the hammer
price on those lots marked (*) in the catalogue.

Buyer’s Premium All lots are sold with a Buyer's Premium of
22.5% (unless otherwise stated), this figure is also subject to VAT
at the prevailing rate e.g. a buyer with a hammer total of £100 will
have a gross invoice of £127.

Selling Rate Our auctioneers sell at approximately 120 lots per
hour, buyers are advised to make sure they are in the saleroom at
least 20 minutes before a lot is expected to be offered in case the
auctioneer is ahead of schedule.

Payment You can pay by card securely through our website or
telephone with your debit / credit card details (Not AMEX of
Diners Club).  
Bank transfers can be made to: 
BANK: Lloyds                       CLIENT: Lacy Scott & Knight LLP
ACCOUNT NO: 32257868   SORT CODE: 306422
SWIFT/BIC: LOYDGB21666  
IBAN: GB71LOYD 3064 2232 2578 68 

Collection/Delivery All lots must be removed from the Auction
Centre by midday on the Tuesday following the sale unless prior
arrangement has been made with the auctioneers.  Lacy Scott &
Knight offer a full local collection and delivery service which is
charged at £40/hr plus VAT.

Packing and Postage Most UK parcels can be sent in-house for
our flat standard rate of £20 for up to 3 lots and £1.50 per lot
thereafter, please contact our offices for overseas shipping quotes.
For high value lots we recommend MailBoxes
(info@mbemail.co.uk ). If you choose an alternative courier we
can pack for £8 per parcel. 
We use APC Couriers and everything is sent 24 hour tracked and
signed for.  Some exclusions apply for larger lots such as dinner
services, please contact our offices for a quote with regards to
larger or bulkier lots.  Jewellery, watches, coins and high value
small items will be charged at £15 and sent by Royal Mail Special
Delivery with maximum insurance of £2500.  
Please note that this service is NOT insured, therefore if
purchasers require further cover, then they must arrange this
themselves. Alternatively we can send by Parcelforce 48 with
insurance charged at £4 upto £500 cover, £8-£1000 cover, £12-
£1500 cover and £20-£2500 cover. Lacy Scott & Knight accept
no liability for items which are damaged or lost during postage,
and cannot and will not assist in any claims unless insurance cover
has been taken out.
Please give clear instructions when settling your account as to
your shipping requirements so that we can process full payment
and ship within 10 working days. 

IMPORTANT NOTICES

Special attention is drawn to the Terms of Sale published on our website and displayed in the saleroom.  If you require a printed
copy then please contact our offices on 01284 748 625 or fineart@lsk.co.ukThe staff at the Auction Centre welcome your custom
and hope that the following information makes your buying visit as simple and enjoyable as possible.
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Toys & Collectors’ Models
Friday 28th April at 9.30am

The Henry Room – 9.30am

Order of Sale                                                  

  1–119             Live Steam and Models Boats

  152–299          0 Gauge and Large Scale Trains

  327–739          00 Gauge, HO and N Gauge

  751–935          Modern Issue Diecast

  936–1000        Kits

The JLS Room – 9.30am

   Order of Sale    

   1001–1169     Dinky Toys

   1175–1353     Corgi Toys

   1360–1470     Matchbox and Models of Yesteryear

   1475–1536     Other Vintage Diecast

   1541–1805     Britains Farm and Model Soldiers

   1806–1966     Tinplate and Juvenalia

The sale is conducted in two sections in two salerooms, resulting in simultaneous selling during the day. The anticipated selling
rate should not exceed 120 lots per hour. Please note that there are gaps in the lot numbers between some sections
Open for viewing Thursday 27th April  10am-6pm & sale day from 8.30am

All enquiries to Oliver Leggett at the Auction Centre Tel:  01284 748 625   Email: oleggett@lsk.co.uk

RESULTS AVAILABLE ONLINE ONE HOUR FOLLOWING THE SALE
Buyer's premium 22.5% plus vat

EVERY LOT ILLUSTRATED & FREE LIVE BIDDING ON OUR WEBSITE 
Please note that we are no longer printing heavy illustrated catalogues – 
multiple images and condition reports can be found on our website where you can also 
leave bids and register to bid live online.
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KEY TO CONDITION GRADING 

B     BOXED In the manufacturers original box or container, in appropriate condition

M    MINT – As Purchased From Shop in Perfect Condition

NM  NEAR MINT - With One or Two Extremely Minor Blemishes

E     EXCELLENT – No Markings or Defects, with only small imperfections

VG  VERY GOOD – Better than Good Condition, with more than 1 or 2 minor blemishes

G    GOOD – In good general condition, with chips or scratches and marks for age, model
shows blemishes

F      FAIR – In Fair Condition with higher than average proportion of chips and marks for age,
may include repaints

P     POOR In only moderate condition, perhaps in-complete, significant paint loss, many
faults

R     Repainted – Has in Whole or Part Repainted

A/F  Damage to model, or box, items missing, Broken

L IVE STEAM AND MODELS
BOATS

1
Stuart Turner No.9 horizontal single cylinder
mill engine, comprising of wooden clad
horizontal cylinder with drain cocks, free
running motion with 1 ½ inch bore by 1 ½ inch
stroke, fitted with eccentric driven steam valve,
steam and exhaust ports, with brass oiler cups
to crank, powering a spoked 5” flywheel,
mounted on a wooden display plinth, free
running example in excellent condition
£400-600

2
Bing of Germany, Circa 1912, No.135/12 twin
cylinder hot air engine, comprising red and
white tin printed body, with central spoked fly
wheel (6cm), raised on wooden plinth, with
burner, height 24cm
£150-200

3
Bing of Germany, Circa 1912, hot air engine,
comprising of single cylinder hot air engine,
powering a 10cm spoked fly wheel with
opposed take off pulley, brickwork effect
tinplate housing with single wick spirit burner,
steam engine casing is painted black and lined
with orange, fully raised on two tone green and
yellow base plate with later wooden plinth,
height 36cm, free running example
£200-300

4
Wilesco D21 Stationary Steam Plant,
comprising of pellet fired polished tin housed
brass boiler, with water gauge glass, water drain
cock, with embossed brick type walls, 2
footbridges with railing and 2 ladders, double
action reversible brass cylinder with flywheel,
spring loaded safety valve, and steam whistle
with chain, and other expected fittings,
excellent condition
£150-200

5
No Lot

6
Roland Reichelt sinlge cylinder hot ait engine,
comprising of single cylinder with slip eccentric
and single heat exchanger, powering a 11cm
spoked fly wheel, raised on hand painted green
base, with burner, height 13cm
£150-200

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

7
James Carter, Circa 1920, stationary horizontal
hot air engine, length 21cm, comprising black
base, with single cylinder powering a 3 inch
spoked fly wheel, free running with replacement
firebox and fuel reservoir
£80-120

8
James Carter, Circa 1920, stationary horizontal
hot air engine, length 27cm, comprising black
base, with single cylinder powering a 4 inch
spoked fly wheel, free running, Size B
£150-200

9
James Carter, Circa 1920, stationary horizontal
hot air engine, length 29cm, comprising black
base, with single cylinder powering a 4 inch
spoked fly wheel, with slip eccentric, free
running, Largest model in this range, burner
situated within base
£150-200

10
Bing, Circa 1906 and later restored stationary
hot air engine, comprising of single cylinder with
4 inch spoked fly wheel, heavy cast base hand
painted in green, black and red, with restored
tinplate brickwork housing, chimney and burner,
fully raised on tinplate and wooden base, length
35cm and height 36cm
£200-250
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11
PM Research Solar Engines of Phoenix Arizona,
stationary horizontal hot air engine comprising
single cylinder, 2 3/4” spoked fly wheel, raised
on green painted base, length 19cm
£70-100

12
Stuart Turner “Real” The None Upside Down
Engine from the Designs by Andrew Wood,
very well engineered example comprising of
single cylinder with slip eccentric, displacement
lubricator, raised on four column supports,
counter balanced pulley with other expected
fittings, free running example hand painted in
green and raised on wooden plinth, height
40cm
£350-450

13
Cotswold Heritage Cirrus Beam Engine,
suitable for steam or compressed air use,
comprising maroon central column with single
vertical cylinder, fitted with Watts parallel
motion, to power a small spoked flywheel,
fitted with slip eccentric, and brass steam/air
inlet union, raised on wooden plinth, with
Cirrus name plaque and manufacturers plaque
£300-350

14
Cotswold Heritage Perseus single cylinder
engine, comprising double acting cylinder and
eccentric driven slide valve, raised on wooden
plinth, with spoked fly wheel, finished in dark
blue, with Heritage No P264, free running
£150-200

22
Stuart Turner No.1 vertical steam engine, with
2” bore x 2” stroke, single cylinder with drain
cocks, displacement lubricator fitted, powering
a 7 inch flywheel, housed on wooden base
measuring 11” x 7”, 15” tall, free running
example painted in black and dark red
£400-600

23
Jan Ridders stationary horizontal flame eater
vacuum engine, free running example with
single wick burner, raised on an acrylic base
with perspex case, length 19cm (Including
Case), Height 11cm
£100-150

24
A Floyd Mcguckin (Popular Science Magazine,
February, 1950) stationary horizontal vacuum
engine, comprising heavy cast base with single
cylinder, Bore & Stroke 1.0” x 1.5”, Flywheel to
measure 3.2” in diameter, free running example
with single wick burner, handpainted in
maroon, the height of the engine 12cm
£200-250

25
Rebi Motor, Circa 1950 Type R2 vacuum
engine, made by Willy Honsel of Germany,
hand painted in light blue with red unspoked
4.5” fly wheel, free running example fully
housed on wooden plinth, excellent condition
£200-250

26
Jan Ridder style flame licker vacuum engine,
comprising of internal valve engine based on
Ridder designs, spirit fired example, free
running but may benefit from cleaning before
use, housed on acrylic plinth with brass turned
feet, with perspex case and wooden plinth,
height of engine and plinth 12cm, length of
wooden plinth 21cm
£100-150

27
Thermal Engine Corporation Heat Wave Hot
Air Fan, free running example, of usual
specification, height 33cm
£80-120

28
Kyko (British Made) large scale vertical hot air
engine, circa 1930s, raised on wooden display
plinth, free running, height 53cm
£400-600

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

15
No Lot

16
Cotswold Heritage “Ariel” inverted steam
engine, of usual specification from Costwold
Heritage, Height 12 inches, Bore 3/4 inch and
Stroke 1 inch, free running example, plaque to
read A003, excellent clean condition
£300-400

17
Engineers Scratcbuilt model of a single-cylinder
hot air engine, comprising of large horizontal
heat exchanger, with take off power a scotch
crank engine housed in clear acrylic block,
complete with single wick burner and fully
raised on wooden plinth, height 17cm, length
27cm
£150-200

18
Scratchbuilt vertical hot air
engine, in the manner of a
French Vertical engine by Julian
wood, comprising of single
cylinder with vertical heat
exchanger, single wick burner
with twin opposed 2 inch fly
wheels, free running example
housed on wooden plinth,
height 25cm
£80-120

19
PM Research Inc, Solar-10
Vertical Hot Air Engine,
comprising all metal and brass
construction, hand painted in
black, with red flywheel and fully
mounted on a solid hardwood
platform, with single wick
burner, free running
£80-120

20
Stationary horizontal hot air engine, comprising
of a horizontal heat exchanger, single cylinder,
powering a 5.5” spoked fly wheel, free running
example fully housed on heavy metal base
plate, length 36cm
£100-120

21
Wilesco, Dampfmaschine D22 stationary steam
plant, spirit fired with boiler on plinth, supplying
2 cylinders to power a line shaft, as issued by
Wilesco, excellent clean condition with very
little use
£150-200
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29
From Stuart Turner castings, the James
Coombes table engine, 1” bore x 2” stroke
based on a full size engine from a Bristol
Colliery, Model 1” to the foot (1:12) scale on
wooden plinth, 16” tall x 9” x 8”, well finished
example hand painted in red, raised on chequer
work base plate and further displayed on
wooden plinth, full height including plinth 45cm
£500-800

30
Roland Reichelt stationary horizontal hot air
engine, comprising twin cylinders with twin heat
exchangers, powering a centrally positioned 7”
spoked fly wheel, two single wick burners, free
running example, hand painted to a very high
standard, length 44cm
£200-250

31
Carette Model Number 686/3, circa 1911 hot
air engine, spirit fired of vertical formation
comprising of cast base with spirit tank and wick
burner, mounted crankshaft on tapered frames,
maroon and yellow lined paint finish, free
running, some rusted areas, rare early example,
height 43cm
£700-1,000

32
Circa 1900 early Paradox stationary gas engine,
comprising of central single cylinder powering
two 3.5” spoked fly wheels, free running
example, raised on wooden base, length 17cm,
Height 13cm,
£200-300

33
Wanitschek of Germany, Circa 1980 stationary
horizontal vacuum engine, air cooled version,
hand painted in red, free running example
raised on wooden plinth, length of engine
12cm, max height including plinth 10cm
£100-150

34
Wanitschek of Germany, Circa 1980 horizontal
vacuum engine, water cooled example with
hopper situated to the top of the engine, hand
painted in green and red, free running example,
raised on wooden plinth
£100-150

35
From Curly Lawrence LBSC Designs rotating
single-cylinder steam crane, original build details
can be see in The Model Engineer Magazine
October 15th 1953, later details and
improvements have been made, and paintwork
updated, free running example in good clean
condition, length of boom 51cm,
£200-300

36
A Davies Charlton Ltd of the Isle of Man,
boxed stationary hot air engine, finished in
green and red with usual expected fittings, the
original box fitted in green with detailed picture
of the hot air engine, with original instruction
leaflet (VG)
£70-100

37
An American circa 1900 horizontal
Paradox model gas engine,
handpainted in dark blue, free running
example, with single horizontal cylinder
and twin opposed spoked flywheels to
measure 9cm, fully raised on wooden
plinth, Length 15cm, Height 14.5cm
£400-600

38
Bing, Circa 1912 single cylinder horizontal hot
air engine, spoked 6cm flywheel and opposing
take off pulley, single wick brass burner, raised
on tinplate and lithographed base and wooden
plinth, Length 26cm, Height 24cm, replacement
chimney
£100-150

39
Bohm, HB7 hot air stirling engine, nicely finished
kit comprising of stainless steel and brass
components, length 16cm, height 7cm
£50-80

40
Carette, Model Number 143/1, Circa 1911
Stationary Hot Air Engine, comprising of a
horizontal engine with single cylinder, powering
a 6cm spoked flywheel, with single wick burner,
fully raised on wooden plinth, length of plinth
21cm, Height 20cm
£100-150

41
Heinrici of Germany vertical hot air
engine water pump, comprising twin
spoked flywheels measuring 5 3/4”
diameter, ball and socket jointed
eccentric drive, hot air exchanger
positioned below the engine, raised
on 3 leg associated stand, height
44cm, possibly for laboratory use
£250-350

42
A pair of Mamod stationary steam
plants, the first comprising of a
horizontal spirit fired tin raised boiler
powering a single oscillating cylinder
engine with spoked flywheel and
take-off point, housed on a red base,
the second as per the first but with
the cylinder above the boiler, both
are sold with a tinplate mechanical
roundabout fairground ride that
could be powered by either engine
£40-60

43
A Wilesco No. D405 Traction Engine
comprising of blue & red body housed in the
original pictorial sided card box, some use but
very good overall condition, with original leaflet,
£80-120

44
A Mamod steam tractor TE1A, green body,
white roof, red spoked wheels, little use (E-
BNM)
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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45
4 trays of mixed steam spares, part built chassis
frames, traction engine wheels, trailing wheels
and other associated live steam building spares
and accessories,
£150-200

46
4 trays of mixed steam spares, part built chassis
frames, traction engine wheels, trailing wheels
and other associated live steam building spares
and accessories,
£150-200

47
4 trays of mixed steam spares, part built chassis
frames, traction engine wheels, trailing wheels
and other associated live steam building spares
and accessories,
£150-200

48
3 boxes of mixed steam spares, part built
chassis frames, trailing wheels and other
associated live steam building spares and
accessories,
£70-100

49
Collection of 2.5 inch gauge items of rolling
stock and wagon loads, well built example with
various high street store liveries
£80-120

50
Doll et Cie, Overtype stationary steam engine,
Model No.510, Circa 1920s, comprising
horizontal raised boiler with slip eccentric, twin
opposed 3-inch flywheels, sight glass, whistle,
weighted safety and other expected fittings,
raised on cast metal and hand painted base,
with original removable burner, length 26cm,
Height 29cm
£400-500

51
Mercer Precision Engineers of
Birmingham, spirit-fired live
steam traction engine, finished in
green and red with single
cylinder and slip eccentric,
Stephenson’s valve gear, brass
silver soldered boiler, easy
access to fittings, length 29cm
£500-600

56
Stuart Turner and Reeves Castings spirit-fired
steam plant, comprising of S50 Stuart Turner
horizontal engine hand-painted in black,
powered via a spirit fired Reeves Castings
vertical boiler, free running example with Stuart
Turner hand water pump, fully raised on
wooden base, max height 27cm
£300-400

57
Marklin stationary steam plant comprising of
spirit fired horizontal boiler with sight glass,
steam gauge, safety whistle, weighted safety,
powering a single cylinder engine with 3” fly
wheel, free running example, Circa 1935, raised
on tinplate dark green, black and orange base,
max height 37cm
£200-250

58
Carette Circa 1895, Model No.692/3P Portable
steam engine, comprising spirit-fired boiler with
single cylinder mounted slide valve engine, chain
driven rear wheel, ball governor, Carette
Trademark to front of engine, free running
example, length 23cm
£1,000-1,200

59
Wilesco D430 Locomobile Steam Engine, of
usual specification, with burner, used condition
in the original card box
£150-200

60
Wilesco D365 Dampfwalze, steam roller ‘Old
Smoky’, boxed with quantity of leaflets, good
clean free running condition
£100-120

61
Wilesco D409 Showmans Engine, Live Steam,
finished in red and black with corrugated
canopy to read “T.Pettigrove, Stonebridge Park,
Middlesex”, with burner, in the original box
with related paper work (VG-BG)
£120-150

62
Bowman Models of Dereham No. 101
stationary steam plant comprising of tin housed
horizontal boiler, with large brass burner,
powering a single horizontal cylinder to
unspoked heavy flywheel with cog take off,
safety exhaust, fully housed and raised on
wooden base with Bowman Trademark, with
original wooden box
£120-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

52
Doll et Cie, stationary vertical steam engine,
comprising of hand-painted cast metal base,
single wick spirit burner, with vertical boiler,
fitted with sight glass, Manometer, weighted
safety, single cylinder vertical engine with slip
eccentric powering a 3 inch spoked fly wheel,
free running condition, height 32cm
£200-250

53
Bing, Circa 1900 stationary vertical steam
engine, spirit fired example comprising of heavy
cast metal base, vertical boiler, original twin
wick spirit burner, single cylinder vertical engine
with slip eccentric, weighted safety, ball
governor, and fitted with a 4” spoked fly wheel,
free running, height 31cm
£300-400

54
Doll et Cie stationary steam plant, comprising
of horizontal tinplate brickwork housed boiler
with sight glass and steam gauge, whistle, steam
take off powering a single cylinder horizontal
steam engine with slip eccentric, with ball
governor, take off pulley and powering 3”
flywheel, fully raised on tinplate base hand
painted in black and lined with red and green,
height 34cm, base measures 26cm x 28.5cm
£250-300

55
Fleischmann large-scale spirit fired stationary
steam plant comprising of a horizontal spirit-
fired boiler with sight glass, steam gauge, safety
whistle and weighted safety, powering a single-
cylinder steam engine with slip eccentric,
working ball governor, 5” fly wheel, take off
pulley, fully raised on large tinplate base, largest
of the Fleischmann steam plants, height 44cm
£400-600
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63
Falk, Model Number 456/2/2S, c.1925
stationary semi portable steam engine with feed
pump, fixed single cylinder and steam whistle,
weighted safety, sight glass, steam gauge and
other expected fittings, twin wick original
burner, free running, height 27cm
£500-600

64
Bowman Models of Dereham model No. M122
live steam plant comprising of tin housed
horizontal boiler, with original burner, filler cap,
funnel, powering a twin cylinder horizontal
engine with unspoked flywheel take off, fitted
with twin opposing oilers, free running example
fully raised on Meccano style red base with
Bowman Models trade mark
£70-100

65
Ernst Plank, Circa 1910 stationary steam plant
comprising of spirit fired horizontal boiler with
whistle, single wick burner and take off
powering a single cylinder horizontal engine, ball
governor, raised on lithographed decorated
tinplate base, height 26cm
£100-150

66
Midwest Product Co Inc, kit built model VI
Steam engine, built to a good standard, in the
original card box
£100-120

67
Wilesco D14 Stationary horizontal steam
engine, as issued in the original card box with
leaflet and filler,
£80-120

68
Doll Et Cie, Vertical Steam Engine No. 354/3,
c.1930 Doll & Co trademark of Nuremberg,
Germany. Fixed double-action cylinder,
burnished brass boiler, weighted safety valve,
steam whistle, regulator, drain tap, water-gauge
indicator, lacquered cast-metal base, free
running, height 36cm
£300-400

69
Bing Circa 1912 stationary large-scale steam
plant, comprising of horizontal tin housed boiler
with spirit burner, weighted safety with sight
glass and whistle, take off point running through
base to power a single cylinder steam engine,
with slip eccentric, spoked 4.5” fly wheel, all
raised on wooden and tinplate base, height
44cm
£700-1,000

70
Doll Et Cie of Germany, Number 359/5
stationary vertical steam engine, comprising of
vertical boiler with single wicker burner to the
cast iron base, fitted with sight glass, whistle and
weighted safety, powering a single cylinder slide
valve engine powering 3.5 inch fly wheel with
take off pulley, free running example, well built
example, height 35cm
£400-600

71
Wilesco, D455 vertical steam plant with tray
spirit burner, little use but some storage
blemishes, appears complete
£70-100

72
Maxwell Hemmens Kit Built model of The
Birmingham Dribbler, very well made example,
length 19cm, raised on display plinth
£100-120

73
Mamod SP3 1996 vintage steam plant, of usual
specification, model with cast chimney, model is
used, height 18cm
£80-120

74
Wilesco D6 Stationary Steam Engine, of usual
specification housed on tinplate base, with
original box, height 22cm
£70-100

75
Bowman Models, Dereham, PW203, stationary
steam plant, mounted on Meccano metal base
comprising of BM tin housed boiler, connected
to a single cylinder engine powering a small
flywheel, base in original soap green paint
£60-80

76
Mamod Stationary steam plant, comprising of a
horizontal boiler powering a single-cylinder mill
engine, raised on meccano style base
£40-60

77
Bing stationary horizontal over type steam
engine, comprising of tin housed horizontal
boiler with sight glass, whistle and mounted
with a single cylinder engine, powering a 3.5” fly
wheel, fully raised on tinplate lithographed base
with Bing trademark, height 37cm
£120-150

78
Midwest Products or similar kit built vertical
steam engine, comprising of vertical wooden
clad spirit fired boiler with single cylinder engine
and spoked 5.5cm fly wheel, raised on wooden
base, height 23cm
£60-80

79
Early Carette Circa 1905 vertical stionary steam
engine, comprising of vertical boiler with single
sick spirit burner, powering a single oscillating
cylinder engine with opposed flywheel to
measure 2”, fitted with filler cap and safety
whistle, height 27cm
£70-100

80
Ernst Plank stationary steam plant, Circa 1900,
comprising of tinplate hand-painted base, with
brickwork supported horizontal boiler, with
whistle and take off powering a small oscillating
single cylinder engine, with 2” flywheel, height
23cm
£80-120

81
Bing, Circa 1915 vertical steam engine,
comprising of vertical boiler with sight glass,
whistle, single cylinder engine with 2 3/4” fly
wheel, cast iron base with burner, height 29cm,
£150-200

82
Doll, Germany, early steam toy accessory,
water mill with hand or steam engine driven
pulley to drive as disc with miller and donkey,
dummy water wheel, very good condition with
DC transfer, from the Clibbon collection
£150-200

83
An early 20th century Bing tin plate workshop
steam accessory, comprising of large windmill
with workshop and factory elevator machinery,
fully raised on tin plate hand painted land effect
base, trade mark to the rear side of the
workshop building, free running example, full
height to top of windmill sale 33cm, length
25cm, depth 14cm
£100-120

84
A Bing tin plate windmill workshop steam
accessory, comprising of handpainted tin plate
base with brickwork effect windmill, flywheel to
one side with four sails opposed to the other,
free running example with one
replacement/repaired tinplate sail, height 22cm,
with simple music movement contained inside
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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85
A Late Victorian brass dribbler type locomotive,
spirit fired example with on and off lever to
backhead controls, safety whistle, and filler cap,
length 17cm
£100-120

86
A brass and copper spirit fired dribbler style
locomotive of usual specification with on/off
lever, filler cap, and single wick burner to
underside, free running example, length 21cm
£100-120

87
A Hornby 3.5” gauge live steam Stephensons
Rocket train set together with accompanying
G104 coach, both housed in original boxes and
in used condition
£80-120

88
A set of four 2½” gauge Nigerian Railway
coaches, circa 1920s, to go with a Bassett
Lowke model locomotive The Emir of Zaria,
the lot consists of two sleeping cars, a day car
and luggage van, the roofs are hinged to open
to reveal the fitted interiors with bunk beds and
bedding, dining table, and other contents, the
goods van contains a load of various sacks of
grain, all models require some restoration
£150-200

89
A Caldercraft 1/32 scale kit built model of an
Imara twin screw harbour tug boat, comprising
of red and black hull with grey superstructure
and stained wooden decking, fitted with twin
can motors powering twin propellers, fitted
with battery and twin electronize FR30 HX
micro processor systems, with various light
features, fixtures and fittings, complete with
wooden display stand and a Planet T5 2 point
fur GHZ digital remote control, model is built
to an exceptionally high standard
£500-700

96
A GRP and wooden kit built radio controlled
scale model of an Avon Garth Bristol tug boat,
length 41”, beam 11”, a well executed model
built to a very high standard, complete with
lights, propeller shaft and rudder installed,
requires motor and radio gear to complete
model, fully raised on wooden display stand
£150-200

97
A Graupner kit built scale model of a
Manhattan 74 yacht, fitted with twin speed
turbo motors, driving twin water jet units with
twin speed controllers, bow thruster with a
marine 15 speed controller and working light,
49” in length with 11” beam, model is built to a
very good standard, and is supplied with a
wooden carry handle style display stand,
£150-200

98
A GRP hulled and wooden kit built model of a
Princess 37 Flybridge cruiser, comprising of
white and blue lined body with stained decking,
complete with removable superstructure to
reveal twin can motors and twin rudders, fully
raised on wooden carry handle display plinth,
full length 40”, beam 13”
£150-200

99
A Mersey Model Company Ltd of Liverpool
stationary horizontal type steam engine
comprising of tin housed boiler, with filler cap,
exhaust and take-off point, powering a single
oscillating cylinder engine with 1½ unspoked
flywheel, raised on wooden plinth and housed
in the original labelled card box
£50-80

100
A collection of workshop miniature steam items
to include a Mamod horizontal stationary steam
plant with a boxed lineshaft accessory, and four
Mamod unboxed lineshaft tools, together with
a Meccano horizontal steam plant, and a Hess
dynamo, some examples boxed, majority loose
£80-120

101
A Mamod SW1 steam wagon comprising
green, white & red body with burner, scuttle
and two steering rods, complete with matching
Mamod 4-wheel trailer
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

90
A Mountfleet Models 1/32 scale kit built model
of an Admiralty Coaster C642 boat,
handpainted in grey and black with green deck
and removable superstructure to reveal rudder
servo, motors, and steam unit with various
other radio controlled fixtures and fittings, sold
with a Spektrum DX6i hand set, and two
model boat batteries, length 49.5” housed on a
wooden display stand. Model is executed to a
very high standard
£500-700

91
A very well made scale model of an HMS
Grenadier T334 WWII military class armed
trawler, comprising fibreglass hull, white metal
fittings, and etched brass components, servos
and electric motor fitted, but no radio control
receiver or batteries fitted, length 619mm,
beam 102mm, housed in a wooden carry case
£80-120

92
A very well made 1/96 scale model of an HMS
Eastern LO9 WWII Hunt Class escort
destroyer, comprising fibreglass hull with white
metal etched brass and resin fittings, complete
with servos and twin electric motors fitted but
no radio control receiver or batteries, length
889mm, beam 101mm, supplied with a quantity
of drawings associated to the build
£100-150

93
A 1/96 scale kit built model of an HMS decoy
H75 1930s D-class destroyer, comprising
fibreglass hull with white metal etched brass
and resin fittings, servo and twin electric motors
fitted but no radio control receiver or batteries,
length 1.02m, beam 107mm, housed in a
wooden carry case
£100-120

94
A 3½” gauge 2-6-0 part built locomotive
chassis and running gear together with another
0-4-0 part built brass 3½” gauge chassis
£70-100

95
A wooden scratch built scale model of an
Edwardian schooner rigged pond yacht,
comprising of red and white wooden hull with
weighted central keel, stained wooden deck
with cream canvas sails, housed on wooden
display plinth with brass plaque
£80-120
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102
A 1/8th scale wooden and plastic kit built
model of a 1940s Chris Craft barrel back
runabout boat, built from a Dumas kit, fitted
with brushless motor and speed control,
requires radio control handset, and 9.6 volt C
battery, model is constructed to a good
standard, length 75cm
£100-120

103
A Terio Designs 6m class racing yacht,
comprising of GRP hull with weighted keel, hull
is finished in yellow with black and white lining,
complete with PG sails, RX, winch servo and
steering servo, fully raised on wooden portable
display stand
£100-120

104
A very large white Admiral A class racing yacht,
comprising of GRP hull with weighted central
keel, fitted with RX, steering servo, and winch
for sails, raised on home made wooden trolley,
length 195cm
£100-120

105
A Dobbie-McInnes, boxed No. 4 The Design
engine indicator, housed in the original stained
wood box with a number of fixtures, fittings,
and tools included, complete with card
specification sheet, overall in good well-kept
clean condition
£90-120

106
Two Pultra High Precision Micro Lathes, one
partly restored and one for spares and
restoration, together with a quantity of
accessories to include various slides, Capston
Head, Colletts and various other components,
with Ministry of Supply Property of Her
Majesty’s Government from Plant No. P3889
de Havilland Propellers Ltd
£200-300

107
A 1.5 inch scale coal fired Allchin
Traction Engine built to Hughes
“Royal Chester” designs, comprising
of silver soldered copper boiler,
feed via injectors and mechanical
pump, fitted with Ramsbottom
safety valve, single cylinder actuated
via Stephenson’s Valve Gear, easy
access to back head controls
comprising of hand operated 
worm and link steering, pole
reverse, brake, sight gauge and glass,
with other expected components,
named Royal Chester, free running
example in good clean condition
£1,500-2,000

108
Markie 1/10th scale spirit fired model of a Live
Steam Traction engine, finished in maroon with
brass detailing and fitted with road tyres, length
51cm, free running example
£800-1,200

109
OS Max No.91 VR-DF Round Head engine,
housed in the original box
£100-120

110
Scratchbuilt battery operated 5 inch gauge 0-4-
0 tank locomotive, un-finished project,
£105-140

111
5 inch gauge 0-4-0 locomotive steam chassis
with removable upper section, a project for
completion, with a quantity of connecting rods
£50-70

112
A Kontax Thermoaccoustic twin cylinder engine
kit, housed in the original box
£40-60

113
Ruston Hornsby 1.5/2 BHP Class PB petrol
stationary engine, hand painted in green, with
brass plaque detailing the specification, with
Ruston Hornsby Logo
£100-150

114
Fisheries patrol vessel ‘Drumbeat of Devon’
based on a model slipway kit. Scale 1:24, length
39 inches, twin electric motors powering twin
props, rudder servo and other expected fittings
£100-120

115
A very well made radio control model of a
“Mannin” Douglas Tug Boat, GRP Hull with
removable superstructure to, 4 channel motor,
smoke unit, single can motor, rudder servo and
other expected fittings, with Futuba
Transmitter, length 108cm
£100-120

116
5 inch gauge live steam coal
fired model of a Great
Western Railway Class 14XX
Tank Locomotive, finished in
green with GWR to sides and
No.1439 to cabsides, very
well-engineered model
reworked from a Winson
Engineering Kit, built and hand
painted to a very high
standard, supplied with up to
date Boiler Certificate
No.175860 dated 30/3/2023,
together with a selection of
previous boiler certificates and
documentation
£2,500-3,000

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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117
A very well engineered 5 inch gauge model of a
Great Western Railways Pannier Tank
Locomotive, finished in green with No.9661 to
cabsides, copper boiler by Modelworks with
serial number 9661 to boiler, a well maintained
model with up to date Boiler Examination
Certificate dated 21/2/2023 and Number
C175859, according to vendor this is a re-
wroked Modelworks Kit built locomotive,
£3,000-3,500

0 GAUGE AND LARGE
SC ALE TRAINS

152
A very well-made Gauge 1 Radio-controlled
model of a Great Western Railway 0-6-0
No.9661 Tank locomotive, finished in green
and detailed to a high standard, no transmitter
£300-500

153
Gauge 1 scratch-built model of a GWR No.1 2-
4-0 tank locomotive, finished in green with
No.1 to sides, radio controlled example with
single can motor, switch hidden under dummy
coal, with Cliff Barker Transmitter
£200-250

154
Gauge 1 radio-controlled kit built model of a
Class 2600 locomotive and tender, finished in
green with Number 2667 to cabsides, and 6
wheel Great Western tender, controls situated
in tender, no transmitter
£300-400

155
A Finescale Brass Gauge 1 Radio
Controlled Model of a Class 14xx
BR 0-4-2 Tank locomotive, finished
in BR Black with Number 1471 to
cabsides, complete with 16T
Mineral wagon with batteries
situated inside, together with a 2.4
Ghz OMNI Transmitter, excellent
model
£600-800

156
Gauge 1 Live Steam Spirit Fired 2-6-0
Locomotive and tender, finished in LSM
maroon, 3 wick spirit burner with water feed
tender, well-executed example with easy access
to back head controls,
£300-400

157
Barrett Steam Models Gauge 1 Live Steam kit
for a Midland Railway Class 2P locomotive and
LMS Fowler 3500 Gallon Tender, partly
assembled but built to a good standard, with
leaflet and instructions of the build
£1,000-1,200

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

118
One tray containing a collection of mixed
railway related items to include a Southern
Railway Gateman belt buckle finished in brass,
vendor No. 1 NWR arm buckle, together with
an Eastern Jetty curve starter advisory plaque,
and a small tin with handpainted for use on
signals box lettering
£40-60

119
Original Railway hand lamp group, 2 examples
to include BR (M) example
£60-80
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158
A Finescale Brass (San Cheng) Gauge 1 radio
controlled model of Great Western Railway
Class 14xx tank locomotive, 0-4-2 example
finished in green with GWR to sides, excellent
condition supplied with a Fosworks OMNI 2.2
Transmitter,
£500-600

159
Bachmann by Finescale Brass (San Cheng)
Gauge 1 radio-controlled model of a Great
Western Railways 2-6-2 Prairie Tank
locomotive, finished in green and numbered
4557 to cabsides, an excellent example in well-
maintained condition, supplied with a 2.4 Ghz
OMNI TX4.0 DCC Transmitter, with
instructions for transmitter
£800-1,000

160
An Aster Hobbies of Japan circa 2008 Gauge 1
live steam spirit fired model of a British Railways
Castle Class No. 5070 Sir Daniel Gooch 4-6-0
locomotive and tender, finished in British
Railways green, model has had very little use,
and is supplied in the original card kit form
Astor Hobbies box, serial number 216/280 with
matching plaque to the underside of tender,
complete with an Aster Hobbies manual and
catalogue
£1,000-1,500

161
A very well executed plastic scratch-built scale
model of an 0-4-0 No. 792 Darjeeling
Himalayan Railway steam locomotive, raised on
wooden display plinth with label to read
‘Darjeeling Himalayan Railway Society’, length of
model 16cm, max height 11cm, complete with
wooden carry case
£40-60

162
A very well-made static display model of a
Great Eastern Railway J69 tank locomotive,
unpowered example, finished in blue and
numbered 147, raised on 0 gauge display track
and wooden plinth to read J69 0-6-0 tank
£40-60

163
A scratch built scale model
of a Darjeeling Himalayan
Railway DHR (NF) No.
779040 locomotive raised on
wooden plinth measuring
15x7.5cm, model is executed
to a high standard,
comprising of wood, metal
and white metal components
£30-50

164
ACE Trains 0 Gauge electric 3-rail E/7 Castle
Class Locomotive and Tender, “Earl of Mount
Edgecumbe”, housed in the original foam
packed box with leaflet
£500-600

165
ACE LNER A4 4-6-2 garter blue postwar
without valances No. 4468 ‘Mallard’
12/20v AC/DC, housed in the original
box with leaflet
£400-600

166
Darstaed 0 Gauge MET Metropolitan Coach
Pack, containing 5 various Metropolitan coaches
of different class, housed in the original foam
packed box, excellent condition
£500-600

167
Darstaed 0 Gauge Southern Region No.1020
Third Class Corridor Coach, loose example
£50-80

168
Darstaed 0 Gauge Set A, SR Maunsell Coach
pack, comprising of 3 coaches to include
3rd/Brk, 3rd/1st and all 3rd, boxed
£150-250

169
ACE O Gauge E/17 Metrovic Locomotive Set
consisting of a Metropolitan Bo-Bo Locomotive
“Dick Wittington” No.13 3-rail electric together
with pair of Metropolitan Coaches including All
1st No.509 and Brake 3rd No.427, boxed with
leaflet, little use
£300-400

170
ACE O Gauge E/10 4-4-0 Loco and Tender
Schools Class in CR (Caledonian Railway) blue
“Gordonstoun” No.1933, boxed with leaflet, 3-
rail
£350-450

171
ACE Trains Metropolitan Westinghouse centre
cab loco, red No.7, with leaflet (E-BE)
£150-200

172
ACE O Gauge modern issue 0-4-4 Tank Loco
Southern lined green Class M7 No.104, 3-rail
electric, boxed with leaflet
£200-250

173
ACE 0 Gauge E/5 green with
Maunsell chimney SR Q class
0-6-0 No. 540 with ‘Southern
540’ 6 wheel tender and
information leaflet (NM-BVG)
£150-200

174
A Marx Marlins New York Central 0 gauge
train set comprising of 2-4-2 black locomotive
with New York Central tender, quantity of
track, three various items of rolling stock,
transformer and crossing sign, housed in the
original box base (box lid missing)
£30-50

175
Märklin repainted and restored O Gauge,
CE3120 electric Atlantic 4-4-2 locomotive and
six-wheel tender, finished in LNER green and
black livery (some playwear and paint chips).
£250-300

176
Five boxes containing a quantity of mixed
Hornby, JEP, and similar, mainly 2-rail clockwork
track to include various straight sections, cross-
overs and points
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

Lot 158
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177
A collection of various Hornby 0 gauge, kit built,
and Bassett Lowke 0 gauge part built
locomotives, rolling stock and incomplete sets
(a/f)
£80-120

178
A collection of Lionel 0 gauge electric
locomotives and rolling stock to include a
Lionel No. 252 0-4-0 locomotive, finished in
mid green with brass component, and black
chassis, together with a Lionel tanklines tank
wagon, caboose, grain hopper and other
examples, all housed in the remains of the
original boxes
£40-60

179
A Hornby 1921-22 green & cream Great
Northern Railway dining salon, together with a
1921-22 green & cream Pullman, both
examples have been overpainted and are fitted
with fixed doors (condition RP)
£60-90

180
A Hornby 0 gauge No. 0 goods set comprising
of LNER No. 5097 0-4-0 clockwork tank loco,
finished in black, with small No. 232 on
cabsides, long splasher with black dome and
matching four wheel tender, together with a
selection of various tracks and track clips, a pre-
war North Eastern Railway open wagon and
timber wagon housed in the original Hornby
Trains card box
£80-120

181
A Hornby 1934-35 lighter green LNER E120
20-volt AC 0-4-0 special tank loco, No. 8123
with 8 boiler bands, some signs of use with the
original corrugated card internal box packaging
£60-90

182
An AS Models of France 0 gauge London
North Eastern Region No. 1130 4-4-4 3-rail
electric tank loco, together with an AS Trains of
France PLM baggage car, both loose examples
£80-120

183
A collection of Bing 0 gauge tin plate and
electric locomotives to include a London
Midland and Scottish Railway 3-rail Bing 0-4-0
4-volt tank locomotive, finished in LMS maroon,
together with three various London & North
Western Region four wheel coaches by Marklin,
together with a Bing teak LNER No. 265 First
and Third Class passenger coach
£80-120

191
A Bowman Models of Dereham spirit fired live
steam locomotive group to include a 4-4-0
locomotive and tender, repainted with LMS
livery, together with another Bowman Models
No. 300 LMS 0-4-0 tank locomotive, both in
used condition
£100-150

192
A collection of Bowman Models of Dereham,
repainted and reconditioned spirit fired live
steam models, to include an LMS No. 265 0-4-
0 loco, finished in LMS maroon, together with
another Bowman Models of Dereham 0-4-0
tank loco, finished in light green
£100-150

193
French Hornby O Gauge OBBV Electric
Passenger Train Set consisting of Bo-Bo
Overhead Electric Locomotive SNCF green
No.BB-8051, 3-rail electric together with an All
2nd class SNCF Passenger Coach and an All 1st
class Brake End Coach, with selection of track
and transformer, housed in the original box,
box worn
£80-120

194
French Hornby O Gauge OBBV Electric
Passenger Train Set consisting of a Bo-Bo
Overhead Electric Locomotive SNCF green
No.BB-8051, 3-rail electric together with an All
2nd SNCF Passenger Coach and an All 1st
Brake End Coach, housed in the original card
box, box worn
£80-120

195
French Hornby SNCF bogie coaches green, 1x
Baggage/1st, 1x All 3rd, and 1x baggage/2nd,
some marks and scuffs, overall (G)
£40-60

196
A collection of various Hornby, Bing, and
French Hornby 0 gauge tank wagons and wine
wagons, to include 2x French Hornby Bordeaux
wine wagons, a Bing Motor Shell Spirit No.
450141 tanker, together with various others,
some examples overpainted and reconditioned
£80-120

197
One tray containing a collection of mixed
region Hornby 0 gauge open wagons to include
North Eastern, LMS, 13-ton open wagon, and
others, 25 in total
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

184
Two trays containing a collection of mainly
Hornby and German 0 gauge tinplate lineside
accessories to include a level crossings, signal
boxes, station with end platforms, various
hardback books related to tin plate and Hornby
trains etc
£80-120

185
A collection of Marklin and Bing 0 gauge
electric locomotives and rolling stock to include
a Bing No. 035 0-4-0 locomotive and tender,
black example with red lining and Bing
trademark to front buffer beam with matching
4-wheel tender, a Marklin 0-4-0 Queen Mary
electric 3-rail locomotive and tender, with two
Marklin No. 17250 green passenger coaches,
both locomotives have had some restoration
£100-120

186
A collection of JEP and Hornby 0 gauge French
and continental Outline locomotives and rolling
stock, to include a JEP SNCF Streamlined BASS
vault S57 locomotive and tender, together with
a Hornby French No. 4025 Pullman car,
together with other JEP rolling stock
£60-80

187
Three various Hornby 0 gauge clockwork
locomotives, to include a No. 1 0-4-0 LNER
623 locomotive, missing one wheel, a Hornby
LNER No. 460 tank loco, and a Hornby No.
5600 0 tank loco and LMS tender in a buff
coloured repaired box, with tender in the
original No. 501 red ground card box
£60-80

188
One tray containing a collection of Hornby 0
gauge passenger coaches and rolling stock, to
include LMS, LNER, and others, specific
examples to include a Viking Pullman coach, a
Marjorie Pullman coach, and others
£60-80

189
A JEP of France, Passage a Niveau 3-rail level
crossing with hut and 20-volt electric operated
barriers, code No. 6363, in the original card
box
£40-60

190
A JEP of France, Passage a Niveau 3-rail level
crossing with hut and 20-volt electric operated
barriers, code No. 6363, in the original card
box
£40-60
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198
One box containing a collection of boxed and
part boxed Hornby 0 gauge items of rolling
stock to include 10-ton crane truck, a Southern
Region 6-ton wagon, No. 1 passenger coach
(LMS), an 0 gauge cement wagon with Portland
Cement Blue Circle livery, and others included,
some examples with damaged boxes
£80-100

199
One tray containing a quantity of mixed
Hornby 0 gauge, Mettoy USA trains and similar,
mainly 0 gauge wagons and rolling stock, to
include crane trucks, passenger coaches, cable,
Wellwagon, and others included
£50-80

200
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Hornby 0 gauge and repainted rolling stock and
wagons, to include LMS 10-ton goods brake
van, a North Eastern brake van, a 10-ton lifting
crane, together with others
£50-80

201
1954-66 No.21 Hornby Passenger set,
clockwork, comprising Type 20, 0-4-0 loco &
tender BR lined green 60985 with two maroon
& cream No.21 coaches. All (M). Oval of track
with track clips. With track layout booklet,
Meccano Magazine leaflet, track instruction
leaflet guarantee. All (M). Blue/red/yellow
picture box with ‘King’ illustration, base (M) &
lid (E)
£70-90

202
1956-65 No.30 Hornby Goods set, clockwork,
comprising Type 30, 0-4-0 loco & tender BR
lined green 45746 with No.30 open wagon &
No.30 goods van. One minute mark on loco
and another on tender (NM). Wagons (NM).
Oval of track & track clips. With track layout
booklet, Meccano Magazine leaflet, track
instruction leaflet & guarantee – all (M).
Blue/red/yellow picture ‘King’ illustration box,
box base (NM) lid (E) one corner split another
glued.
£80-120

203
1956-65 No.31 Hornby Passenger set,
clockwork, comprising Type 30, 0-4-0 loco &
tender BR lined green 45746 with No.30
1st/2nd class coach & No.30 br/2nd both
maroon & cream. All (M). Oval of track with
track clips. Guarantee dated March 1962.
Blue/red/yellow picture box ‘King’ illustration,
base (NM-M) lid two corners split otherwise
(NM)
£80-120

204
1954-61 No.51 Hornby BR Passenger set,
clockwork, comprising No.51, 0-4-0 loco &
tender BR lined green 50153, some paint loss
to chimney, marks to cab roof & a few small
marks to body (VG); tender (NM); with one
each No.51 maroon & cream coaches – all 1st;
all 2nd & passenger brake – all (E). Oval of
track & track clips. Dark blue box with
‘Britannia’ picture on lid. Box base (E) but a few
tears to inner fitment. Lid (E-NM) but box label
has been torn and part missing. Hornby track
plans leaflet & Hornby Railway Company leaflet.
With Train lamps.
£70-90

205
1957-61 No.55 Hornby Goods BR set,
clockwork, comprising Type 50, 0-4-0 loco &
tender black lined red & grey with tender (NM-
M) with three No.50 wagons – BR low sided,
BR open & BR goods brake van – all (NM-M).
Oval of track & track clips. Orange box with
Britannia picture. Base with yellow fitments (E)
lid (E). Track plan leaflet, track instructions,
Meccano Magazine & Hornby Railway
Company leaflets, guarantee.
£120-150

206
1954-8 No.40 Tank Goods set, clockwork,
comprising Type 40, 0-4-0 BR tank loco black
lined grey & red 82011, a couple of minute
marks (E) with three wagons – lumber, BR
open & ‘National’ tank wagons – all (E-NM).
Oval of track. With Track plan leaflet, Hornby
Railway Company, Meccano Magazine leaflets &
guarantee. Meccano price list April 1962.
Railway lamps. Dark blue box with ‘Britannia’
picture. Base (E) with a couple of small tears to
internal fitment. Lid (VG-E) scuffed on edges.
£70-90

207
1954-8 No.50 Hornby Goods set, clockwork,
comprising Type 50, 0-4-0 loco & tender BR
lined black 60199 with No.1 low sided BR
brown wagon, No.1 grey BR(E) open wagon
and BR(E) brown goods brake van. All (NM).
Oval of track & track clips. Orange picture box
with yellow inserts, base (NM) lid picture of
Britannia, some scuffing on corners (BE). With
track layout booklet, Meccano Magazine leaflet,
Hornby Railway Company leaflet, track
instruction leaflet & guarantee – all (M). With
lamps & key for loco.
£120-150

208
1954-61 No.51 Hornby BR Passenger set,
clockwork, comprising Type 51, 0-4-0 loco &
tender BR lined green 50153, (NM-M); tender
(NM-M); with one each No.51 maroon &
cream coaches – all/1st; all/2nd & passenger
brake – all (NM-M). Oval of track & track clips.
Orange box with ‘Britannia’ picture on lid. Box
base (BNM). Lid (BE). Hornby track plans
leaflet, track instructions & Hornby Railway
Company leaflet. With test tag & train lamps.
£120-150

209
1948-54 No.601 Hornby LMS Goods set,
clockwork, comprising No.501, 0-4-0 loco &
tender LMS maroon 5600 (NM); with No.1
LMS low sided truck (E); LMS open wagon
(brown) (E) & LMS goods brake (brown) (E).
Oval of track, track clips, key. Dark blue box
with ‘Flying Scotsman’ picture on lid. Box base
(BVG) but some tears to inner fitment. Lid (BE)
with LMS sticker. Hornby track plans leaflet,
guarantee & track instructions.
£100-140

210
1932-6 Hornby EM320, 20v AC, 0-4-0 tin-
printed tank loco, LNER 460, 12 spoke wheels,
with con & piston rods, green with white lining,
long graze to paintwork all along r/h side. (G)
Blue box with LNER sticker one end (BG) with
corrugated wrapper and remains of guarantee
that was once glued to internal underside of the
lid (BVG)
£100-140

211
1936-41 Hornby EM36, 6v AC, 0-4-0 tin-
printed tank loco, LNER 460 8 spoke wheels,
with con rods, green with white lining, scratch
to l/h tank side, wheels appear to be
replacements, a few marks and some
retouching (G) green box (BF)
£70-90

212
1931-6 Hornby E120, 20vAC, 0-4-0 tin-printed
loco, LNER 2900, revised body style, 8 spoke
wheels, with con & piston rods, very few marks
(VG) in repair box for an M3 loco with ‘electric’
& ‘NE’ stickers (BF-G) with repro corrugated
wrapper.
£120-150

213
ETS Rail-Road-Bus DB, red with silver lining and
roof. For 3-rail operation. Very minor wear on
wheels – regard as (M) (BM) with instructions.
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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214
Lionel 0 gauge operating water tower, No.1 30,
dark grey base, solenoid lowered plastic spout,
not fixed to tower, translucent tank, grey roof
fixed with two fixings, brown painted simulated
timber supports. (VG-E) in original corrugated
card box (BVG)
£50-70

215
Lionel 0 gauge No.313 Bascule Bridge (NM)
(BE)
£90-140

216
Bassett-Lowke electric Royal Scot, total repaint
to correct LMS colours, no boiler lining, running
plate and cabside lining yellow. Letters and
numbers on cabside and tender serif gold
shadowed red. Power collector is brass not B/L
original. Nameplates badly painted. No front
coupling. Tender wheels not original but loco
wheels are original. Slight distortion to front
buffer and cabside/running plate join
£160-190

217
Small Hornby 0 Gauge collection contained in
No.50 goods set box complete with section
dividers (BVG): 1932-6 M3 0-4-4 clockwork
LNER 460 green loco, 12 spoke wheels, with
key (F-G); with 3 BR goods wagons – brake
van, flat truck, open wagon (G) with post-war
NE No.1 passenger brake (G), some track.
£50-80

218
Five Paya 0 gauge vehicles: two McVities Biscuits
vans and two Fyffes banana vans and one
breakdown van/crane. Van wheels OK but
crane wheels deteriorating. Otherwise (E) (BE)
£50-70

219
Six 0 Gauge locos bodies for restoration,
mostly unidentified makes: 0-6-0 ‘Jinty’ style
tank with chassis, wheels & part motor; another;
another with chassis, wheels and motor with
skate; body only for 0-4-4 tank; body only for 4-
4-0 loco & tender; Leeds Model Co 4-4-0 loco
& tender BR 30?75, distressed condition; body
for 6-wheel tender. Apart from the Leeds loco
& tender, everything has been spray painted.
£80-120

220
BL99002 Bassett-
Lowke/Corgi 0 gauge Spirit
Fired LMS 2945, 2-6-0 Stanier
Mogul loco & tender. Appears
not to have been fired. (M)
(BM) with instructions.
£150-200

227
The Little Loco Company BTH Type 1/BR class
15 Bo-Bo diesel loco, green. No letters or
numbers. For 2-rail operation. Finescale wheels.
Full yellow ends. (E) Box base only with internal
fitments (BVG)
£180-260

228
ACE Trains LMS 3-car EMU, six ACE Trains
C/1 LMS suburban coaches & five ‘Merseyside
Express’ corridor coaches. Every coach has one
side severely faded to the extent that they now
appear grey’ish. Some are faded both sides. Five
coaches are brake ends and have rear bogies
fitted with current collection and red rear lights.
(P) one original box with lid, one with incorrect
lid and others in a Merseyside Express box.
£250-300

229
Four 0 Gauge tinplate wagons: two Bassett-
Lowke/Corgi – Pratt’s Spirit tank, cream & BR
20ton goods brake with working rear red light
(E-NM) (BE-NM). Two Precision Products flat
wagons – ‘Brodies and AEI cables. Cable drums
faded but two ‘Meccano’ included (VG) (BVG)
£50-70

230
Sancheng 0-6-0 class 08 diesel shunter,
unpainted brass, finescale wheels. For 2-rail
operation.
£100-200

231
Bassett-Lowke 4-4-0 loco & tender 62453
‘Prince Charles’ dark green lined black & white.
Made as clockwork converted to 12v DC with
a Ray Cooper motor (VG)
£100-160

232
Lima 0-6-0 LMS 4547 loco & tender fitted with
a heavyweight motor, details unknown together
with three Lima Mk1 coaches repainted as LMS
maroon. Also, an original condition black 0-6-0
loco & tender 4547 but in need of cleaning. (G)
£60-80

233
Renaissance limited edition Sentinel Shunter
LMS 7181 black 12v DC 3-rail coarse scale 0
gauge. No.9/50
£80-120

234
Four Bernard Ridgley tinplate wagons: three
Pratts bogie tankers green (VG-E) (BE); 16ton
mineral wagon grey (E)
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

221
0-gauge class 37 Co-Co diesel loco BR green,
no lettering or numbering, glazed cab, fine scale
wheels, 3-link couplings (E) maker unidentified
£100-160

222
Renaissance Limited Edition 0 gauge 12v DC 3-
rail Sentinel Steam Railmotor. LMS Number
4348. Made 1998 No.10/50. (E) (BE)
£70-100

223
BL99001 Bassett-Lowke/Corgi 0 gauge Spirit
Fired BR 429815, 2-6-0 Stanier Mogul loco &
tender. Appears not to have been fired. (M)
(BM) with instructions, spare wicks & duster
£150-200

224
BL99006 Bassett-Lowke/Corgi 0 gauge loco &
tender Princess class loco & tender, LMS 4-6-2
‘Princess Elizabeth’ 6201, red, 12-14v DC 3-rail
(E) (BE)
£280-360

225
ETS ‘Beyer-Garrett’ 2-6-0-0-6-2 loco LMS 4998
12v DC 3-rail (E) (BVG)
£280-360

226
Bassett-Lowke by Hornby, Peckett 0-4-0 saddle
tank ‘Joseph’ manufacturer’s number 163 (E)
box base only no lid (BVG)
£120-180
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235
Bassett-Lowke Compound 4-4-0 loco & tender
totally repainted to a high standard LMS red,
letters & number gold shadowed red, running
number 1042. Original electric motor. Rods will
benefit by cleaning. (VG -E) as repaint.
£120-180

236
Bassett-Lowke ‘Duke of York’ 4-4-0 loco &
tender totally repainted gloss black, white lining,
as LMS 14453, fitted with a Ray Cooper 12v
DC motor. Will benefit by cleaning. (VG) as
repaint
£120-180

237
Three 0 gauge kits: Two Parkside Dundas PS04
LNER 12 ton goods van and PS05 LNER
Standard Cattle Truck with a white metal
Duncan Models kit for Panther Half Yard
Excavator. All boxes have been opened and
contents not checked for completeness. All in
original boxes.
£60-80

238
Highfield and Chad Valley items: Highfield flat
wagon, yellow, PJW 570 (VG-E); with Chad
Valley 4-4-0 blue loco & tender 10138 with five
wagons, all playworn.
£30-50

239
Seven kit built goods wagons: Three goods
brake vans – NE, MR & LMS; three LMS open
wagons, SR goods van. All built to a high
standard.
£50-70

240
Two trays containing mainly continental locos,
wagons and coaches. 2 unidentified, probably
German locos; 8 goods wagons and 14
coaches. Some by Bing, many without
identification, Overall (G-VG)
£70-90

241
Three Hornby 0 gauge 0-4-0 clockwork locos,
all playworn but in working order: Type 40 tank
82011; M3 LMS 2270 12 spoke wheels, version
without rods; Type 50 loco & tender BR 60199
black.
£50-70

242
Large box containing a variety of mainly Hornby
0 gauge items: 11 assorted wagons including
No.2 timber wagon; 3 x 4-wheel coaches; 2 x
No.1 level crossings, quantity of mainly boxed
clockwork track straights, points & 2’ curves,
couple of buffers, some electric track including
two points. Also some Lionel 0-27 early electric
track including two right angle crossings.
£60-80

243
Two boxes containing a small mixed collection
of 0 gauge items: 10 standard lengths Lionel
straight track new and unused; 16 curves, used
but in good condition, some other track mix of
Hornby & Lionel, 5 buffers; OXO tin of track
clips; Lionel power input; probably Mettoy
electric track bridge; morse code transmitting
device; M3 Hornby 0-4-0 LMS c/w loco 2270;
Hornby pre-war signal box (P); two Bassett-
Lowke speed controllers; LMS Hornby No.2
tender, slight corrosion one side (G); couple of
wagons.
£60-80

244
Tray containing: 1933-8 Hornby No.2 double
track level crossing, light green posts, standard
track spacing (VG) (BF-G) with six assorted
goods brake vans, overall (G) 3 x NE, 1 x GW,
1 x LMS & 1 x BR(E).
£40-60

245
1924-5 Hornby No.2 Timber wagon, LNER,
olive green base & stanchions, ‘No.2 Timber
Wagon’ in white one side, ‘LNER’ gold lined red
other side, 3 original planks with original string,
plated wheels (E) (BE) with LNE sticker.
£50-70

246
1924-6 Hornby 4-4-4 No.2 Tank locomotive
totally dismantled and offered without
guarantee as to completeness but includes
chassis, cab, boiler, side tank, clockwork motor,
bogies with wheels, driving wheels plus many
small pieces. Five boiler bands, crest on cab-
side, LNER 4-4-4 on tank sides. Paintwork
shows heavy wear. A good restoration project.
£40-60

247
1929-31 Hornby No.1 Special loco &
tender, 0-4-0, LNER green 2694 on
small numberplate, white boiler bands,
‘LNER 2694’ on tender. Some light
play-wear but a good clean and polish
will result in great improvement (VG-E)
plain red repro boxes (BE). With key
£60-80

248
1954-61 Hornby Type 50 loco & tender BR
60199 goods livery black with red/grey lining.
Small areas of re-touching, otherwise (VG-E).
Plain red repro box for loco (BE). Original box
for tender (BE-NM)
£50-70

249
Bowman 0-4-0 live steam large tank loco. Total
restoration as LNER 300. This might include
‘improvements’ to the mechanism. Appears not
to have been steamed since restoration. (E)
With original wooden box (BE) and filling
funnels.
£100-200

250
Tray of ‘entry level’ Hornby 0 gauge clockwork
items: No.20 loco & tender (M) (BM); No.30
loco & tender (E) ; another (G); 1936-41 M1
red loco & tender 3435 ‘metallic’ red with black
base (F); 3 other locos (F); 4 x ‘M’/No.21
Pullman coaches (P); 2 x No.1 Pullman coaches,
Corsair & Ansonia (VG-BVG); 4 x goods
wagons (VG).
£60-80

251
Small tray of British made ‘lesser’ & ‘cheaper’
clockwork makes: Chad Valley 10128 ‘Bognor
Regis’ station (NM); Wells/Brimtoy ‘A4’ style 0-
4-0 ‘King George’ 8040 green & red, a few small
marks, missing tender (VG-E); Wells ‘A4’ style
0-4-0 ‘Golden Eagle’ 2509 blue & yellow, a few
small marks, missing tender (VG-E); Wells 416
0-4-0 loco red/black/yellow, missing splasher
cover for the protruding gear wheel, missing
tender (VG); Wells 600 0-4-0 LNER lined
green tank loco, missing steam dome (F-G);
Wells Brimtoy open wagon; two dining & two
first class red/cream 4-wheel coaches (P-F)
£60-80

252
Large tray of German made 0-4-0 clockwork
locos & tenders and rolling stock: KBN loco &
tender green with black/gold/red lining, fixed
key; KBN black with red lining loco & tender,
fixed key; KBN red with black lined loco &
tender, fixed key; KBN Refrigerated Ventilated
car 4125; Bing LNWR 10 tons open wagon;
Bing LNWR van; Bing GN open wagon brown.
The following are un-marked and it has not
been possible to identify makers but all bear
Germanic traits: green 0-4-0 loco & tender, red
& black lining, with piston/con rods; two green
4-wheel passenger coaches; brown ‘parcels’
coach; ‘Gasoline’ tank wagon and side tipping
hopper wagon. All (G)
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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253
1927-9 Hornby Station No.2 ‘Windsor’ red
brick building, grey platform, 1st/3rd class
booking office with two ramps each with
‘Windsor’ nameboard. Three opening doors.
Diagonal scratch on one end of building. White
paled fencing, badly chipped on the ramps.
Overall (G)
£50-70

254
Two large boxes Hornby clockwork 0 gauge
track, nearly all boxed. Much appears never to
have been used. Many 1’ & 2’ radius points,
CA1/CA2 & CR2 crossings and approx 5 boxes
2’ radius curves. One turntable.
£50-70

255-256
No Lots

257
Bing for Bassett-Lowke 1921 series LNWR
brown-cream 1st class corridor coach (G-BF)
£50-80

258
A collection of three various Bing Gauge 1
passenger coaches to include an Express Postes
baggage car, a Schlafwagen Compagnie
Wagons-Lits sleeping car, finished in brown,
together with a teak Bing dining car, all loose
examples with some signs of wear
£150-200

259
A collection of five various Gauge 1 items of
rolling stock to include a Bing Railways 1914
Shields & Brown of Glasgow tank wagon, a Bing
1912 Great Northern Railway open wagon,
together with three others
£100-120

260
A Bing No. 60/647 0 gauge tin plate station
comprising of tin printed body with brickwork
effect front, grey platform, and half timbered
top building, nicely decorated with various
original advertising signs, housed in the original
Bing 207130 station card box (G,BG)
£80-120

261
A Bing Gauge 1 black
clockwork London North
Western Region 2-4-0
lithographed King George V
locomotive and tender, with
1902 to cabsides, and LNWR
to sides of tender, good clean
example, in working order
£150-200

268
A Hornby 0 gauge No. 55 clockwork goods
train set, comprising of repainted locomotive
and tender with four various items of rolling
stock and a quantity of track, Shell Lubricating
Oil tanker has been overpainted also, housed in
the original card box with replacement inner
card sections
£40-60

269
A Mettoy No. 5347 Streamlined Passenger train
set comprising of Streamline No. 4490
locomotive and LNER tender, together with
two accompanying coaches, and a quantity of
track, housed in the original card box (VG,BVG)
£50-80

270
A USA Trains G-scale No. 22051 Burlington
Route 20-ton diesel locomotive, radio
controlled example, sold with radio controlled
hand unit and other operating tools
£60-80

271
A scratch built 0 gauge glazed display case, with
single section of straight track, dimensions L:
68cm, D: 23cm, H: 24cm
£40-60

272
Exley K6 Driving Motor coach Southern 3rd
class running no.11184 set no.3070. Very
noticeable paint loss to left hand side, less so
right-hand side. Retouching to roof over driver’s
cab. Window glass missing both sides
£90-150

273
Darstaed 0-gauge bogie coach BR Mark 1 CK
carmine & cream corridor composite, (M)
Transfers not applied but they are present, with
instructions (M)
£70-80

274
A 1931-1936 Hornby No. 1 clockwork
passenger set comprising of 0-4-0 No. 1 LNER
2810 locomotive, finished in green, revised
body style, with two No. 1 North Eastern
coaches and one passenger brake, all windows
show some deterioration to the silvering but
still very good condition, incomplete circle of
track, with key, yellow box with Flying Scotsman
picture, box VG
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

262
A Bing circa 1920s 0-4-0 locomotive and
tender comprising of green body with red
spoked wheels, and red and off-white lining,
complete with 1/48 to cabsides, model has had
some restoration to back head controls and is
with the original four wheel tender, working
order, with key
£100-120

263
One box containing a large quantity of mixed
gauge 1 tin plate track
£40-60

264
An Atlas Works 16mm scale Polar Bear
Groundle Glen railway battery operated loco,
together with a pair of Groundle Glen carriages
from 45mm scale kits
£80-120

265
A Hornby Railways No.2, 0 gauge straight
tunnel
£30-50

266
A Bing tinplate early 20th century City station
comprising of brickwork effect lithograph
printed building with telephone and telegraph
side rooms and central walkway to booking
office, two blue & gold decorated canopies
with black side railings fully raised on green
painted tin plate base with later Bing Werk
trade mark added, complete with removable
roof to reveal internal light fixtures and fittings,
length 38cm, depth 16cm, max height 30cm,
some parts of the station have been
overpainted
£200-300

267
An Aristocraft Gauge 1 Ref. 84200-01 0-4-0
butane gas powered live steam locomotive and
tender, USA switcher, undecorated example,
finished in plain black, housed in an aluminium
style flight case with instructions, transmitter,
filler, syringes, and other tools including power
supply
£400-500
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275
One tray containing a collection of various 0
gauge tin plate and electric Hornby, Mettoy,
and similar locomotives, to include a repainted
Hornby 4-4-2 No. 6100 LMS Royal Scot
locomotive and tender, a Hornby 4-4-2 LNER
No. 1784 tank loco, together with various
others
£150-200

276
A Kenard Models 0 gauge white metal kit built
model of a Great Western Railway K5 full
brake, marked Lawrence Scale No. 1114 to
underside, model is executed to a very high
standard
£100-150

277
A collection of Lionel 0 gauge locomotives and
rolling stock to include an Alaska Railroad
Steam Works Conventional 0-6-0 docksider
locomotive, fitted with forward and reverse
smoke and whistle, together with four items of
Lionel rolling stock
£80-120

278
One tray containing a collection of mixed
plastic and white metal kit built 0 gauge rolling
stock to include a Great Western Railway 10-
ton van, a Triang Railways open truck together
with others
£40-60

279
One tray containing a collection of mixed 0
gauge, tin plate and clockwork trains to include
Hornby Lionel, and others
£40-60

280
Three trays containing a collection of mixed 0
gauge track, lineside accessories and points, to
include Hornby, examples to include right hand
and left hand points, level crossings, and mainly
2-rail track
£50-80

281
A pair of Lima 0 gauge LMS passenger coaches,
identical examples to include Ref Nos.
316616A2 comprising LMS corridor coach No.
15865, both in original boxes
£40-60

282
A collection of S gauge American Outline
locomotives to include American Flyer Lines
and Lionel, examples to include an American
Flyer No. 4092 4-6-2 loco and tender, together
with an American Flyer Lines No. 302 4-4-2
loco and tender, and a Lionel 3-rail 4-6-2
Milwaukee Road locomotive and tender, all
loose examples, the Lionel has been
overpainted
£60-80

283
A kit built locomotive 4-6-0 tank locomotive,
deconstructed example comprising of body and
clockwork mechanism, hand painted in black
with remains of LMS No. 406 to boilersides
£30-50

284
An Aristocraft gauge 1 No. 23507 Western
Maryland EMDGP-40 diesel locomotive No.
3799, housed in the original polystyrene packed
card box, model is in used condition with some
breaks and paint loss to hand rails
£70-100

285
An LGBG scale No. 26850 model of a DR
Class 99 .20 steam loco finished in black with
No. 99201 to cabsides, model appears to be in
good clean condition and housed in the original
polystyrene packed box
£120-150

286
An Aristocraft G scale No. 22210 electric
model of an Erie Lackawanna Alco RS3 diesel
locomotive, finished in maroon, grey and
yellow, housed in the original polystyrene
packed box
£80-120

287
A USA Trains No. R22115 Santa Fe G scale
GP9 loco comprising of silver and red body,
with No. 758 to cabsides, very little use, housed
in the original polystyrene packed box
£100-120

288
One box containing four various G scale
Bachmann, LGB and Piko items of rolling stock
to include a No. 95900S Bachmann open
wagon, an LGB No. 42860 container wagon,
and others (4)
£80-120

289
One box containing a collection of various Piko
G scale items of rolling stock to include a No.
37704 Logserve Shimmns Tarpcar, together
with a Steel Shimmns Tarpcar, and two
container wagons, No. 37704 is boxed, the
others loose
£80-120

290
A collection of Piko and Bachmann Garden
scale American outline rolling stock to include a
No. 38840 Santa Fe box car, a white Peas No.
903 caboose and others, four pieces in total
£70-100

291
A pair of LGB G scale Santa Fe centre-flow
hopper wagons, both finished in brown and
numbered 314082 to sides
£50-80

292
A Lehman LGB G scale No. 40045
Pennsylvania wagon pack, all housed in the
original window display box
£50-70

293
A collection of DR and DB LGB garden scale
passenger coaches to include a No. 30710 DB
2nd Class passenger coach in green, together
with three DR blue and white passenger
coaches
£60-80

294
Three boxes containing a collection of various
mixed 0 gauge 2-rail clockwork track and spare
parts, to include a COL-2 left hand crossover,
together with a COR-2 right hand crossover,
both housed in original boxes, together with a
quantity of B1 straight rails, connecting plates,
buffer stops and other associated track
equipment and accessories
£70-100

295
Three trays containing a collection of various
Hornby 0 gauge 2-rail clockwork track to
include 8 various cor-2 crossovers, clockwork
points unboxed, 16xPL2, 10xPR2 track sections
and various other parallel points, interesting
examples
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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296
Three boxes containing a collection of various
Hornby 2-rail clockwork track to include 54
curved rails, 50 sections of straight rail, and 5
Hornby crossover track sections
£50-80

297
Three boxes containing a large selection of
various Hornby 0 gauge and Marklin track and
lineside accessories to include No. 1 water
tanks, 5 various boxed buffer stops, a No. 1
level crossing, one boxed hydraulic buffer stop,
three various turntables, a quantity of loose
track and other associated effects
£70-100

298
A T Bairstow & Son 0 gauge finescale kit built
model of a 4-6-0 Arsenal locomotive and
tender finished in BR green with No. 61648 to
cabsides and named Arsenal. Model is executed
to a very high standard and is housed in a
wooden carry case together with a glass top
display case with wooden plinth
£500-600

299
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Hornby 0 gauge, rolling stock, train sets, and
accessories to include a No. 55 goods set, a
No. 1 water tank, together with a turntable, and
a quantity of track
£40-60

300-326
No Lots

334
W2229 Wrenn 4-6-2 loco & tender ‘City of
Glasgow’ BR lined blue, housed in the original
card box (NM-BVG)
£70-100

335
W2229 Wrenn 4-6-2 loco & tender ‘City of
Glasgow’ BR lined blue, housed in the original
box with 1 packing piece and leaflet, packer
number 2 (VG-BVG)
£60-80

335a
A collection of various 00 gauge track to
include straight sections, points, curves, railers,
and other items together with a quantity of
empty Hornby 00 gauge and Wrenn rolling
stock and lineside accessory boxes
£30-50

336
Wrenn Railways W2203 0-6-0 tank engine,
silver with “Shell” logo on tank sides, packer
number 3, two packing pieces (NM-BVG)
£60-80

337
W2237 Wrenn 4-6-2 loco & tender ‘Lyme
Regis’ Southern green lined yellow. A few small
chips to lining & transfers, original box (G-BVG)
£60-80

338
No Lot

339
Wrenn W2211 BR green A4 4-6-2 No 60022
Mallard, with Triang tender, housed in the
original box, with Wrenn LMS No.2679 2-6-2
tank locomotive in associated box
£60-80

340
One tray containing a collection of various
Wrenn, Triang, Hornby Dublo, and similar 00
gauge locomotives and tenders, all examples
appear to be overpainted, reconditioned or
restored, examples to include a Duchess of
Abercorn, a Hornby Dublo 2-6-4 No. 80033
tank loco, a Wrenn Brecon Castle together
with others
£100-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

00 GAUGE, HO AND N
GAUGE

327
Two boxes containing a collection of mainly
Hornby and Triang 00 gauge lineside track and
accessories
£30-50

328
A box of 00 gauge lineside accessories, to
include a Hornby R406 colour light signal,
various Triang signal posts, figures, buildings and
accessories
£20-30

329
A Rivarossi H0 scale boxed locomotive and
tender group to include a No. 1254 Union
Pacific Big Boy locomotive and tender, together
with a Rivarossi No. 3977 Union Pacific 4-6-6-4
loco and 16-wheel tender, housed in the
original card box with end flaps missing
£50-60

330
A collection of Hornby Dublo boxed
locomotives and accessories to include a
Hornby Dublo No. 2218 No. 80033 2-6-4, two
rail locomotive together with a No. 3224 8F
goods locomotive and tender No. 48109, a
Hornby Dublo TPO mail van set and
accompanying coach
£50-70

331
W2228 Wrenn 4-6-2 Duchess loco & tender
‘City of Birmingham’ BR lined green, with
original box and instruction leaflet, Packer No.3
to box base
£70-90

332
W2236 Wrenn ‘Dorchester’ 4-6-2 West
Country BR lined green loco & tender, with the
original card box, no packer number (VG-
BGVG)
£50-80

333
Wrenn Railways W2209 class A4 engine and
tender LNER green ‘Golden Eagle’, with
packing rings and instruction leaflet, packer
number 6 (VG-BVG)
£70-100
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341
A collection of seven various Hornby Dublo
and Wrenn 00 gauge locomotives to include a
Duchess of Montrose, a repainted Hornby
Dublo LMS 7248 0-6-0 locomotive, a
Barnstaple No. 34005 loco and tender, some
examples have been overpainted and restored
£80-120

342
A collection of five various loose Hornby Dublo
and Wrenn 00 gauge locomotives to include
Golden Fleece, Silver King, Cardiff Castle and
Duchess of Atholl
£80-120

343
A collection of 6 various Wrenn Hornby Dublo
and Trix, and other 00 gauge locomotives to
include a Hornby Dublo Mallard No. 4468
(repainted example), together with a Graham
Farish Great Western Railway 0-6-0 No. 9410
tank loco and others, some examples
overpainted and restored
£80-120

344
One box containing a collection
of five various Wrenn and Triang
00 gauge locomotives and
tenders, to include a Wrenn Sir
William A Stanier FRS No. 6256
locomotive and tender, a Wrenn
Eddystone loco and tender, and
others
£100-150

345
A collection of Hornby and Triang 00 gauge
boxed locomotives and passenger stock, to
include a Triang Hornby No. R157 diesel railcar,
a Hornby LMS Coronation Class 7P Duchess of
Sutherland loco and tender, a Hornby 2-10-0
class 9F Evening Star loco and tender and
others
£70-100

346
One tray containing a collection of Hornby and
Triang 00 gauge passenger stock and
locomotives, to include a 3 piece diesel Triang
R158 DMU, a Hornby 3 piece Intercity
locomotive and coach set, together with others
£50-80

347
One tray containing a collection of mixed
tinplate and plastic Hornby Dublo, Triang, and
similar 00 gauge coaches to include a Triang
Railways Royal Mail coach, a collection of Triang
Pullman coaches and others
£60-80

348
Three boxes containing a collection of various
plastic and cardboard 00 gauge lineside
buildings and accessories
£30-50

349
Two trays containing a collection of mixed 00
gauge railway accessories to include Hornby,
Triang, Metcalfe Kits and others, specific
examples to include various trees and hedging,
lineside buildings, platform extensions, etc
£40-60

350
2229 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail NEVERWAZZA
‘Beyer Garrett’ 2-6-0-0-6-2 LMR 47986 BR
plain black livery. Fitted with two motors. Made
by JODEL in the UK. Brand new (M) (BM)
With certificate of authenticity and
manufacturers notes about the model.
£400-500

351
2240 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail NEVERWAZZA by
Michael Foster 2-6-2 LNER V2 class loco 4771
‘Green Arrow’ loco & tender, green with white
lining. No appearance of any use. (M) (BM)
with red/white stripes normally used for 2-rail –
this loco is 3-rail. Certificate No.83 of 210.
£400-500

352
2220 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail loco & tender 4-6-0
‘Devizes Castle’ BR lined green, some light
corrosion to chimney & SVC, hand-rails dull,
and rods will benefit from cleaning. (VG) plain
red (BVG)
£50-70

353
2221 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail loco & tender 4-6-0
‘Cardiff Castle’ BR lined green, some light
corrosion to chimney & SVC, otherwise (E)
picture (BVG) test tag & instructions.
£60-80

354
2226 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘City of London’ BR unlined maroon with
yellow running plate edging and one boiler
band adjacent to smoke box. One chip missing
from each nameplate, otherwise (E) (BP)
£70-90

355
Hornby-Dublo 4-6-2 loco & tender. Body is
‘Dorchester’ mounted on a 2-rail ‘Barnstaple’
chassis. BR lined green. A few chips to lining on
loco but not on tender. (VG) 2-rail box (BF)
£60-80

356
EDL2 3-rail Hornby-Dublo 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Duchess of Atholl’ LMS 6231, rare version with
‘yellow’ nameplates both of which are slightly
chipped as are various areas of the loco.
Overall (G)
£70-90

357
Pre-war EDL1 (but not embossed under the
cab roof) Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco &
tender ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’. Horseshoe motor.
Will benefit by cleaning but not unduly dirty.
Tender coal only slightly distorted. Crease to
front of L/h side of tender. (VG)
£120-180

358
Pre-war 3-rail Hornby-Dublo horseshoe motor,
EDL7 0-6-2 Southern 2594 tank loco olive
green with bright gold letters & numbers
without chips. Very few chips to body overall.
(VG-E) In post war pale blue box, faded with
graffiti. Tape marks match. No original inserts.
(BF)
£300-400

359
2245 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail E3002 electric loco,
blue with silver totem and numbers, one totem
slightly rubbed, one chip from white cab roof
and a few light marks. (VG-E)
£200-300

360
3250/4140 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail EMU.
Motorised br/2nd coach & 1st/2nd trailer coach.
Southern green. Both vehicles have some
marks. Trailer coach noticeable corrosion one
side. Overall (G). Br/2nd (BP)
£70-90

361
2250/4140 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail EMU.
Motorised br/2nd coach & 1st/2nd trailer coach.
Southern green. A few marks on each vehicle.
Overall (VG-E). Motor coach (BVG) trailer (BP)
£120-160

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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362
2224 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail LMR 8F 2-8-0 loco &
tender BR 48073, unlined black, Ringfield motor
(E-NM) (BG-VG)
£90-140

363
2232 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Co-Co diesel electric
loco, plain green (E) (BG) base one end split.
£70-90

364
EDL7 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail post-war horseshoe
motor 0-6-2 tank loco GWR 6699. No marks
(E) correct box with loco cover & GW sticker
(BE)
£90-140

365
EDL1 post-war Hornby-Dublo 4-6-2 loco &
tender ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ LNER 7 blue. (VG)
but coal severely distorted
£60-80

366
3226 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
’City of Liverpool’ BR maroon, both cylinder
covers noticeably chipped otherwise (E) (BG)
but with tape tears.
£150-250

367
Hornby-Dublo 4-6-2 loco & tender converted
from 2 to 3-rail ‘City of London’ BR maroon,
some light tarnishing to boiler hand-rails,
unlined tender (VG-E) (BVG)
£90-140

368
2226 2-rail Hornby-Dublo 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘City of London’ BR maroon, unlined tender,
chip to top of firebox otherwise (E) (BF)
£70-90

369
W2235 Wrenn 2-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Barnstaple’ BR lined green, Dublo coupling on
tender (E-NM) Box without tape marks, packer
number or labelling (BE)
£60-80

377
Hornby-Dublo rolling stock, all boxed, generally
(VG-E) (BG-E): One each D3 LMS coaches
1st/3rd & br/3rd; D21 BR(W) 1st/3rd coach;
TPO Mail van set, one bag, incorrect switch; 17
pre-nationalisation post-war wagons; 17 post-
war post-nationalisation wagons.
£100-150

378
R580 Hornby Task Force Action Set comprising
0-6-0 diesel WD 17 green; three military bogie
vehicles – rockets, helicopter & tank; and track
with controller (NM) (BG) tear in top of lid.
£50-70

379
L11 Hornby-Dublo3-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Mallard’ BR lined green, plated driving wheels,
plastic bogie, pony & tender wheels. (E) loco
box mid blue with yellow fitments (BE) tender
box blue/white stripe (BE)
£60-80

380
Two Hornby-Dublo 3-rail ‘Duchess’ locos &
tenders: EDL2 Atholl, only a few chips (VG)
plain buff repro loco box (BE) tender box mid
blue (BE); Montrose gloss, noticeable playwear
(F) mid blue loco box (BG) tender dark blue
(BP)
£50-70

381
LT25 3-rail Hornby-Dublo 2-8-0 8F freight loco
& tender, BR 48158 unlined black, ½” motor,
plated driving wheels plastic pony & tender
wheels (one centre tender wheel is metal!),
version without front coupling. (VG-E) picture
(BE)
£50-70

382
3233 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail Co-Bo diesel electric
loco D5713, BR green (E-NM) (BVG-E)
£70-90

383
Two 2-rail Hornby-Dublo 0-6-0 tank locos,
both with faded totems & all steps present,
generally (G-VG): 2206 black, large plastic
couplings (BP); 2207 green, drop links cut from
metal couplings, red buffers, repro (BE)
£40-60

384
Four Bachmann Branch-Line locos & tenders, all
(E) (BE): 32-575 Ivatt class 43 LMS black 2-6-0
double chimney DCC ready; 31-281 Parallel
boiler 4-6-0 Royal Scot 6155 ‘The Lancer’ LMS
crimson; 31-185 Jubilee 5563 ‘Australia’ 4-6-0
LMS crimson DCC ready; 31-154 Jubilee 4-6-0
‘Impregnable’ LMS red.
£90-140

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

370
W2219 Wrenn 2-rail 2-6-4 tank loco LMS
2679 maroon with yellow lining and shadowed
lettering & numbers. Dublo couplings in box.
(NM) (BE-NM) Tape marks match. No packer
number.
£50-70

371
Two Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos: ‘Duchess of
Atholl’ with tender, a few chips (G) mid blue
(BE) complete with all fitments, tender home-
made box; 0-6-2 LMS 6917 tank loco (G-VG)
mid blue box with all fitments (BVG) with LMS
sticker on lid.
£50-70

372
Four Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos: L30
Bo-Bo diesel D8000; EDL18 2-6-4 tank
80054; two EDL17 BR tanks one
69567 one with two-rail body 69550
with coal in bunker. Overall (G-VG) All
boxed but they vary (BP-G)
£60-80

373
Marklin 3073 H0 gauge 3-rail Warship
diesel D830 ‘Majestic’’ BR green (NM)
(BNM) with instructions.
£80-120

374
Two Hornby-Dublo 2-rail tank locos: 2217 0-6-
2 69550 and 2218 2-6-4 80033. The 2-6-4 is
fitted with TLC with the ‘hook’ parts missing.
Otherwise both locos (E) (BVG-E)
£60-80

375
Thirteen goods wagons, all boxed: 3 Trix, one
Lilliput & 9 Wrenn. All 4-wheel. Includes
W4315P green ‘Foxhunter’ Royden Stables
horse box. All appear (NM) (BE)
£80-120

376
Sixteen Hornby-Dublo plastic wheeled
coaches, all boxed (BG-E):4083 maroon
suburban 1st/2nd; 4084 maroon suburban
br/2nd; 4231 export BR(S) suburban; 4204
export BR(S) corridor 1st/2nd; 4205 export
BR(S) corridor br/2nd; 4078 Sleeping car; 4075
passenger brake, slight corrosion; 4051 BR(W)
br/2nd; 4050 BR(W) 1st/2nd; 4060 BR(W)
open 1st; 4062 BR 1st; 4061 BR(W) open 2nd;
4063 BR 2nd open; two 4049 restaurant
maroon (tinplate); 4026 BR(S) tinplate br/2nd.
All (E-NM) (BE-NM)
£100-160
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385
Four Bachmann Branch-Line locos & tenders, all
(E) (BE): 31-155 Jubilee 4-6-0 ‘Galatea’ LMS
red; 31-277 Royal Scot 4-6-0, 6112 ‘Sherwood
Forester’ LMS red; 31-280 Royal Scot 6106 4-
6-0 ‘Gordon Highlander’ LMS crimson; 31-226
rebuilt Scot 4-6-0 6133 ‘Green Howards’ LMS
lined black.
£90-140

386
Six Bachmann Branch-Line locos all (E-NM) all
but one boxed (BE): 31-276 Royal Scot 4-6-0
6134 ‘The Cheshire Regiment’ LMS lined black;
32-875 Fairburn 2-6-4 tank 2691 LMS black;
31-279 Royal Scot 4-6-0 6130 ‘The West
Yorkshire Regiment’ LMS crimson; unboxed
‘Galatea’ 5699 LMS red; 31-453 Ivatt 2-6-2 tank
1206 LMS unlined black; 32-227 3F 0-6-0 Jinty
LMS 7524 black.
£90-140

387
W3006/7 Wrenn brown & cream ‘Brighton
Belle’ 2-car set No.3052, Cars nos.90 & 91,
white tables (NM) packed in two inner loco
boxes inside an outer printed box. Boxes (BE-
NM) packer no.3.
£180-260

388
Four Wrenn brown & cream Pullman coaches
for ‘Brighton Belle’ EMU: W6001A Car no.87;
W6002 Aries; W6002D Doris; W6002A
Audrey. All (NM) (BE-NM)
£80-120

389
Hornby Dublo West Country class loco &
tender ‘Dorchester’ body fitted with 2-rail
chassis (E) (BF)
£70-90

390
2250/4140 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail EMU.
Motorised br/2nd coach & 1st/2nd trailer coach.
Southern green. A few marks on each vehicle.
Overall (VG). Motor coach (BVG) trailer in
incorrect box for 4084 (BVG)
£90-140

391
Two locos: 2233 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Co-Bo
diesel electric loco D5702 green. A couple of
small areas showing what appears to be
remains of self-adhesive labels, otherwise (NM)
(BVG) with instructions. With 2234 Co-Co
‘Crepello’ D9012 diesel electric (G)
£70-90

392
Hornby-Dublo 7013 ‘Bristol Castle’ loco &
tender converted from 3 to 2-rail, BR lined
green (E) in box for 3-rail (BG).
£60-80

393
EDL7 post-war Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-2 tank
loco GWR 6699 green, ½” motor, mark to cab
roof, otherwise (E) mid blue (BVG)
£80-120

394
EDL11 Hornby-Dublo 4-6-2, 3-rail loco &
tender ‘Silver King’ gloss (VG-E) mid blue loco
(BVG) tender dark blue (BVG)
£60-80

395
Two Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos: EDL7 0-6-2
LNER green tank loco, chassis changed to one
with black painted wheels and plastic couplings
(G) mid blue (BG); L11 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Mallard’ BR lined green, alloy wheels (G-VG)
mid blue (BG) tender R/h totem faded, crease
at front L/h side (G) blue/white striped box
(BE)
£50-80

396
EDL2 Hornby-Dublo loco & tender ‘Duchess of
Atholl’ LMS red, (E) mid blue (BP) tender (E)
mid blue (BG)
£50-70

397
6365 Hornby-acHO 0.30TU20 steam outline
shunting loco, green, continental coupling at
front, Dublo at rear. (VG) (BVG)
£40-60

398
Triang Transcontinental R155 diesel switcher
Bo-Bo loco TR green 5007. (E). (BE) complete
with top & bottom internal fitments & oil. With
instructions
£60-80

399
Triang Transcontinental R155 diesel switchers
Bo-Bo locos yellow 5007. One with red stripe
along running plate (front coupling missing), one
without stripes (VG-E) one boxed (BVG), with
R0551 Canadian National Diesel, black & red
4008 (VG-E) (BG) cellophane torn.
£60-80

400
Triang R257 TC double ended electric loco
with two working pantographs, TR shield, two
tone green, coupling bar missing one end,
otherwise (E) (BE)
£50-70

401
3221 3-rail Hornby-Dublo ‘Ludlow Castle’ 4-6-
0 loco & tender BR lined green 5002 (E)
£200-300

402
3226 3-rail; Hornby-Dublo ‘City of Liverpool’ 4-
6-2 loco & tender BR lined maroon with
unlined tender, very small chip missing from
one nameplate (E) (BVG)
£220-380

403
3224 3-rail Hornby-Dublo 8F 2-8-0 Freight
loco, Ringfield motor, unlined BR black 48094,
front coupling missing otherwise (NM) (BVG-E)
£200-300

404
Two 3-rail Hornby-Dublo tank locos each lined
black: EDL18 2-6-4 80054 (E-NM) picture
(BVG-E) and EDL17 0-6-2 69567 (VG-E)
yellow lined picture (BE).
£60-80

405
L11 3-rail Hornby-Dublo ‘Mallard’ loco &
tender BR lined green 60022 alloy wheels (E)
mid blue box labelled 3211, couple of tears
(BVG)
£60-80

406
EDL12 3-rail Hornby-Dublo ‘Duchess of
Montrose’ loco & tender, matt, BR lined green
46232, orange lining missing in parts from
running plate, otherwise (VG-E) picture (BE)
with instructions. Tender not boxed, a couple
of chips each side at top (VG)
£50-70

407
Two 3-rail EDL7 Hornby-Dublo 0-6-2 tank
locos: LNER 9596 green, transfers & gold faded,
otherwise (E); another heavily chipped and re-
transferred in yellow ‘British Railways E9560’ (F-
G)
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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408
EDL17 3-rail Hornby-Dublo 0-6-2 tank loco BR
lined black 69567 (E) repair picture box (BG-
VG) with replacement keeps
£40-60

409
2220 2-rail Hornby-Dublo ‘Denbigh Castle’ 4-6-
0 loco & tender BR lined green. Drawbar
connection at tender has non- Dublo fixing,
slight tarnishing to chimney & SVC. (VG). Plain
red (BG)
£50-70

410
2225 2-rail Hornby-Dublo 2-8-0 8F freight loco
& tender BR plain black 48109. ½” motor.
Drawbar connection at tender has non-Dublo
fixing. (E) repro plain red (BE)
£50-70

411
2232 2-rail Hornby-Dublo Co-Co diesel electric
loco, unlined green (NM) (BE)
£60-80

412
Three 2-rail tank locos: 2218 Hornby-Dublo 2-
6-4 BR lined black 80033, drop link cut from
front coupling (VG-E) small graffiti on box
(BVG); 2217 Hornby-Dublo 0-6-2 BR lined
black 69550 thick numbers, coal in bunker,
decals faded and some chips (G); Wrenn 0-6-0
bright green, no transfers, some chips, tlc, (F-G)
£70-90

413
2050 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Suburban Electric
Train set comprising 2-car EMU green (E) with
track (BVG) lid corners split; with 4231 export
version 2nd class BR(S) suburban coach green,
buffer heads painted silver (VG-E) (BVG-E) with
export label.
£120-180

414
2001 Hornby-Dublo ready-to-run electric train
set comprising black 0-4-0 steam outline loco
with three wagons, controller and
(replacement) track (VG-E) (BVG) with another
black loco and six wagons plus a converter
wagon (VG-E)
£70-90

415
Lone*Star Treble0lectric EL50 Goods set
comprising D5000 Bo-Bo BR unlined green
diesel loco, four wagons, track & instructions.
All (E-NM) Individual boxes (BVG-E) set box
base (BVG-E) lid corners split and some scuffing
(BG)
£40-60

424
4D-009-HAT01 Dapol class 121 ‘GWR 150’
chocolate & cream diesel mechanical railcar
W55020, 21 pin DCC ready. (E-NM) (BNM)
instructions.
£70-90

425
OR/6DG002 Oxford Rail Dean Goods 0-6-0
loco & tender BR early livery livery black 2409
(NM) (BNM)
£80-120

426
OR76AR006 Adams Southern 2-4-2 tank loco
3520 green with sunshine lettering (NM)
(BNM)
£70-90

427
K2702 Kernow Model Railways Bullied 1-Co-
Co-1 diesel black early emblem 10202, black.
21 pin DCC fitted. Instructions. (NM) (BNM)
£120-180

428
Two Vitrains class 37 diesel electric locos: 2020
no.37422 ‘Cardiff Canton’ EWS livery; V2076
no.37512 ‘Thornaby Demon’ Railfreight grey
livery, both with instructions (NM) (BNM)
£70-90

429
4782 Heljan GWR 4707 2-8-0 ‘Night Owl’ loco
& tender, GW insignia, unlined black. (NM)
(BNM)
£70-90

430
5219 Heljan Co-Co diesel hydraulic class 52
‘Western Musketeer’ D1030 BR blue, small
yellow end panels. (NM) (BNM)
£60-80

431
5221 Heljan Co-Co diesel hydraulic class 52
‘Western Enterprise’ D1000 BR buff, small
yellow end panels. (NM) (BNM)
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

416
Seven Hornby-Dublo coaches: two D20
maroon & cream restaurant cars; one D22
maroon 1st/2nd class corridor; two each D14
suburban 1st/2nd & br/2nd all (E). All except
one D14 all boxed (one repro) (BVG)
£30-50

417
Nineteen Hornby-Dublo goods wagons with
plastic wheels. Some duplicates. Includes Blue
Spot fish, banana, goods brakes, coal, Prestwin,
export UD milk and others. Overall (VG-E)
Boxes generally (VG-E) but a couple with flaps
missing.
£90-140

418
Thirty Hornby-Dublo goods wagons, metal
wheels for 3-rail. Some duplicates. Includes
tanks, opens, vans, bogie bolsters. Overall (VG-
E) (BF-VG). Includes a Triang converter horse
box.
£100-140

419
Two Hornby-Dublo kits: 5005 Engine shed &
5006 Engine shed extension. Both believed
complete. (VG-E) Boxes (VG) but 5005 has a
split on the base.
£30-50

420
Hornby-Dublo electrically operated semaphore
signals. 3 x home & one distant junction, 3 each
single home and distant. Ten in total. All appear
in good order but the posts will benefit by
cleaning (VG)
£70-90

421
Three HOrnby-acHO locos: 6372 Co-Co 7121
two-tone green, continental couplings, (E) (BE);
6365 0-6-0 tank loco, green, 0-6-0, (030-TU-
20), continental couplings (E) (BVG-E); 636 Bo-
Bo 16009 electric missing all roof components
and pantographs but body & chassis appear
(VG-E)
£80-120

422
4D-022-004 Dapol class 68 Bo-Bo diesel
electric loco, 68014, silver & grey Chiltern
livery, 21 pin DCC ready (NM) (BNM) dusty.
Instructions.
£80-120

423
D1000B Dapol class 22 BR blue with full yellow
ends, split headcode, D6318, (E) (BNM)
£70-90
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432
2723 Heljan class 27 Bo-Bo diesel electric
D5361 BR green with small yellow end panels.
(NM) (BNM) with instructions.
£50-70

433
34321 Heljan class 33 Bo-Bo diesel electric
33059 BR blue with full yellow ends. (NM)
(BNM)
£80-120

434
Two Heljan diesel locos: 29021 class 07 0-6-0
D2992 BR blue with ‘wasp’ stripes at ends. (E)
(BE); with 1715 class 17 Bo-Bo ‘Teddy Bear’
D8511 BR green with small yellow end panels,
8DCC, (E-NM) (BE)
£80-120

435
5202 Heljan diesel hydraulic Co-Co loco class
52 D1067 ‘Druid’ BR blue with large yellow end
panels (E) (BE)
£50-70

436
31-031 Bachmann Branch-line class 350/2
Desiro 4-car EMU 350238 London Midland,
21DCC, (NM) (BE-NM)
£140-180

437
31-996 Bachmann Branch-Line LMS 10000 Co-
Co diesel BR green eggshell blue waistband (E-
NM) (BE). Instructions
£80-120

438
31-996X Bachmann Branch-Line LMS 10000
Co-Co diesel BR black & chrome (E-NM) (BE).
Instructions
£80-120

439
31-667 Bachmann Branch-Line Type AL5
electric loco E3056 BR blue, 21 DCC (E-NM)
(BVG)
£60-80

440
32-481 Bachmann Branch-Line Co-Co class 40
diesel D369 BR green with small yellow end
panels (E) (BE)
£70-90

441
32-406 Bachmann Branch-Line Bo-Bo class 25/3
diesel D7502 BR two-tone green (E-NM)
(BNM)
£50-80

442
Two Bachmann-Branch-Line diesel locos: 32-
061 class 42 Bo-Bo diesel hydraulic D812 ‘The
Royal Naval Reserve’ BR blue with full yellow
end panels; and 32-736 class 66 diesel electric
66846 ‘Colas Rail Freight’. Both 21DCC. Both
(E-NM) (BE-NM)
£80-120

443
Two Bachmann Branch-Line 4-4-0 locos &
tenders: 31-728 City class 3708 ‘Killarney’ GWR
green 21DCC and 31-831 43xx 4358 BR green
early emblem. Both (E-NM) (BE)
£80-120

444
31-921 Bachmann Branch-Line H2 class 32424
‘Beachy Head’ BR lined black early emblem,
21DCC, (NM)(BNM)
£90-140

445
32-575A Bachmann Branch-Line Ivatt class 4MT
2-6-0 loco & tender LMS 3000 black, 8DCC (E-
NM) (BE)
£70-90

446
31-585 Bachmann Branch-Line
class 70 diesel electric loco 70006
‘Freightliner’ green & yellow,
21DCC. (E-NM) (BE-NM)
£60-80

447
MR-104 Bachmann Branch-Line USA class 0-6-
0 tank loco 30064 BR lined green with late
crest, 6DCC
£60-80

448
35-026 Bachmann Branch-Line 94XX class
Pannier tank 9487 BR black early emblem, 18
DCC, (E-NM) (BNM)
£60-80

449
A Silver Fox Models BR Class 41 North British
‘Warship’ diesel locomotive No. D604 ‘Cossak’,
BR green livery (M,BM)
£80-120

450
A Wills Finecast unbuilt kit for a SR ‘King
Arthur’ 4-6-0 locomotive, appears complete,
with finescale wheels, motor and instructions
£60-80

451
A Millholme Models unbuilt kit for an SR Bulleid
‘Merchant Navy’ 4-6-2 in original ‘spamcan’
form, appears complete, with motor and
instructions
£60-80

452
A Hornby Dublo 3-rail ‘Duchess of Atholl’ 4-6-
2 6231 LMS maroon in replacement box, (VG-
E)
£60-80

453
A Hornby-Dublo 3-rail ‘City of Liverpool’ 4-6-2
46247, BR maroon with late crest, (E-NM), but
may have been renumbered (named)
£80-120

454
A kit built EM gauge professionally built and
painted LMS ex-MR 0-4-4T 1287. The
prototype of this locomotive was based at
Plaistow and worked on the LTSR
£60-80

455
Six continental H0 scale diesel and electric
locomotives by Rivarossi, AHM, Fleischmann,
Jouef and Lima (G-NM)
£60-80

456
A Trix LNER Class A3 4-6-2 ‘Flying Scotsman’,
Ref. 1180DT 4472. The correct later version in
as-preserved condition with two tenders, the
coat of arms on the cabside, LNER on the coal
tender, and 4472 on the water tender (VG-E)
£60-80

457
A Wills Finecast SR (ex LBSCR) Class E5 0-6-
2T locomotive. Professionally kit built and
painted as SR No. 67 in Olive Green
(NM,BNM)
£50-70

458
26 unboxed wagons of various makes, including
Hornby ‘Integral’ starters, Thomas the Tank
Engine, and others (G-E)
£50-70

459
An Exley post-war 2-car SR ‘Portsmouth’ EMU
corridor set (Nos. 11185/86) in SR green.
Condition is VG for the age of this rare set,
with some scuffs around the edges, but very
little tarnish
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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460
Four Bachmann China steam locomotives, all in
VG but repainted condition - ROD ex GCR 2-
8-0 in LNWR black 2402, another in WD black
87, J11 ex GCR 0-6-0 in LNER green, 4280,
and another in BRB green 65317
£60-80

461
No Lot

462
Six steam locomotives - Hornby R840 LMS
black 5 4-6-0 No. 5112, another No. 5138,
R859 black 5 No. 5241, R552 BR 4-6-2 No.
70013 ‘Oliver Cromwell’, Grafar 0-6-0 PT No.
9410 in BR green, and Mainline ‘Jubilee’ 4-6-0
No. 5690 ‘Leander’ in LMS maroon (all VG-
E,BG)
£70-90

463
Eight locomotives including kit built, Hornby,
Bachmann, Airfix and Lima. Some repainted or
weathered, no boxes - generally VG(R)
£60-80

464
A professionally kit built and painted SR Class
M7 0-4-4T by SE Finecast. SR No. 40 in black
unlined wartime livery (NM,BNM)
£50-70

465
A professionally kit built and painted SRF (ex
LBSCR) Class I3 4-4-2T by SE Finecast. SR No.
2091 in lined olive green (NM,BNM)
£60-80

466
A Liliput BR45 2-10-2 locomotive in DRG black
livery as built in 1937. An unusual and very large
locomotive (NM,BVG)
£50-70

467
A quantity of assorted kit built, part built and
proprietary locomotive bodies, chassis, motors,
etc (a/f)
£50-70

475
Three trays containing a collection of mixed 00
gauge lineside accessories, buildings, and track
to include Hornby railways
£60-80

476
A Hornby Railways No. R1167 The Flying
Scotsman DCC ready train set, comprising of
locomotive, and three coaches, missing track
and control unit
£50-80

477
One box containing a collection of various
Hornby Dublo locomotives, rolling stock, and
passenger coaches, to include a Hornby EDL12
Duchess of Montrose locomotive and tender
(matt), together with a Hornby Dublo 2 rail
No. 2230 diesel electric loco, a quantity of red
& cream passenger coaches, a boxed maroon
No. 4315 horsebox, together with a part
complete train set
£100-120

478
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Hornby Dublo track power units, lineside
accessories, to include Dinky Toys No. 051 and
053 passengers and station staff, Hornby Dublo
EDB1 straight rails together with various
pamphlets and leaflets etc
£60-80

479
One box of Hornby Dublo lineside buildings,
junction signals, signal cabin and points, specific
examples include a D1 through station, a D1
island platform, and others
£70-100

480
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
Hornby Dublo and associated lineside
accessories, switches, points and empty boxes
to include engine shed, goods depot, TPO
mailvan set and others
£50-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

468
Seven diesel locomotives - a boxed kit built
prototype Deltic, 2 Airfix BR blue Class 31,
Nos. 31289 and 31401, 3 Triang BR green
Class 31, D5572x2 and D5578, and a Hornby
BR green Class 47, in need of a repaint.
Condition generally G-VG
£60-80

469
A Corgi 00 gauge motorised Leicester
Corporation Tramcar, together with 8 buses
and 3 commercial vehicles by EFE, Corgi
Original Omnibus and Oxford Diecast, all
boxed (NM,BVG)
£60-80

470
An assortment of American Locomotives and
rolling stock, all boxed and generally (VG).
Includes a UP F7 diesel with 3 UP coaches, a
Bachmann de Witt Clinton early steam
locomotive, and ten assorted freight cars.
£50-70

471
Three trays containing a collection of mixed
mainly Triang and Hornby railway items to
include various track, lineside buildings,
locomotives and rolling stock, specific examples
to include a Hornby No. 4232F 2-6-4
locomotive, together with others
£70-100

472
A Bachmann 00 gauge Royal Scot electric train
set comprising of locomotive, two coaches,
Bachmann control unit, power lead, and other
accessories, with a quantity of track, model has
been little used
£60-80

473
One tray containing a collection of Hornby,
Bachmann and similar 00 gauge railway items to
include Pullman coaches, locomotives,
commercial goods stock and others, specific
examples to include a Lima Amoco tanker, a
Hornby No. 16440 0-6-0 tank loco, LNER teak
coaches, a Hornby 00 No. 69567 0-6-2 tank
loco and others
£80-120

474
One tray containing a collection of various
Hornby and Bachmann 00 gauge items of
rolling stock, to include a Bachmann 14-ton
tank wagon, a Hornby Redline tank wagon, and
others
£60-80
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481
A collection of 3 boxed Hornby Dublo Dinky
Toys to include No. 070 AEC Mercury tanker,
No. 064 Austin lorry, and No. 061 Ford Prefect,
all in the original card boxes
£100-120

482
A collection of three boxed 00 Dinky Toys to
include a No. 065 Morris pickup, No. 067
Austin Taxi, and No. 063 Commer van, all in
original card packaging
£100-120

483
A collection of three various boxed Dublo
Dinky Toy diecast vehicles to include No. 066
Bedford flat truck, No. 064 Austin lorry, No.
068 Royal Mail delivery van, all in original card
boxes
£80-120

484
Triang Minix Twin Pack Group, 4 boxed as
issued sets, to include RC26, 2x RC27 and
RC28, all in the original red window boxes (All
M-BVG)
£70-100

485
A Marklin H0 railways No. 846/4H boxed set
comprising of Marklin 4-6-0 No. 01097
locomotive and 8-wheel tender, together with a
collection of various passenger stock to include
DSG Schlafwagen, DSG Speisewagen wagon lits
sleeping car, and one other, in the original lift-
off lid card box, with lift-out section to reveal
lower compartment containing various track,
wiring, points, etc, box requires minor
restoration to complete, also sold with an
original Marklin catalogue
£150-200

486
A box of mixed Marklin and Hornby Dublo 00
gauge trains to include locomotives, rolling
stock, part complete sets, control units, and
home made buildings, together with a quantity
of Railway Modeller magazines, and Piko
publications
£70-100

487
A collection fo three Lima APFELPFEIL H0 scale
Apple Orange and Yellow passenger coaches,
three loose examples in good clean condition
£30-50

488
A Compulsion Gallery British Giftware
Association 00 gauge display model of the
Flying Scotsman raised on wooden plinth
£20-30

489
Collection of various Hornby and Triang 00
Gauge model trains, carriages and rolling stock,
to include R357 AIA-AIA Diesel Electric Loco,
Princess Elizabeth Loco and tender, R117 Oil
Tank Wagon, and others, some examples
boxed, others loose
£100-120

490
Triang 00 Gauge boxed Pullman and Diesel
Railcar group, 8 various boxed examples to
include R558 Diesel Pullman Type 2 Motor Car
and others
£80-120

491
Triang 00 Gauge Transcontinental Blue and
Yellow Locomotive and stock group, 5
examples all in excellent condition, to include
reference numbers R445, R444, R446, R447
and R159
£80-120

492
Collection of mixed Triang and similar 00 gauge
track, accessories, together with a home made
3 rail engine shed
£30-50

493
A collection of mixed Triang Hornby 00 gauge
locomotives and accessories to include Princess
Elizabeth locomotive and tender in three
various colours, together with some box
tenders included
£80-120

494
A collection of mixed H0 gauge continental
passenger coaches and rolling stock to include
Jouef, Kleinbahm, together with various others,
mixed examples to include a Troby Wagon-Lits
sleeping car, and others, some examples boxed,
others loose
£50-80

495
One tray containing a large selection of mainly
Hornby and Triang 00 gauge passenger stock to
include Mk2 Intercity coaches, Pullman coaches,
LMS sleeping car and others
£60-80

496
A Marklin boxed H0 scale locomotive group to
include a Marklin No. 3774 crystal bodied
DB216127-1 locomotive, together with a No.
8375 DB216025-7 diesel loco, both in original
window boxes
£40-60

497
A collection of brass and white metal Wills
Finecast and modern traction kits 00 gauge kits
to include a Great Western Railway diesel rail
car and others, some examples part started
£40-60

498
A Fleischmann H0 No. 4450 ICE Intercity
Express two-piece set housed in the original
window box
£40-60

499
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Hornby and Mainline 00 gauge wagons
£40-60

500
Marklin digital H0 SBB-FFS Serie 460 Bo-Bo
electric locomotive red/black livery (M-BM),
catalogue ref. 39602
£80-100

501-512
No Lots

513
89231 Heljan class 128 Royal Mail Letters
55991, red/yellow, DC. (E-NM) (BNM)
£60-80

514
28001 Heljan class 28 D5700 full BR green (E-
NM) (BNM) with a label stating ‘polarity
corrected.’
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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515
Heljan 5800 class 58 Co-Co diesel electric loco
58004 ‘Mainline’ ex Railfreight triple grey. (E-
NM) (BE-NM) labelled for 58001 and DCC
£50-80

516
Two Heljan diesel electric locos: 3516 Hymek
class 35 D7007 early BR blue (E) (BE-NM) with
26031 class 26BR blue full yellow ends (VG)
(BVG)
£70-90

517
53061 Heljan class 53 D0280 ‘Falcon’ diesel
loco two tone green weathered, one set of cab
steps loose but present (E) (BE-NM)
instructions.
£60-80

518
KR Models GT3 (Gas Turbine) 4-6-0 loco &
tender, brown, DCC ready (NM) (BNM)
instructions
£90-140

519
4630 Heljan class 47 diesel electric ‘The
Institute of Export’ 47245 (E) (BE)
£40-60

520
R3398 Hornby ‘Lyme Regis’ branch line pack
consisting of Adams Radial Tank loco 30583
with two maroon coaches. DCC ready. LImited
edition 978/1000 (M) (BM)
£90-140

521
Roco 63087 DB-AG ICE 3-car electric set, light
grey with red stripe & lettering. (M) (BM)
instructions.
£80-120

522
R1176 Hornby ‘Eurostar’ 4-car set comprising
the four cars, track, controller, Trakmat. DCC
ready
£80-120

523
Two Kernow Model Rail Centre tank
locos:K2051 Beattie Well tank BR early crest
30587 and K2103 Adams 02 tank, BR black
early emblem 30182 push-pull. Both (M) (BM)
£70-90

524
HA-P-015 Hattons P class 0-6-0 tank loco, 6
pin DCC ready, SECR no.27. (M) (BM)
£60-80

535
32-050Z Bachmann Branch-Line class 42 diesel
D808 BR green ‘Centaur’ 21 DCC (E-NM) (BE)
£50-70

536
Two Bachmann Branch-Line locos, both 8DCC:
31-976A class 3MT 2-6-2 tank 82030 BR lined
green late crest (E) (BVG) with 32-830A Ivatt
2MT 2-6-0 6418 LMS black (E-NM) (BE)
£80-120

537
35-076 Bachmann Branch-Line class E4 tank
loco green 0-6-2 Southern 473 (E-NM) (BE)
£60-80

538
32-508 Bachmann Branch-Line class 5MT loco
& tender 4-6-0 73049 BR lined green late crest
(E-NM) (BG)
£60-80

539
R3259 Hornby BR 2-BIL ‘2090’ 2-car EMU blue
(NRM issue) (E-NM) (BE-NM)
£60-80

540
W2237 Wrenn rebuilt West Country 4-6-2
loco & tender ‘Lyme Regis’ 21C109 Southern
green, yellow lining, Dublo coupling on rear of
tender (NM) (BE). Tape marks match. No
packer number.
£60-80

541
R3260 Hornby Southern Railway 2-HAL EMU
set no.2653 olive green, DCC ready (NM) (BE)
£60-80

542
32-902 Bachmann Branch-Line class 108 2-car
DMU BR blue/grey DCC ready (E-NM) (BE)
£50-70

543
Two Heljan diesel locos: 1404 class 14 D952
BR green (E-NM) (BE) with 3501 D7039 class
35 Hymek BR 2-tone green (E) (BG)
£70-90

544
31-088 Bachmann Branch-Line 3200 Earl class
4-4-0 loco & tender 9028 BR black early
emblem, 21DCC (E-NM) (E)
£70-90

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

525
31-883 Bachmann Branch-Line class 4F 0-6-0
Midland Railway 3848 black (NM) (BNM)
£50-80

526
Two Bachmann Branch-Line locos: 31-015 class
7F loco & tender 2-8-0 LMS 13810 black and
32-233 class 3F 0-6-0 Jinty 23 SDJR blue. Both
(E-NM) (BE)
£80-120

527
31-377 Bachmann Branch-Line class 416 2EPB
EMU 6738 BR blue & grey. (E-NM) (BVG-E)
£60-80

528
DJM0071-002 Class 71 Electric loco, dark
green, red body stripe E5004. (M) (MM) Un-
numbered limited edition certificate. 21 pin
DCC socket
£80-120

529
32-065 Bachmann Branch-Line class 43
Warship diesel hydraulic D865 ‘Zealous’ BR
maroon with yellow panels, 21DCC (E-NM)
(E-NM)
£60-80

530
31-428 Bachmann Branch-Line 4CEP EMU
7126 late SR EMU green (E-NM) (BE)
£60-80

531
8940 Heljan class 128 single car diesel unit
M55993 BR blue ‘Parcels Service’ 21DCC (E-
NM) (BE-NM)
£60-80

532
16011 Heljan class 16 Bo-Bo diesel D8401 BR
green small yellow end panels, 21DCC (E-NM)
(BE-NM)
£60-80

533
32-425W Bachmann Branch-Line class 24
diesel R.D.B.968007 BR blue weathered, 21
DCC (E-NM) (BE)
£60-80

534
32-176 Bachmann Branch-Line LMS Crab
42765 in BR lined black early emblem livery. (E-
NM) (BNM)
£50-70
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545
32-727X Bachmann Branch-Line class 66 diesel
66745 GBRf Europorte ‘Modern Railways’
21DCC (E-NM) (BE)
£60-80

546
31-128 Bachmann Branch-Line 3000 class ROD
3036 BR black early emblem, weathered,
21DCC (E-NM) (BE-NM)
£60-80

547
1321 Heljan GWR 0-6-0 Pannier tank green
no.1369 (E-NM) (BNM)
£70-90

548
1302 Heljan GWR 0-6-0 Saddle tank green
no.1364 (E-NM) (BNM)
£70-90

549
31-627B Bachmann Branch-Line class 3F loco &
tender LMS 3520 black, 21DCC (E-NM)
(BNM)
£50-70

550
Four Lima diesel locos BR(W): Class 42 D 815
‘Druid’ maroon; D800 ‘Sir Brian Robertson,
green; D819 ‘Goliath’ green; D827 ‘Kelly’ blue
with yellow ends. All (VG-E) Boxes generally
(BG)
£60-80

551
Three Lima diesel locos BR(W): class 42 D600,
amended (F ); class 52 D1003 ‘Western
Pioneer’ repainted black (VG); class 52 D1015
‘Western Champion’ golden ochre (E). Boxes
overall (F-G)
£50-70

552
Five Lima diesel locos: Class 37 ‘Tre Pol and
Pen’ 37671; ‘Vulcan Enterprise’ 37905; 37890
‘The Railway Observer’; 47841 ‘The Institution
of Mechanical Engineers’; and 47004 ‘Old Oak
Common.’ All (E) (BVG-E)
£70-90

553
Five Lima diesel locos: D1664 George Jackson
Churchward no.327 of 550; 47726 ‘Progress’
no.354; 47145 ‘Merrdin Emrys’ no.740 of 850;
47701 ‘Old Oak Common’; 47492 ‘The
Enterprising Scot.’ All (E) (BG)
£70-90

554
Five Lima diesel locos: D9016 ‘Gordon
Highlander’; 37023 ‘Stratford’; 37906 ‘Star of
the East’; DP2; D400. All (E) (BG)
£70-90

555
Five Lima diesel locos: D1733; D1023 ‘Western
Fusilier’; 66016; 60059 ‘Swindon Dalesman’;
HS4000 ‘Kestrel’. All (E) (BP-G)
£70-90

556
Lima items: 3-car class 117 DMU in Network
SE livery 51362/59514/51404 (E-NM) (BE);
with GWR railcars W22 maroon & cream,
No.22 brown & cream and W34W maroon
‘Express Parcels.’ (E) (BVG)
£70-90

557
Five Lima diesel locos: D1001 ‘Western
Pathfinder’ maroon; 37702 ‘Taff Merthyr’ coal
sector; 50043 ‘Eagle’ BR blue; 67003 and 67030
both EWS livery. All (E) (BG)
£70-90

558
Five Lima diesel locos: Prototype Deltic in
original colours; D6700 BR green; 37609 DRS
blue; 50008 Thunderer BR blue; D1013 BR
blue. All (E) (BVG)
£70-90

559
Five Lima diesel locos: 37207 ‘William
Cookworthy’ BR blue; 37675 ‘William
Cookworthy’ grey; D1016 ‘Western Gladiator’
maroon; D1000 ‘Western Enterprise’ buff;
37901 ‘Mirrlees Pioneer’ Railfreight Metals. All
(E) (BF-VG)
£70-90

560
Beatties of London Traction Edition Number 1
comprising two Lima class 20 diesels: 20172
‘Redmire’ & 20173 ‘Wensleydale’. (NM) (BVG)
one end damaged.
£60-80

561
Lima DMU’s: class 121 single ‘bubble’ car
W55028 blue/grey (E-NM) (BVG); class 101 2-
car unit BR blue M50304/M50338 with centre
coach M59115 (E) (BP)
£60-80

562
Five Lima diesel locos: 50007 ‘Hercules’ BR
blue; 50035 ‘Ark Royal’ NWSE livery; D0260
‘Lion’ white & gold; 50025 ‘Invincible’ BR blue;
D843 ‘Sharpshooter’ BR green. All (E) (BP-G)
£70-90

563
Five Lima diesel locos: 37685 ‘William
Cookworthy’; D6607 ‘Ben Cruachan’ BR green;
828 ‘Magnificent’ BR blue; 37425 ‘Concrete
Bob’ BR blue full yellow ends; 37116 ‘Sister
Dora’ BR blue. All (E) (BP-VG)
£70-90

564
Five Lima ‘electric’ locos: 73101 Pullman ‘The
Royal Alex’ brown & cream; 73109 ‘Battle of
Britain’ NSE livery; 73002 BR blue full yellow
ends; E6001 duo-tone green; 87002 ‘Royal
Sovereign’ Inter City livery. (E) (BG-VG)
£70-90

565
Four Lima and one Replica Railways locos:
33008 ‘Eastleigh’ BR green; 73108 BR blue;
60035 ‘Florence Nightingale’ Transrail grey;
59201 ‘National Power’ blue & grey; Replica
Railways 11153 modified GW Hall ‘Burton
Agnes Hall’ 6998. All (E) (BG-E)
£70-90

566
Five Lima diesel locos: D8041 BR green; 08009
EWS livery; D5310 BR green; 27037 BR blue
yellow ends; D5807 BR due-tone green. All (E)
(BP-G)
£60-80

567
Five locos: Lima GW 2-6-2 4589 green; Lima 0-
6-0 GWR pannier 8401 green; Mainline 0-6-2
BR black 8652 in Lima box; Airfix 2-6-2 tank BR
black 6167; Lima 4-6-0 ‘King Edward VI’ GW
green. All (E) (BG-VG)
£60-80

568
Two DMU’s: Dapol class 150/2 2-car set
150237 provincial grey/blue (E) (BG); Lima class
117/2 4-car set – W51332/51374/ 2 x
59508(VG)
£60-80

569
Five Dapol GW/BR(W) locos: 0-4-2 tank 1466
GW green; 1027 ‘County of Stafford’ BR green;
1019 ‘County of Merioneth’ BR black; 0-6-0
2519 GW green; 5328 2-6-0 BR black. (E) (BF-
G)
£80-120

570
Four Dapol steam outline locos: GW 2-6-0
9300 photographic grey; GW 2-6-0 6332
green; 75001 4-6-0 BR green; GW 0-6-2 6697
green. All (E) (BP-F)
£50-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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571
Four Dapol diesel locos: D824 ‘Highflyer’ green;
D842 ‘Royal Oak’ green; D823 ‘Hermes’
maroon; 56084 BR blue full yellow cabs. All (E)
(BG)
£50-70

572
Two Bachmann Branch-Line 2-car DMU’s:
170/1 Turbostar ‘Midland Mainline’ (E-NM)
(BVG-E); class 150/1 ‘Central Trains’ (VG)
£60-80

573
Three Bachmann Branch-Line diesel locos: 32-
975 class 66/9 Freightliner 66952; 32-775 class
37/0 BR blue split head-code 37038; 32-326
class 25/1 blue 25054. All (E-NM) (BVG-E)
£70-90

574
Three Bachmann Branch-Line diesel locos: class
57/6 ‘Porterbrook’ 57601; 32-752 57602 GW
green; D837 Ramillies BR green. All (E) (BG)
one missing one end flap.
£70-90

575
Five Bachmann Branch-Line locos: 31-454 Ivatt
2-6-2 tank 41286 push pull fitted, BR lined
black, weathered; 31-450 Ivatt 2-6-2 tank
41221 BR lined black, push pull fitted; 32-205
8750 Pannier tank 9736 BR black early emblem,
marked ‘returned stock checked & tested’; 32-
110 08 diesel shunter 13029 BR black early
emblem hinged door type; 32-029 class 20
diesel 20023 BR Railfreight grey with indicator
discs. All (E) BVG-E)
£70-90

576
Hornby 3-car class 110 DMU comprising
E51844/59708/51824 BR green yellow lined.
(E)
£40-60

577
Three Bachmann Branch-Line steam locos: 32-
576 Ivatt class 4 2-6-0 43047 BR lined black late
crest (E)(BF-G); 32-828 Ivatt class 2 2-6-0
46520 BR lined green late crest (E) (BE); 32-
253 WD 2-8-0 Austerity 90312 BR black early
emblem (E) (F-G)
£70-90

578
Four Bachmann Branch-Line steam locos: 32-
300 2251 Collett goods 3202 GWR green (E)
(BVG-E); 31-402 Lord Nelson 30851 ‘Sir
Francis Drake’ BR green (E) (BVG); 32-151 N
class 31813 in box for 31860 BR lined black (E)
(BG-VG); 31-300 4-6-0 ’Bradley Manor’ GWR
green (E) (BE).
£80-120

587
Two Marklin H0 3-rail EMD F7 4060 Santa Fe
diesels, silver & red with yellow/black stripe (E)
(BVG-E)
£70-90

588
Marklin H0 3-rail EMD F7 3062 337 New
Haven white/red/black diesel. (E) (BVG-E) with
30455 ‘Lucky Pig’ 0-6-0 for 3-rail (M) tin (BNM)
£70-90

589
EDP1 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail post-war passenger
set ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ LNER blue loco & tender,
‘7’ on cab-side, red nameplates and wheels,
very small distortion to coal. Two NE teak
coaches 1st/3rd & br/3rd, silvering (E). With
track & D1 controller. All items (E) controller
not tested. Instructions, guarantee & other
paperwork. Box base (BE) lid all corner split
(BVG)
£70-90

590
Kirdon Co-Co diesel loco for 3-rail, LMS 10000
black with silver line, BR totem, fitted with
Dublo plastic couplings. (E) with original (BE)
£50-70

591
Silver Fox Models Brown Boveri 18000 gas
turbine A1A-A1A loco BR standard green with
orange stripe. (NM) in incorrect Hornby box –
not the original Silver Fox.
£80-120

592
Two Hornby ‘electric’ locos: class 71 Bo-Bo BR
blue ‘71012’ DCC ready (NM-M) (BNM);
R3480 EWS class 92/1 loco ‘Brahms’ 92018
DCC ready (NM) (NM)
£90-140

593
Three Hornby class 42 diesel hydraulic Bo-Bo
locos all DCC ready, all (E-NM) (BE): R3068
D802 ‘Formidable’ green; R3491 D805
‘Benbow’ green; R3282 D853 ‘Thruster’
maroon.
£70-90

594
Four Hornby diesel locos: R2412 31110 Co-Co
grey/yellow DCC ready; R2655 73235 SW
Trains DCC ready; R2238B D6137 BR blue;
R3067 31256 BR blue. All (E) boxes (G) some
fading
£70-90

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

579
Four Bachmann Branch-Line steam locos: 32-
951 Standard class 4MT 2-6-0 76069 BR black
(E) (BG-VG); 31-102A Standard 4MT 75072 4-
6-0 BR lined black early crest; 31-303 4-6-0
‘Ramsbury Manor’ 7828 (E) (BF-G); 31-775 4-
6-0 ‘Witherslack Hall’ BR black early emblem
(E) (F)
£80-120

580
Three Bachmann Branch-Line steam locos &
tenders: 31-829 43XX GW 4331 2-6-0 lined
green (E) (BE); 31-105A Standard 4MT 75075
BR lined black double chimney late crest (E)
(BG); 32-353 Standard class 4MT tank 80135
BR lined green late crest (E) (BG-VG)
£70-90

581
One tray & one box Hornby-Dublo 3-rail track,
approx. quantities: Straights: 37 full, 16 halves &
12 qtrs; Curves: 18 large radius, 49 standard
curves & 8 halves. One isolating, 18 L/H & 11
R/H manual points; 3 diamond crossings; 7
electric uncoupling; 2 manual; 5 asstd switches
& packet of coupling rods for switches. All (VG-
E)
£50-70

582
R9640 Hornby Skaledale Coaling Stage (M)
(BVG) with lid and red print colour at top of
box slightly faded.
£50-70

583
Hornby-Dublo 2-rail track. A large box
including some Simplec points, buffers and a
great deal of track. All (VG-E) Some boxed.
£60-80

584
Bachmann 44-086 Ash Plant (M) (BNM)
£50-70

585
Marklin H0 3181/4181 pair diesels Burlington
Northern numbers 9780 & 9788. One is
powered other non-powered – for 3-rail
running. Believed to possess working lights.
(NM) (BNM)
£90-140

586
Two Marklin H0 3-rail EMD F7 3060 Santa Fe
diesels, silver & red with yellow/black stripe (E)
(BVG-E)
£70-90
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595
Four Hornby diesel locos: R2476B 56088
Railfreight grey; R2428 50037 ‘Illustrious’ BR
blue DCC ready; R3149 92042 DB Schenker
red DCC ready; R2935 59206 DB Schenker
red DCC ready. All (E) (BG)
£90-140

596
Three Hornby diesel items: R2866 Wessex
Trains single car DMU 153382 DCC ready;
R2122 D6130 duo-tone green; R2861 59001
‘Yeoman Endeavour’. All (E) (BG)
£70-90

597
Three ‘Southern’ Hornby locos & tenders:
R2385 West Country 34051 ‘Winston
Churchill’ BR lined green; R2584 Rebuilt West
Country ‘Yeovil’ 34004 weathered BR lined
green DCC ready; R2623 King Arthur class
30717 ‘King Uther’ DCC ready. All (E) (BG-
VG0
£90-140

598
Two Hornby locos & tenders: R3565 LMS 2-8-
0 8035 unlined black, DCC ready (NM) (BNM);
R3060 class A1 ‘Tornado’ 60163 BR green lined
white DCC ready (NM) (BNM)
£70-90

599
Two Hornby T9 4-4-0 locos & tenders both
DCC ready: R3108 708 Southern sunshine
lettering on unlined black with 120 LSWR
green. Both (E-NM) (BE)
£90-140

600
Two Hornby 4-6-0 GW locos & tenders, both
lined green, DCC ready both (NM) (BNM):
R3165 ‘Lode Star’ no. 4003 and R3408 ‘King
Edward V’ no.6016
£120-160

601
Three Hornby locos & tenders all DCC ready
all black: R3421 Early Drummond 700, 0-6-0
60398; R3276 4-4-0 LMS Compound with
Fowler tender LMS 1072; R2881 LMS class 5
5112. All (E-NM) (BE)
£90-140

602
R3411 Hornby SR S15 4-6-0 loco & tender 827
black with sunshine lettering (NM) (BE)
£80-120

603
Three Hornby GW locos & tenders DCC
ready: R2918 38XX 2-8-0 no.2803 unlined GW
green; R3167X 4-6-0 ‘Glastonbury Abbey’ lined
BR green; R3277 4-4-0 ‘County of Devon’ 3835
lined GW green All (E-NM) (BE)
£120-160

604
Four Hornby GW 4-6-0 locos & tenders:
R3409 ‘King William IV’ 6002 DCC ready;
R2424 ‘Hampden Castle’ 5074; R2461 ‘County
of Devon’ 1005 DCC ready; R2455 ‘Pendennis
Castle’ 4079 DCC ready (VG-E) (BG)
£80-120

605
Three Hornby 9F 2-10-0 locos & tenders, DCC
ready: R2880 No.92221 black; R3273 Crosti
boiler 92027 black; R2785 ‘Evening Star’ 92220
lined green. All (E-NM) (BVG-E)
£80-120

606
Three Hornby locos: R2098A GW 2-6-2 tank
6147 (E)(BG); R3168 4-6-2, 71000 ‘Duke of
Gloucester’ Lined green DCC ready (NM) (BE);
R2403 4-6-0 ‘Derwent Grange’ 6862 black
6862 DCC ready (E-0NM) (BVG)
£80-120

607
Two Hornby-Dublo 4-6-2 passenger sets: EDP2
’Duchess of Atholl’ (one nameplate damaged)
with 2 x D3 coaches, track & D1 controller.
Overall (G) (BP) couple of fitments missing;
with EDP12 ‘Duchess of Montrose’ matt, with
two maroon & cream coaches, track (G-VG)
(BF) one end & one side flaps detached.
£50-70

608
Two Triang and one Chad Valley sets: R3.B
‘Princess Elizabeth’ lined green loco & tender
with two maroon & cream coaches & battery
control unit. No track. Contents (VG) (BF);
RS52 ‘Blue Pullman’ 3-car set with track,
contents (VG) box base (BVG) lid (BP); with
Chad Valley Overhead Railway set, believed
complete (VG) (BG)
£60-80

609
R2194 Hornby ‘The Atlantic Coast Express’
comprising Merchant Navy class loco & tender
with three coaches, no.0616 of 2000 (M)(BM);
with R4140 Atlantic Coast Express coach set
comprising three coaches (M)(BM)
£100-160

610
Hornby Eurostar items: R665 four-coach unit
with two R4013 x 2-coach packs. All (M) (BE-
NM)
£100-140

611
R616 Hornby Eurostar set four coach unit with
track, trakmat, transformer, controller, power
clip (NM) (BE)
£100-140

612
Four Locos: Hornby R2011A Mainline class 58,
58023 ‘Peterborough Depot’ blue; Lima D5583
green; Lima 60040 ‘Brecon Beacons’; Lima
47799 ‘Prince Harry.’ All (NM-M) (BNM)
£70-90

613
Four locos: Lima 37350/D6700 BR green; Lima
33008 ‘Eastleigh’ BR green; Lima 73212 ‘Airtour
Suisse’ grey/white; Dapol 56074 ‘Load Haul’
black/haul livery. All (NM-M0 (BG-E)
£60-80

614
Five locos: R332 Hornby 58044 coal sector;
Lima 50008 ‘Thunderer’ BR blue; Lima 47833
‘Captain Peter Manisty RN’ duo tone green;
Lima 47972 ‘The Royal Army Ordnance Corps’
red & grey; Lima 59002 ‘Yeoman Enterprise’
silver.
£70-90

615
Large tray Lima rolling stock all (NM-M) (BE-
NM); 3 x Super GUV plain Res; 4 x Super Guv
‘Royal Mail’; 3 x Inter City coaches; one each
Intermodal bogie wagon packs – Hamburg Sud;
P&O and Seaco. All (NM-M) (BNM-M)
£70-90

Lots 616 to 621 inclusive are Hornby-Dublo
NEVERWAZZA tinplate wagons made by
B.Huxley during the 1990’s. They faithfully imitate
their 0-gauge predecessors in design and colour.
They are in repro light blue boxes. Nearly every
wagon is accompanied by a certificate of
authenticity. All in mint condition.

616
Two bogie vehicles: No.2 breakdown crane &
van, light grey with red crosss on van, crane
states ‘To lift 10 tons’; ‘Castrol’ bogie tank,
green with red lettering.- very slight wear to
tank wagon.
£70-90

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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617
Three wagons: BR grey hopper; barrel wagon,
green barrels; McAlpine side tipper.
£80-120

618
Three wagons: NE hopper, green; No.1/50
crane, red ‘To lift 10 Tons’; Meccano bright red
coal wagons with coal
£80-120

619
Three wagons: NE hopper green; Robert
Hudson side tipper; LMS gas tanks wagon.
£80-120

620
Three wagons: Snowplough, light grey, working;
Meccano coal wagon deep red with coal;
No.1/50 crane, red ‘To lift 10 Tons’;
£80-120

621
Three wagons: LMS hopper, green; yellow
cement ‘Blue Circle’; ‘Meccano’ rotary tipper.
£80-120

622
Triang Transcontinental Passenger Stock: ‘Santa
Fe’ silver – one each diner, 3100, 3101 &
observation, all (VG); with grey & red loco
‘Canadian Pacific’ – 7914, 7752, 2 x 7252, one
observation coach, all (VG-E)
£80-120

623
Triang Transcontinental Passenger coaching
stock: ‘CN’ silver & black – two each 300 &
observation coaches (E); silver ‘Burlington’ 3 x
Burlington, one baggage; one dining; one 1st
class; one ‘Reading Company 513’ all (E).
£80-120

632
Triang RS 17 ‘The Satellite Set’ comprising 0-4-
0 red diesel, satellite blue wagon, satellite
launching car with commandos, track. All (E)
Box base only (BVG-E)
£70-90

633
Triang R752 Battle Space Turbo Car, yellow
plastic spike, red body (VG-E) (BE)
£50-70

634
Various Triang Battle Space items: Catapult
Plane Launching car, with plane; R239 Bomb
Transporter; Satellite Launching car; Rocket
Launching car; 3 x Exploding cars, all (VG-E)
(BG-VG) with Command car D778 (E).
£80-120

635
Eight unboxed Triang/Triang Hornby Locos: 2 x
2-6-2 82004; 61525 blue 4-6-0 with tender; 2 x
M7 tanks; 0-6-0 diesel shunter; diesel 37130 &
0-6-0 London Transport tank. All (VG)
£60-80

636
Four Triang/Triang Hornby locos: R855N ‘Flying
Scotsman’ LNER 4472; R088 LMS 4P 2-6-4
tank no.2345; R396 GNR J13 0-6-0 tank, green;
0-4-0 centre cab electric with pantograph, red.
Overall (VG-E) but boxes (BP)
£60-80

637
Thirteen goods wagons: 5 Graham Farish in
need of some restoration; 5 probably kit built
and three Triang Converter wagons
£30-50

638
Hornby R2169 BR 4-6-2 ‘Clan Line’ rebuilt
Merchant Navy class (E-NM) (BE); with R4169
‘Bournemouth Belle’ Pullman cars 3-car set
(NM) (BE)
£70-90

639
Three Hornby items: R4025 GWR Autocoach,
brown & cream (NM) (BE); R352 class 52
diesel maroon, ‘Western Courier’ D1062 (VG-
E) (BG); R537 D5572 class 31 BR Co-Co diesel
green (G) incorrect box.
£60-80

640
Three Hornby locos: R2171 BR 4-6-2 ‘Canadian
Pacific’ rebuilt Merchant Navy class, blue 35005
(NM) (BE); R2026 GWR 14XX 0-4-2 tank loco
1458 green (NM) (BG); R041 GWR pannier
tank 0-6-0 8751 (E) (BP)
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

624
Triang Transcontinental Passenger Stock:
blue with yellow stripes ‘Transcontinental’ –
one observation, 3 x diner, 3 x 70831, one
baggage, one 3606 ‘Mail’ all (VG-E); first
series ‘Triang Railways’ blue with yellow
stripes – 3 x 20537 & one 20425 all (VG)
£60-80

625
Triang Transcontinental Passenger Stock Green
– two diner, two baggage & one observation
91119, all (VG-E)
£60-80

626
Seven assorted Triang Transcontinental
Passenger Stock: 2 x VR ‘First’ & one baggage;
one R119 ‘Mail’ heat printing; one ‘Canadian
Pacific’ silver/red; one each ‘Transcontinental’
silver/red 91119 & 70831. All (VG-E)
£40-60

627
Four Triang items: R56 4-6-4 tank loco TC
series, black (E) (BE); RS102 class 23 TC Pacific
loco & tender (Hiawatha) 1542 black (E) (BE);
with two ‘Westwood Pickles’ wagons, white
tanks (E)
£60-80

628
Four Triang locos & one Westwood Pickles
wagon yellow tanks (E); R159 B-60 double
ended diesel ‘Triang Railways’ blue & yellow
(E); two R155 Bo-Bo 5007 switcher locos,
yellow, one with dazzle stripes (chipped)
(G); R54+R32 class 23 TC ‘Pacific’ 4-6-2
2335 black, tender is bowed (F-G)
£60-80

629
Five Triang class F7 diesel units – two
motorised, two dummy and one centre unit. All
silver/red one with red cab. (G-VG). One
boxed (BG)
£50-70

630
Triang R358/R233 ‘Davy Crockett’ loco &
tender red/yellow (VG) with ‘old timer’ yellow
coach and nine CN/USA style goods wagons
(G-VG)
£50-70

631
19 Triang and two Wrenn coaches: Wrenn
W6012/6028 Pullman ‘Golden Arrow’ ‘Aries’ &
‘Pegasus’ (NM) (BE-NM); four orange & black
CIE coaches including restaurant coach (E); six
early Pullmans & eight early maroon & cream;
one Royal Mail (G-VG)
£70-90
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641
Dapol N Gauge Boxed Locomotive group, 3
examples to include ND-064B Ivatt BR Black
41271, ND-035 45xx Straight Tank and ND-
024 45xx Straight Tank No.4571,
£100-120

642
Dapol N Gauge Boxed Locomotive group, 3
examples to include ND-064A Ivatt BR Black
No.41225, ND-025 M7 BR 30031 Tank Loco
and a ND-105 45xx Slope Tank No.5532
Locomotive
£100-120

643
Dapol N Gauge
Boxed
Locomotive
group, 3 examples
to include ND047
45XX Slope Tank
GWR 5531, 2S-
007-009 Pannier
5724 GWR
Green and
ND010 GWR
Shirtbutton 1433,
all boxed
£100-120

644
Dapol N Gauge Boxed Locomotive group, 3
examples to include 2S-014-001 GWR
No.4518, 2S-007-015 GWR No.9791 Pannier
in black, and a ND204C No.9659 GWR Green
Pannier Locomotive, all boxed
£100-120

645
Dapol N Gauge Boxed Locomotive group, 3
examples to include ND-064A Ivatt BR Black
41225, ND-061A Ivatt Late Crest 41234, and
ND-106 45xx slope tank No.5538, all boxed
£100-120

646
Dapol N Gauge Boxed Locomotive group, 3
examples to include ND-003 14xx BR Green
No.1466, ND204A Pannier 6713 Locomotive
BR Black, and a 2S-007-002 Pannier Early Crest
Black No.8771, all boxed
£100-120

647
Dapol N Gauge Boxed Locomotive group, 3
examples to include ND-016 14xx BR Green
No.1462 Locomotive, GWR 0-6-0T Potishead
No.5 Locomotive and a ND-014 45xx Unlined
GWR 4523, all boxed
£100-120

648
Dapol N Gauge Boxed Locomotive group, 3
examples to include ND-135B Leighton Hall
GWR Loco and tender, ND-090D No.92247
9F BR Locomotive and tender, and a ND-135C
Gossington Hall BR Lined Black No.6910, all
boxed
£150-200

649
Dapol N Gauge Boxed Locomotive group, 3
examples to include ND135 Mottram Hall
GWR, 2S-019-005 No.6837 Forthampton
Grange BR Lined Green, and 2S-019-001
No.6820 Kingstone Grange GWR Green Shirt
button
£150-200

650
Graham Farish N Gauge Boxed Locomotive
group, 2 examples to include 372-002 Ashton
Hall GWR Green No.4965, and 371-626 GWR
Railcar Shirt Button Chocolate and Cream, both
boxed
£100-120

651
Graham Farish N Gauge Boxed Locomotive
group, 2 examples to include 372-003 Wooton
Hall No.4979 Hall Class Loco and tender, and a
372-577 Scots Guardsman No.6115 Royal Scot
Locomotive and tender
£100-150

652
Graham Farish N Gauge Boxed Locomotive
group, 2 examples to include 372026
Powderham Castle No.4080 Locomotive and
tender, and a 372-003 Wooton Hall No.4979
Hall Class Locomotive and tender, both boxed
£100-150

653
Graham Farish N Gauge Boxed Locomotive
Group, 2 examples to include 372-275 West
Country 21C101 Exeter SR Locomotive and
tender, together with 372-276 Battle of Britain
Fighter Command 34064 Locomotive and
tender
£100-120

654
Graham Farish N Gauge Boxed Locomotive
Group, 2 examples to include 372-551 King
James No.6008 6XXX King Class Locomotive
and Tender, and No.372-000 49XX Hall Class
No.5955 Garth Hall Locomotive and tender,
£100-120

655
Graham Farish and Dapol N Gauge Boxed
Locomotive Group, 2 examples to include
Dapol 2S-008-011 A4 Valanced Silver Fox
Locomotive and Tender, together with a
Graham Farish 372-301 Merchant Navy 35005
Canadian Pacific Loco and tender
£120-150

656
Graham Farish N Gauge Boxed Locomotive
Group, 3 examples to include 371-904 57XX
Pannier No.7739, a 371-987 Class 64XX
No.6412 Tank Loco and a Graham Farish 370-
076 Class F Jinty No.47594, all boxed
£100-120

657
Graham Farish N Gauge Boxed Locomotive
Group, 3 examples to include 372-527 4MT
Tank No.80038 Locomotive, a No.6115
Graham Farish Poole Large Prairie and a 372-
327 Standard Class 3MT No.82028 BR Black
Locomotive
£100-120

658
Graham Farish N Gauge Boxed Locomotive
Group, 3 examples to include 371-060 Class 03
Diesel Shunter D2011, a 372-751 Fairburn 2-6-
4 No.42096 BR Black Tank Loco and a 372-050
Fowler 4F BR Black No.44018, all boxed
£100-120

659
Graham Farish N Gauge Boxed Locomotive
Group, 3 examples to include 371-981A Class
61XX Prairie Tank 6114, a 371-930 No.8750
Pannier Tank 3715 and a 371902 57XX
Pannier Tank 8700, all boxed
£100-120

660
Dapol N Gauge Boxed Locomotive Group, 2
examples to include ND-036D Class 73 E6033
Diesel Locomotive, and SBDN2 Class 73 BR
Blue No.73005 Diesel, both boxed
£80-120

661
Graham Farish N Gauge Boxed Locomotive
Group, 4 examples to include No.1114 5768
Class Pannier Tank, another No.1114 5700
Class No.7713 Tank Loco, a GWR No.5771
Pannier Tank, and a No.1115 5700 Class
Pannier Tank, all in original boxes
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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662
Graham Farish N Gauge Boxed Locomotive
Group, 4 examples to include No.1446 Clun
Castle Locomotive and Tender, No.1414 King
Class King Edward VII loco and tender, a
No.6102 BR Prairie Tank, and a No.8175
Green Railcar, all boxed
£100-120

663
Ixion N Gauge Boxed Locomotive Group, 2
examples to include GWR No.7816 Frilsham
Manor Locomotive and tender, together with a
Ixion INS 7823 Hook Norton Manor, both
plastic cased
£100-120

664
Dapol N Gauge Twin Pack group, 2 examples
to include ND-080 Set 4 GWR 4864 and
Autocoach, together with 2S-006-004 14XX
BR Black Locomotive No.1464 and Maroon
Autocoach, both in plastic cases
£100-120

665
Dapol N Gauge Rolling Stock Group, 20
examples, all boxed to include GW Bulk Grain
42318, GWR Iron Mink, 20T Mineral Wagon
and others
£120-150

666
Dapol N Gauge Rolling Stock Group, 20
examples, all boxed to include NB-058 7 Plank
Wagon with load, Glan Garnant Colliery 2009
Christmas Wagon and others
£150-200

667
Dapol N Gauge Rolling Stock Group, 20
examples, all boxed to include BR Weathered
No.238835 7 Plank wagon, 6 wheel Co-op Milk
Tanker, and others
£150-200

668
Dapol N Gauge Rolling Stock Group, 20
examples, all boxed to include 6 wheel Express
Dairy Tanker, NB-025 Hartnell 7 Plank, 20t
Mineral Wagon and others
£150-200

669
Peco and similar N Gauge Rolling Stock Group,
45 examples, all boxed to include Colthrop 8
Plank Wagon
£150-200

670
Peco and others N Gauge Rolling Stock Group,
45 examples, all boxed to include 10ft Butterley
Steel Open Wagon and others
£150-200

681
Ever Ready battery operated Underground
electric train set, comprising a driving car unit,
with 3 carriages, finished in red, with one
housing an electric motor
£40-60

682
A Bachmann No. 24004 Prairie Flyer gift set,
comprising of 4-4-0 American steam
locomotive and tender with three coaches and
EZ track system track, N gauge scale, model is
as issued in original shrink wrapping
£60-80

683
A Bachmann HO scale No. 00640 The John
Bull Gift Set comprising of locomotive, tender
and three coaches, housed in the original
window display polystyrene packed box
£60-80

684
A Bachmann HO scale No. 00628 boxed The
Lafayette gift set comprising of locomotive and
three coaches housed in the original box
£60-80

685
Liliput HO Scale No.L114404, RDBE SBB S-
Bahn suburban EMU 2-car set, housed in the
original box
£70-100

686
Collection of 4 HO scale American outline
diesel locomotive to include Atlas and
Bachmann Plus, Union Pacific example included
£60-80

687
A Piko 40th Anniversary Saxonia boxed 40th
Anniversary gift set comprising of locomotive,
three coaches, and wagon, housed in the
original card display box
£50-70

688
A Trix Der Adler HO scale No. 521200 gift set
comprising of locomotive, tender, and three
coaches, housed in the original pictorial display
card box
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

671
Peco, Graham Farish and similar N Gauge
Rolling Stock Group 48 examples, all boxed to
include Sulphate Wagons
£150-200

672
Graham Farish N Gauge Rolling Stock Group,
30 examples, all boxed to include Leamington
Priors 2006 N Gauge Show Model, GWR Dark
Grey Cattle Wagon and others
£150-200

673
Graham Farish N Gauge Rolling Stock Group,
30 examples, all boxed to include BR Grey 20
Ton Brake, Bradford and Sons 7 Plank Wagon
£150-200

674
Graham Farish N Gauge Rolling Stock Group,
30 examples, all boxed to include POP 7 Plank
Wagon with coke rail, 12 Ton Ventilated Van
and others
£150-200

675
Dapol N Gauge Rolling Stock Group, 20
examples, all boxed to include Great Western
Siphon G No.1477, 20t Mineral GW 33147
Wagon, Ruabon 825 7 Plank weathered wagon
and others
£120-150

676
Dapol N Gauge Collet Great Western Railway
Coach group, 13 various examples, all as issued
£200-250

677
19 various Dapol and Graham Farish mixed N
gauge items of rolling stock, to include Royal
Mail, GWR interest and others,
£250-300

678
Graham Farish N Gauge Crimson and Cream
Coach group, 9 examples, all as issued,
£100-120

679
Dapol N Gauge Great Western and Crimson
and Cream boxed coach group, 7 examples, to
include NC009 No.187 GWR Autocoach
£80-120

680
Collection of Dapol Collet and Maroon N
Gauge coaches and twin packs, 10 examples, all
appear as issued to include NC-025BR Maroon
Autocoach, NC-020B Collett Carmine and
Cream Composite and others
£100-120
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689
One tray containing a collection of Minitrix,
Lima, Jouef, Bachmann and similar N gauge
locomotives and accessories to include a Mini
Trix No. 512030 DB Railways 2-6-2 tank loco
together with various others
£200-300

690
One tray containing approx 40 various N gauge
items of rolling stock to include French
continental Voiture Salon Pullman, a Mobil Oil
and Arral tanker, together with various others,
mixed brands to include Minitrix, Rivarossi, Lima
and others
£100-120

691
One tray containing a collection of mixed
continental N gauge railway rolling stock and
accessories, to include Arnold Rapido, Lima,
Jouef, and others, specific examples to include a
Pullman International Wagons-Lits ET DES
Grand Express Coaches, various beer wagons
to include Becks Beer, Heineken etc
£100-120

692
A collection of Lima N gauge continental and
British Outline passenger coaches and rolling
stock to include Great Western Railway, DB
Railways, and others
£100-120

693
One tray containing a collection of various N
gauge railway tracks, track pins, control units,
etc
£40-60

694
A scratch built 009 scale model railway diorama
fitted with Eggerbahn track and buildings,
dimensions 94cm x 43cm
£40-60

695
Five various boxed Minitrix N gauge
locomotives to include a No. 12161 Class
221DB diesel locomotive, No 12931
DB111007-1 locomotive together with three
various others
£100-120

696
A Fleischmann Piccolo No. 7350 boxed
locomotive group, four identical examples, all
DB No. 120 002-1 all complete with
pantographs and plastic boxes
£80-120

697
A collection of boxed and loose HO scale
continental railway locomotive to include Piko,
Roko, Lilliput, and others, specific examples to
include a Rivarossi DB Class 232 diesel
locomotive, a Piko BR130 diesel locomotive
and others
£60-80

698
A collection of five various boxed Roco H0
scale continental outline steam and diesel
locomotives to include a BR 44 2-10-0
locomotive and tender, together with a BR 160
DB electric diesel loco and others
£80-120

699
Four various boxed Piko and Marklin H0 scale
continental outline locomotives to include a
Piko E11 electric loco, a Piko BN150 diesel
shunter, together with others, some examples
require restoration and parts to repair
£80-120

700
One box containing a collection of N Gauge
Kato and Tomix, Japanese outline locomotive
gift sets and model railway related accessories
to include a Kato 100 series, No. 10-354 Grand
Hikairi gift set, a Kato No. 10-1252 Seibu 101
series gift set together with vario other Tomix
boxed locomotives and coaches
£70-100

701
One tray containing a collection of mixed 00
gauge lineside accessories, vehicles and rolling
stock to include a Hornby 20-ton crane, a
collection of various Matchbox 1/75 and
Superfast diecast etc
£40-60

702
One tray containing a collection of American
Outline Proto Series, and Athern H0 scale
locomotives and rolling stock to include
Southern Pacific tank wagons, a Proto 2000
series E7 locomotive (Burlington and others)
£50-80

703
Five various boxed Hornby and Triang 00 gauge
locomotives including a No. R855N LNER
Flying Scotsman with exhaust sound, a No.
R871 LMS Coronation locomotive and tender
finished in maroon, an R258 LMS 4-6-2 Princess
Elizabeth loco and tender, and two others
£100-120

704
One box containing a collection of mixed 00
gauge wagons and rolling stock to include
Hornby Railways Triang, examples to include
Battle Space and military interest
£60-80

705
Lima 3-car class 117/2 DMU BR green (E) in
individual boxes (BE); Grafar 0-6-0 class 94XX
black 9410 (E) (BP); with Triang box of three
R54 lineside huts (E ) (BE)
£50-70

706
Trix Twin Railway set 3-rail comprising 0-4-0
loco & tender Southern lined green 763, with
two brown open wagons, one NE grey high
sided open wagon, Esso tank wagon and grey
goods brake van. All (E – NM) (BE)
£160-240

707
Trix Twin Railways 230, 4-4-0 loco & tender,
LNER Hunt class BR lined green 62750 (E). Box
is similar to original Trix but is repro (BE) with
corrugated wrappers for contents. No labels on
box.
£50-70

708
Trix Twin Railways 5/515 Southern 0-4-0 tank
loco 951 black lined green. (E)
£80-120

709
Trix Twin Railways 1/525 0-4-0 loco & tender
BR 31829 unlined black (E) with a spare pre-
war LMS tender (F)
£30-50

710
Trix Twin Railways 7” bogie coaches, plain
green. No printing on sides except ‘1’ on doors
of corridor coaches: two x 1st class & one
passenger brake. With 1688 BR Engineers
ED94528 black coach (in box for LMS dining
car). All (E)
£50-70

711
Trix Twin Railways 7” bogie coaches, lined
Southern green: 2 x 1st class 12232; 2 x br/3rd
11012 (E)
£50-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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712
Trix Twin Railways goods wagons and
breakdown crane – bogie bolster, bogie open,
cattle, 2 x goods brakes, 8 assorted open
wagons. All (E)
£40-60

713
Trix Twin Railways buildings. Large number of
parts for ‘Manyways’ station, some boxed.
Completeness cannot be guaranteed but all
(VG-E). Whistling signal box with light (VG-E)
(BE). A few other small items including an 0
gauge lattice post distant signal (not Hornby).
£50-70

714
Trix Twin Railways. Large box containing
Bakelite based track. Many straights, curves &
shorter pieces including approx. 12 points.
Some boxed. Four controllers & a transformer
not PAT tested. Track (E)
£60-80

715
Trix Twin Railways small items: 3 Yard Lamps; 2
single colour light signals; two other signals; box
of electrical fittings, some ‘Margate’ station signs
with posts; approx. dozen assorted TTR
switches; Triang home junction signal; large
quantity of 00 gauge posters.
£60-80

716
Six Hornby-Dublo super detail ‘less common’
goods wagons, all plastic wheels: 3 x 4644
Hopper; one 4649 low sided with tractor; one
4656 16-ton brown mineral; one 4660 ‘United
Glass Limited’ with open brake gear. All (E)
Boxes generally (BG-VG) one for hopper repro
£80-120

717
Twenty-eight Hornby-Dublo goods wagons, all
with plastic wheels, all in red/white striped
boxes: 2 x 4665 Saxa; 2 x 4626 Presflo cement;
2 x 4646 low-sided with cable drums; 3 x 4325
12 ton ventilated vans; 4 x 4301 banana vans;
4627 bulk salt; 3 x UD milk tanks 2 x high/low
supports & one all low; 2 x 4680 Esso fuel oil
tanks; 4 x 4649 low-sided with tractor; 4305
Passenger Fruit; 4685 Caustic Liquor bogie tank,
plate bogies, transfers 95% intact; 4679 Traffic
Services tank; 4323 S.R. 4-wheeled Utility, all
corner posts intact; 4625 bulk grain. All wagons
(VG-E) Boxes generally (BG-VG) 7 are repro.
£120-180

723
W2227 Wrenn 4-6-2 loco & tender ‘City of
Stoke-on-Trent’ LMS 6254 black with yellow
lining (E) tender one very minor blemish to ‘M’
l/h side (E). (BE) tape marks match, no packer
number. Instructions.
£50-70

724
W2227 Wrenn 4-6-2 loco & tender ‘City of
Stoke-on-Trent’ LMS 6254 black with yellow
lining. Both nameplates heavily scratched to
point of being unreadable. Otherwise (VG).
(BF-G), two corners of lid split, tape marks
match, no packer number.
£40-60

725
W2236 Wrenn 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Dorchester’ BR 34042 lined green (E) (BVG-E)
tape marks not matched, no packer number
£50-70

726
W2236 Wrenn 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Dorchester’ BR 34042 lined green, small area
of plating missing from centre driving wheel l/h
side (VG-E) (BVG-E) no tape marks, packer
no.6
£50-70

727
W2211 Wrenn 4-6-2 loco & tender ‘Mallard’
BR 60022 lined green (E-NM) (BVG-E) tape
marks match, packer no.3.
£40-60

728
Two Wrenn locos: W2212A 4-6-2 A4 ‘Sir
Nigel Gresley’ LNER 4498 blue, would be
(NM) if a large chip wasn’t missing from cab
roof; tender (E-NM) (BE) tape marks match, no
packer number; W2217 0-6-2 tank loco LNER
green 9522 Dublo couplings in box (E-NM)
(BE) tape marks match, packer no.3.
£70-90

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

718
Twenty-two Hornby-Dublo goods wagons, all
with plastic wheels, all in red/white striped
boxes: 1 x 4676 Esso tank; 2 x 4678 Shell tank;
1 x 4677 Mobil tank; 2 x 4646 low sided with
cable drums; 1 x 4627 Bulk Salt; 3 x 4301
Banana; 5 x 4657 UD milk, all high/low
supports; 2 x 4679 Traffic Services tanks; 1 x
4310 goods brake van M.R.; 1 x 4605 40-ton
well wagon; 1 x 4323 S.R.4-wheeled Utility van,
all corner posts intact; 2 x 4685 Caustic Liquor
tanks, all transfers intact on one, 90% on the
other. All wagons (VG-E) Boxes generally (BG-
VG) two are repro.
£120-180

719
Twenty-nine Hornby-Dublo goods wagons, all
with plastic wheels, all in red/white striped
boxes: 4313 gunpowder van; 2 x 4626 Presflo
cement; 2 x 4646 low sided with cable drums;
3 x 4325 12-ton ventilated van; 2 x 4635 coal
wagon; 2 x 4649 low sided with tractor; 4645
low sided; 2 x 4301 banana van; 4 x 4657 UD
milk (3 x high/low supports, one all high); 2 x
4665 Saxa salt; 1 x 4625 grain; 2 x 4318
packing van; 4675 ‘Chlorine’ tank; 4677 Mobil
tank; 4680 Esso tank; 4685 Caustic Liquor
bogie tank, couple of points missing from large
stars; 4315 BR maroon horse box, all doors
present, with horse. All wagons (VG-E) Boxes
generally (BG-VG) six are repro.
£120-180

720
Twenty-four Wrenn goods wagons including
horse box, utility, passenger fruit; vans; cement;
milk tank; guards vans; salt; mineral and others.
All (VG-E) (BG-E)
£120-180

721
Two Wrenn 2-6-4 tank locos: W2294 LMS
2679 maroon with yellow lining, letters &
numbers. ‘LMS’ scratched one side, part of
front coupling missing (G) with instructions,
(BG) small tear to top, end label missing, tape
marks match, packer no.3; with W2218 BR
80033 lined black. Shadowed part of each
80033 slightly out of alignment, otherwise (E)
(BVG) tape marks align, no packer number.
£50-70

722
Two Wrenn locos: W2232 0-6-0 diesel
shunter D3464, blue (E) in box for W2231
green version (BVG) no tape marks, packer
no.3, with instructions; W2215 0-6-2 LMS 2385
black with yellow letters & numbers, front
coupling missing, otherwise (E) (BVG) tape
marks match, packer no.3, with instructions
£50-70
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729
Two Wrenn locos: W2222 4-6-0 ‘Devizes
Castle’ GW 7022, svc & chimney very bright,
Dublo coupling in box (E) (BE) tape marks
match, no packer number; W2218, 2-6-4 BR
tank loco 80033 couple of marks, (VG) ((BVG)
tape marks match, no packer number
£50-70

730
Two Hornby-Dublo 2-rail locos: 2217 0-6-2 BR
tank loco lined black 69550, coal in bunker,
faded & chipped (F) (BVG); 2231 0-6-0 diesel
shunter D3302, 2 piece rods, front coupling
missing rear broken, two buffers missing and
body part broken, suitable for spare chassis (P)
(BE), both with instructions
£60-80

731
Two Hornby-Dublo kit buildings: 5058 Terminal
or Through Station, appears complete but not
checked, has been erected and dismantled, a
couple of pieces broken (G)(BG) with 5020
Goods Depot (erected) (G)(BVG)
£200-250

732
An assortment of mainly Triang rolling stock:
Trix Buffet Car ‘Coachbuilder’ with interior BR
maroon No. 1943 unassembled (E)(BG); R402
Operating Royal Mail coach kit; R627 BR br/2nd
maroon & cream coach (E)(BE); brick wagon, 2
Pullman coaches, BR maroon coach, BR 0-6-0
loco and tender, LMS 0-6-0 loco & tender, 0-6-
0 diesel shunter.
£50-70

733
Three large trays containing many scenic
accessories for decorating a layout: model
buildings, turntable, some Hornby accessories,
bridges, elevated viaduct with piers, Hornby-
Dublo double tunnel & two non-Hornby
tunnels, and other items
£100-120

734
2022 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Passenger Set ‘The
Caledonian’ comprising ‘City of London’ BR 4-
6-2 maroon loco & tender some chips to high
points (G-VG) with 1st/2nd & br/2nd D22
maroon coaches (G). No track. Box base (BG-
VG) Lid (BP)
£50-70

735
2024 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Express Goods Train
set comprising 2-8-0 8F freight loco & tender
BR 48073 Ringfield motor, some light corrosion
to top of firebox & boiler (G) with five correct
wagons (G-VG). No track. Box base (BVG) Lid
(BF)
£50-70

736
Probably kit built 2-6-0-0-6-2 Beyer Garrett
LMS 7994 loco, black with yellow letters &
numbers (G-VG)
£50-70

737
A large tray containing a miscellany of 00 gauge
items: Wrenn 8F 2-8-0 loco & tender LMS
8043; Mainline J72 0-6-0 LNER 581 quartering
out of alignment; Hornby R859 4-6-0 loco &
tender BR black 45192; Lima 2-6-2 GWR 4589;
Hornby Castle loco & tender (very P); with four
assorted coaches and approx. 20 goods
wagons. Overall (F-G)
£60-80

738
Two large trays containing a variety of
accessories: Hornby-Dublo D1 items – 2 x
terminal stations, 1 Island platform, 2 signal
cabins, footbridge, 2 level crossings, all in need
of cleaning. Various modern Hornby signal
boxes & water tower, goods shed, engine shed
(contents of boxes not checked). Various
platform pieces, elevated sections. Relco unit.
Switches, figures, telegraph poles. A few other
items. Some Wrenn spare parts – mainly
brushes.
£70-90

739
Three large trays containing a huge quantity of
mainly Super 4 Triang 2-rail 00-gauge track.
Includes long and standard lengths straights with
many shorter pieces; a great variety of curves
and half lengths. Over 50 points and a few
crossings. A Hornby-Dublo turntable with3-rail
track removed and replaced by 2-rail. Eight 3-
rail Dublo buffers. All has been carefully
removed from a layout and is in a very good
usable condition. With approx. a dozen Triang
point motors boxed.
£100-200

740-750
No Lots

MODERN ISSUE DIEC AST

751
15 Burago, Maisto, and ERTL 1/18th scale
diecast models, specific examples to include
Burago No. 3001 Rolls Royce Camargue, No.
3016 Jaguar E Type Cabriolet, Maisto No.
31833 Jaguar MkII 1959, and others
£80-120

752
A collection of 4 various boxed 1/18th scale Le
Mans and High Speed Racing diecast models to
include a Maisto Mercedes CLK-GTR and
others
£50-70

753
A collection of 7 various boxed 1/18th scale
diecasts to include Burago and Maisto, mixed
examples to include Ferrari F50 1995, Ferrari
F40 1987, a Bugatti EB110 and others
£50-80

754
A collection of mixed 1/72 scale boxed diecast
aircraft by Oxford Witty Wings, Corgi Aviation
Archive and others, 17 examples to include a
Swiss Wings 1/72 scale model of a DH89
Dragon Rapide aircraft, a Corgi Aviation
Archive No. AA30014 Douglas DC-3 Air
Atlantic passenger aircraft, and others
£100-120

755
A tray containing a large quantity of Corgi
Classics and Heavy Haulage, with examples
including a Scammell Contractor in ‘Pickfords’
livery, various Eddie Stobart liveried vehicles,
and others
£80-120

756
A tray containing a large quantity of
Corgi Classics and Heavy Haulage,
with examples including a Scammell
Contractor & Load Transporter in
‘Wimpey’ livery, several 1/50th scale
trucks, and various Heavy Haulage
‘loads’
£80-120

757
33 boxed Vanguards 1/43 scale
diecasts to include a Ford Cortina
Mk2 GT, a Rover 3500 V8, a Morris
Marina, and others
£80-120

758
23 boxed Vanguards 1/43 scale diecasts to
include a VW Split Screen Beetle, an MGA
Sports Car, a Jaguar XJ6 Series 1, and others
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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759
14 boxed Corgi Classics modern issue diecasts,
with examples including a Scammell
Highwayman Tanker, a Leyland Atlantean
double-decker bus, and others
£50-80

760
Hi Mo Bo 1/50th scale white metal and diecast
model of a Komatsu D575 A2 No.60147
Dozer, model needs restoration, in the original
box (A/F-BG)
£100-150

761
A Corgi Toys Hauliers of Renown model No.
CC99130, Scotland’s Finest Pollocks Ltd four
piece gift set, housed in the original polystyrene
packed box with certificate
£40-60

762
A Corgi Toys No. CC99125 Gibbs of
Fraserburgh commemorative 1:50 scale gift
set titled ‘End of the Road’, appears as
issued in the original lift-up lid window box
£40-60

763
Corgi Toys limited edition CC99140 The
Scammell Story, 6 vehicles set limited edition
worldwide, models in silk-lined special card box,
sold with No. CC12505 Atkinson Borderer
Tautliner in ‘Richard Preston’ livery
£60-80

764
A Franklin Mint 1/24th scale model of a M1A1
Abrams Tank, finished in camouflage desert
colours, aerials missing, an unboxed example
(VG)
£30-50

765
3 Franklin Mint veteran automobiles comprising
a 1/6th scale Ford 1906 Quardricycle, a 1/8th
scale 1886 Mercedes Benz, the seat struts are
broken, and one of the tanks is loose, and a
1/8th scale 1893 Duryea, one front lamp
requires repair, all models are unboxed
£50-70

766
Jan Blenken - JB Models (Vintage Model Cars of
Ipswich), 2 examples made in pressed steel with
attached components comprising a Ford Model
T open top 2 seater finished in black with white
balloon tyres, (the windscreen is missing), and a
George Carette style Limousine in white with
driver & passenger figures, both models would
benefit from a clean
£30-50

773
Corgi Toys modern issue Hauliers of Renown
1/50th scale road transport boxed group of 10,
with examples including No. CC15207 MAN
TG-X Fuel Tanker “Eddie Stobart”, No.
CC15304 Scania 110 Tandem Axle Tilt Trailer
“Chapman and Ball”, and others - all models
have been on display and could have parts
missing, and would benefit from cleaning
£70-100

774
Corgi Toys modern issue Hauliers of Renown
1/50th scale road transport boxed group of 10,
with examples including No. CC14034 Volvo
FH (face lift) Curtainside Trailer “Knowles
Transport Ltd”, CC14118 DAF XF Fridge
Trailer “Blair International”, and others - all
models have been on display and could have
parts missing, and would benefit from cleaning
£70-100

775
Corgi Toys modern issue 1/50th
scale road transport group of 10
with examples including No.
CC14005 Volvo FH Curtainside
“Benton Bros Ltd”, CC13809
Mercedes Benz Actros
Curtainside “Pollock (Scotrans)
Ltd”, and others - all models
have been on display and could
have parts missing, and would
benefit from cleaning
£70-100

776
Corgi Toys modern issue 1/50th scale road
transport group of 10 with examples including
No. CC13403 MAN TGA Curtainside “Ken
Thomas”, No. CC13103 Volvo F88 Tautliner
“Elddis Transport Ltd Consett”, and others - all
models have been on display and could have
parts missing, and would benefit from cleaning
£70-100

777
Corgi Toys modern issue 1/50th scale road
transport group of 12 with examples including
No. CC12924 Scania Topline Curtainside
“Westfield Transport Ltd”, No. CC13237 DAF
XF SPace Cab Exhibition Unit “JCB”, and others
- all models have been on display and could
have parts missing, and would benefit from
cleaning
£70-100

778
Corgi Toys modern issue Heavy Haulage boxed
model group of 5 comprising reference
numbers CC12403, CC12604, 18006, 18002,
and 31013, all models have been on display and
could be broken or have parts missing
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

767
16 Corgi Classics modern issue diecast
comprising mostly emergency vehicles, with
examples including No. CC07407 Land Rover
Airfield Crash Rescue Truck, No. 97358 AEC
Pump Cleveland Fire Engine, and others, all in
their original card-packed boxes
£80-120

768
A tray containing modern issue Corgi Classics,
Heavy Haulage, and Trackside diecasts, with
examples including a Heavy Haulage No.
CC12304 Scammell Contractor, Corgi Classics
No. 22703 Bedford TK Foam Salvage Tender,
and others
£60-80

769
An Exoto Grand Prix Classics 1/18th scale No.
GPC 97079 Ferrari 312 T4 50th Anniversary
model with aluminium body, housed in the
original polystyrene box with outer packaging
£200-250

770
An Exoto Grand Prix Classics 1/18th scale No.
GPC 97059 Ferrari 312 50th Anniversary
model with aluminium body, housed in the
original polystyrene box with outer packaging
£200-250

771
A GMP Model No. G1804114 1/18 scale
replica model of a Nart Ferrari 412P finished in
white with blue bonnet stripe, and racing No.
25, housed in the original polystyrene packed
box with model club leaflet and model leaflet
£150-180

772
CMC Exclusive Models 1/18th scale Limited
Edition Model of a Alfa Romeo 8C 2900B,
finished in brown-maroon, in the original
polystyrene packed box (NM-BNM)
£200-250
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779
Corgi Toys modern issue Heavy Haulage boxed
model group of 5 comprising reference
numbers CC12307, CC13213, CC12513,
CC13110, and CC12810, all models have been
on display and could be broken or have parts
missing
£80-120

780
Corgi Toys modern issue Heavy Haulage boxed
model group of 4 comprising reference
numbers CC14014, CC14007, CC13427, and
CC12007, all models have been on display and
could be broken or have parts missing
£70-100

781
Corgi Toys modern issue Heavy Haulage boxed
model group of 9 comprising reference
numbers CC13203, CC11102, CC12302,
CC11101, CC12301, 17601, 55201, 18007,
and 31003, all models have been on display and
could be broken or have parts missing
£70-100

782
Corgi Toys modern issue Heavy Haulage boxed
model group of 8 comprising reference
numbers CC11909, CC11802, CC14109,
CC12422, CC12002, 18001, 76802, and
18004, all models have been on display and
could be broken or have parts missing, or loads
missing
£60-80

783
Corgi Toys modern issue boxed model group
of 11 with examples including No. CC12111
Renault Step Frame Box Trailer “TNT”, No.
29104 Guy Invincible 8 Wheel Platform Lorry,
Bogie & Beam Load “Tarmac”, and others, all
models have been on display and could be
broken or have parts missing
£60-80

784
2 trays containing 25 boxed Corgi Toys
modern issue diecasts, with examples including
Vintage Glory No. 80108 Fowler B6 Crane
Engine, Truckfest No. CC12225 Scania Topline
“Robert J. Joiner”, Heritage Collection No.
71401 Renault Fourgon, and others, all models
have been on display and could be broken or
have parts missing
£100-150

785
2 trays containing a large quantity of boxed
Corgi Toys modern issue diecasts, with
examples including Vintage Glory No.
CC20503 Burrell 5 NHP Showmans Loco, No.
CC11411 Bedford TK Luton Van, and others,
all models have been on display and could be
broken or have parts missing (20+)
£100-150

786
2 trays containing a collection of Corgi Toys
modern issue 1/50th scale trucks and Heavy
Haulage diecasts, with examples including a
DAF CF 8 Wheel Tipper in “Charlie Lauder”
livery, a Leyland Octopus Tanker “McKelvie &
Co. Ltd”, and others, all models have been on
display
£60-80

787
2 trays containing a collection of Corgi Toys
modern issue 1/50th scale trucks and Heavy
Haulage diecasts, with examples including a
Scammell Contractor in “BRS” livery, a Leyland
Super Comet platform lorry, and others, all
models have been on display
£60-80

788
2 trays containing a collection of Corgi Toys
modern issue 1/50th scale Truck Tractor Units,
with examples including a Foden Alpha, a DAF
95 XF, and others, all models have been on
display and could be broken or have parts
missing
£60-80

789
A tray of mixed modern issue 1/50th scale
trucks, with examples including a Lion Cars
Scania 140 in Ferrymasters livery, an NZG Ford
Cargo Box Truck, and others
£60-80

790
A tray of mixed modern issue trucks, with
examples including an NZG 1/43rd scale No.
416 Freightliner Century Class Box Truck, a
Tekno 1/50th scale Pegaso 360 Turbo Truck,
and others
£60-80

791
A tray of mixed modern issue 1/50th scale
trucks, with examples including a Tekno
Mercedes Actross Tanker Truck, a Cursor
Models Magirus Deutz open back truck, and
others
£60-80

792
A tray of mixed modern issue Conrad 1/50th
scale trucks, with examples including a MAN
Box Truck, an Iveco Eurostar Tanker Truck, and
others
£60-80

793
A tray of mixed modern issue trucks, with
examples including a Corgi Superhaulers Volvo
“Pickfords” removals lorry, a Winross White
Truck in “Kentucky Fried Chicken” livery, and
others
£40-60

794
A Corgi Toys James Bond Collection No.
TY99135 James Bond Film Canister 8 piece Gift
Set containing various vehicles from the films
including an Aston Martin DB5, Lotus Esprit,
and others (M-BM)
£30-40

795
3 trays containing Corgi Toys The World War
II Collection modern issue diecasts, with
examples including No. CC51017 Sherman
Tank, No. CC60404 M3 White Half-Track, and
others
£100-150

796
A collection of three various boxed Franklin
Mint 1/24 scale diecast vehicles to include a
1930 Bugatti Royale Coupe Napoleon, together
with a 1936 Bugatti type 57SC, and a 1935
Mercedes Benz 500K, all in original boxes
£100-120

797
A collection of three various boxed Franklin
Mint 1/24 scale diecast vehicles, including a
1912 Packard Victoria, a 1907 Rolls Royce
Silver Ghost, and a 1935 Mercedes Benz 770K
Grosser, all in original packaging
£100-120

798
A collection of three various boxed Franklin
Mint 1/24 scale diecast vehicles to include a
Gary Cooper Duzenberg, a Danbury Mint
Duzenberg finished in grey and red, together
with a Franklin Mint 1937 Cord 812 Phaeton
Coupe all in original packaging
£100-120

799
A collection of three various 1/24 scale Franklin
Mint modern release diecasts to include a 1948
Chrysler Town & Country, a 1948 MGTC open
topped saloon, together with a Rolls Royce
Corniche, all in original packaging
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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800
A collection of six Franklin/Danbury Mint and
UT Models 1/24 scale incomplete diecast
vehicles to include a Volkswagen New Beetle, a
1907 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, a 1934 Packard
V12, together with others, all models require
some minor replacement of various fixtures and
fittings, and would benefit from cleaning
£100-120

801
12 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecast, with
examples including a Dodge Viper Coupe, a
Porsche Panamera 4 2011, a Lamborghini
Jarama 400 GT 2+2, and others, all models
have been on display, and as such would benefit
from a clean, some might have parts missing
£60-80

802
Neo Scale Models 1/43rd scale boxed model
group of 10, with examples including a
Phantom Corsair 1938, a Maybach SW38, a
Borgward H2400, and others, all models have
been on display, and as such would benefit
from a clean, some might have parts missing
£40-60

803
Auto Cult 1/43rd scale diecast group of 5
comprising reference numbers 02008 E400
Kombiwagen, 09004 92H Motorhome, 04007
McQuay-Norris Streamliner, 12005 Z-203
Mofletes Fire Engine, and 07011 VW T1
Langpritsche, all models have been on display,
and as such would benefit from a clean, some
might have parts missing
£80-100

804
Auto Cult 1/43rd scale diecast group of 4
comprising reference numbers 05020 Ginetta
G15, 02003 SIOP Marathon Corsaire, 05008
Mismaque Squal, and 06001 Ruhrfahrzeugbau
Pinguin, all models have been on display, and as
such would benefit from a clean, some might
have parts missing
£80-120

805
Auto Cult 1/43rd scale diecast group of 4
comprising reference numbers 06010 Jamos
GT, 03007 Triver Rana, 03006 Maico 400/4,
and 05012 Bizzarrini 500 Macchinetta, all
models have been on display, and as such
would benefit from a clean, some might have
parts missing
£80-120

812
Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale white metal
model group of 4 comprising BRK49 1954
Hudson Italia Coupe, BRK67 1961 Imperial
Southampton Coupe, BRK29A Kaiser
Manhatten, and BRK52 1941 Hupmobile
Skylark, all models have been on display and
would benefit from a clean, all sold in their
original foam packed boxes
£100-150

813
Brooklin Models, Gems & Cobwebs, and
Belgium Trucks 1/43rd scale white metal group
of 4 comprising Brooklin BRK19 1955 Chrysler
300C, BRK36x 1952 Hudson Hornet
Hollywood Coupe Club Model, a Gems &
Cobwebs GC28T/T Jaguar Mk8 1957, and a
Belgium Trucks BT Jupiter Models Plymouth
Valiant, this model has some damage, all models
have been on display and would benefit from a
clean, all sold in their original boxes
£100-150

814
Lansdowne Models 1/43rd scale white metal
model group of 4 comprising LDM26 1953
Jowett Javelin Deluxe, LDM115 1950 Jensen
Interceptor, LDM67 1949 Humber Super Snipe,
and LDM 110 1955 Bristol 405, all models have
been on display and would benefit from a clean,
all sold in their original foam packed boxes
£100-150

815
Western Models 1/43rd scale white metal
model group of 4 comprising WMS53X 1959
Ford Ranchero, WMS101 1940 Nash
Ambassador, WP100 1983 Aston Martin
Lagonda, and an unboxed WMS32 1930
Bentley 6.5L Bernato, all models have been on
display and would benefit from a clean, and sold
in their original foam packed boxes
£100-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

806
Auto Cult 1/43rd scale diecast group of 4
comprising reference numbers 06020
Oldsmobile Golden Rocket, 02010 TVR
Tasmin 280i Coupe, 04005 Adler Trumpf, and
03015 Mathis VL 333, loose in the box, all
models have been on display, and as such
would benefit from a clean, some might have
parts missing
£80-120

807
Auto Cult 1/43rd scale diecast group of 4
comprising reference numbers 05007 Zunder
1500 Porsche, 02001 JAWA 750 Coupe,
03002 SFM Smyk B30, and 04009 Gomolzig
Taifun Stromlinie, all models have been on
display, and as such would benefit from a clean,
some might have parts missing
£80-120

808
Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale white metal
model group of 4 comprising BRK1 1933
Pierce-Arrow Silver Arrow, BRK17 1952
Studebaker Champion Starlight Coupe,
BRK15X 1949 Monarch Coupe, and BRK 2X
1948 Tucker, all models have been on display
and would benefit from a clean, all sold in their
original foam packed boxes
£100-150

809
Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale white metal
model group of 4 comprising BRK34 1954
Nash Ambassador, BRK50 1948 Chevrolet
Fleetline Aero Sedan, BRK59 1957 Rambler
Rebel, and No. 10 1949 Buick Roadmaster, all
models have been on display and would benefit
from a clean, all sold in their original foam
packed boxes
£100-150

810
Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale white metal
model group of 4 comprising BRK27A 1957
Cadillac Eldorado Brougham, BRK28 1957
Mercury Turnpike Cruiser, BRK101X 1952
Muntz Jet, and BRK107 1954 Studebaker
Conestoga, all models have been on display
and would benefit from a clean, all sold in their
original foam packed boxes
£100-150

811
Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale white metal
model group of 4 comprising BRK206 1941
Pontiac Streamliner “Torpedo”, BRK78 1936
Stout Scarab, BRK96A 1931 Marmon Sixteen,
and BRK29C 1954 Kaiser Manhattan, all models
have been on display and would benefit from a
clean, all sold in their original foam packed
boxes
£100-150
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816
Pathfinder Models 1/43rd scale model group of
4 comprising PFM10 Jensen CV8 1964,
PFMCC2 Borgward Isabella Coupe 1959,
PFMCC1 Facel Vega HK500 1960, and PFM5
Reliant Scimitar GTE 1972, all models have
been on display and would benefit from a clean,
sold in their original foam packed boxes
£100-150

817
Pathfinder and Rob Eddie Models 1/43rd scale
model group of 4 comprising Pathfinder Models
PFM18 Jowett Jupiter 1952, PFM36 A.C. 2 Litre
1950, PFM9 Daimler SP 250 1962, and Rob
Eddie RE12 1935 Volvo PV36 Carioca, all
models have been on display and would benefit
from a clean, sold in their original foam packed
boxes
£100-150

818
A collection of 4 mixed 1/43rd scale white
metal models comprising an Enco Models No.
282 Gordon Keeble, a Goldvarg Collection No.
3 Chrysler Imperial, a Model Line No. 05 Isuzu
Elf Truck, and a Reen Replica No. 2 Toyota SA
1947 Sedan, all models have been on display
and would benefit from a clean, sold in their
original boxes
£100-150

819
A collection of 5 mixed 1/43rd scale white
metal and resin models comprising an American
Classics No. AA1 Studebaker Champion
Coupe, a Rob Eddie Models No. 5 1950 Volvo
PV60, Big River Models Armstrong Siddeley,
Bristol 403, and a Tin Wizard resin Coronet
Cars 3 Wheeler in red, all models have been
on display and would benefit from a clean
£100-150

820
A collection of 5 mixed 1/43rd scale white
metal models comprising a USA Models USA1
1958 Cadillac Limo, a MiniMarque GTA models
New York Checker Taxi 15 Seater, a Tin
Wizard Maybach DS Zeppelin 1933, and 2
Durham Classics - a 1938 Lincoln Zephyr 2
door coupe, and a 1941 Chevrolet promotional
produced for the ModeleX International scale
model show 2002, all models have been on
display and would benefit from a clean
£100-150

821
A collection of 5 mixed 1/43rd scale white
metal and resin models comprising a
Masterpiece Models Alfa-Romeo B.A.T.7, a
Modellautos Nobel 200, a US Model Mint 1949
Willys Jeep, and 1951 Crosley Super Station
Wagon, and a CCCJM Models resin Peugeot
601 DL 1935, all models have been on display
and would benefit from a clean
£100-150

822
IST Models 1/43rd scale boxed model group of
15, with examples including a Trabant P50
Kombi 1959, a Tatra 613 1976, a Wartburg 311
Coupe 1958, and others, all models have been
on display and would benefit from a clean
£100-150

823
A collection of 15 boxed mixed 1/43rd models,
with examples including an Autoart Bugatti
EB118 Genf 2000, an Ixo Opel Kapitan 4 door
saloon, a Norev Renault Initiale Paris Concept
Car 2013, and others, all models have been on
display, may have broken parts, and would
benefit from a clean
£80-120

824
A collection of 16 boxed mixed 1/43rd scale
models, with examples including a Minichamps
Porsche Cayenne, a Starline Models
Lamborghini 350 GTV 1963, an Ebbro Honda
T360 1963, and others, all models have been
on display, may have broken parts, and would
benefit from a clean
£80-120

825
A collection of 16 boxed mixed 1/43rd scale
models, with examples including a Best Of
Show Models Rolls Royce Phantom Jonckheere
Aerodynamic Coupe, a J Collection Toyota
Hiace 2007, an Mtech Suzuki Wagon R, and
others, all models have been on display, may
have broken parts, and would benefit from a
clean
£80-120

826
A tray containing a collection of mixed 1/43rd
scale diecast, with examples including a Franklin
Mint Dodge Charger, a Matchbox Dinky Ford
Mustang, a K.K.Sakura Pontiac Firebird, and
others
£40-60

827
2 boxes containing a quantity of 1/43rd scale
diecast models, with examples including an
Abrex Skoda 1203 Van, a Norev Vespa 400
Microcar, and others
£70-100

828
A collection of mixed toys including a Corgi
Toys No. 04201 The James Bond Collection
Aston Martin DB5 & Odd Job Figure Set, a
Quartzo twin pack “The Scottish Connection”
containing Jim Clark and Jackie Stewart Formula
1 racing cars, a Polistil FX1 Tyrrell Ford, and
others
£40-60

829
A tray containing a collection of Corgi Toys
modern issue diecast, with examples including
James Bond No 04901 BMW Z3 Roadster
Collectables Magazine limited edition, No.
97178 Burlingham Seagull Coach, No. 18402
Bedford O Series Artic “Terry’s Chocolates”,
and others 20+
£80-120

830
Matchbox The Dinky Collection boxed model
group of 18, with specific examples including
No. DY6 1951 Volkswagen Beetle, No. DY21
1964 Mini Cooper ‘S’, DY902 Classic Sports
Car 3 model pack, and others
£40-60

831
Collection of various military-related modern
issue diecast to include Corgi, Deagostini, Lledo
Days Gone, Eaglemoss and others, examples
include Corgi Korean WW2 M4A3 Sherman
Tank
£70-100

832
Tray containing a collection of Formula 1
related 1/43rd scale diecast vehicles to include
Panini Collection March 711, and others
£50-80

833
Collection of Coronation and London Souvenir
related diecast vehicles and collectables, to
include Matchbox Britain in Miniature Gift Set,
Corgi Queens Golden Jubilee Taxi and Heritage
of Britains Lesney Souvenir Figurines and others
£50-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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834
Franklin Mint 1/32nd scale diecast model of a
1994 Mack Cab Tractor Unit, as issued in the
original box
£50-80

835
2 trays containing a collection of Corgi Toys
Superhaulers, with examples including a Seddon
Atkinson Radio 1 Roadshow Box Truck, a
Volvo Globetrotter in Fuji Film livery, and
others
£60-80

836
2 trays containing a collection of Corgi Toys
Superhaulers, with examples including Scammell
BF Goodrich Box Truck, a Volvo Globetrotter
Tanker Truck in Gulf livery, and others
£60-80

837
A collection of mixed scale modern release
diecasts to include Atlas Editions, Corgi Toys,
Eligor and others, specific examples to include
an Eligor 1/43 scale All Blacks Iveco truck
together with a flip-over boxed Super Tank, a
Jack Richards & Sons Corgi limited edition 1/50
scale tractor unit, together with others
£50-80

838
3 trays containing a large collection of Lledo
Days Gone and Promotional diecast all in their
original boxes (120+)
£60-80

839
4 trays containing a large collection of Lledo
Days Gone and Promotional diecast all in their
original boxes (150+)
£80-100

840
4 trays containing a large collection of Lledo
Days Gone and Promotional diecast all in their
original boxes (150+)
£80-100

841
3 trays containing a large collection of Lledo
Days Gone and Promotional diecast all in their
original boxes (120+)
£60-80

842
A large collection of Lledo Days Gone and
Promotional issues comprising mostly gift sets
and multipacks, with examples including a KLM
Airlines 3 piece set, a vintage Rolls Royce car
collection set, and others
£60-80

850
Two trays containing a collection of Solido,
Verem, and BW Models diecast and white
metal model kits, to include a Solido Renault
Pompiers tractor unit and trailer, a 1/76 scale
white metal kit for a Fordson 7V heavy unit, a
Solido No. 3354 Berliet 4x4 service vehicle and
others
£60-80

851
Two trays containing a collection of various
1/43 and 1/24 scale emergency service related
diecasts to include Verem, Eligor, City and
others, specific examples to include a Gonio
1/24 scale Dodge WC52 fire service Jeep, a
Gonio 1/24 scale Feuerwehr Willi’s Jeep MB
and others
£70-100

852
50+ various plastic cased Schuco and similar,
1/87 scale, diecast vehicle group to include a
Schuco BMW Z8, a Schuco BMW Z3, a Schuco
Audi TT Roadster, and others
£100-120

853
One tray containing a collection of Schuco
limited edition mainly 1/87 scale diecast vehicles
together with a quantity of Schuco Piccolo
models, specific examples to include a Schuco
Mercedes Benz Unimog U3000, a Schuco Shell
Piccolo military ambulance, together with
others
£80-120

854
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
Corgi public transport and commercial vehicle
diecasts to include a Manchester United FC No.
469 Routemaster bus, a Barratt “Building
Houses to Make Homes In” double decker bus,
and others
£50-70

855
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
Britains, Majorette, Lonestar, Hotwheels and
Corgi, mixed diecast to include a Britains No.
9692 US Sheriff motorcycle, an FC Toys Fiat
delivery van EFSI, a Hotwheels Mattel Williams
Ford FW 08 Formula One racing car, a
Lonestar breakdown company M1 articulated
tractor unit and trailer, and others
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

843
6 Franklin Mint 1/24th scale diecasts comprising
a 1930 Duesenberg J Derham Tourster, a 1953
Corvette, a 1907 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, a
1938 Alvis 4.3 Litre, a 1938 Jaguar SS100, and a
1954 Mercedes Benz 300SL, all models have
been on display and may be broken or have
parts missing
£50-80

844
5 boxed Franklin Mint 1/24th scale diecasts
comprising a 1930 Bugatti Royale, a 1933
Duesenberg SJ Twenty Six Grand, a 1929 Rolls
Royce Phantom I, a 1928 Stutz Black Hawk
Speedster, and a Mercedes Benz 500K
Roadster, all models have been on display and
may be broken or have parts missing
£40-60

845
12 boxed modern issue 1/43rd scale diecasts,
with examples including a Best Models Jaguar E
Type Coupe, a Detail Cars Platinum Lotus Ford
Cortina 1963, a Vitesse Austin Healey 3000,
and others
£80-100

846
Fifty various plastic-cased Oxford, Schuco, and
Gaugemaster 1/76 scale diecast vehicles, mixed
commercial vehicles and saloons are included,
specific examples to include a Mountain Rose
and Swan White PA Cresta Estate, a Lotus
Europa, a green Jensen 541R, and others
£100-120

847
Fifty various plastic cased and loose Oxford
1/76 scale diecast vehicles, mainly commercial
and emergency service interest to include a
Fleet Maintenance Eddie Stobart Ford Transit
long wheel base van, a British Railways
Commer Q25 and others
£100-120

848
Two trays containing 33 various plastic cased
Oxford N gauge and 1/76 scale diecast vehicles
to include a Benny Burger mobile trailer, a
Shelvoke & Drewry Freightliner British Railway
forklift, together with others
£100-120

849
22 various Oxford and EFE 1/76 sale
commercial vehicle diecasts to include a Post
Office Supplies Department Scammell Scarab
flatbed trailer, an LMS insulated road rail tank,
LM mechanical horse and others
£80-120
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856
Three trays containing a collection of mixed
Matchbox, Corgi, Superfast FC EFSI and similar
diecast, to include a Matchbox EM-3 Jaguar XJ6,
a Matchbox K29 Jelly Babies Ford delivery van, a
Matchbox Chesterfield Transport Sports
Centenary bus, a Corgi M60A1 medium tank
and others, some boxes with some damage
£70-100

857
Three trays containing a collection of mainly
1/43 scale mixed modern release diecast to
include Vitesse, Rio, Victoria, Corgi Toys &
others, specific examples to include a Victoria
R022 factory test Kubelwagen, a Volkswagen
Concept C race car, a Corgi Classics Evening
News delivery van, and others
£100-120

858
Two trays containing 15 various boxed Polistil
1/43, 1/26, and 1/24 scale diecast vehicles,
mixed makers to include Polistil and Bburago,
specific examples to include a Polistil Volvo 760
GLE Turbo, a Polistil Fiat 131 Mirafiori Special,
and others
£70-100

859
Seven various boxed Polistil and Bburago 1/24
scale diecast vehicles to include an Alfa Romeo
17506C, An Audi Four Sport, a Bburago Ferrari
512BV, and others
£40-60

860
One box containing seven various 1/43 scale
Minichamps emergency services diecasts to
include a Mercedes Benz L3500 DL 17 1950
fire engine, together with a MB Unimog 1300 L
TLF fire service vehicle, a Minichamps Mercedes
Benz C Class T model, NEF police car, and
others
£80-120

861
A collection of 6 various Premium Classixx F
1/43 scale emergency service vehicles, to
include a Tatra 111 R CAS fire service tanker
vehicle, a Blitz 1.75 ton Feuerwehr Emergency
Response delivery van, and others
£100-120

862
52 various plastic cased Oxford 1/87 and 1/76
scale diecast vehicles to include farming,
agricultural, emergency service and saloon
interest
£100-120

863
Three trays containing a collection of mixed
modern issue diecast to include Corgi Classics,
Minichamps, Vanguards, Collection Heritage
and others, specific examples including a
Minichamps BMW 502 limousine, a Corgi
Classics Gulf Oil Thames elliptical tanker, a
Vintage Glory of Steam Sentinel steam wagon,
and others
£100-150

864
Three trays containing a mixed quantity of
various modern issue diecast, plastic kits and
Meccano, to include Corgi, Oxford Diecasts,
Cararama, Yonezawa, Solido, and others,
specific examples to include an LM motorised
Morris Mini Cooper 1/20 scale kit, a Conrad
No. 2788 type ETM 214-216 forklift and
notepad, together with others
£70-100

865
Three boxes containing a collection of mixed
Corgi, Matchbox, Majorette, and similar, mainly
modern release diecasts to include various
Corgi Ford Escort delivery vans, a Matchbox
Superkings K146 Jaguar XJ6, a Guisval Seat 131,
and others
£70-100

866
Three trays containing a collection of mixed
modern issue diecast to include Corgi, Autoart,
Vitesse, Vanguards, and others, specific
examples to include an Autoart Jaguar XKSS, a
Minichamps 1995 Ford Galaxy, a Vanguards
Triumph Dolomite Spring, and others
£80-120

867
Two trays containing a quantity of mixed Corgi
and Matchbox vintage and modern release
diecasts to include a Matchbox No. 64
Caterpillar Bulldozer, a Matchbox No. 32 Atlas
Excavator, a Corgi Police Landrover, and others
£70-100

868
Two trays containing a collection of mainly
emergency service related boxed and carded
diecasts to include CCCP, Matchbox Models of
Yesteryear, Dandy, Pro Models, and others,
specific examples to include a Macpherson
Models Ltd Ford Pump Ladder (National Fire
Service), a Lion Car No. 49, Fire Control Unit,
together with various others
£100-120

869
One tray containing a collection of mainly
Matchbox Macau issue post-1983 diecasts to
include an Isle of Man 1988 Ford Model A, a
Lark Lane Motor Museum of Liverpool Ford
Model A together with others
£80-120

870
Two trays containing a collection of mixed Siku
and Majorette carded emergency service
related diecasts to include Pompiers Unimog
with trailer and boat, a Siku Mercedes mobile
crane and other examples
£60-80

871
Three trays containing a quantity of various
military and emergency services related diecasts
to include First Response, Corgi, Hornby
Skaledale and others, specific examples to
include a First Response Replicas, a 1/43 scale
model of a Battalion Chief 1950 Ford, a Hornby
Skaledale Country Fire Station, and others
£100-120

872
Three trays containing a collection of mixed
modern issue diecast to include Oxford Wiking,
Road Signature, Corgi and others, specific
examples to include various Road Signature
Monster Trucks, a collection of Corgi and
Solido emergency service vehicles, etc
£80-120

873
Four trays containing a collection of mixed
modern issue diecast to include Lledo Days
Gone, Corgi Motoring Memories, Matchbox
Models of Yesteryear, and others
£60-80

874
Three trays containing a collection of mainly
1/43 scale Corgi, Vanguards, Atlas Edition and
similar modern release diecasts, specific
examples to include a BMW 325i, an Atlas
Edition Lancia Delta, and others
£70-100

875
Two boxes containing 30+ various Vanguards,
and Oxford Edition 1/43 and 1/76 scale diecast
vehicles, specific examples to include a Fire
Brigade Models London Fire Brigade Dennis
F106 side pump engine, a Vanguards Triumph
Spitfire Mk2 and others
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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876
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
playworn modern issue and vintage diecast
models to include Corgi, Dinky, Matchbox and
others, specific examples to include a Corgi
Toys No. 267 Batmobile, a Dinky Toys
Spectrum Pursuit vehicle, and others
£100-150

877
Two trays containing a quantity of mixed boxed
and loose vintage and modern release diecast
to include Corgi Toys, Matchbox, Dinky, and
others, specific examples to include a
Champion Racer friction powered Elf 6-wheel
Formula One race car, a Corgi Aston Martin
DB5, and others
£80-120

878
Three trays containing a quantity of mixed
Lledo Days Gone, Corgi, and similar modern
release diecast to include a Corgi Special
Edition Cadbury’s Cameo Collection gift set
and others
£60-80

879
Two trays containing a collection of mixed 1/18
and 1/24 scale modern release diecast to
include Maisto, Bburago, and others
£40-60

880
Four various boxed Siku commercial vehicles to
include a No. 3416 Volvo tanker, a No. 3714
DBP Post Office Parcels Service delivery van
and trailer, a No. 3117 Coca Cola Mac Truck
and trailer, and a No. 2918 Ford Cargo with
sack barrow and load, all housed in original
window boxes
£60-80

881
Three trays containing a collection of mixed
Corgi, Matchbox, Corgi Major, and Bartons
vintage and modern release diecast to include a
Corgi Major Warner & Swasey hydraulic crane,
a Corgi gift set 28 Mazda B1600 pick-up trailer
and dinghy, a Matchbox Pills Potions & Powders
gift set, and others
£150-200

882
A collection of 13 various boxed Herpa,
Minichamps, Gama and similar, modern release
diecasts to include a Minichamps Volkswagen
1303 S 1972 Beetle, a Schuco limited edition
Porsche Carerra 4S and others
£70-100

891
Three trays containing a collection of various
1/76 and 1/43 scale modern issue diecasts to
include Vanguards, Corgi, Oxford Diecasts and
others
£70-100

892
Two boxes containing a collection of mixed
Corgi Herpa and Gama Jaguar and Mercedes
related diecast vehicles, to include a Herpa
Mercedes Benz 600 SEL, a Corgi Jaguar Mk2
saloon and others
£60-80

893
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Solido, 1/43 scale diecast vehicles, mixed
examples to include a Porsche 934, an NZG
Porsche 928S, together with various others
£50-70

894
Three trays containing a collection of mixed
modern issue boxed and loose diecast vehicles,
action figures, and spare parts to include
Scalextric, Matchbox, TEC, and various others
£80-120

895
A Sun Star 1/24th scale No. 2916 Routemaster
London Bus, the Big Pink Sightseeing Bus, a
limited edition model with a numbered
certificate, mint in its original box, sold in the
original outer trade card box (M-BM)
£130-150

896
A Sun Star 1/24th scale No. 2916A
Routemaster London Bus, the Big Pink
Sightseeing Bus, a limited edition model made
for the American market with a numbered
certificate 358/539 with a different livery “Susan
G Komen” for the cure, mint in its original box
(M-BM)
£130-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

883
Three trays containing 19 various Corgi,
Autoart, Vanguards and similar 1/43 scale
diecast vehicles including a Vanguards MGB
Vermillion, a Vanguards Ford Anglia 105E, a
Morris Minor Traveller 1000, and others
£80-120

884
One tray containing a collection of mixed 1/43
scale diecast to include Corgi Rio, Minichamps,
Schuco, and others, specific examples to
include a Schuco Volkswagen New Beetle, a
Minichamps VW concept car cabriolet, and
others
£60-90

885
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
Corgi, Solido and similar 1/43 scale diecast
vehicles, the majority housed in original card
boxes to include a Vanguards Triumph Herald
convertible, a Vanguards Triumph Spitfire Mk3
soft top, and others
£70-100

886
Two trays containing a collection of mixed Mini
related diecast vehicles to include Corgi, and
others, specific examples to include a Corgi
Mini Special Edition 3-piece gift set, a Mini
Italian Job Special Edition gift set, and others
£60-80

887
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
playworn diecast to include Matchbox Kingsize,
Matchbox 175 Series, Tonka, and others
£50-80

888
Ten various boxed Onyx Minichamps and
Quartzo 1/43 scale High Speed Racing and rally
diecasts to include an Adac Ford Mondeo 1994
race car by Minichamps, a Kyosho Shelby
Cobra 427SC and others
£50-80

889
A collection of various Vanguards, Corgi and
Maisto 1/43 scale modern release diecasts to
include a Vanguards Boy Racer Retro California
VW Beetle, a Vanguards Triumph Spitfire Mk3
and others
£80-120

890
Three trays containing a quantity of mixed
modern release and vintage boxed and loose
diecasts to include Majorette, Politoys and
others, specific examples to include a Majorette
Severn Valley Railway Code 3 delivery van, a
Guisval Renault Alpine, together with others
£70-100
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897
6 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecast Volkswagen
Mercedes emergency vehicles, with examples
including a Volkswagen 411 Variant Fire Car, a
Mercedes Benz 180, a Volkswagen 181 1969
THW, and 3 others, all limited editions and sold
in their original card and plastic boxes
£60-80

898
A Minichamps 1/18th scale No. 180 043291
Opel Rekord P1 Caravan 1958 Fire Car
“Feuerwehr Neuenkirchen”, in its original
polystyrene and card box (M-BM)
£60-80

899
2 Minichamps 1/43rd scale Mercedes Benz
LoD3750 DL26 Fire Engines, reference
numbers 439 035370, and 439 035371, both in
their original polystyrene packed boxes (M-BM)
£80-120

900
2 Minichamps 1/43rd scale Magirus-Deutz Fire
Engine models comprising No. 439 140070
Magirus 6500 S 1954, and No. 439 141170
Magirus-Deutz 150 D 10 TLF 16, both in their
original polystyrene packed boxes (M-BM)
£80-120

901
2 Minichamps 1/43rd scale Magirus-Deutz Fire
Engine models comprising No. 439 140071
Magirus S 6500 Aerial Ladder 1955, and No.
439 144070 Magirus-Deutz Merkur 150A LF16,
both in their original polystyrene packed boxes
(M-BM)
£80-120

901A
Schabak 1/24 scale boxed model of the Polizei
Ford Sierra Sapphire, housed in the original
window box
£20-30

902
A collection of Corgi Toys Superhaulers and
Wheelz diecast, with examples including a
Renault Premium curtain sider in P&O livery, an
ERF Race Transport Box Truck in Ducati Carl
Fogarty Super Bike Champion livery, a 3-pack
Eddie Stobart Truck Set, and others
£60-80

903
8 Corgi Toys James Bond The Ultimate
Collection vehicles, with examples including an
Aston Martin DB5, Lotus Esprit Underwater,
BMW Z8, and others, all in their original boxes
£50-80

904
10 Corgi Toys modern issue James Bond
diecasts, with examples including No. CC07503
Aston Martin V12 Vanquish, No. CC07603
Jaguar XKR, and others
£70-100

905
12 Corgi Toys The Definitive Bond Collection
diecasts, with examples including CC06101
Leyland R.T Double Decker Bus from the film
Live and Let Die, No. CC85701 Citroen 2CV
from the film For Your Eyes Only, No.
CC99102 special edition 3-pack containing an
Aston Martin, Lotus, and BMW, and others
£100-120

905A
A Gesha 1/50 scale model of a 2626AK
Mercedes Benz tipper truck comprising of
maroon chassis with blue cab and back, housed
in the original card box
£30-50

906
A tray containing a collection of Corgi Toys
Ford Escort Vans in different liveries, with
examples including John Lewis Partnership,
British Telecom, Digby’s Toy Store, and others
£50-70

907
2 Corgi Toys Hauliers of Renown 1/50th scale
road transport comprising No. CC99164 Alan
Lodge “Pride of the Dales” gift set, together
with No. CC13408 ERF ECT Olympic
Curtainside “Richard Read” Transport, both in
their original card and polystyrene boxes
£50-80

908
2 Corgi Toys Harry Potter limited edition Gift
Sets comprising No. HPT0434005 The Knight
Bus Collector Set, and No. HPT0434006
Hogwarts Express Collector Set, both in their
original suitcase style presentation boxes
£80-100

909
7 Maisto 1/18th and 1/25th scale boxed
diecasts, with examples including a Jaguar S-
Type, an Audi TT Roadster, a Mercedes Benz
SLK, and others, sold with a selection of
Matchbox Skybusters, and 
Majorette Airport 
aircraft models
£50-70

910
One box containing a collection of mixed
modern issue and vintage boxed and loose
diecast together with a quantity of Star Wars
and XMen related ephemera, to include a
Dinky Toys Vauxhall Viva, a Corgi Archive
collection KLG Plugs Bedford CA delivery van,
together with various other Dinky by
Matchbox, Corgi, Oxford and similar diecast
£50-80

911
2 Shinsei of Japan Mini Power boxed trucks
comprising No. 632 Mack Freightliner truck and
trailer in silver, with a black chassis, a red
shipping container, and 3 road signs, sold in the
original card slip (NMM-BE), and No. 641
Kenworth truck with box trailer in white, with a
silver chassis, and Heavy Duty labels, the trailer
is in powder blue, with a black chassis, and
Navajo livery (NMM-BE)
£60-80

912
A collection of boxed and part boxed Rex Toys
1/43 scale diecasts to include a Cadillac V16
formal sedan, a Chrysler Airflow 1935 police
vehicle, a Cadillac V16 coup de Ville, and others
(8)
£60-80

913
A collection of four Brooklin Models 1/43 scale
white metal hand built vehicles to include a BRK
No. 20 light green Buick Skylark, a No. BRK
41X Chrysler 300E convertible, a No. 700 2C
1934 Chrysler Airflow, together with a No. 12
1931 Hudson Greater 8, all housed in original
foam packed boxes
£80-120

914
A collection of four Brooklin Models 1/43 scale
white metal miniatures to include a No. 11
1956 Lincoln Continental Mk 2, a No. 11 1956
Lincoln Continental Mk 2 finished in black, a
No. 13 1955 Ford Thunderbird, and another
No. 11 1956 Lincoln Continental finished in
very dark blue with silver base plate
£80-120

915
A collection of four
Brooklin 1/43 scale white
metal models to include a
No. 15 Mercury 2-door
coupe 1949, a BRK 35-
002, a Canadian Toy
Convention Society Ford
Fairlane Skyliner, a No. 15
Mercury 2-door coupe,
and a No. 10 1949 Buick
Roadmaster, all in original
boxes
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

Lot 915
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916
A collection of four boxed Brooklin 1/43 scale
commercial vehicles to include a No. 16-1A
1936 Dodge van with Burma-Shave livery, a
No. 9 1940 Ford delivery sedan, and two
boxed No. BRK 16X 1935 Dodge vans with
Speelgood Otten 25 Anniversary
£80-120

917
A Brooklin Models 1/43 scale white metal
vehicle group to include a No. 14 1940 Cadillac
V16 convertible, a BRK 2X 1948 Tucker
Torpedo, a No. 10 1949 Buick 76.S, Sedanet
and a No. BRK 2X 1948 Tucker Torpedo, all in
original boxes
£80-120

918
A Brooklin Models 1/43 scale white metal Buick
collection group to include a BC008 1934 Buick
Phaeton model 98C, a No. BC012 1937 Buick
Special 2-door coupe, a BC015 1938 Buick
Special Phaeton M-40C, a No. BC004X 1938
Special Touring sedan M-41, and a BC-018
1936 Buick Special Victoria Coupe M-48, all in
original foam packed card boxes
£120-150

919
A collection of Brooklin and Lansdowne 1/43
scale white metal white miniatures to include a
BRK Brooklin FS-01 limited edition Speedweeks
set comprising 1957 Ford Tbird, plus trailer,
together with a Brooklin BRX 31X Pontiac
sedan delivery van, limited edition 1/200,
together with a Lansdowne No. LDM 44 1948
Austin A90 Atlantic convertible, all in original
boxes
£80-120

920
A Brooklin models 1/43 scale white metal
miniature group to include a BRK FS01
Speedweeks limited edition gift set, comprising
1957 Ford Tbird plus trailer, together with a
BRK FS-01 limited edition Ford Ranger support
vehicle, both sets housed in the original box,
and sold with a quantity of Brooklin and white
metal miniature catalogues
£80-120

921
One tray containing a collection of various
Vanguards and Corgi 1/43 scale modern release
diecasts to include a Vanguards Wolsey 6 Lledo
Collectors’ Club, a Vanguards Hillman Minx 3A
No. VA068 saloon, together with a Texaco Old
Timer Service Station replica 1940 garage, and
ten empty Vanguards boxes
£80-120

928
A collection of seven mixed scale boxed Corgi
Aviation Archive aircraft, majority of examples
have been on display to include a No.
AA38408 Bristol Blenheim Mk1, a No.
AA33407 Westland Sea King Mk50 and others
£80-120

929
A Corgi Aviation Archive No. AA36101 1/72
scale diecast model of a WWII Catalina Mk2A
1941 aircraft, housed in the original box, model
has been on display
£60-80

930
One box containing a quantity of as issued and
displayed Corgi Aviation Archive model aircraft,
specific examples to include a No. AA32411, a
BAE Harrier G3 No. 1 Squadron Through the
Ages’, a Junkers JU87B2 and others
£80-120

931
One tray containing a collection of mixed scale
Corgi Aviation Archive and similar model
aircraft
£50-70

932
One tray containing a collection of mixed scale
Corgi Aviation Archive and similar model
aircraft
£50-70

933
One tray containing a collection of mixed Corgi
Aviation Archive loose model aircraft, together
with an RAF 4-piece No. 1 squadron Through
the Ages gift set, housed in the original
polystyrene with leaflet, also sold with a March
1978 Squadron print picture of The Gannet
AEW3 aircraft
£40-60

934
A framed and glazed Williams Honda
Supremacy print by Nicholas A Watts, limited
edition No. 651/850 released, depicting Nigel
Mansell and Nelson Piquet on their way to the
British Grand Prix victory in 1986, dimensions
59x65cm including frame
£30-50

935
Western Models, WP105 1981 Rolls Royce
Silver Spirit, housed in the original foam packed
box
£30-40

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

922
One box of mainly modern release boxed and
loose diecasts together with a quantity of
Matchbox empty boxes, reproduction
catalogues and books, to include a Dinky Toys
Code 2 1962 Aston Martin DB4, a Dinky Toys
Code 2 192 Austin A40, an Atlas Editions No.
425 Bedford TK coal truck, a Neo Concept
Collectibles Bently 4.5L Supercharged Blower, a
Jolly Models Aston Martin DP212, and others
£100-120

923
Burago 1/24th scale boxed group of 8 with
examples including an AC Cobra, a Ferrari F40,
a Lamborghini Countach, and others, sold with
a boxed Matchbox Alarm Cars Ferrari
£40-60

924
A collection of six various boxed 1/18 scale
diecast vehicles to include an ERTL Mercedes
Benz 190 SL coupe, a Ricko Austin 7 De Luxe
saloon, a Norev Mercedes Benz 190 SL, a UT
Models USA Willie’s Jeep, a Universal Hobbies
MGB GT Mk2 together with a BMW 3 series
Touring estate car, all housed in original
packaging, some examples with damage to
boxes
£80-120

925
A collection of five various boxed 1/43 scale
Formula One Racing World Championship
winning cars 1955-59 by Brumm, Oro and
others, specific examples to include a Ferrari
D50 1956 Fangio race car, a Brumm Mercedes
W196 Inghilterra 1955 race car, and others
£50-60

926
Five various boxed Quartzo, Brumm, and
Minichamps 1/43 scale Formula One racing
diecasts, all world championship winners from
1951-55, examples to include a Minichamps
Alfa Romeo 159 Alfetta 1951 Grand Prix
Spanish Winner and others
£50-60

927
One box containing a collection of mixed scale
Corgi Aviation Archive model aircraft, the
majority of models have been on display with
small parts attached to include a short S25
Sunderland 5 RAF Coastal Command aircraft, a
McDonnell F-4J Phantom Mk3 1986 RAF
aircraft, together with various others
£80-120
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KITS

936
A Protar plastic and white metal model kit for a
No. 208M McLaren MP4/2C 1/12 scale
Formula One race car, as driven by World
Champion 1986 Alain Prost, rare example
containing the white metal components, model
is unmade and in the original box with
photographic lid, in excellent condition
£500-600

937
One box containing 11 boxed military themed
plastic kits to include Airfix Fujimi, Roden and
others, specific examples to include an Airfix
Westland Aerospatiale Lynx HAS3 helicopter,
an AFX M102 105mm Howitzer Cannon and
others
£70-100

938
13 various boxed military interest plastic kits to
include Tamiya, Revell, Airfix, and others,
specific examples to include a Tamiya M113A1
fire support vehicle, a Revell MiG-31 Foxhound
aircraft and others
£70-100

939
12 various boxed aircraft and military interest
plastic kits, mixed scale, to include an Airfix
Mirage 2000B aircraft, a Novo Meteor
Interceptor Fighter, and others
£60-80

940
One box containing 12 various mixed scale
military themed aircraft, and a military vehicle kit
to include Zvezda, Tamiya, Esci and others,
specific examples to include an Italeri ABM 41
with 47/32 AT gun, a Tamiya Fiat G 91 aircraft,
together with others
£70-100

941
15 various boxed military interest plastic kits to
include Airfix, Heller, Zvezda, and other mixed
scale plastic kits to include an Airfix Bristol
Fighter, a Tamiya M151A2 Jeep, and others
£80-120

942
One box containing 14 various boxed and
loose vac form and plastic aircraft kits to include
Revell, Minicraft, Airfix and others, specific
examples to include a Revell RAF Red Arrows
No. 04284 gift set, an Italeri Rafale M aircraft, a
Hasegawa Apache AH-64A Attack Helicopter
and others
£70-100

943
13 various boxed military interest vehicle and
aircraft plastic kits to include Italeri, Newray
Lindberg, and others, specific examples to
include an Italeri B-58 Hustler, an Aian Russian
Armoured Car BA-20, and others
£70-100

944
13 various boxed military related plastic kits,
mixed scales to include Airfix, Italeri,
Trumpeter, Tamiya, and others, specific
examples to include a Trumpeter British
Challenger 2 battle tank, an Airfix Bedford QL
gun portee, a Novo Fairy Firefly 1, and others
£80-120

945
One box containing 12 various boxed military
and naval themed plastic kits to include Esci,
Revell, Tamiya, and others, specific examples to
include a Revell HMS Invincible Aircraft Carrier,
an Airfix Fairey Swordfish Mk 1, and others
£80-100

946
12 various boxed military themed mixed scale
plastic kits, some examples in original shrink-
wrapping to include an Italeri No. 241 Bedford
truck, Airfix Lockheed U-2B aircraft, together
with others
£80-100

947
One box containing 13 various boxed military
themed aircraft plastic kits to include Airfix
Italeri Revell and others, specific examples to
include a Minicraft Model Kit Boeing 707
Intercontinental Aircraft, an Italeri Spitfire Mk9,
and others
£80-100

948
12 various boxed mixed military plastic kits to
include battle tanks, aircraft, and others, specific
examples to include an Italeri M32B1 armoured
recovery vehicle, an SMER Piper L4 Cub, a
Heinkel He-51 B-2 and others
£70-100

949
One box containing 12 various boxed military
aircraft and vehicle plastic kits to include
Hasegawa, Revell, Tamiya, and others, specific
examples to include a Hasegawa 1/72 scale
Jaguar GR Mk1, a Frog Westland Wyvern, and
others
£70-100

950
12 various mixed scale plastic kits to include
civilian and military interest, to include Esci,
Italeri, and others, specific examples to include
an Airfix Jaguar E-type, an Italeri FW190D
aircraft, a Hasegawa Focke-Wulf FW190A, and
others
£70-100

951
8 mixed scale Revell model aircraft kits, with
examples including a 1/32nd scale De Havilland
Mosquito Mk.IV, a 1/28th scale Fokker DR1
“Manfred Von Richthoven”, a 1/72nd scale B-17
F Flying Fortress, and others - no kits have been
checked for completeness
£55-70

952
12 mixed plastic WW2 aircraft kits, with
specific examples including a Revell 1/32nd
DeHavilland Mosquito MKIV Bomber, a UPC
1/50th scale P47N Thunderbolt, a Pro Modeller
Messerschmitt Bf 110G-4, and others - no kits
have been checked for completeness
£55-80

953
10 various plastic kits with examples including a
Revell 1/25th scale Volvo F-12 Truck, an Italeri
1/24th scale Ford Escort RS1800 MK.II, 3 Airfix
Presentation Sets, and others, no kits have been
checked for completeness
£55-70

954
9 various plastic kits with examples including a
Monogram 1/24th scale Mercedes 540K
Cabriolet, an Airfix 1/25th scale 1932 Chrysler
Imperial, and others - no kits have been
checked for completeness
£55-70

955
One tray containing a collection of dinosaur
related plastic kits to include Revell and
Lindberg, specific examples to include a
Lindberg Jurassic Park Tyrannosaurus Rex No.
702071, a Revell Dawn of Time Fang Dinosaur,
together with various other factory sealed
examples, 6 in total
£40-55

956
A collection of 9 various boxed dinosaur
related plastic kits to include Revell, Tamiya,
Heller and others, to include a Revell
Dimetrodon, a Revell 1/13 scale model of a
triceratops a Revell Dawn of Time Tusk
Mammoth boxed plastic kit and others
£55-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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957
9 various plastic car kits with specific examples
including an IMAI 1/24th scale Volkswagen
Beetle, an ESCI 1/24th scale Lamborghini Miura,
and others - no kits have been checked for
completeness
£55-70

958
8 plastic car kits from various manufacturers,
with specific examples including a Monogram
1/24th scale Bugatti 35B, an AMT 1/25th scale
Piranha Super Spy Car, and others - kits not
checked for completeness
£55-70

959
14 mixed aircraft kits, with examples including
an Airfix 1/72nd scale Focke Wulf Fw189, an
Italeri 1/72nd scale Supermarine Spitfire MK9,
and others - no kits have been checked for
completeness
£55-70

960
5 plastic car kits from various manufacturers
with examples including a Lindberg 1/25th scale
1963 Ford Mustang II, an IMAI 1/24th scale
Pontiac GTO “Monkeemobile”, and 3 others -
no kits have been checked for completeness
£55-70

961
A collection of six various boxed space, UFO
and shuttle related plastic kits to include a
Monogram No. 5083 Apollo Space Craft, a
Lindberg Star Probe USS Explorer, an Airfix
Orion 2001, and others
£40-55

962
A collection of Star Wars plastic kits and boxed
battery operated robots, to include a Denys
Fisher Star Wars Darth Vader TIE fighter kit,
together with an Airfix Snapfix Encounter with
Yoda on Dagoba plastic kit, together with a
Glow-in-the-dark Space Warrior boxed Stop &
Go robot
£45-70

970
One box containing a collection of mixed space
and astronaut related plastic kit group to
include an Atomic City Project Mercury 1/12
scale plastic kit, together with a Revell Takara
Tranquility Base plastic kit, a Revell 50th
Anniversary Moon Landing Apollo 11 Astronaut
Man on the Moon boxed kit, together with
others
£35-55

971
A collection of TV and sci-fi related boxed kits
to include Monogram, Revell, Polar Lights, and
others, specific examples to include a
Monogram Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea
Flying Submarine kit, Land of the Giants Polar
Lights Spaceship, Monogram passenger rocket,
and a Revell Alien Invader, all in original
packaging
£40-55

972
One box containing a collection of Bandai,
Airfix and Revell sci-fi and fantasy gaming plastic
kits, to include an Airfix Robo Gear Platformer
Terrain set, a Bandai Shen Long Gundam
mobile suit action kit, together with others
£35-55

973
A collection of Lost in Space and UFO related
boxed plastic kits to include a Pegasus Hobbies
Alfacentury UFOs short range sources kit, two
boxed Monogram The UFO 1/72 scale plastic
model kit together with a Polar Lights limited
edition 1/5000 Lost in Space Jupiter 2 plastic kit,
all appear as issued
£40-55

974
6 various Corvette plastic car kits, with
examples including a Monogram 1/24th scale
‘57 Corvette, an AMT 1/25th scale 1963
Corvette Stingray, and others - kits not checked
for completeness
£55-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

963
A box containing 6 mixed aircraft kits, with
examples to include a Revell 1/32nd scale F-4E
Phantom II, an AMT Northrop YB-49 Flying
Wing, and others
£55-70

964
A collection of 15 mixed aircraft kits with
examples including a Revell 1/48th scale Fokker
Dr. 1 Triplane, a Curtiss 1/32nd scale
Sparrowhawk, an Airfix 1/72nd scale Handley
Page, and others - none have been checked for
completeness
£70-80

965
A box containing 12 mixed aircraft kits, with
examples including a Revell 1/48th scale F-4
C/D Phantom II, an Italeri 1/72nd scale X/YB-
35 Flying Wing and others - no kits have been
checked for completeness
£70-80

966
12 mixed aircraft kits with specific examples to
include an Airfix 1/72nd scale F-18A Hornet, an
ESCI 1/48th scale Vought A-7E Corsair II, a
Hasegawa 1/72nd scale Starfighter, and others
£55-70

967
One box containing a quantity of modern
release Airfix kits to include car, aircraft, and
commercial vehicle interest, to include a
Volkswagen Camper Van, an Apache
Helicopter, and others
£25-40

968
A box containing 13 Cold War era aircraft kits
with examples including an Airfix 1/48th scale
English Electric Canberra PR.9, a Hasegawa
1/72nd scale Grumman EA-6B Prowler, a
Revell 1/72nd scale Handley Page Victor K Mk2,
and others
£70-80

969
A collection of Airfix, Revell and Monogram
plastic space and Apollo themed plastic kit
group to include a Monogram Apollo Saturn V
Rocket, together with a Monogram Apollo
Space Craft, a Revell Apollo Astronaut On the
Moon, and an Airfix Saturn 1B plastic kit, all in
original packaging
£40-55
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975
A collection of Toybiz Marvel Comics Level 2,
and Level 1 glue together Superhero kits, to
include Wolverine, Spiderman, The Mighty
Thor, Storm, and Captain America, all housed
in original boxes
£40-55

976
A collection of Toybiz, Polar Lights, and
Moebius Models boxed Superhero and Villain
kit group, to include a Toybiz Wolverine and
Storm figure kit, together with two boxed Polar
Lights Wolverine plastic kits, one example in
worn box, and a Moebius Iron Man Black
Widow boxed action figure kit
£35-55

977
A collection of rocket and space related plastic
kits to include a Revell History Makers Apollo
Lunar Space Craft, limited edition Series 2
plastic kit, a Glencoe Models 1/72 scale
Retriever Rocket, together with a Nuclear
powered space station, together with various
other boxed space and sci-fi related plastic kits
£45-70

978
One tray containing four boxed Airfix 007
related plastic kits to include James Bond and
Oddjob, an original Airfix-12 scale James Bond
and Oddjob figure group pattern No. M401,
together with a modern release Airfix 1/32
scale model of an Airfix Aston Martin DB5
£25-40

979
A box containing 10 mixed aircraft kits with
examples including an Airfix 1/72nd scale FG-
16A/B Fighting Falcon, a Revell 1/32nd scale Mc
Donnell Douglas AH-64 Apache Helicopter,
and others
£55-70

980
A box containing 12 mixed aircraft kits with
examples including a Revell 1/72nd scale SR-71
Spy Plane, an Academy Hobby Model Kits
1/48th scale F-117A Stealth Fighter, an Airfix
1/72nd scale F2H Banshee, and others
£55-80

981
One box containing a collection of Imai and
Aoshima boxed Thunderbirds plastic kits to
include Thunderbird 5 Space Centre, boxed
Rescue Set Pilot Set, together with an Aoshima
Excavator and pilot gift set, all in original boxes
£40-55

982
A collection of TV related boxed plastic kits to
include Polar Lights and AMT/ERTL to include a
1/25 scale model of an Ecto 1A Ghostbusters 2
vehicle by AMT/ERTL, together with a Polar
Lights The Amazing Spiderman, and The
Incredible Hulk plastic kits, all in original shrink-
wrapping
£45-70

983
A collection of Revell boxed plastic kits to
include a 1/8 scale Batman Retro Classic plastic
kit, together with a No. 6720 Batmobile, and a
No. 6721 Batwing, all shrink-wrapped examples
£45-70

984
A collection of plastic and resin superhero
related kits to include a Horizon Original 1/6
scale vinyl model kit of Cyclops No. HOR26,
together with a Polar Lights Captain America
plastic kit, a Moebius Iron Man plastic kit, and a
Polar Lights The Increible Hulk plastic action
figure kit, all housed in original packaging
£55-80

985
A collection of Marvel and Super Hero related
plastic kits to include a Polar Lights No.
POL892 Wolverine plastic kit, together with an
MPC No. 769 The Incredible Hulk plastic kit,
and a Moebius No. 478 Superboy plastic kit, all
in original shrink-wrapping
£55-80

986
A collection of James Bond related plastic
kits to include a Polar Lights James Bond
007 action figure kit, an Airfix 1/12 scale
James Bond and Oddjob boxed kit set,
and an Airfix James Bond Auto Gyro in
1/24 scale all housed in original boxes
£35-55

987
A collection of James Bond related plastic kits
to include a Polar Lights James Bond 007 action
figure kit, an Airfix 1/12 scale James Bond and
Oddjob boxed kit set, and an Airfix James Bond
Auto Gyro in 1/24 scale all housed in original
boxes
£35-55

988
A pair of Halcyon Movie Classics 1/24 scale
Back to the Future Part 2 and Part 3 boxed
plastic kits to include Doc Brown’s Time
Machine, together with one other, both appear
as issued in original boxes
£45-70

989
An Airfix 1/12 scale Show Jumper kit group,
two examples, both housed in original
packaging, Series 7 Product No. 07500-6
£35-55

990
A collection of mostly Airfix military aircraft and
figures kits, with specific examples including an
Airfix 1/72nd scale Boeing B-17G Flying
Fortress, a 1/48th scale BAe Sea Harrier FRS
Mk1, and others, no kits have been checked for
completeness
£60-80

991
A Tamiya 1/10th scale Martini Mk22 Renault
radio-controlled version, a built model with the
original box and various accessories including a
Sanwa digital proportional radio control system,
the model is untested
£40-60

992
A Kyosho Nostalgic Car Series radio controlled
electric powered No. 30541 Shelby Cobra 427
S/C, a very well-built example, with all
instructions, housed in the original card box
with lift-off lid
£100-150

992a
A Tamiya 1/12 scale radio controlled model of
a 4-wheeled drive high performance M1025
Hummer built and finished to a very high
standard, sold with the original instruction
leaflet and a bag of loose additional accessories
£150-200

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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993
A pair of wooden ship kits comprising a
Sezione Maestra 1/98th scale model of
H.M.S.Victory 1805, and an Artesania Latina
1/50th scale model of the Scottish Maid 1839,
both complete with parts bagged, and with full
instruction booklets
£50-80

994
16 Airfix, Revell, and Academy mostly WW2
aircraft kits, with specific examples including an
Airfix 1/72nd scale Avro Lancaster BMKI/III, an
Academy 1/72nd scale B-17F Flying Fortress
“Memphis Belle”, and others - no kits have
been checked for completeness
£100-150

995
Collection of mainly kit built 1/76th scale resin,
plastic and white metal vehicles to include fuel
tankers, military vehicles and saloons
£50-70

996
Collection of various plastic and kit built model
aircraft and military ships, to include Tamiya
1/32nd scale Grumman F14A Tomcat, Revell
Flower Class Corvette Kit, 2 plastic kit built
model ships and a Sherman Red Army Tamiya
kit,
£60-80

997
A collection of 1/24th and 1/25th scale car kits
comprising a Tamiya Ford Mustang GT4, an
MPC 1980 Plymouth Volare Road Runner, a
Lindberg Don Nicholson’s ‘61 Chevrolet Impala
Super Stock, an ICM Admiral Saloon, and an
AMT Classics 3 car pack, all appear to be
complete, although have not been checked for
completeness
£50-80

998
A collection of 5 mixed scale military kits
comprising an Italeri 1/35th scale M-36 Tank
Destroyer, and an M7 Priest self propelled
105mm Howitzer, an ICM 1/48th scale Junkers
JU 88A-14 WW2 Bomber, an Alanger 1/35th
Battle of Stalingrad Tank (partially constructed),
and an ICM 1/35th French Campaign 1940
German Panzer - no kits have been checked for
completeness
£40-60

999
27 Airfix, Novo and Frog 1/72nd scale hang
packs, with examples including an Airfix P-40E
Kittyhawk, a Bristol Bulldog, a Frog Curtiss P40
Tomahawk, a Novo Percival Proctor IV Trainer,
and others
£120-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

999A
A large collection of mixed 1/72nd scale aircraft
kits, with specific examples including a Frog
English Electric (BAC) Canberra, a Hasegawa
Thunderbolt, a Heller SAAB J-29 Tunnan, and
others (21 in total)
£120-150

1000
A collection of 24 Airfix and Matchbox 1/72nd
scale aircraft kits, with specific examples
including an Airfix Douglas AC-47 Gunship, a
Hurricane, a Matchbox Gloster Gladiator, and
others
£120-150
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DINKY TOYS

1001
French Dinky Toys No. 587 Citroen H display
van “Philips”, comprising yellow and silver body
with red hubs and Philips livery, housed in the
original picture sided all-card box (NM,BVG)
£200-250

1002
French Dinky Toys No. 566 Citroën Police
support vehicle comprising of dark blue and
white body with battery box fitment to base,
housed in the original all-card box (NM,BNM)
£150-200

1003
French Dinky Toys No.589A Berliet Breakdown
Truck “Depannage” - “Autoroutes” - orange
body, red roof light, chrome concave hubs,
black plastic aerial, carded box with detail
picture, also comes with road sign in bag and
correct folded leaflet (NM-BVG)
£150-200

1004
French Dinky Toys No. 577, Berliet Livestock
Trailer, yellow and green body with yellow
hubs, brown chassis, 2 black and white cows,
with the original pictorial sided all card box
(VNMM-BVNMM)
£100-120

1005
French Dinky Toys No. 570 Peugeot Van
comprising a blue body, with a white roof, silver
trim, jewelled headlights, black plastic aerial, and
“Allo Fret” labels to the sides, some surface
rusting to the wheels, sold in the original
pictorial card box, slight tear to one end flap
(VGNM,BE-NM)
£100-150

1012
French Dinky Toys No. 567 Mercedes Benz
Unimog Snowplough, dark yellow body, brown
canopy, black finish to plough blade, concave
hubs, sold in the original pictorial yellow card
box (E-NM,BE-NM)
£80-100

1013
French Dinky Toys No. 569 Berliet Open Back
Tipper Truck comprising a turquoise cab and
back, dark green chassis and hubs, with black
plastic components, and a red interior, housed
in the original pictorial card box with inner
packing piece and leaflet (VGNM-BVG)
£100-150

1014
French Dinky Toys No.570a Peugeot J7
“Autoroutes”, orange body with concave hubs,
amber roof light, appears complete with all
accessories and figures, Ariel etc, in the original
all-card box with sliding tray interior, (VGNM-
BG)
£400-500

1015
French Dinky Toys No. 885 Camion Saviem
Steel carrier, red cab, grey chassis, blue driver,
steel load held by magnets, yellow picture box
with two packing pieces (NM-BVGNM)
£150-200

1016
French Dinky Toys 805 Gamion Unic
Multibenne Et Citerne with red body, black
arches and hubs, grey bed, grey and black skip
and ‘Primagaz Propane’ gas tank in original
picture box with insert. (NM,BNM)
£200-250

1017
French Dinky Toys No. 586 Camion Latier 55
Citroen Milk Lorry comprising a blue & white
body with blue hubs, 30 milk crates, in excellent
to near mint condition, retouched in a couple
of spots on the front wing, sold in the original
card box with lift-off lid (E-NM,BVGNM)
£250-300

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1006
French Dinky Toys No. 589
Berliet Breakdown Truck
comprising a red body, with
grey grille & front bumper, ivory
interior with black steering
wheel, metal concave hubs, and
black plastic tow hook,
“Depannage” decals to the rear
body sides, sold in the original
pictorial card box (VGNM-
BNM)
£150-200

1007
French Dinky Toys No. 571
Transport Saviem de Chevaux
de Courses, comprising a blue
body, with a white roof, wood
effect side panels, concave hubs,
horse and trap, with rider figure,
no whip, slight rub to the roof
that would polish out, sold in
the original sliding card tray box
(VGNM-BVGNM)
£250-350

1008
French Dinky Toys No. 588 Berliet
GAK Delivery Lorry comprising a
yellow cab with brown chassis,
pale yellow hubs, and a red plastic
flatbed rear with barrel and crate
load, a couple of small chips to the
cab roof, sold in the original
pictorial card box (E-NM,BNM)
£100-150

1009
French Dinky Toys No. 561 Citroen Type H
Van, two-tone white and blue, with blue hubs,
with “Glaces Gervais” livery on the sides, sold
in the original pictorial yellow card box (E-
NM,BVG)
£120-150

1010
French Dinky Toys No. 565 Renault Estafette
camping van, comprising blue body with red &
white interior and white plastic roof, with spun
hubs housed in the original picture sided all-
card box (NM-BVG)
£100-150

1011
French Dinky Toys No. 541, Mercedes Benz
Autocar, red lower body with cream upper
section, 18 seater body with chromed concave
hubs, in the original all car pictorial sided box, a
couple of very small chips to the high lines (E-
NM,BVGNM)
£80-120
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1018
French Dinky Toys No. 886 Richier Road
Profiler, yellow body, red plastic hubs, with
driver, grey blade, and green painted engine, in
original Supertoys blue and white box with
packing pieces and 2 leaflets, some crushing to
one end of the box (E-NM,BVG)
£70-100

1019
French Dinky Toys No. 895 Camion Unic multi
marrel skip lorry comprising of yellow and grey
body with yellow hubs and grey skip, housed in
the original blue and white Supertoys box with
packing piece, the model would benefit from a
clean (VG-E,BVG)
£50-80

1020
French Dinky Toys No.888 GBO Berliet Sahara
recovery vehicle, comprising of a light tan body
with white roof and plastic tan hubs, housed in
the original lift up lid SuperToys all card box,
with 2 packing pieces and leaflet (VGNM-BE)
£100-120

1021
French Dinky Toys No. 36A Willeme Log
Lorry, orange cab, yellow semi-trailer, wooden
log load, black base, yellow hubs, sold in
Supertoys blue and white box (E-NM,BNM)
£60-80

1022
French Dinky Toys No. 893 Unic Sahara Pipe
Transporter, beige body with white roof, with
glazing, 6 black pipes, in the original blue and
white striped Supertoys box (VGNM,BE-NM)
£70-100

1023
French Dinky Toys No. 887, Unic Articulated
BP Tanker, white, green & lemon yellow cab
and trailer, with white plastic hubs, with 6 grey
hoses for filling tank, fitted with electric lights
operated by spare wheel, some overall wear,
sold in the original all card Supertoys box with
full colour picture on lid, tape repair to box
base (G-VG,BG)
£50-80

1024
French Dinky Toys No. 889 Autobus Parisienne
comprising of off-white and green body with
brown interior and dark green hubs, housed in
the original pictorial lift-off lid Supertoys box (E-
BVG)
£80-120

1025
French Dinky Toys No. 889 Parisian Urban
Autobus comprising of red and cream body
with Dunlop livery, complete with red hubs
housed in the original lift-up lid, blue & white
striped Super Toys box (E-NM,BVG)
£100-150

1026
French Dinky Toys No. 575 Panhard Semi
Remorque SNCF articulated lorry
comprising dark blue cab back and hubs
with SNCF livery, sold in the original all-
card box (NM-M,BNM)
£120-150

1027
French Dinky Toys No. 33AN Simca
Cargo truck Bailly comprising a yellow
body with yellow hubs and white
roof, in the original all-card box (E-
NM,BVG)
£100-150

1028
French Dinky Toys No. 561 Camionette
Citroen 1200kg, dark turquoise body, with
lemon concave hubs, and “CIBIE” decals, box
with graffiti (M,BG)
£120-150

1029
French Dinky Toys No. 560 Citroen 2CV
Postale Van comprising a yellow body, with
yellow hubs, and silver trim, transfers to the
doors, sold in the original yellow card box (E-
BNM)
£100-120

1030
French Dinky Toys No. 25BV Peugeot D3A
Postal Delivery van comprising green body with
green hubs and yellow lining, with Postes livery,
in the original all-card box (NM,BVG)
£80-100

1031
French Dinky Toys No. 50 Grue Salev Crane
Truck comprising a two-tone grey & dark red
body, jib, and wheel hubs, yellow and black
front shield, blue plastic figure driver, some
paint loss around the jib arm, sold in the original
yellow card box with packing piece (some
damage) (E-BVG)
£50-70

1032
French Dinky Toys No. 518A Renault 4L
comprising an orange body, with a grey interior,
concave hubs, and silver trim, with black plastic
aerial, road sign, and unused sticker sheet, no
“Autoroutes” on the doors, sold in the original
yellow card box with Dinky Toys information
leaflet (VGNM-BVG)
£80-100

1033
French Dinky Toys No. 1400 Peugeot 404 Taxi
Radio G7 comprising a black body, with a red
roof, tan interior, concave hubs, and G7 labels,
comes with the original aerial in its packet, sold
in the original yellow card box, slight tear to
one end flap where a label has been partially
removed (VGNM-BE)
£120-150

1034
French DinkyToys No.1404 Citroen Break ID19
“Radio Tele Luxembourg” comprising a two-
tone grey and red body, tan interior, with
concave hubs, and roof mounted camera with
cameraman and aerial, a few small chips, sold in
the original yellow card picture box (E-
NM,BVG)
£100-150

1035
French Dinky Toys No. 1406 Renault Sinpar
4x4 “Michel Tanguy” comprising a military
green body, with red, white, blue and yellow
flashes, black interior, concave hubs, with metal
aerial, and 2 figures attached to the card base,
some slight paint loss around front wheel
arches, and one chip to the back, sold in its
original pictorial card box with sliding card tray
and leaflet (E,BVG-E)
£80-120

1036
French Dinky Toys, No.884 Brockway
Bridgelayer, 6-wheeled Truck in military green,
with plastic bridge sections and inflatable
pontoons, in the original blue and white
Supertoys all card box, with river design paper
play mat, (NM-BVG)
£150-200

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1037
French Dinky Toys No. 800
Renault 4x4 Sinpar in drab green,
with driver & passenger figures, no
aerial, radio box, and netting, sold
in the original picture box, with
unused but folded decal sheet
(NMM-BVG)
£50-70

1038
French Dinky Toys No. 1429 Peugeot 404
Break Police Car comprising a two-tone white
and navy blue body, with a grey interior, silver
trim, concave hubs, amber roof-light, sold with
a black plastic aerial, road traffic sign and unused
sticker sheet in a sealed bag (E-NM,BG-VG)
£100-150

1039
French Dinky Toys No. 501 Citroen DS 19
Police Car comprising a two-tone white and
navy blue body, with a grey interior, spun hubs,
and Police decals to the doors & boot, very
slight rub to one blue side panel, housed in the
original pictorial card box (NM-BVG)
£100-120

1040
French Dinky Toys No. 556, Citroen ID19
ambulance, grey body with cream roof,
aluminium concave hubs, plastic black steering
wheel, silver detailing, in the original yellow all
card picture sided box (NM,BE-NM)
£100-150

1041
French Dinky Toys No. 539 Citroen ID19 Break
comprising a light gold body, off-white roof and
rear opening tailgate, red interior, silver trim,
chrome concave hubs with white tyres, the
tyres are flat spotted, sold in the original
pictorial card box (VGNM-BE)
£100-150

1042
French Dinky Toys No. 536 Peugeot 404 with
trailer, comprising of red body with cream
interior and spun hubs with cream plastic trailer,
complete with various accessories and housed
in the original pictorial sided box (VGNM-BE)
£100-150

1043
Dinky Toys Spanish Issue No. 1424 Renault R-
12 TL, yellow body, fixed doors, concave hubs,
black grille, in the original all card white ground
box (E-NM,BG-VG)
£60-80

1050
French Dinky Toys group of 2 comprising No.
33C Simca Cargo Truck “Miroitier”, grey cab,
chassis and hubs, with green flat bed, with
window and mirrored panels, sold in the
original card box (E-NM,BG), and No. 34B
Berliet container lorry comprising red cab and
chassis with grey back and dark grey container,
with red hubs, in the original all-card box (NM-
BG)
£80-120

1051
French Dinky Toys boxed pair comprising No.
33AN Simca cargo van with Bailly livery, yellow
cab with yellow and white back, yellow hubs, in
picture sided yellow box, the model is play
worn and paint finish is poor to the roof (G-
VG,BF), and No. 582 Citroen breakdown truck,
red body and back with black crane boom arm,
Dinky service livery with red concave hubs, in
the original all-card box (E-BF)
£80-120

1052
French Dinky Toys boxed group of 2
comprising No. 596 LMV road sweeper, cream
and green body with cream concave hubs, with
pivoting brush mechanism, in the original yellow
and red all card box (VG-E,BF), and No. 564
Miroiter Estafette Renault, mirror truck, reddish-
orange, Saint Gobain livery, Miroitier plastic
rack, in its original yellow card box (E-NM,BF)
£80-120

1053
Dinky Toys Hong Kong issue No.57/001 Buick
Riviera, comprising light blue body with white
roof and red interior, with detailed hubs, in the
original all-card box, tape repair to the box
(NM-M,BVG)
£60-80

1054
Dinky Toys No. 102 MG Midget sports car
comprising light green body with cream interior
and cream hubs and driver figure, in the original
correct colour spot all-card box (NM,BE
£100-150

1055
Dinky Toys No. 102, MG Midget Sports,
yellow-orange body with red interior and red
hubs, with driver figure, in the original all card
correct colour spot box (E-NM,BG)
£70-100

1056
Dinky Toys No. 110 Aston Martin DB3 sports
car comprising green body, red hubs and red
interior with driver figure and racing No. 22, in
the original correct colour spot all-card box,
crushing to box ends (NM,BG)
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1044
French Dinky Toys No. 1401 Alfa Romeo Giula
1600 Rally Car, red body, light tan interior,
concave hubs, with yellow racing stripes and
number 8 to the doors, a few small chips,
housed in the original pictorial card box, one
box inner flap missing (VG-E,BG)
£80-120

1045
French Dinky Toys, No.1411 Alpine Renault
A310, red body with cream interior, with silver
plastic hubs, housed in the original card box
(NMM-BNM)
£60-80

1046
French Dinky Toys No. 520 Fiat 600 D
comprising a red body, with a white interior,
silver trim, and concave hubs, sold in the
original yellow card picture box, retailers label
to one end (VNMM-BVGNM)
£100-150

1047
French Dinky Toys No. 22A Maserati Sport
2000 race car comprising of red body with
spun hubs and white driver figure, with original
windscreen and off white steering wheel in the
original picture box (NM,BVG-E)
£70-100

1048
French Dinky Toys boxed group of 2
comprising No. 542/24ZT Simca Ariane Taxi,
black body with red roof, convex steel hubs
fitted with white tyres, roof sign and bonnet
Taxi sign apparent, in the original all card dual
numbered box (VG-BG), and No. 25B Peugeot
Fourgon D3A delivery van comprising of green
and yellow body with Lampe Mazda livery,
housed in the original all-card box (G-BG)
£80-120

1049
French Dinky Toys boxed pair comprising No.
531 Fiat 1200 Grande Vue Saloon, finished in
metallic bronze with white roof, and spun hubs,
sold in the original yellow card box (VNM-BE),
and No. 547 PL17 Panhard finished in lilac with
cream interior and spun hubs, some overall
wear, comes in the original yellow car box (G-
BG)
£80-100
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1057
Dinky Toys No. 111 Triumph TR2 sports car,
turquoise body with red interior and red hubs,
with driver figure and racing number 25, in the
original all-card box with correct colour spot
(E-BG)
£50-70

1058
Dinky Toys No. 238 Jaguar Type D racing car in
turquoise with white driver, blue interior and
blue hubs, in the original all card box (VNMM-
BG)
£80-120

1059
Dinky Toys No. 113 MGB sports car
comprising cream body with red interior and
driver figure, sold in the original Grand Prix style
all-card box (NM-BG)
£60-80

1060
Dinky Toys Boxed Racing Car Group,
3 examples to include No.236
Connaught comprising green body
with Racing Number 32, together
with a No.238 Jaguar Type D Racing
Car, turquoise body with dark blue
hubs and driver figure, and a No.237
Mercedes Benz Racing Car,
comprising of matt white body with
RN30 and red metal hubs, all in
original card boxes
£150-200

1061
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 2
comprising No. 133 Cunningham C-5R Road
Racer, white body with dark blue racing stripes,
brown interior with driver figure, racing number
31, mottled base, in the original all card box (E-
NM,BVG), and No. 107 Sunbeam Alpine
Sports, pale blue body with cream interior and
cream hubs, white driver with windscreen, in
the original all-card picture sided box (E-BG)
£80-120

1062
Dinky Toys Boxed Saloon group, 2 examples to
include No.167 AC Aceca Coupe, comprising
cream body with brown roof and beige hubs
(VG-BVG), together with a No.110 Aston
Martin DB3 Sports Car, comprising green body
with red hubs and Racing Number 22 (VG-
BVG), both boxes with correct colour spot
£150-200

1063
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 2
comprising No. 111 Triumph TR2 sports car,
turquoise body with red interior and red hubs,
with driver figure and racing number 25, in the
original all-card box (VG,BVG), and No. 109
Austin Healey 100 sports car comprising yellow
body with blue interior and blue hubs, and with
driver figure and racing No. 21 in the original
correct colour spot all-card box (VG-BG)
£80-120

1064
Dinky Toys No. 156 Rover 75 saloon, cream
lower body, mid-blue upper body, cream rigid
hubs, in the original all card correct colour spot
box (VG-E,BVG)
£50-80

1065
Dinky Toys No. 152 Austin Devon Saloon, with
a dark blue body, light blue ridged hubs, tinplate
base, and silver trim, sold in its original correct
colour spot box (E-NM,BVG)
£140-160

1066
Dinky Toys No. 161 Austin Somerset Saloon,
pale blue body with blue hubs, sold in the
original yellow card box (E-BE)
£60-80

1067
Dinky Toys No. 153 Standard Vanguard Saloon,
cream body with cream hubs, housed in the
original yellow card box, one noticeable chip to
the roof edge (E-BVG)
£60-80

1068
Dinky Toys No.260 Royal Mail van, comprising
of red body with black roof and red hubs,
housed in the original all card picture sided box
(E-BVG)
£50-70

1069
Dinky Toys No. 465 Morris Commercial
delivery van in “Capstan” livery, comprising a
two-tone blue body with mid-blue hubs in the
original colour picture box (VG-E,BG)
£80-120

1070
Dinky Toys No. 455 Brooke Bond Tea Trojan
Delivery Van comprising red body with silver
trim and red hubs, in the original all-card box
(NM,BVG)
£70-100

1071
Dinky Toys No. 273 RAC Patrol Mini Van
comprising a blue body with white roof and red
interior, with spun hubs, in the original all-card
pictures sided box (E,BG-VG)
£60-80

1072
Dinky Toys, No.199 Austin 7 Countryman in
blue with a red interior and spun hubs,
complete with correct pictorial card box (NM-
BVG)
£60-80

1073
Dinky Toys No. 258 USA Police Car, black
body with white door fronts, Police on doors,
bonnet and boot, red roof light, cream interior,
in the original all card picture sided box (NM-
BVG)
£70-100

1074
Dinky Toys No. 194 Bentley Coupe comprising
of grey body, maroon interior, with a brown
tonneau, and driver figure, complete with spun
hubs and original windscreen, housed in the
original all-card box (VNMM-BNM)
£80-120

1075
Dinky Toys No. 130, Ford Consul Corsair, non
metallic red body, off-white interior, spun hubs,
black tyres, in the original all card box (G-BG)
£40-60

1076
Dinky Toys No. 146, 2.5 Litre V8 Daimler, a
metallic blue model with red interior, spun
hubs, very slight roof rub, in the original all card
box (E-NM,BG-VG)
£50-80

1077
Dinky No.173 Nash Rambler, salmon pink with
mid-blue side panels and silver trim with white
tyres, sold in the original yellow card box (E-BE)
£50-70

1078
Dinky Toys boxed group, 2 examples
comprising No. 340 Land Rover, green body,
with green hubs, driver figure, in the original
correct colour spot (E-BG), and No.341 Land
Rover Trailer, green body, in the original
correct colour spot box (E-BG)
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1079
Dinky Toys No. 421 British Railways Electric
Articulated Lorry in maroon with red hubs and
British Railways livery complete with the original
picture box (VG-NM,BVG)
£70-100

1080
Dinky Toys No. 431 Guy 4 Ton Lorry in mid
and dark blue, with mid blue hubs, and silver
trim, sold in the original yellow card box with
lift-off lid (VG-E,BVG)
£50-70

1081
Dinky Toys No. 923 Big Bedford Heinz
Delivery Van with red cab and chassis, yellow
hubs, yellow back with Heinz Baked Bean can
livery, some edge wear and the model would
benefit from a clean, comes in the original blue
and white Supertoys card box (VG,BG)
£80-100

1082
Dinky Toys No. 969 BBC T.V Extending Mast
Vehicle, comprising a green body, with grey
Supertoys hubs, with silver extending boom
mast, and plastic dish, sold in the original card
box with packing piece (E-BG)
£50-80

1083
Dinky Toys No. 504 Foden 14-ton tanker
“Mobilgas” comprising red body, chassis and
hubs with Mobilgas livery, in the original orange
and white labelled all-card box (GVG-BGVG)
£100-150

1084
Dinky Toys No. 936 Leyland 8-wheel chassis
comprising silver and red body with red hubs
and three yellow detachable five ton loads, in
the original all-card box (G-BG)
£80-120

1085
Dinky Toys No.424 Commer convertible
articulated truck, comprising light yellow cab
with windows, silver back and light blue plastic
hubs, with dark blue rear tilt and white plastic
body, in the original all-card box, the inner
packing parts are missing, the cab might benefit
from a clean (VG-BVG)
£60-80

1094
Dinky Toys No. 485 Merry Christmas Ford,
white body, with red chassis, yellow wheels &
seats, with Santa Claus driver figure, and
Christmas present sack, sold in the original
window style box (E-BVG)
£40-60

1095
Dinky Toys No. 103 Spectrum Patrol Car,
comprising red metallic body with yellow
interior and detailed cast hubs, in the original
all-card box, model aerial is missing, sold with
the original instructions and one packing piece,
marking to one box side, and price written in
pen to box ends (VG-BG)
£50-70

1096
Dinky Toys boxed saloon group of 2
comprising No. 178 Plymouth Plaza, pink and
green example with spun hubs, original box
(E,BF-G), and No. 165 Humber Hawk, light
green and black body with spun hubs in the
original correct colour spot all-card box
(NM,BVG)
£80-120

1097
Dinky Toys Boxed saloon group, 3 examples to
include No.132 Packard Convertible, finished in
green with red interior and red hubs (VG-
BGVG), a No.169 Studebaker Golden Hawk,
comprising cream and light green body with
cream hubs (VG-BVG), and No.178 Plymouth
Plaza, comprising of two tone blue body with
spun hubs (VG-BVG)
£150-200

1098
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 3
comprising No. 157 Jaguar XK120 Coupe in
red, No. 172 Studebaker Land Cruiser in green,
and No. 190 Trailer Caravan (All VG-E,BG-VG)
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1086
Dinky Toys No. 948 McLean articulated tractor
and trailer comprising red cab and chassis with
grey trailer fitted with matching red plastic
hubs, housed in the original lift off lid blue &
white striped Supertoys box (VG-E,BE)
£80-120

1087
Dinky Toys, 956, Turntable Fire Escape Engine,
comprising red body with red plastic hubs, with
original box, packing piece and leaflet (VG-
BGVG)
£30-40

1088
Dinky Toys No. 276 Airport fire tender
comprising red body with spun hubs, housed in
the original pictorial labelled lift-off lid card box
(E-BVG)
£30-40

1089
Dinky Toys No. 283 BOAC coach comprising
dark blue & white body with light blue hubs, in
the original all-card box, slight damage to the
roof decals (G-BG)
£30-50

1090
Dinky Toys No. 751 Lawnmower comprising of
green and red body, housed in the original
orange and white labelled Supertoys box
(NM,BVG)
£50-80

1091
A Dinky Toys figure group to include
a No. 010 road maintenance
personnel boxed set, together with a
009 service station personnel kit gift
set, both in original plastic or window
display packaging
£60-80

1092
Dinky Toys, No.104 “Captain Scarlet”
Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle finished in blue, white
front bumper, black rubber tracks and aerials,
cast hubs, with 1 missile, in the original all card
sliding tray box (E,BG-VG)
£80-120

1093
Dinky Toys No.106 The Prisoner Mini Moke,
white body with red and white striped
stickered plastic canopy, some wear to roof
sticker, fitted with spun hubs in the original
picture box (E-NM,BVG)
£100-120
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1099
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 3
comprising No. 164 Vauxhall Cresta Saloon in
red/cream with cream hubs and comes in a
crisp, correct colour spot box, one inner end
flap missing (E-BE), No. 162 Ford Zephyr
saloon, two-tone blue body with grey hubs,
housed in the original all card box with correct
colour spot (VG,BG), and No. No. 161 Austin
Somerset Saloon, pale blue body with blue
hubs, sold in the correct colour spot box (G-
VG,BVG)
£100-120

1100
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 3
comprising 2x No. 158 Riley Saloon, the first
being in green, with green hubs, and the second
in cream, with green hubs, both sold in their
original all card yellow boxes with correct
colour spot, and No. 159 Morris Oxford
saloon, cream upper body with cerise lower,
and beige hubs, housed in the original colour
spot all-card box, the cerise has some sun
fading - all models/boxes (VG-E,BF-G)
£110-130

1101
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 2
comprising No. 153 Standard Vanguard Saloon,
blue body with tan hubs, housed in the original
correct colour spot box (VG-BG), and No. 161
Austin Somerset saloon, pale blue body with
blue hubs, slight discolouration to the roof, sold
in the correct colour spot box (VG-BVG)
£80-120

1102
Dinky Toys boxed group of 3 comprising No.
168 Singer Gazelle in two-tone green and grey,
with spun hubs, No. 187 Volkswagen Karmann
Ghia Coupe in red, with a black roof, and spun
hubs, the bonnet has some sun fading, and No.
188 Four Berth Caravan in blue with a cream
roof (All G-E,BF-G)
£70-100

1103
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 5
comprising No. 422 Fordson Thames Flat
Truck, No. 132 Packard Convertible, No. 261
Telephone Service Van, No. 235 HWM Racing
Car, and a loose No. 167 AC Aceca - all
models and boxes have play wear
£50-80

1104
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 2
comprising No. 177 Opal Kapitan, light blue
body with red interior and spun hubs, sold in
the original all card yellow box (E-BE), and No.
155 Ford Anglia comprising turquoise body
with red interior, and spun hubs, the model has
been retouched in a couple of places, housed in
the original yellow card box (E,BE-NM)
£80-100

1105
Dinky Toys boxed pair comprising No. 130,
Ford Consul Corsair, metallic red body, off-
white interior, spun hubs, black tyres, in the
original all card box (VGNM-BG), and No. 135
Triumph 2000 saloon comprising of metallic
blue body with red interior and white roof with
spun hubs and two pieces of luggage in the
boot, in the original all-card box (NM-BG)
£80-120

1106
A small collection of Dinky and Corgi Toys
comprising French Dinky Toys No. 537 Renault
16 in blue, with a red interior, and spun hubs
(E), No. 518 Renault 4L in pale blue with a
white interior, and spun hubs (VG), No. 181
Volkswagen in grey-blue (G), and a Corgi Toys
No. 233 Heinkel Bubble Car (G)
£50-70

1107
Dinky Toys plastic cased group of 2 comprising
No. 153 Aston Martin DB6, light metallic blue,
with a red interior, and wire wheels, one
quarter light window is broken (E-NM,BVG),
and No. 131 Jaguar E Type, white body, with a
red interior, and wire wheels (E-BG)
£80-120

1108
Dinky Toys plastic cased model group of 3
comprising No. 132 Ford GT40 RV, No. 187
De Tomaso Mangusta, and No. 189
Lamborghini Marzal - all models have some play
wear, and are sold in their original plastic case
boxes
£50-70

1109
A collection of 7 loose Dinky Toys in generally
excellent to near mint condition, with examples
including No. 108 MG Midget in white, No. 106
Austin Atlantic in blue, No. 109 Austin Healey
in cream, and others
£100-150

1110
A collection of Dinky Toys in generally very
good condition, with examples including No.
38F Jaguar SS100, No. 39D Buick, No. 310 Field
Marshall Tractor, and others
£80-120

1111
Dinky Toys model group of 3 comprising No.
796 Healey Sports Boat on Trailer, dark green
boat with cream hull, orange trailer, in its
original yellow card box (VG-BG), No. 480
Bedford 10 CWT Van “Kodak”, yellow body,
with red hubs and “Kodak” livery, the model
has been repainted, comes in the original yellow
card box (RP-BG), and a loose No. 168 Singer
Gazelle in two-tone green and grey, with spun
hubs (VG-E)
£60-80

1112
Dinky Toys commercials boxed group of 2
comprising No. 422 Fordson Thames flat truck,
red body with matching hubs, in the original all-
card picture sided box, with correct colour spot
(NM,BVG), and No. 410 Bedford End Tipper
Truck, yellow cab and chassis with yellow hubs
and blue back, in original all card box, the
model would benefit from a light clean (E-
NM,BG)
£100-120

1113
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 2
comprising No.421, British Railways electric
articulated lorry in maroon with red hubs and
British Railways livery complete with the original
picture box (VG-E,BVG), and No. 422 Fordson
Thames flat truck comprising of all red body
with matching hubs, in the original all-card
picture sided box, with correct colour spot
(NM,BVG)
£100-120

1114
Dinky 151b 6 wheel covered wagon,
comprising dark blue body with grey tilt, black
hubs, play worn
£20-30

1115
Dinky 25t Flat Truck, finished in green, black
including ridged hubs with matching Trailer,
both in very good condition
£40-60

1116
Dinky 39e Chrysler Royal Sedan, comprising
dark grey, silver trim, black ridged hubs and
smooth tyres (VG)
£50-80

1117
Dinky Supertoys boxed Foden pair comprising
No. 501 Foden Diesel Wagon in blue, with a
black chassis, and silver trim, and No. 503
Foden Flat Truck with Tailboard, with dark
green cab and chassis, light green back, hubs,
and flash to the cab, both models have play-
wear, both have good original blue card boxes
(both G-BG)
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1118
Dinky Toys Guy Truck boxed pair comprising
No. 512 Guy Flat Truck in red and blue, and
No. 513 Guy Flat Truck with Tailboard in two-
tone green (both VG-BG)
£50-70

1119
Dinky Toys Boxed Commercial Vehicle group,
3 examples to include No.582 Pullmore Car
Transporter, No.922 Big Bedford Lorry and
No.533 Leyland Wagon, all housed in original
blue and white striped Supertoys boxes
£100-150

1120
Dinky Toys Boxed Commercial Vehicle group,
2 examples to include No.965 Euclid Rear
Dump comprising yellow body with Euclid
transfer, together with a No.922 Big Bedford
Lorry, comprising blue cab and chassis with
yellow back and hubs, both in original
Supertoys boxes
£80-120

1121
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 3
comprising No. 581 Horse Box, No. 955 Fire
Engine, and No, 960 Lorry Mounted Cement
Mixer (All G-VG,BG-VG)
£80-120

1122
Dinky Toys diecast group of 3 comprising No.
531 Leyland Comet lorry, blue cab and chassis
with yellow back and red hubs, housed in the
original Supertoys all-card box (VG-BVG), No.
956 Turntable Fire Escape, red and silver body
with red hubs, no windows, in the original blue
& white Supertoys all card box (VG-BG), and
No. 514 Weetabix Guy van, having a yellow
body with yellow hubs and Weetabix livery, the
model has been overpainted
£80-120

1123
Dinky Toys pre-war Gift Set 51 “Famous
Liners” - set contains various Passenger Ships
including Rex, Queen of Bermuda, Empress of
Britain, Europa, Strathaird and Britannic - all
have metal fatigue, all housed in an early blue
display box with folding panel to base (F-BG)
£50-80

1124
A Dinky Toys empty trade box of 6 No. 23A
racing cars, together with a No. 60V code A
2227 Armstrong Whitworth Whitley Bomber,
empty box, both in good clean condition with
some age wear
£40-60

1131
Dinky Toys boxed military vehicle group of 4
comprising No. 668 Foden Army Truck, No.
619 Bren Gun Carrier with Anti-Tank Gun, No.
654 155mm Mobile Gun, and No. 625 6
Pounder Anti-Tank Gun - (All VGNM,BG-VG)
£70-100

1132
Dinky Toys bubble packed group of 3 military
vehicles comprising No. 692 Leopard Tank, No.
622 Bren Gun Carrier, and No. 609
U.S.105mm Howitzer with Gun Crew, all
models (VGNM), all bubbles have yellowed, the
bubble on the Howitzer has some damage
£60-80

1133
Dinky Toys bubble pack military group of 3
comprising No. 662 Static 88mm Gun with
crew, slight splits to the bubble (VNMM-BG),
No. 656 88mm Gun with unused missiles, splits
in the bubble (VNMM-BG) and No. 625 6
Pounder Anti-Tank Gun (NM-BP)
£50-80

1134
Dinky Toys bubble pack military group of 2
comprising No. 609 U.S. 105mm Howitzer with
gun crew, and No. 625 6 Pounder Anti-Tank
Gun, both bubbles are yellowed and have some
damage
£40-60

1135
A tray containing a collection of play-worn
Dinky Toys military vehicles, with examples
including No. 353 Shado 2, No. 642 Pressure
Refueller, and others, sold with 3 used Airfix
HO/OO scale snap together models - Coastal
Defence, Pontoon Bridge, and a Gun
Emplacement
£100-120

1136
A collection of 8 later issued boxed Dinky Toys,
with examples including No. 201 Plymouth
Stock Car, No. 206 Customised Stingray, No.
112 Purdey’s Triumph TR7, and others
£80-120

1137
Dinky Toys fire service vehicles group of 3
comprising No. 282 Land Rover Fire Appliance
(NM-BVG), No. 195 Range Rover Fire Cheif’s
Car (NMM-BG), and No. 263 Airport Fire
Rescue Tender (E-NM,BVG)
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1125
Dinky Toys No. 615 US Jeep with 105mm
Howitzer, US military green body, green plastic
wheels, with grey plastic driver, labels fitted on
the bonnet, 105 MM Howitzer in military
green, with green plastic wheels, comes with 3
pink shells, sold in the original sliding card
pictorial display stand with outer box
£60-80

1126
Dinky Toys No. 617 VW KDF and 50mm gun,
comprising of Volkswagen KDF with German
transfers and grey plastic wheels, with 50mm
PAK gun, finished in green with grey plastic
wheels, in the original sliding tray box
(VGNM,BVG-E)
£60-80

1127
A pair of boxed Dinky Supertoys military
models, No. 642 RAF Pressure Refueller in
blue, and No. 622 10 Ton Army Truck in
military green (both E-NM,BVG)
£70-100

1128
A Dinky Toys boxed Military diecast group to
include No. 689 Medium Artillery Tractor,
together with No. 661 Recovery Tractor, both
housed in the original blue and white striped
Supertoys box (VG-NM,BVG)
£70-100

1129
Dinky Toys military group of 5 comprising No.
621 3 Ton Army Wagon, No. 688 Field
Artillery Tractor, No. 670 Armoured Car, No.
673 Scout Car, and No. 1037 Chieftain Tank
Kit (all VG-NM,BG-VG)
£80-120

1130
Dinky Toys bubble packed group of 3 military
vehicles comprising No. 615 U.S. Jeep with
105mm Howitzer, No. 617 Volkswagen KDF
and 50mm Anti-Tank Gun, and No. 683
Chieftain Tank - (All VGNM-BVG)
£70-100
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1138
A collection of mostly Dinky Toys Fire engine
models, with examples including No. 285
Merryweather Marquis Fire Tender, No. 267
Paramedic Truck from the TV Series
“Emergency”, a Majorette No. 204 Pompier
Fire Engine in its original card box, and others
£80-100

1139
A collection of Dinky and Corgi Toys
emergency vehicles comprising Dinky Toys No.
255 Ford Zodiac Police Car, No. 250 Police
Mini Cooper, No. 287 Ford Transit Police
Accident Unit, and a Corgi Toys No. 506 Police
Panda Hillman Imp, the rear suspension on the
model is loose, all models are in generally very
good condition, with poor to very good boxes
£60-80

1140
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 4
comprising No. 176 Austin A105 Saloon, No.
180 Packard Clipper Sedan, No. 165 Humber
Hawk, and No. 195 Jaguar 3.4 Saloon, the
models are generally in very good condition,
with poor boxes (all missing end flaps), sold
with an empty No. 176 Austin A105 Saloon
box
£80-100

1141
Dinky Toys boxed group of 6 comprising No.
174 Hudson Hornet Sedan, No. 164 Vauxhall
Cresta, No. 155 Ford Anglia, No. 442
Studebaker Petrol Tanker, No. 130 Ford
Consul Cortina, and No. 188 Four Berth
Caravan (repainted) - all models and boxes are
very play-worn
£30-50

1142
A collection of play-worn Dinky Toys sports
and racing cars, with examples including No.
108 MG Midget Sports Car, No. 234 Ferrari
Racing Car, No. 109 Austin Healey Sports, and
others
£70-100

1143
A collection of boxed, part boxed, and
playworn Dinky Toy diecasts to include a No.
174 Hudson Hornet Sedan (G,BVG), a No. 132
Packard Convertible, a No. 111 Triumph TR3
sports car, together with various others
£100-120

1144
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 3
comprising No. 252 Pontiac RCMP Police Car,
blue body, white interior, and red roof light,
No. 173 Pontiac Parisienne in metallic red with
a grey & yellow interior, and No. 160 Mercedes
Benz 250 SE in light metallic blue, with a white
interior, and spun hubs (All VG-E,BG)
£60-80

1145
A collection of mostly Dinky Toys aircraft
models, with specific examples including No.
721 Junkers JU 87B Stuka from the film “The
Battle of Britain”, No. 724 Sea King Helicopter,
No. 722 Hawker Harrier, and others, all models
and boxes have play-wear
£150-200

1146
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 5
comprising No. 561 Blaw Knox Bulldozer, No.
562 Dumper Truck, No. 14C Coventry Climax
Forklift, No. 428 Trailer, and No. 400 B.E.V.
Truck, (All G-E,BG-VG)
£60-80

1147
A collection of playworn and boxed Corgi and
Dinky toys to include a Corgi Toys gift set No.
24 Constructors set, a No. 1127 Simon Snorkel
fire engine, a Dinky 952 Vega Major luxury
coach and others
£80-120

1148
A collection of Dinky and Corgi Toys in play-
worn condition with examples including a Dinky
Toys No. 258 Ford Fairlane Police Car, No. 960
Lorry Mounted Concrete Mixer, No. 290
Hovercraft, No. 243 BRM Racing Car, Corgi
Toys No. 1102 Euclid TC 12 Tractor with
Dozer Blade, and No. 53 Massey Ferguson
Tractor with Shovel
£100-120

1149
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 5
comprising No. 960 Lorry Mounted Cement
Mixer, 2x No. 555/955 Fire Engine, No. 562
Dumper Truck, and No. 964 Elevator Loader,
all models and boxes have varying degrees of
play-wear
£60-80

1150
A collection of Corgi and Dinky Toys
comprising Corgi Toys No. 345 MGB GT
Competition Model in yellow & black, the rear
suspension has collapsed (G-BNM), Gift Set 12
ERF Dropside Lorry and Platform Trailer with
milk churns, tape repairs to the outer box
which has one end flap missing (G-BP), Dinky
Supertoys No. 943 Leyland Octopus ESSO
Petrol Tanker (G-BP), No. 934 Leyland
Octopus Wagon (G-BP), No. 905 Foden Flat
Truck with chains, the roof of the cab has been
repainted, and the box is a reproduction (RP-
BRP), and No. 501 Foden Diesel 8 wheel
wagon, a repainted model in a reproduction
box (RP-BRP)
£80-100

1151
A collection of repainted resin and tin plate
Dinky Toy and vintage Schuco Models to
include a Dinky Toys copy of the Baroclem
Citroen 1200 KG delivery van, a reproduction
Dinky Toys Omnisport delivery van, an Odgi
Toys of yesterday Jowett Javelin, a repainted
Schuco Examico 4001 car and others
£50-80

1152
Dinky Toys boxed bus group comprising 3x
No. 289 Routemaster London Bus, all with a
red body, concave hubs, and conductor figure,
2 are in “Tern Shirts” livery, with the third in
ESSO livery, all housed in their original yellow
card and picture boxes (All VG-E,BVG), sold
together with a No. 283 Single Decker Bus, and
3 boxed bubble pack issues
£80-120

1153
Four various window boxed and bubble packed
Dinky Toy public transport diecasts to include
No. 291 Atlantean City Bus finished in orange
and white with Kenning Car Van & Truck Hire
livery, No. 297 Silver Jubilee bus, No. 289
Route master bus, and No. 295 Atlantean bus
finished in yellow and white with Yellow Pages
livery, in housed in original packaging
£40-60

1154
A collection of mixed playworn Dinky Toy and
Gaiety Models to include Brooke Bond delivery
van, Austin Atlantic convertible, Rover 75, and
others
£70-100

1155
A collection of mixed boxed and loose Dinky
Toy and Matchbox diecasts to include a 00
Dinky No. 071 Volkswagen van, various No.
290 Dinky Toy double decker buses, and others
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1156
Five various window boxed and bubble packed
Dinky Toy public transport diecasts to include
No. 291 Atlantean City Bus, No. 289 bubble
packed Routemaster bus, No. 289 Esso Safety
Grip Tyres Routemaster bus, Visit Madam
Tussauds London Transport bus, and a No. 297
Silver Jubilee double decker bus, all housed in
original packaging
£40-60

1157
2 trays containing a collection of mixed Dinky,
Matchbox, Corgi Toys, and similar diecasts, with
examples including a Dinky Toys No. 942
Foden “Regent” Petrol Tanker, No. 976
Michigan Tractor Dozer, a Matchbox Super
Kings K58 Maserati Bora, and others
£60-80

1158
A tray containing a collection of play-worn
Dinky, Corgi, and Matchbox Toys, with specific
examples including a Dinky Toys No. 152
Austin Devon, a Corgi Toys No. 256
Volkswagen 1500 Saloon, and others
£100-120

1159
One tray containing a collection of mixed Dinky
Toy, tinplate, Corgi, and other associated
vintage diecast, tinplate and plastic models,
including a Dinky Toys Austin Nestle’s delivery
van, a Triang Pantechnicon articulated single
axle trailer, a Corgi James Bond Aston Martin
DB5 together with others
£70-100

1160
One tray containing a collection of mixed Dinky
Toy, French Dinky, Corgi Toy, tinplate and
similar model vehicles and accessories to
include a Corgi Toys car transporter, a Dinky
Toys Jaguar XK120, a French Dinky Toys refuse
truck together with various others
£70-100

1161
A tray containing a large collection of play-worn
and repainted Dinky, Corgi and Matchbox Toys,
with examples including Dinky Toys No. 914
AEC Articulated Lorry, No. 181 Volkswagen
Beetle, Corgi Toys No. 475 Citroen Safari, and
others
£100-120

1162
A collection of mixed reproduction boxed,
repainted, playworn and associated diecasts
spare parts to include Dinky Toys Spot-On and
others
£50-80

CORGI TOYS

1175
Corgi Toys No. 336 James Bond’s Toyota 2000
GT comprising of a white body with black
interior, and two figures, fitted with wirework
hubs, 4 loose rockets in the boot, with Secret
Instructions envelope that contains 3 rockets on
the sprue, a Corgi Club leaflet, and the lapel
badge backing (the lapel badge is stuck to the
box) sold in the original blue and yellow all-card
sliding tray box with card packing pieces, the
box is a super example - the model would
benefit from a polish (NM,BVNM-M)
£200-250

1176
Corgi Toys No. 261 James Bond Aston Martin
DB5 comprising of gold body with red interior,
working mechanisms and cast wire work hubs,
housed in the original sliding tray box with
secret instructions envelope, leaflet and spare
bandit figure (VG-E, BE)
£100-150

1177
A Corgi Toys Man from UNCLE No. 497 gun
firing Thrush-buster comprising blue body with
yellow interior, the Waverley ring is missing,
sold in the original sliding tray card box, the
model has some play wear and might benefit
from a clean, both the outer and inner boxes
are very clean (G-VG,BVG-E)
£80-120

1178
Corgi Toys No. 267 Batmobile
comprising of first issue gloss type
black body with gold and red Bat
logo hubs, complete with pulsating
exhaust, Batman and Robin figures,
with Bat logo stickers to both doors,
housed in the original sliding tray
card box with 9 red plastic missiles,
instructions envelope, and leaflets,
the outer box has crushing and tape
repairs to one end, the inner box is
in very good condition (NM,BF-G)
£100-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1163
A tray containing a collection of play-worn
Dinky, Corgi, and Matchbox Toys, with
examples including a Dinky Toys No. 453
Trojan “OXO” Van, No. 104 Spectrum Pursuit
Vehicle, Corgi Toys No. 249 Morris Mini-
Cooper, and others
£150-200

1164
A tray containing a collection of Dinky,
Corgi and Matchbox Toys in play-worn
condition, with examples including
Dinky Toys No. 352 Ed Streakers Car,
Corgi Toys No. 352 Ford Mustang, and
others
£40-60

1165
Collection of various Dinky Toy, Matchbox and
Britains Military diecast
£60-80

1166
A collection of Dinky Toys military vehicles,
with examples including a boxed No. 676
Armoured Personnel Carrier, No. 661
Scammell Recovery Tractor, No. 651
Centurion Tank, and others
£60-80

1167
A collection of Atlas Editions Dinky Toys, with
examples including No. 943 Leyland Octopus
Petrol Tanker, No. 434 Bedford TK Crash
Truck, No. 432 Guy Warrior Flat Truck, and
others (29 in total)
£150-200

1168
13 Dinky Toys Atlas Editions diecasts, with
examples including No. 181 Volkswagen Beetle,
No. 539 Citroen ID 19 Break, No. 1416
Renault 6, and others
£50-80

1169
A box containing a quantity of reproduction
Dinky Toy model boxes, with examples
including No. 254 Police Patrol Range Rover,
No. 183 Morris Mini Minor, and others
£20-40
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1179
Corgi Toys No. 107 Batboat And Trailer, 1st
issue with tinplate fin complete with Batman &
Robin figures, gold trailer, cast wheels, chrome
dashboard and blue screens, some chipping to
the trailer, sold in the original yellow card box, a
crisp box but does have a crease to one box
side(E-NM,BE-NM)
£150-200

1180
Corgi Toys No. 268 The Green Hornets ‘Black
Beauty’, black body with green windscreen,
Green Hornet transfer, with secret instruction
envelope and contents - the envelope appears
to be still sealed, housed in the original pictorial
box with sliding tray and card packing piece
(VNMM-BNM)
£200-250

1181
Corgi Toys 497 The Man form U.N.C.L.E.
Thrushbuster, dark blue body, 2 figures, plastic
lights, silver grille, original diorama box with
yellow and blue box outer, the box has tape
repairs to one end, missing waverly wing (E-
NM,BF)
£40-60

1182
A Corgi Toys No. 267 Batmobile comprising of
first issue gloss type black body with gold and
red Bat logo hubs, complete with pulsating
exhaust, Batman and Robin figures, with Bat
logo stickers to both doors, the model has
some wear and might benefit from a clean,
housed in the original sliding tray card box, the
outer box has an end flap missing, the inner
box has some small tears (G-BF)
£60-80

1183
Corgi Toys No. 107 Batboat And Trailer, 1st
issue with tinplate fin complete with Batman &
Robin figures, gold trailer, cast wheels, chrome
dashboard and blue screens, the axle pin is
tarnished, includes Batmobile coupling, sold in
the original pictorial card box, the box has a
puncture to each side (G-VG,BVG)
£120-150

1184
Corgi Toys No. 852 The Magic Roundabout
musical carousel, finished in blue, yellow and
red, appears complete with five correct figures,
the model is quite sun faded, sold with the
original all-card pictorial box
£40-60

1185
Corgi Toys No. 801 Noddy’s car comprising of
yellow and red car with silver hubs and Noddy
and Big Ears figures, black-faced golly to boot,
housed in the original window box, there is
very slight damage to the box window
(VNMM-BVGNM)
£250-300

1186
Corgi Toys, No.277 “The Monkees”
Monkeemobile, red body, white roof, yellow
interior, cast hubs, chrome engine and trim, 4 x
figures, in the original blue and yellow window
box, the box window is slightly crushed (E-
BVG)
£60-80

1187
Corgi Toys No. 1163 Buck Rogers Starfighter,
contains both large and small scale spacecraft
finished in white, with yellow wings, and blue
rockets, sold in the original “Special Value”
window box, some crushing to box window,
comes with rockets on the sprue and Corgi
Toys information booklet (VNMM-BG)
£50-80

1188
A Corgi Toys No. 290 Kojak’s Buick comprising
of metallic copper, Buick with white interior and
two figures, appears as issued, in the original
polystyrene packed window box with unfolded
header card, complete with lapel badge (M,BM)
£150-200

1189
Corgi Toys, Gift Set 10, Marlin Rambler
camping set comprising of metallic blue and
white Marlin Rambler Sports Fastback with
trailer, 2 canoes (one with figure), in the original
all-card blue and yellow box with sliding tray
(NMM,BE)
£250-300

1190
A Corgi Toys No. 440 Ford Consul
Cortina gift set comprising Ford Consul
Cortina Super Estate car, together with
golfer, caddy boy, trolley and bag,
housed in the original sliding tray card
box (NM,BVG)
£80-120

1191
Corgi Toys Gift Set No. 5 “Agricultural”
comprising of Massey Ferguson 165 Tractor
with shovel, Tandem Disc Harrow, Tipping
Trailer with raves, Land Rover finished in green,
lemon interior and spun hubs, Dodge Truck
with Animals plus other accessories, with dog
figure and farm hand, 2 milk churns and farm
sacks, in the original window box, the box
window is split, some tears to the box corners
(VGNM-BVG)
£250-300

1192
Corgi Toys Gift Set 8 Lions Of Longleat,
comprising Land Rover with gamekeeper figure,
the model has cast wheel hubs, set contains a
plastic den with 3 Lions (glued in place), 2 joints
of meat, and barrel, in an original box, the
window has been replaced as has the
polystyrene
£100-120

1193
Corgi Toys, Gift Set 38, Mini 1000 camping set,
comprising of cream mini with red interior, 2
figures, plastic tent and BBQ, in the original
window box with inner display stand (M-BM)
£200-250

1194
A Corgi Toys No. 201 Mini 1000 racing car,
comprising of dark blue body with No. 8 racing
number, red interior and Whizz Wheels,
housed in the original yellow and orange
window display box
£50-80

1195
Corgi Toys gift set No. 16 Ecurie Ecosse racing
car transporter and three cars, in dark metallic
blue body with spun hubs and yellow lettering,
some small chips, with three boxed racing cars -
No. 151A Lotus MK11 Le Mans in blue, No.
150S Vanwall F1 in red, and No.152S BRM F1
race car in turquoise, all 3 cars have some chips,
the Lotus has a broken screen, and are housed
in very good boxes, all housed in the original
lift-up lid box, with packing pieces, the model
has been stored in a damp environment, and
although it is complete, it shows signs of this
£200-300

1196
Corgi, Major 1135 Heavy Equipment
Transporter, Bedford Carrimore US military
green, driver, US Army star on the cab roof,
missing sliding tray (VGNM-BE)
£100-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1197
Corgi Toys No. 1134 Bedford S Type Military
Tanker comprising a military green body, with
spun hubs, windows, and U.S. Army decals to
the tank sides, sold in the original yellow card
box with inner packing piece (VGNM,BE-NM)
£250-300

1198
Corgi Toys No. 356 US army personnel carrier,
military green body with red interior, with
driver figure and spun hubs, in the original blue
and yellow all-card box (VGNM-BVGNM)
£100-120

1199
Corgi Toys No 359 Army Field Kitchen in “US
Army” livery, matt military green finish, and
spun hubs, sold in the original blue and yellow
picture-sided card box. (NM-BVG)
£100-150

1200
Corgi Toys No. 355 US military police Commer
van, military green body with red interior and
driver figure, flashing light, in the original blue
and yellow all-card box (NM-BNM)
£100-120

1201
Corgi Toys No. 354 Commer Military
Ambulance in military matt green with red cross
decals, housed in the original blue and yellow
picture-sided card box (VG-E,BG-VG)
£60-80

1202
Corgi Toys No. 357 military Land Rover
weapons carrier comprising a military drab
green body, with plastic green canopy, white
star decals, yellow interior with spun hubs, in
the original blue & yellow all-card box, the box
has a hole to one side (NM,BVG)
£80-120

1203
Corgi Toys No. 358 Oldsmobile Super 88 HQ
staff car, military green body with red interior,
white star transfers to the roof, driver and
passenger figures, in the original blue and yellow
all-card box (VG-NM,BG)
£80-120

1210
Corgi Toys No. 408 Bedford AA Road Service
delivery van comprising a yellow body with
black roof with roof sign and flat spun hubs,
housed in the original blue ground card box
with Corgi Toys leaflet (VNMM-BNM)
£80-120

1211
Corgi Toys No. 438 Land Rover 109WB
comprising of a dark green body with lemon
interior and grey back with spun hubs, in the
original blue & yellow all-card box (VNMM-
BVGNM)
£80-100

1212
Corgi Toys No. 490 V.W Breakdown truck in
avocado finish with a red interior and spun
hubs, slight rub to the roof, sold with the
original blue and yellow picture-sided card box,
pen mark to one side of the box (E,BVG-E)
£60-80

1213
Corgi Toys No. 474 Musical Walls ice cream
van, Ford Thames in light blue and cream,
musical feature (partially working), with spun
hubs, loose example (VG-E)
£30-50

1214
Corgi Toys No. 447 Walls Ice Cream van,
comprising of a light blue body with spun hubs
with ice cream man vendor figure and a school
boy figure, housed in the original blue & yellow
card box with sliding tray, packing pieces, and
leaflet, some wear to the model (G-BG)
£120-150

1215
Corgi Toys No. 428 Smiths ice cream van
“Mister Softee” livery, comprising cream and
blue body with spun hubs, sold with the original
blue and yellow picture-sided card box and
Corgi Toys leaflets (NMM-BVNM)
£150-200

1216
Corgi Toys No. 441 Volkswagen ‘Chocolate
Toblerone’ van, light blue body with lemon
interior, Trans-o-lite head lamps, spun hubs,
with Toblerone livery, in the original blue and
yellow all card box (VGNM-BE)
£100-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1204
Corgi Toys No. 414 Bedford Dormobile
Military Ambulance, olive drab body with Red
Cross stickers, shaped hubs, no suspension, in
the original blue and yellow all-card box, with
leaflet (E-BVG)
£60-80

1205
Corgi Toys No. 1113 ‘Corporal’ guided
Missile on Erector Vehicle in green with
silver hubs, and a white and red missile,
the missile tip is damaged, comes in the
original box with 3 packing pieces, and 2
Corgi leaflets, the model would benefit
from a clean as is a little dusty (VG-BE)
£80-120

1206
Corgi Toys No. 438 Land Rover
109WB comprising a green body,
with grey plastic canopy, yellow
interior, and spun hubs, the model
might benefit from a light clean, sold
in the original blue & yellow card box
(VG-E,BE)
£60-80

1207
Corgi Toys No. 441 Volkswagen ‘Chocolate
Toblerone’ van, light blue body with lemon
interior, Trans-o-lite head lamps, spun hubs,
with Toblerone livery, in the original blue and
yellow all card box (VGNM-BE)
£100-150

1208
Corgi Toys No. 421 Bedford 12 cwt Evening
Standard delivery van comprising of black and
silver body with Evening Standard livery,
complete with flat spun hubs, and housed in
the original blue & yellow all-card box (VGNM-
BG)
£60-80

1209
Corgi Toys No. 403 Bedford 12 cwt Daily
Express delivery van comprising of a dark blue
body with flat spun hubs, and Daily Express
livery, housed in the original blue ground card
box with Corgi Toys Leaflet, the model might
benefit from a clean (VG-BNM)
£50-80
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1217
Corgi Toys No. 421 Bedford 12 cwt Evening
Standard delivery van comprising of black and
silver body with Evening Standard livery,
complete with flat spun hubs, and housed in the
original blue & yellow all-card box (VG-BG)
£60-80

1218
Corgi Toys No. 408 Bedford AA Road Service
delivery van comprising a yellow body with
black roof with roof sign and flat spun hubs,
housed in the original blue ground card box,
some retouching has been done (VG-E,BNM)
£40-60

1219
Corgi Toys No. 479 Samuelson’s Film Service
camera van, blue and white body with spun
hubs, with cameraman figure to roof, in the
original window box with header card, the box
window is split (VGNM,BF-G)
£50-80

1220
Corgi Toys No. 420 Ford Thames Airborne
Caravan, olive green lower body with pale
green upper, brown interior with spun hubs, in
the original blue and yellow all card box, the
box does have some ink staining and some pen
marks to one side (VGNM-BF)
£50-80

1221
Corgi Toys No. 452 Commer 5 ton dropside
lorry comprising red cab and chassis with cream
back and flat spun hubs in the original blue
ground all-card box, some graffiti to one box
face (NM-BVG)
£50-80

1222
Corgi Toys No. 508 Commer Holiday Camp
bus comprising of an orange and white body,
with green roof luggage load, there are no
suitcases, housed in the original blue and yellow
all-card box, the model has a few small nicks (E-
BVG)
£80-120

1223
Corgi Toys No. 490 V.W Breakdown truck in
avocado finish with a red interior and cast hubs,
sold with the original blue and yellow picture-
sided card box (VNM-BVG)
£50-80

1224
Corgi Toys No. 447 Walls Ice Cream van,
comprising of light blue body with spun hubs
with ice cream man vendor figure and a school
boy figure, housed in the original blue & yellow
card box with sliding tray, the sliding tray is in
excellent condition, the outer card box has
some tape repairs, and is a little squashed (E-
NM,BG-VG)
£100-150

1225
Corgi Toys No. 471 Smiths Karrier Mobile
Canteen, comprising of blue body with standing
attendant figure and Joe’s Diner livery, complete
with spun hubs and housed in the original blue
& yellow card box with Corgi Toys leaflet, -
one paint chip to the edge of the serving hatch,
and one to the roof edge (NM,BVG)
£80-120

1226
Corgi Toys Constructor gift set 24, comprising
of various components housed in the original
polystyrene tray with construction leaflet with
lift-off colourful pictorial lid (G-VG,BVG)
£50-80

1227
Corgi Toys Gift Set 48 Ford Carrimore Car
Transporter with Morris Mini Cooper, Mini
Minor (blue), Mini Cooper Wickerwork, Rover
2000, Hillman Imp, and Ford Consul
Countryman Cortina, all models are in play-
worn condition, sold in a poor but complete
outer box (G-BP)
£100-150

1228
Corgi Toys Gift Set No. 23 Chipperfields Circus
comprising booking van, circus crane truck, two
animal cage wagons, Land Rover and trailer
with elephant transport box, all in the original
polystyrene packed box, models have some
play-wear, sold in the original polystyrene and
card box, some tape repairs to the box base
(VG-BG)
£100-150

1229
Corgi Toys No. 60 Fordson Power Major
Tractor - blue body, silver grille & lights with
driver figure, sold in the original yellow card box
with packing piece (VNMM-BNM)
£70-100

1230
A Corgi Toys boxed diecast group to include a
No. 53 Massey Ferguson 65 with tractor shovel
together with a Corgi Toys No. 460 Neville
cement mixer, both housed in the original blue
& yellow all card boxes
£80-120

1231
Corgi Toys No. 153 Proteus Campbell Bluebird
Record Car comprising of blue body with white
driver, flag transfer to front, fitted with spun
wheels, comes with a reproduction box (VG-
BRP)
£20-30

1232
Corgi Toys No. 234 Ford Consul Classic,
comprising of cream and pink body with lemon
yellow interior and spun hubs, housed in the
original blue & yellow card box (NM,BVG)
£50-80

1233
Corgi Toys No. 232 Fiat 2100 saloon
comprising of pale pink body with mauve roof
and lemon interior, complete with spun hubs,
and housed in the original blue & yellow all-card
box (E,BVG-E)
£50-80

1234
Corgi Toys No. 213, 2.4 Jaguar Fire Service Car,
red body with lemon yellow interior, and spun
hubs, in the original yellow and blue all card box
(E-NM,BG-VG)
£60-80

1235
Corgi Toys No. 492 Volkswagen European
police car comprising of dark green and white
body with blue roof light and two passenger
figures fitted with spun hubs and housed in the
original blue & yellow all-card picture-sided box
£40-60

1236
Corgi Toys No. 302 MGA Sports Car, red body
with tan seats, spun hubs, and silver trim, a
super example sold in the original yellow card
box (NMM-BNM)
£100-120

1237
Corgi Toys No. 314 Ferrari Berlinetta 250 Le
Mans racecar, comprising of red body with
wirework hubs and racing No. 4 housed in the
original blue and yellow all-card box (NM-
M,BNM)
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1238
Corgi Toys No. 348 Ford Mustang 2+2 “Flower
Power” Stock Racing Car in lilac/blue with
psychedelic decals with RN20, a pale green
interior, cast spoke wheel hubs (NM-BVNM)
£150-200

1239
Corgi Toys No. 309 Aston Martin D.B.4.
Competition Model, white/turquoise body,
silver trim, jewelled headlights, lemon interior,
spun wheel hubs, “7” door decal and Union
Jack Chequered flag decals on the bonnet,
comes with the blue and yellow picture box (E-
NM,BG)
£60-80

1240
Corgi Toys No. 323 Citroen DS19 in Monte
Carlo trim, pale blue body with white roof,
lemon interior with racing number 75, the rear
screen has a crack to it, sold in the original blue
and yellow all-card box - very slightly crushed
(E-BVG)
£70-100

1241
Corgi Toys No 228 Volvo P1800 comprising a
tan body with a red interior, housed in a lovely
original Corgi blue and yellow picture-sided box
(NMM-BNM)
£100-120

1242
Corgi Toys No. 300 Austin Healey sports car,
comprising of cream body with red seats and
windscreen, complete with flat spun hubs, and
housed in the original blue card box (VG-
NM,BG)
£70-100

1243
Corgi Toys No. 235 Oldsmobile Super 88
saloon comprising metallic blue body with white
side flash and spun hubs, finished with red
interior and housed in the original blue and
yellow all-card box with Corgi Toys leaflet
(NM-M,BE)
£70-100

1251
Corgi Toys No. 226 Morris Mini Minor
comprising of metallic maroon body with lemon
interior, and cast hubs, housed in the original
blue & yellow ground card box, (E-BNM)
£50-80

1252
Corgi Toys No. 436 Citroen Safari ID19
comprising of yellow body with Wildlife
Preservation logo to the bonnet, green interior
with driver and passenger figures, fitted with
spun hubs and housed in the original blue and
yellow all-card box (VGNM-BVG)
£70-100

1253
Corgi Toys No. 312 Jaguar E type Competition
model in chrome finish with black interior, fitted
with wire wheels complete with driver and
housed in a very good original all-card box
(NM-BVG)
£70-100

1254
Corgi Toys No. 319 Lotus Elan Coupe
comprising of red and white body with cream
interior, fitted with cast hubs and housed in the
original blue & yellow card box (VNM-BVNM)
£80-120

1255
Corgi Toys No. 307 E-type Jaguar E Type with
detachable hard top comprising of metallic dark
grey body with brown interior and red roof,
fitted with spun hubs, in the original blue &
yellow all-card box (NM-BVG)
£70-100

1256
Corgi Toys No. 318 Lotus Elan S2 “I’ve got a
Tiger in my Tank”, Steel Blue body, Black
interior, spun hubs, Racing number 6 decals
applied to the doors & bonnet, with driver, in
all card blue and yellow box (VNMM-BVNMM)
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1244
Corgi Toys No.322 Rover 2000 “Rallye Monte
Carlo” - metallic maroon, white roof, red
interior, racing decals to doors, bonnet and
boot, spun hubs, in the original blue and yellow
all card box, one noticeable chip to one front
wing (E-BVGNM)
£60-80

1245
Corgi Toys No. 218 Aston Martin DB4, red
body with vent, lemon yellow interior, and flat
spun hubs, in the original blue and yellow all-
card box (E-NM,BG)
£60-80

1246
Corgi Toys No. 201 Austin Cambridge,
comprising of silver over metallic green body
with spun hubs, housed in the original blue &
yellow all-card box (VNM-BG)
£50-80

1247
Corgi Toys No.207M Standard Vanguard III
Saloon, primrose yellow body, smooth cast
hubs, in the original all card blue box (VG-BG)
£60-80

1248
Corgi Toys No. 310 Chevrolet Corvette
Stingray, comprising of metallic pink body with
yellow interior and spun hubs, in the original
blue & yellow all-card box (E-NM,BE)
£50-70

1249
Corgi Toys boxed group of 2 comprising No.
419 Ford Zephyr Motorway Patrol car, white
body with red interior and spun hubs, housed
in the original blue and yellow all-card box
(VG-BG), and No. 328 Hillman Imp in Monte
Carlo trim, blue body with off-white interior,
107 racing No. and spun hubs, housed in the
original blue & yellow card box, (G-BG)
£60-80

1250
Corgi Toys No. 319 Lotus Elan Coupe
comprising of blue body with white roof and
cream interior with cast hubs, housed in the
original blue and yellow all-card box with
unused sticker sheet and Corgi Toys leaflet
(NM-M,BNM)
£80-120
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1257
Corgi Toys No. 443 Plymouth US Mail Delivery
car, comprising of white and blue body with red
interior and spun hubs with ‘Address Your Mail
Carefully’ stickers to doors, housed in the
original blue & yellow all-card box, the model
has some small chips (VG,BVG-E)
£50-80

1258
Corgi Toys No. 223 Chevrolet State Patrol
Police car, comprising of black body with State
Patrol stickers, fitted with yellow interior and
spun hubs complete with grey aerial and
housed in the original blue & yellow card box
(E-NM,BVG)
£60-80

1259
Corgi Toys No. 304S Mercedes Benz 300SL
hard top roadster, comprising of chrome body
with red roof and flat spun hubs, complete with
racing No. 3 and bonnet stripe, housed in the
original blue and yellow ground card box, slight
buckle to the baseplate (E-BNM)
£50-80

1260
Corgi Toys, 222, Renault Floride, dark red body
with yellow interior and flat spun hubs, housed
in the original blue and yellow card box, with
model club leaflet (NM-BNM)
£60-80

1261
Corgi Toys No. 233 Heinkel Economy Car
comprising orange body with lemon yellow
interior with spun hubs, housed in the original
blue & yellow all-card pictorial box (NM-BNM)
£60-80

1262
Corgi Toys No. 480 Chevrolet Taxi Cab
comprising of red and yellow body with white
taxi roof sign, complete with driver and spun
hubs, housed in the original blue & yellow card
box (VGNM-BVG)
£80-100

1263
Corgi Toys No. 237 Oldsmobile Sheriff
car, comprising of black & white body
with red interior with County Sheriff
stickers to sides, fitted with spun hubs
and housed in the original blue and
yellow all-card box, one box end flap has
been taped back on (VNMM-BVG)
£60-80

1264
Corgi Toys, 227 repainted Morris Mini Cooper
competition model, primrose yellow body, red
interior, white roof and bonnet with flags, RN3
(VGRP,BGVG)
£40-60

1265
Corgi Toys No. 491 Ford Consul Cortina Super
Estate car finished in bright red with brown side
panels and a cream interior, housed in the
original blue and yellow box, slight rub to the
roof (E-NM,BNM)
£80-120

1266
Corgi Toys No.322 Rover 2000 “Rallye Monte
Carlo” - metallic maroon, white roof, red
interior, racing decals to doors, bonnet and
boot, spun hubs, in the original blue and yellow
all card box with Corgi Toys leaflet (E-
NM,BNM)
£80-120

1267
Corgi Toys No. 307 E-type Jaguar E Type with
detachable hard top comprising of metallic dark
grey body with brown interior and black roof,
fitted with spun hubs, in the original blue &
yellow all-card box (VNM-BVNM)
£80-120

1268
Corgi Toys No. 319 Lotus Elan Coupe
comprising of red and white body with cream
interior, with racing number 6 applied fitted
with cast hubs and housed in the original blue &
yellow card box with leaflet (VNM-BNM)
£80-120

1269
Corgi Toys No. 485 BMC Mini Countryman
with surfing figure, comprising of a turquoise
body with lemon interior and spun hubs,
complete with two surfboards and surfing
figure, housed in the original blue & yellow card
box (E-NM,BVG)
£80-100

1270
Corgi Toys, 302, MGA Sports Car, metallic
green body with silver detailed grille, cream
seats with plastic windshield, shaped spun hubs,
sold in the original all card yellow and blue box
(NM-BVG)
£80-100

1271
Corgi Toys No. 251 Hillman Imp saloon
comprising of metallic blue body with yellow
interior, luggage load and spun hubs, the rear
suspension is good, sold in the original blue &
yellow all-card box with model club leaflet
(NMM-BNMM)
£70-100

1272
Corgi Toys No. 314 Ferrari Berlinetta 250 Le
Mans racecar, comprising of red body with
wirework hubs and racing No. 4 housed in the
original blue and yellow all-card box with Corgi
Toys leaflet (E-NM,BVG)
£50-80

1273
An original trade pack of 4 Corgi Toys, Gift Set
38, Mini 1000 camping gift sets, very rare sealed
pack sealed from end to end with open shrink
sides, excellent example, contents and outer
contents in excellent condition, complete with
the original Spanish buff coloured outer
shipping carton from Corgi to Barcelona, very
rare example
£1,000-1,200

1274
A Corgi Toys No. 2012 1000 piece jigsaw
puzzle by Gibsons, housed in the original box,
with sealed internal packaging
£30-50

1275
Corgi Juniors trade pack of six No. 117 Spanish
World Cup delivery vans, all housed on original
backing cards with buff trade pack outer carton
£50-80

1276
Corgi Juniors Accident Gift Set No. 3103,
contains 6 Corgi Juniors models including a
Volkswagen Polo, Range Rover Rescue Vehicle,
Porsche Police Car, a Mercedes Ambulance,
Land Rover Tow Truck, and a Chevrolet ‘AA’
Van, as well as some plastic figures
£30-50

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1277
Corgi Toys Gift Set 37 Lotus Racing Team set
in the original polystyrene packed box,
complete with Corgi model club leaflet, a
model range leaflet, 2 number sticker sheets,
with one being unused and a pack of road
cones, all models appear to be excellent, the
outer box has one end flap missing and is quite
worn - a hard to find gift-set (E-BF)
£100-120

1278
Corgi Toys No. 335 4.2L Jaguar E-type 2+2
race car, comprising of red body with black
interior and wire work hubs, housed in the
original window display box (M,BNM)
£150-200

1279
Corgi Toys No. 302 Hillman Hunter Rally Car,
blue body with white roof, matt bonnet, RN75,
with equipment to roof, partially used transfer
sheet, instruction leaflet and Corgi Model Club
leaflet, in the original blue and yellow window
box (E-NM,BNM)
£80-100

1280
Corgi Toys No. 313, Ford Cortina in bronze
complete with Graham Hill figure, sold in its
original window style box (VNMM-BNM)
£80-100

1281
Corgi Toys No. 338 Chevrolet SS 350 Camaro
in metallic green/gold with a red interior, black
roof and bonnet stripe, with “Golden Jacks”
take off wheels, some very small chips to wheel
arches (VNM-BNM)
£50-80

1282
A Corgi No. 334 Mini Cooper Magnifique
comprising of metallic blue body with tan
interior and cast hubs, housed in the original
blue & yellow window display box with header
card, header card folded
£60-80

1283
Corgi Toys No. 275 Rover 2000TC comprising
of metallic green body with amber glazing and
take off wheels, in the original blue & yellow
window box with header card (VGNM-BVG)
£50-80

1291
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 “Golden
Jacks” issues comprising No. 275 Rover 2000
TC, metallic green body with amber glazing, in
the original blue & yellow window box with
header card (NM-BNM), No. 276 Oldsmobile
Toronado, metallic red body with cream
interior, housed in the original blue & yellow
window box (NM,BNM), and No. 341 Mini
Marcos GT 850, metallic maroon, with cream
seats, the model has some small chips (VG-
BNM)
£100-120

1292
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 comprising
No. 228 Volvo P1800 in light brown with a red
interior, No. 238 Jaguar Mk10 in metallic cerise
with a yellow interior, and No. 251 Hillman Imp
in metallic blue with a yellow interior, the rear
suspension is not working - all model box
conditions (VG-E-BG-VG)
£80-120

1293
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 comprising
No. 344 Ferrari 206 Dino in red with red spot
hubs (NM-BG), No.341 Mini Marcos GT850,
metallic red body with cast hubs and off-white
interior, housed in the original window box
with header card (E-NM,BVG), and No. 347
Chevrolet Astro 1 Experimental Car with 2
figures, crushed cellophane to box (E-NM,BG)
£100-120

1294
Corgi Toys boxed group of 2 comprising No.
450 Austin Mini Van, metallic green body with
red interior and spun hubs, with jewelled
headlights, housed in the original blue & yellow
card box, tear to one end flap (VNM,BG), and
No. 226 Morris Mini Minor, light blue body with
red interior and spun hubs housed in the
original blue & yellow all-card box, tape repairs
to the box (VG-BF)
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1284
Corgi Toys No. 273 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow
comprising off-white and mid blue body with
blue interior, and detailed cast ‘Golden Jacks’
take off wheels, in the original blue & yellow
window box (VNMM-BVGNM)
£40-60

1285
A Corgi Toys Whizzwheels No. 396 Datsun
240Z comprising of red body with off-white
interior, housed in the original orange and
yellow Whizzwheels window box (NM,BNM)
£40-60

1286
A pair of Corgi Classics boxed vintage diecasts
to include a No. 9001 1927 Bentley together
with a No. 9004 World of Wooster 1927 3L
Bentley, both in original boxes
£50-60

1287
Corgi Toys No. C450 Peugeot 505 taxi with
G7 radio stickers to doors and boot, in the
original window box, appears as issued
(M,BNM)
£30-40

1288
Corgi Toys No.299 Ford Sierra, 
Polizei Police Car, housed in the
original window box (M-BVGNM)
£20-30

1289
Corgi Toys No. 327 Chevrolet Caprice Taxi
comprising orange body with red interior and
chrome hubs with City Cabs Fares transfers to
doors, sold in the original window box (M-
BNM)
£30-50

1290
A Husky Models No. 2001 Multi Garage
housed in the original blister packaging,
comprising of yellow body with blue opaque
doors, and blue translucent roof section
£20-30
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1295
A Corgi Whizzwheels No. 308 Montecarlo Mini
Cooper S comprising of yellow body with red
interior together with a Dinky No. 178 Mini
Clubman finished in metallic bronze with black
interior, housed in the original bubble pack
£50-80

1296
Corgi Toys boxed Land Rover pair comprising
No. 472 Public Address Vehicle “Vote for
Corgi”, green body with yellow back and spun
hubs, comes complete with two figures, in the
original blue and yellow picture card box (NM-
BVG), and No.487 Chipperfields Circus Land
Rover Parade vehicle, red body with blue back,
standing figure, and monkey figure, housed in
the original slightly crushed blue & yellow card
box (VGNM-BG)
£100-150

1297
Corgi Toys boxed MG models to include a No.
345 MGC GT competition model race car,
comprising of black and yellow body, housed in
the original blue & yellow card box, together
with a No. 327 MGB GT finished in red with
light blue interior, both (VG-E,BG) one box has
a tape repair
£70-100

1298
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 comprising
No. 419 Ford Zephyr Motorway Patrol Car,
white body with red interior and spun hubs
with blue roof light, No. 206 Hillman Husky,
faun body with spun hubs, and No. 238 Jaguar
Mk10 in metallic cerise, with a yellow interior,
the model has significant sun fading - all
model/box conditions (G-E,BG)
£80-120

1299
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 2 comprising
No. 219 Plymouth Sports Suburban station
wagon, cream body with brown roof and red
interior, fitted with spun hubs and housed in the
original blue & yellow all-card box (E-BG), and
No. 443 Plymouth US Mail car, white with mid-
blue bonnet and red side flash, red interior with
spun hubs and ‘Address your mail carefully’
stickers to sides, in the original blue and yellow
all-card box, some loss to the decals/labels,
some retouching (G-RP,BG)
£50-80

1300
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 comprising
No. 475 Citroen Safari Olympic Winter Sports,
white body, spun hubs, “1964 Olympic Winter
Sports” decal to the bonnet, comes with 4 skis
& 3 ski poles on the roof rack, and skier figure,
No. 436 Citroen Safari ID19, yellow body, with
spun hubs, driver & passenger figures, luggage
roof rack, and No. 486 Kennel Service Wagon
with four dogs - all models would benefit from
a clean, all boxes are damaged/worn
£80-100

1301
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 2 comprising
No. 241 Ghia L.6.4 saloon, metallic blue body
with red interior and spun hubs, housed in the
original blue and yellow all-card box (E-BG),
and No. 245 Buick Riviera, gold body with red
interior and wire wheels, in the original blue &
yellow all card box (E-NM,BVG)
£60-80

1302
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 2 comprising
No. 245 Buick Riviera, gold body, with a red
interior, and wire wheels, sold in the original
blue & yellow card box, one inner box flap
missing (E-NM,BG), and No. 211S Studebaker
Golden Hawk, gold plated body with red
interior, white flash and smooth hubs, in the
original blue and yellow all card box (VG-BG)
£50-80

1303
Corgi Toys, 2 boxed examples comprising No.
217 Fiat 1800 in light blue with a lemon interior
and flat spun hubs sold with its original blue and
yellow all card box (VG-E,BVG), and No. 224
Bentley Continental Sports Saloon in black and
silver example with red interior and spun hubs
(E-NM,BF-G)
£80-120

1304
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 comprising
No. 230 Mercedes Benz 220 SE Coupe, cream
body, with a red interior, and spun hubs, No.
218 Aston Martin D.B.4 in primrose yellow,
with a red interior, and spun hubs, and No. 234
Ford Consul Classic,
cream body, with a
pink roof, a yellow
interior, and spun
hubs - (All VG-E,BG-
VG)
£80-120

1305
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 comprising
No. 238 Jaguar Mk X, No. 228 Volvo P1800,
and No. 247 Mercedes Benz 600 Pullman, all
model/box conditions (VG,BF-VG)
£70-100

1306
Corgi Toys boxed racing car group of 4
comprising No. 159 Cooper-Maserati F1, No.
330 Porsche Carrera 6, No. 314 Ferrari
Berlinetta 250 Le Mans - damaged box, and
No. 156 Cooper Maserati F1 (all G-E,BF-E)
£70-100

1307
Corgi Toys boxed Monte Carlo Rally group
comprising No. 321 Monte Carlo BMC Mini
Cooper S, red body with white roof, racing No.
2 and spun hubs, housed in a stickered box (G-
VG,BVG), No. 317 B.M.C Mini Cooper, red
body and white roof, fitted with yellow interior,
jewel headlights and no.37 decal on door and
Monte Carlo decal on bonnet, some overall
wear (G-VG,BF-G), and No.340 Sunbeam Imp
“Rallye Monte Carlo” metallic blue, off-white
interior, cast hubs, racing No.77, in the original
blue and yellow all card No.328 box, with
No.340 Monte Carlo Label, the suspension has
collapsed (G-BVG)
£100-120

1308
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 comprising
No. 264 Oldsmobile Toronado, blue body with
cream interior, and detailed cast hubs, No. 246
Chrysler Imperial, red body, with a light blue
interior, driver & passenger figures, this model
might benefit from a clean, and No. 332 Lancia
Fulvia Sport Zagato, metallic blue body, with a
blue interior - all models are sold in their
original yellow card boxes, all (E-NM,BVG)
£100-120

1309
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 5
comprising No. 240 Fiat 600 Jolly, No.
430 Bermuda Taxi, No. 214 Ford
Thunderbird, No. 443 Plymouth US
Mail Car, and No. 418 Austin Taxi - all
models/box conditions (F-VG,BF)
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1310
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 emergency
vehicles comprising No. 492 Volkswagen
European Police Car, No. 506 Hillman Imp
Police Car, and No. 464 Commer Police Van,
all model/box conditions (VG,BF-E)
£60-80

1311
Corgi Toys Ford Mustang boxed pair
comprising No. 325 Ford Mustang Fastback
2+2 competition model, white body with red
twin racing stripe, light blue interior, and
jewelled headlights, some wear, housed in the
original blue & yellow all-card box (VG,BVG-E),
and No. 320 Ford Mustang Fastback 2+2, silver
body, red interior, and jewelled headlights,
some overall wear, sold with the original yellow
card box, one box inner flap missing (G,BF-G)
£80-100

1312
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 comprising
No. 417 Land Rover Breakdown Truck, red
body with yellow tinplate canopy, spun hubs, in
the original blue and yellow all-card box, some
wear to the decals (VG-E,BG-VG), No. 419
Ford Zephyr Motorway Patrol car, white body
with red interior and spun hubs with blue roof
light, housed in the original blue and yellow all-
card box with card insert (VG-E,BG), and No.
209 Riley Pathfinder Police Car, black body,
with ‘Police’ roof sign, and spun hubs (G-BG)
£70-100

1313
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 comprising
2x No. 224 Bentley Continental Sports Saloon,
the first being in two-tone green and fitted with
a red interior and jewelled lights, housed in the
original blue & yellow card box (NM-BG), the
second being in two-tone black & silver, with a
red interior (NM-BG), and No. 262 Lincoln
Continental Executive Limousine in gold, model
missing the chrome plating to the bumpers (G-
VG,BG)
£70-100

1314
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 comprising
No. 303S Mercedes Benz 300SL Open
Roadster, white body, with yellow interior,
driver figure, and spun hubs, the model would
benefit from a clean (VG-E,BG), No. 104
Dolphin 20 Cruiser on Wincheon Trailer, blue
& white boat, with red trailer, and Captain
figure (VG-BVG), and No. 263
Marlin Rambler Sports Fastback
in red & black, with a cream
interior, and detailed hubs, the
box has a tape repair to one
end (VG-E,BF)
£100-120

1320
Corgi Toys military boxed group of 2
comprising No. 1106 Decca mobile airfield
radar, cream and orange body with orange
radar and flat spun hubs, four orange striped
version housed in the original all-card lift-up lid
box with packing piece, some slight damage to
the box lid (E-BG), and No. 1118 International
6x6 Army Truck, military green body, with tow
hook, in the original lift off lid all card box (G-
VG-BG)
£70-100

1321
Corgi Toys James Bond 007 boxed model pair
comprising No. 811 Diamonds are Forever
Moon Buggy comprising blue, white, red and
yellow body in the original window box, the
box is quite damaged (VG-BP), and No. 269
Lotus Esprit from the film “The Spy Who
Loved Me”, the box is quite damaged (VG-BP)
£40-60

1322
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 4 comprising
No. 411 Karrier Bantam “Lucozade” Van, No.
452 Commer 5 Ton Dropside Lorry, No. 101
Platform Trailer, and No. 420 Ford Thames
“Airborne” Caravan - all models/boxes have
play-wear
£60-80

1323
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 4 comprising
No. 262 Lincoln Continental Executive
Limousine, metallic gold body with black roof
and red interior, spun hubs in its blister carded
box, some losses to the chrome bumpers
(E,BF-G), No. 271 Ghia 5000 Mangusta with De
Tomaso Chassis, box window damaged (E-BG),
No. 385 Porsche 917 (NM-BNM), and No. 384
Adams Bros. Probe 16 (VNMM-BNM)
£100-120

1324
Corgi Toys and Dinky Toys boxed Mini group
of 4 comprising Corgi Toys No. 227 Morris
Mini Cooper Competition model, blue & white
body, with racing number 1 to the doors, and
flags on the bonnet, No. 226 Morris Mini-Minor
in blue, with a red interior, No. 448 B.M.C. Mini
Police Van in dark blue, model missing the dog
and handler figures, and a Dinky Toys No. 197
Morris Mini Traveller, white body, with a red
interior, and spun hubs - all models have some
play-wear and are generally very good to
excellent, all boxes have wear/damage
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1315
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 5
comprising No. 309 Aston Martin Competition,
No. 443 Plymouth US Mail Car, No. 230
Mercedes Benz 220SE Coupe, No. 310
Chevrolet Corvette Sting Ray, and No. 445
Plymouth Sports Suburban Station Wagon - all
models are in generally good condition,
although all would benefit from a clean, all
boxes are play-worn or damaged
£70-100

1316
Corgi Toys part boxed play-worn model group
of 6 comprising No. 258 The Saint’s Volvo
P1800, No. 224 Bentley Continental Sports
Saloon, No. 231 Triumph Herald, No. 337
Customized Chevrolet Corvette Stingray, No.
211S Studebaker Golden Hawk, and No. 236
Austin A60 Driving School Car
£50-70

1317
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 2 comprising
No. 408 Bedford AA Road Service delivery van,
yellow body with black roof with roof sign and
flat spun hubs, housed in the original yellow card
box (G-VG,BVG), and No. 421 Bedford 12 cwt
Evening Standard delivery van, black and silver
body with Evening Standard livery, complete
with flat spun hubs, and housed in the original
blue & yellow all-card box, the box has one end
flap missing (E-BG)
£60-80

1318
Corgi Toys part boxed and play-worn model
group of 6 comprising No. 252 Rover 2000,
No. 239 Volkswagen 1500 Karmann Ghia, No.
424 Ford Zephyr Estate Car, No. 310
Chevrolet Corvette Sting Ray, No. 234 Ford
Consul Classic, and No. 241 Ghia L 6.4
£50-70

1319
Corgi Toys part boxed and play-worn group of
6 emergency vehicles comprising No. 4398
Chevrolet Fire Chief Car, No. 237 Oldsmobile
“Sheriff” Car, No. 419 Ford Zephyr Motorway
Patrol, No. 223 Chevrolet “State Patrol” Car,
and 2x No. 437 Superior Ambulance
£80-100
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1325
A collection of Corgi and Dinky TV and Film
related models comprising Corgi Toys No. 267
James Bond’s Aston Martin, No. 497 The Man
From UNCLE Thrushbuster, No. 336 James
Bond Toyota 2000 GT, a Dinky Toys No. 100
Lady Penelope’s FAB1, No. 108 SAM’s Car, and
No. 103 Spectrum Patrol Car, all models and
boxes are play-worn
£80-120

1326
A collection of Corgi Toys and Dinky Toys TV
and Film related diecast comprising Corgi Toys
No. 320 The Saint’s Jaguar XJS, No. 434
Charlie’s Angels Custom Van, No. 261 James
Bond’s Aston Martin, the box is in poor
condition with no insert, No. 336 James Bond’s
Toyota 2000GT (replacement box), and a
Dinky Toys No. 100 Lady Penelope’s FAB1
Rolls Royce, the model has both figures, sold in
a replacement box
£70-100

1327
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 comprising
No. 420 Ford Thames Airborne Caravan, pink
and lilac body with yellow interior and spun
hubs, some chips, sold in the original blue &
yellow all-card box (VG-BG), No.1130 Circus
Horse Transporter, standard issue with spun
hubs and six horses (VG-BP), No.503 Giraffe
Transporter (VG-BF)
£60-80

1328
A collection of eight various empty Corgi Toys
blue ground card boxes to include No. 205
Riley Pathfinder, No. 207 Standard Vanguard 3,
No. 406 Landrover, No. 404 Bedford personal
carrier, and others
£100-120

1329
Corgi Kits No. 605 Silverstone Timekeeper’s
Box comprising various plastic and card
components to construct a trackside building,
with transfer sheets, in the original pictorial
yellow card box
£70-100

1330
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 comprising
No. 1128, Priestman Cub shovel, orange and
yellow body with grey boom arm housed in the
original polystyrene lift-off lid box (VG,BG), No.
1142, Holmes wrecker truck, red, white and
black body, twin booms, 2 spare wheels, ladder
on tilt cab, two mechanics, sold in blue and
yellow window box, the box window is
damaged (VG-BF), and No. 53 Massey
Ferguson 65 Tractor with Shovel (G-VG,BF)
£60-80

1331
Corgi Toys model group comprising No. 1129
Bedford Articulated Milk Tanker, Gift Set No.
21 ERF Dropside Lorry & Platform Trailer with
milk churns, No. 456 ERF Dropside Lorry with
3 interchangeable loads, and No. 101 Platform
Trailer - all models and boxes are quite play-
worn, all sold with a set of Corgi “Golden
Jacks” spare wheels & tyres, and a box of spare
tyres
£60-80

1332
Corgi Toys part boxed and play-worn model
group of Land Rovers comprising Gift Set No. 2
Land Rover with Rice’s Pony Trailer & Pony,
Gift Set No. 3 Thunderbird Guided Missile on
Assembly Trolley & RAF Land Rover, and Gift
Set No. 17 Land Rover with Ferrari Racing Car
on Trailer - all models would benefit from
cleaning
£70-100

1333
Corgi Toys boxed truck group of 2 comprising
No.1137 Ford Express Service articulated truck,
blue, red and silver body with lemon interior,
comes with mechanic figure, and No. 1138 Car
Transporter with Ford Tilt Cab H series tractor
unit and trailer, comprising of red and blue
body with cast wirework hubs - both models
have some play-wear, and are sold in their
original, but damaged boxes
£70-100

1334
Corgi Toys part boxed and play-worn group of
6 comprising No. 428 Smith’s Karrier Ice Cream
Van, No. 409 Forward Control Jeep, No. 458
ERF Model 64G Earth Dumper, Gift Set 14
Hydraulic Tower Wagon with figure, lamp post
missing, No. 460 Neville Cement Tipper Body
on ERF Chassis, and No. 100 Dropside Trailer
£50-70

1335
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 comprising
No. 1105 Carrimore car transporter, TK type,
red cab, blue and white trailer with collapsible
deck, minor playwear, all card box (G,BG), No.
1131 Carrimore Machinery Carrier, blue cab,
with silver low loader, and black detachable rear
wheel bogey, the model would benefit from a
clean (G-VG,BP), and No. 1127 Simon Snorkel
Fire Engine (VG,BG-VG)
£70-100

1336
A small collection of Corgi and Matchbox Toys
comprising a Corgi Toys No. 1142 Holmes
Wrecker, and No. 1127 Simon Snorkel Fire
Engine, both models have some play-wear and
have damaged boxes, sold with a loose
Matchbox King Size K39 Simon Snorkel Fore
Engine
£30-50

1337
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 6 comprising
No. 1155 Skyscraper Tower Crane, No. 432
US Custom Van “Vantastic”, No. 393 Mercedes
350 SL, No. 2033 The Muppets “Animal”, No.
1120 Midland Express Motorway Coach, and a
part boxed No. 479 Commer Mobile Camera
Van
£70-100

1338
A collection of playwork vintage original boxed
and reproduction boxed Corgi and Dinky
diecasts to include a Corgi gift set 24
Constructors set, a Dinky Toys Woolworths
Silver Jubilee bus, a Corgi 312 E-type Jaguar
competition model, and others
£50-80

1339
A collection of Corgi and Dinky Toys in very
good condition, with specific examples to
include a Corgi Toys No. 276 Oldsmobile
Tornado, a Dinky Toys No. 274 Ford Transit
Ambulance, a No. 255 Ford Zodiac Police Car,
and others
£60-80

1340
A collection of mixed boxed vintage diecast to
include a Corgi Toys No. 302 MGA sports car,
a No. 150 Vanwall Formula One Grand Prix
car, together with a Morestone Series AA Road
Service Landrover
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1341
A collection of mostly Corgi Toys TV & Film
related diecast, with examples including a No.
267 Batmobile, No. 269 James Bond 007 Lotus
Esprit, No. 859 Magic Roundabout Mr
McHenry’s Trike, and others
£60-80

1342
2 trays containing a collection of Corgi and
Dinky Toys, with examples including a Corgi
Toys No. 256 Volkswagen Beetle, a Dinky Toys
No. 967 Muir Hill Trencher & Loader, and
others
£80-100

1343
A tray containing a collection of Corgi, Dinky,
Matchbox and Britains tractors and farming
related models, with specific examples including
a Corgi Toys No. 67 Ford Super Major Tractor,
a Dinky Toys No. 308 Leyland Tractor, and
others
£60-80

1344
A tray containing a collection of Corgi, Dinky,
Matchbox, and Britains farming and
construction-related models, with examples
including a Corgi Toys No. 74 Ford 5000 Super
Major Tractor with hydraulic scoop, a Britains
No. 9527 Ford Super Major Tractor, as well as
various farm implements and spare parts
£60-80

1345
2 trays containing a collection of Corgi and
Dinky Toys, with examples including a Corgi
Toys No. 259 Citroen Le Dandy, a Dinky Toys
No. 153 Aston Martin DB6, and others
£80-100

1346
2 trays containing a collection of Corgi, Dinky &
Matchbox Toys, with examples including a
Corgi Toys No. 1142 Holmes Wrecker, a
Dinky Toys No. 643 Army Water Tanker, a
Matchbox King Size K6 Mercedes Benz Binz
Ambulance, and others
£60-80

1347
A collection of mixed vintage diecast to include
Corgi Toys, Dinky Toys, and others, specific
examples to include a Lego fire engine, a Corgi
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, an Ambrico Fowler
Showman’s engine
£60-80

MATCHBOX AND MODELS
OF YESTERYEAR

1360
Matchbox Lesney Superfast boxed model
group of 7 comprising No. 19 Peterbilt Cement
Truck, No. 35 Zoo Truck, No. 37 Matra
Rancho, No. 42 Ford Thunderbird, No. 53
Flareside Pick-Up, No. 60 Holden Pick-Up, and
No. 74 Fiat Abarth - all model/box conditions
(VGNM-BVGNM)
£100-120

1361
Matchbox Lesney Superfast boxed model
group of 10, with examples including No. 3
Porsche Turbo, No. 56 Mercedes 450 SEL, No.
74 Cougar Villager, and others - all model/box
conditions (VG-NM,BVG-NM)
£100-120

1362
Matchbox Lesney Superfast boxed model
group of 7 comprising No. 1 Dodge Challenger
“Revin’ Rebel”, No. 25 Audi Quattro, No. 26
Cable Truck, in orange with a red base, No. 45
Kenworth Cabover Aerodyne, No. 47 Jaguar
SS100, No. 59 Porsche 928, and No 63 4x4
Open Back Truck - all model/box conditions
(VGNM-BVGNM)
£100-120

1363
Matchbox Lesney Superfast boxed model
group of 11, with examples including No. 9
Ford Escort RS2000, No. 49 Chop Suey
Chopper Bike, No. 55 Ford Cortina, and others
- all model/box conditions (VGNM-BVGNM)
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1348
Corgi Toys modern reissued boxed model
group of 5 comprising No. 339 BMC Mini
Cooper Monte-Carlo Winner, No. 330
Porsche Carrera, No. 155 Lotus Climax, No.
271 Ghia 5000 Mangusta with De Tomaso
Chassis, No. 1505 Garage Attendants, a
reproduction 1966 pocket catalogue, and a
Corgi Toys Model Club tin with 3 club badges
£60-80

1349
Corgi Toys modern reissued boxed model
group of 5 comprising No. 417 Land Rover
Breakdown, No. 258 The ‘Saint’s’ Volvo P1800,
No. 325 Ford Mustang Fastback 2+2
Competition Model, No. 224 Bentley
Continental Sports Saloon, and No. 215S Ford
Thunderbird
£60-80

1350
2 Corgi Junior’s retailers counter top boxes
with reference numbers E4521, and E4601 -
both with contents, together with a boxed No.
3100 Juniors Construction Set
£70-100

1351
15 Corgi Toys boxed Routemaster Double
Decker model buses, with liveries including
HMV, Liverpool Garden Festival 1984, Cobham
Bus Museum 1985, and others
£50-80

1352
2 Corgi Toys Michelin liveried models
comprising No. 1108 Ford Double Container
Truck, and No. 1113 Hyster Challenger 800
Container Lift, both sold in their original
window boxes
£40-60

1353
A Corgi Toys No C14 AA van and caravan gift
set housed in the original window display
packaging
£40-60
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1364
Matchbox Lesney Superfast boxed model
group of 11, with examples including No. 7 VW
Golf, No. 33 Police Motor Cyclist, No. 61
Peterbilt Wreck Truck (missing one end flap),
and others - all model/box conditions (VG-
NM,BG-NM)
£100-120

1365
Matchbox Lesney Superfast boxed model
group of 11, with examples including No. 31
Lincoln Continental, No. 45 BMW 3.0 CSL, No
57 Wildlife Truck, and others - all model/box
conditions (VG-NM,BVG-NM)
£100-120

1366
Matchbox Lesney Superfast No. 6 Mercedes
350 SL Convertible in metallic blue, with a silver
side stripe, sold in the original and rare “L” type
box (M-BM)
£100-150

1367
A Matchbox Superfast Hong Kong issue boxed
diecast group to include a J4 Japanese Rolls
Royce, a J3 Iso Griffo, a J5 Ford GT, and an XJ2
Lotus Europa in reproduction box
£60-80

1368
Matchbox Superfast No. 20 4x4 Jeep “Desert
Dawg” issue, white body with red plastic roof,
black interior, gloss black Lesney England base,
Maltese Cross wheels, no tampo prints applied,
a rare model (VNM)
£50-80

1369
A Matchbox Superfast No. 71 1962 Corvette, a
factory pre-production colour trial, dark blue
body without tampo prints, black interior, black
grille & bumpers, clear windows, dark blue
Lesney England base, 5-arch wheels (NM)
£80-120

1370
A reproduction boxed Maxwell Toys of India
No. 531 Jeep, comprising of red body with grey
interior and green roof, reproduction box, copy
of the original No. 5 US mail truck
£30-50

1371
Matchbox Lesney Superfast boxed
model group of 15, with examples
including No. 42 Mercedes Container
Truck, No. 59 Planet Scout, No. 73
Ford Model A, and others - all
model/box conditions (VG-NM,BVG-
NM)
£100-120

1372
Matchbox Lesney Superfast emergency vehicle
group comprising 7x No. 10 Plymouth Gran
Fury Police Car, with 2 boxed examples, 3x No.
59 Mercury Police Car, 2x No. 59 Mercury Fire
Chief, including one in “Los Angeles” livery, and
No. 29 Fire Pump Truck “Los Angeles” - all in
generally excellent condition
£70-100

1373
A collection of Matchbox Lesney Superfast 1-
75 miniatures, with examples including No. 16
Pontiac Firebird, No. 29 Racing Mini, No. 57
Carmichael Rescue Vehicle, and others, all in
generally near mint condition
£100-150

1374
A tray containing a collection of Matchbox
Lesney Superfast 1-75 miniatures, with
examples including No. 7 VW Golf, No. 1
Dodge Challenger, No. 74 Toe Joe, and others,
all in generally very good condition
£50-80

1375
2 trays containing a collection of Matchbox
Lesney Superfast 1-75 miniatures, with
examples including No. 51 Citroen SM, No. 9
AMX Javelin, No. 73 Mercury Police Car, and
others, all in generally very good condition
£60-80

1376
3 trays containing a collection of Matchbox
Superfast 1-75’s Macau and later issues, with
examples including a Jaguar XJ6, a BMW 3
Series, a Ford Escort Cabriolet, and others, all in
generally near-mint condition
£100-150

1377
A collection of Matchbox Superfast Laser
Wheels miniatures, with examples including
LW14 BMW 3 Series, LW28 Rover Sterling,
LW20 Toyota MR2, and others
£60-80

1378
A collection of Matchbox Superfast racing, rally
and police cars, with examples including a
Peugeot 205 Turbo, an Audi Quattro, a Skoda
130LR, and others, all in generally excellent to
near mint condition.
£60-80

1379
Matchbox pair of Muir Hill tractor shovels in
sealed factory fresh blue boxes without number
on boxes, These are promotional issues with
“Thomae Mucosolvan” on cab roof one in
orange body and one in yellow body.(M-BM)
£20-30

1380
Matchbox Lesney Superfast No. 17 London Bus
trade pack containing 6 blister carded models in
green with “Chesterfield Centenary Transport”
livery
£40-60

1381
A Matchbox Lesney Superfast Gift Pack
containing 4 Superfast models comprising No.
47 Jaguar SS100, No. 32 Field Gun, No. 72
Dodge Delivery Truck, and No. 31 Caravan
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1382
A collection of boxed and loose Matchbox
Superfast No. 17 Londoner double decker
buses, to include the 1972 Preston Guild
Merchant, cream & orange Berger Paints,
Jacob’s The Biscuit Maker, Aviemore Centre,
Silver Jubilee finished in red, and an Eduscho
Kaffee (loose)
£80-120

1383
A collection of Matchbox and vintage modern
release London double decker buses, to include
various Code 1, Code 2, and Code 3 examples,
specific examples to include a No. 17 The
Londoner Impel 82, Doncaster Exhibition
Centre London Bus, Selfridges, The New
Museum of London, Bisto, and other related
advertising livery, some examples in
reproduction boxes
£80-120

1384
A collection of part-boxed and loose Matchbox
Convoy models, with examples including CY12
Kenworth Aircraft Transporter, CY1 Kenworth
Car Transporter, CY17 Scania Petrol Tanker,
and others
£70-100

1385
35 Matchbox Superfast “blue box” issues, with
examples including No. 56 Mercedes 450 SEL
“Polizei” Police Car, No. 56 Volkswagen Golf,
No. 74 Fiat Abarth, and others
£150-200

1386
35 Matchbox Superfast “blue box” issues, with
examples including No. 55 Ford Sierra, No. 63
VW Golf “Abstract”, No. 66 Rolls Royce Silver
Spirit, and others
£150-200

1387
2 trays containing a collection of Matchbox and
Polistil modern issue diecasts, with examples
including a Matchbox Superfast No. 70
Mercedes Benz Taxi, various Matchbox Stingray
collectibles, some 40th-anniversary
reproduction Matchbox models, and some
Polistil 1/40th scale racing cars
£60-80

1388
65 Matchbox Superfast modern issue 1-75
miniatures, with examples including a BMW Z3
Roadster, a Jaguar XK8 Convertible, a 1999
Ford Mustang Coupe, and others
£50-80

1395
2 Matchbox Super Kings K21 Ford
Transcontinental Truck and Trailer, the first
with a green body, white chassis, and vinyl
plastic canopies, with “Polara” livery (VNM-
BVG), and the second being in yellow, with blue
back and trailer, with white chassis, and yellow
vinyl canopies with “Weetabix” (NM-BVG)
£50-80

1396
2 Matchbox Super Kings K21 Ford
Transcontinental Truck and Trailer, the first in
yellow & white, with black chassis, maltese cross
front wheels, with the rest in 5 spoke chrome,
dark green vinyl canopies with “Continental”
livery (E-NM,BG), and the second being in dark
blue, with a white chassis, orange plastic
canopies with “Sunkist” livery, slight crush to
the box (VNMM-BG)
£50-80

1397
2 Matchbox Super Kings trucks comprising K31
Peterbilt Refrigeration Truck, light blue cab and
box, with a dark blue chassis, orange, yellow,
and red stripes, with “Euro Express” to the
trailer (NM-BVG), and K3 Bedford Grain
Transporter, red cab and chassis, white tanker,
with black top, and “Kelloggs” livery with Snap,
Crackle & Pop (VNM-BE)
£40-60

1398
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings K21 Ford
Transcontinental Truck & Trailer, yellow &
white cab with white plastic cab roof, blue roof-
lights, amber windows, black interior, blue-grey
grille, yellow dropside body, dark green vinyl
plastic canopy with white prints, blue chassis,
chrome 5-spoke wheels, the trailer has blue
front steerable bogie with blue-grey drawbar,
sold in the original Super Kings blue window
box (NMM-BVG)
£50-80

1399
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings K38 Dodge
Ambulance, white body and interior, blue roof
lights, 2 attendant figures with patient, rare
German export issue with “Notarzt” livery
(NM-BVG)
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1389
A tray containing a collection of Matchbox
Superfast modern issue diecasts, with examples
including a “My First Matchbox” Peterbilt Petrol
Tanker, 2 blister carded “Motorshow” sets -
BMW and Jaguar, 3 two-pack sets, as well as
various single Superfast models
£80-100

1390
A collection of 3 Matchbox Lesney Superfast
comprising No. 12 Setra Coach, No. 17 Horse
Box, and No. 67 Volkswagen 1600TL (All
NMM-BNM), and 9 original empty regular
wheel boxes, with specific model boxes No. 3
Bedford Tipper Truck, No. 18 Caterpillar
Bulldozer, and others
£100-120

1391
Matchbox Lesney boxed model group of 4
comprising No. 53 Ford Zodiac, No. 56 Fiat
1500 (missing luggage rack), No. 66 Greyhound
Coach, and No. 70 Ford Grit Spreading Truck -
all model/box conditions (NMM-BNM)
£50-80

1392
Matchbox Lesney 1-75’s boxed model group of
17 later issue regular wheels, with examples
including No. 47 DAF Tipper, No. 56 Fiat 1500,
No. 57 Land Rover Fire Truck, and others, the
two No. 39 Ford Tractors have both been over
painted
£100-150

1393
One tray containing a collection of original
boxed and reproduction Matchbox and Husky
diecasts to include a No. 25 Aral petrol tanker,
a No.5 Longlife London Bus, No. 52 BRM
racing car, and others
£40-60

1394
2 Matchbox Super Kings K21 Ford
Transcontinental Truck and Trailer, the first
with a green body, white chassis, and vinyl
plastic canopies, with “Polara” livery (VNM-BE),
and the second being in dark blue, with a white
chassis, orange plastic canopies with “Sunkist”
livery, slight crush to the box (VNMM-BVG)
£50-80
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1400
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings K16 Ford LTS
Articulated Tanker pair comprising 1. metallic
red cab, green windows, silver base, yellow &
red stripes labels on the bonnet, and Texaco
labels on the doors, plain red chassis, with a
white tank, yellow pipes, and Texaco labels to
the tank sides, and 2. as the first but the cab is
in plain red matching the trailer, no bonnet
stripes, both (NM,BG-VG)
£40-60

1401
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings K6 Motorcycle
Transporter with a metallic blue body, yellow
ramp, amber windows & canopy, silver painted
base, and maltese cross wheels, sold with a
Superfast No. 18 Hondarora Motorcycle in red
with black forks (NM-BVG)
£40-60

1402
Matchbox Lesney King Size Adventure 2000
K2003 Crusader comprising an avocado green
body, matt black base, amber windows, red
plastic guns, comes with 3 standing figures, sold
in a very clean window box, some crushing to
the window (NMM-BE)
£40-60

1403
Matchbox Lesney Speed Kings K22 Dodge
Dragster, orange body, with white interior, an
unpainted base, and “Bender” labels to the
doors and bootlid, very slight box rub to the
roof that would polish out (E-NM,BVG)
£40-60

1404
Matchbox No. EM-14
Suzuki Santana Police 4x4,
housed in the original
open front box
£20-30

1405
Matchbox Super Kings group of 3 comprising
K2 Car Recovery Vehicle, metallic champagne
gold body & base, with a white interior, red
rear ramps, clear windows, 5-spoke wheels, and
“AVA Race Haulage” labels, sold with a K60
Ford Mustang Cobra Dragster in red with racing
number 207 decals, no roof & bonnet stripes,
clear windows, white interior, black plastic base,
5 arch front wheels, and maltese cross rear
wheels, box header removed (NMM,BF), a K60
Ford Mustang II, white body, with green
windows, and red stripes, box window
damaged (VNM-BG), and a loose K60 Ford
Mustang II in metallic blue (VG)
£100-120

1406
Matchbox Super Kings boxed group of 5
comprising K74 Volvo Estate, K65 Plymouth
Emergency Rescue Vehicle, K33 Cargo Hauler,
K13 Aircraft Transporter, and K19 Security
Truck (no inner card tray)
£80-100

1407
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings K17 Scammell
Container Truck group of 3 different colour
combinations comprising, 1. Metallic red cab,
red trailer, white containers with blue tops, 2.
Metallic red cab, red trailer, yellow containers
with blue tops, and 3. Dark Metallic red cab,
white trailer, white containers with blue tops, all
(VG-NM,BVG)
£60-80

1408
Matchbox Super Kings boxed model group of 6
comprising K33 Cargo Hauler, K96 Volvo Estate
Ambulance, K79 Plymouth Gran Fury Taxi, K19
Security Truck (no box insert), and 2 racing cars
- K98 Porsche 944, and K101 Racing Porsche
(both have the header cards cut)
£60-80

1409
Matchbox Lesney
Super Kings boxed
group of 5 comprising
K65 Plymouth
Emergency Rescue,
K96 Volvo Estate
Ambulance, K79
Plymouth Gran Fury
Taxi, K42 Traxcavator,
and K15 The
Londonner London
Bus, all in their original
window style boxes
£80-120

1410
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings boxed group of
3 comprising 2x K95 Audi Quattro, both with
silver body, black interior, and “Audi” prints,
sold with a K39 Snorkel Fire Engine, the model
is a little dusty as has been on display
£60-80

1411
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings and Speed Kings
boxed group of 5 comprising K61 Mercedes
Police Car, K48 Mercedes Benz 350 SLC, K1
Excavator Shovel, and 2x K15 The Londoner
London Bus
£40-60

1412
A collection of boxed Matchbox Super Kings
and Speed Kings diecasts, with examples
including K4 Leyland Tipper Truck, K14
Scammell Freight Liner, Battle Kings K113
Armoured Mobile Crane, and others, sold with
a selection of loose King Size models in
generally good condition
£70-100

1413
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings and Speed Kings
model group, with examples including a boxed
K59 Ford Capri, K62 Emergency Doctors Car,
K11 Pick-Up Truck, and K40 Blaze Trailer, sold
with a selection of unboxed models in generally
excellent condition
£80-100

1414
Matchbox King Size and Convoy boxed model
group comprising K130 Peterbilt Excavator
Transporter, K28 Bedford Skip Truck, K41 JCB
Excavator, K1 Hydraulic Excavator, K5 London
Bus, a Convoy G4 Gift Set (box quite worn), a
Matchbox 40th Anniversary Gift Set, and a
boxed G17 Car Ferry
£100-120

1415
Matchbox King Size and Super Kings boxed
group of 8 comprising K44 Bridge Layer Set,
K113 Armoured Mobile Crane, K22 Hovercraft,
2x K29 Ford Delivery Van, K90 Matra Rancho
(box header missing), K12 Hercules Mobile
Crane, and K169 Ford Transit
£70-100

1416
Matchbox Super Kings boxed model group of 4
trucks comprising K107 Mercedes Power
Launch Transporter, K10 Bedford Car
Transporter, K39 Snorkel Fire Engine, and K121
Peterbilt Wreck Truck, all (VG-NM,BG)
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1417
Matchbox King Size and Ultra Class boxed
model group of 7 comprising K138 Fire Rescue
Set, EM10 ERF Fire Tender, K132 Magirus
Deutz Fire Tender, 2x K123 Leyland Cement
Truck, and 2 boxed Matchbox Ultra Class cars -
a Ferrari Testarossa, and a Porsche 911 Carrera
4
£70-100

1418
Matchbox Super Kings boxed model group of 4
comprising K146 Jaguar XJ6, K144 Land Rover
Airport Rescue Vehicle, K161 Rolls Royce Silver
Spirit, and K154 BMW 750il Police Car
£40-60

1419
Matchbox Super Kings boxed model group of 5
comprising K162 Ford Sierra Cosworth, K147
BMW 750il, K172 Mercedes Benz 500SL, K161
Rolls Royce Silver Spirit, and K154 BMW 750il
Police Car
£40-60

1420
2 trays containing a Matchbox Lesney King Size
models, with examples including K70 Porsche
Turbo, K16 Ford Articulated Petrol Tanker, K21
Ford Transcontinental Truck & Trailer, and
others, all in generally excellent condition
£80-120

1421
2 Matchbox Powertrack PT5000 slot car racing
sets, with contents including track, barriers,
various Powertrack cars, and information
leaflets, sold with some spare track, no sets
have been checked for completeness
£50-80

1422
A Matchbox Lesney Collectors case with 48
models, with examples including No. 14 Mini
Ha Ha, No. 3 Mercedes Benz Binz Military
Ambulance, and others, sold with an unboxed
MG3 Texaco Garage with play mat (appears to
be complete)
£50-80

1423
A collection of Matchbox King Size Racing
Specials and World Sports series racing cars,
with examples including a Porsche 959, a
Chevrolet Camaro, a Ferrari 512BB, and others
£40-60

1424
A collection of mixed diecasts, with examples
including a boxed Britains No. 9527 Ford 5000
Tractor, 5 boxed Matchbox Lesney Superfast
models, some later issued Matchbox ‘blue box’
models, and others
£60-80

1429
Matchbox Lesney No. 17
Bedford Removals Van in
blue with silver trim and
“Matchbox Removals
Service” decals (VGNM-BE)
£80-120

1430
Matchbox Lesney No. 34
VW Panel Van in blue with
metal wheels, silver trim,
and “Matchbox International
Express” decals on the sides
(VGNM-BNM)
£50-70

1431
A Matchbox Lesney No. 5 Routemaster
London Bus, red body, with grey plastic wheels,
and “Players Please” decals, a more difficult-to-
find issue in excellent condition (E-NM,BVG)
£50-70

1432
A Matchbox
lesney Major
Pack M9 Cooper
Jarrett Interstate
Freighter, blue
tractor unit, with
silver trailers, and
“Cooper-Jarrett”
decals, one door
missing, sold in
the original
sliding card box
(E-BVG)
£50-70

1433
A Matchbox series No. 5 accessory pack group,
two identical examples comprising of Home
Stores, both of same specification and housed
in the original card boxes
£70-100

1434
A collection of mixed boxed and loose
Matchbox 1/75 series diecasts to include a No.
A5 accessory pack Home Store, two boxed
No. 23 caravan trailers, together with a
refreshment stand and an Esso petrol tanker
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1425
Matchbox Lesney No.27 Bedford Articulated
Low-Loader, pale blue cab, dark blue trailer
with metal wheels, the model has a few small
nicks, otherwise near mint, comes in an
excellent original box, a fine example of this
rare colour variation (NM, BNM)
£300-400

1426
A Matchbox Lesney No. 8 Caterpillar Tractor
comprising a yellow body, with yellow painted
rollers, and a red driver figure, the tracks are
original and still soft, minimal paint loss - but a
rare issue with yellow rollers, sold in the
original “B” style card box (VG-E,BVG-E)
£150-200

1427
Matchbox Lesney No. 42 Bedford “Evening
News” Van, yellow body, with grey plastic
wheels, and “Evening News” decals, sold in the
original enlarged B type box (VGNM-BVNM)
£50-80

1428
A Matchbox Lesney No. 42 Bedford Evening
News Van in yellow with the more difficult-to-
find smooth black plastic wheels in the original
B type box (VNM-BNM)
£50-80
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1435
A collection of mixed boxed and Matchbox
empty boxes, to include a No. 32 Jaguar
XK140, a No. 57 Wolseley 1500, together with
a No. 21, milk float, together with two empty
boxes No. 65 Jaguar Sedan, and No. 60 Morris
J2 pickup, all in good clean condition
£100-120

1436
Matchbox Lesney boxed group of 3 comprising
No. 19 MG TD Sports Car in cream, with red
seats, and driver figure (E-NM,BNM), No. 30
Ford Prefect in fawn with metal wheels (NM-
BVG), and No. 46 Morris Minor in green with
metal wheels (VNMM-BNM)
£80-100

1437
Matchbox Lesney boxed model group of 5
comprising No. 15 Atlantic Prime Mover, No.
20 ERF Stake Truck, No. 21 Bedford Coach,
No. 26 ERF Cement Mixer Lorry, and No. 31
Ford American Station Wagon - the roof had
the word DAD applied in pen, might possibly
polish out, (All G-NM,BVG)
£80-120

1438
Matchbox Lesney boxed model group of 5
comprising No. 22 Vauxhall Cresta, No. 23
Caravan, No. 25 Bedford “Dunlop” Van, No. 29
Bedford MIlk Float, and No. 38 Karrier Bantam
Refuse Wagon (All VGNM,BVG-E)
£80-120

1439
A small collection of Matchbox Lesney 1-75
vehicles in generally very good condition, with
examples including No. 53 Aston Martin, No.
66 Citroen DS, and others
£50-70

1440
Matchbox Lesney 1-75 miniature group of 4
comprising No. 11b ESSO Petrol Tanker, No.
17 Austin Taxi, No. 34 VW Panel Van, and No.
46 Pickfords Removals Van (All VG-E)
£40-50

1441
A collection of Matchbox Lesney 1-75
miniatures, with examples including No. 12
Land Rover Series 1, No. 51 Albion Chieftain
Cement Lorry, No. 1 Road Roller, and others,
all boxes have damage or flaps missing, sold
with some loose Matchbox models and 2x
Dinky Dublo No. 062 Singer Sports Car
£100-120

1442
Matchbox Y10 model of a 1908 Grand Prix
Mercedes racing car, appears as issued in the
original all-card box
£20-30

1443
Matchbox Lesney boxed model group of 5
comprising No. 71 Ford Wreck Truck, No. 67
Volkswagen 1600TL, No. 40 Leyland Tiger
Coach, No. 52 BRM Racing Car, and Yesteryear
Y6 Bugatti Type 35 - all (VG-NM,BG-E)
£100-120

1444
Matchbox Lesney No. 53 Ford Zodiac group of
3 comprising a light metallic blue body, with
black plastic wheels, one of the models has
‘Police’ decals to the doors, possible trial model,
all models are in very good condition
£40-60

1445
A Matchbox Lesney MG1 Garage, Showroom
& Service Station for Matchbox Toys
comprising a yellow and red garage with wrap
around sign, housed in its original card box
(VNMM,BVG-E), sold with a boxed Accessory
Pack A1 ESSO Petrol Pump Set
£100-120

1446
A Matchbox Kingsize gift set 8, containing K1
Foden Hovering and Tipper Truck, K11
Fordson Super Major tractor and farm tipping
trailer, K12 Foden BP heavy wreck truck, and
K15 Merryweather fire engine with Kent Fire
Brigade and shield decals, housed in the original
window display packaging, with replacement
window and restored inner plastic sliding tray
section
£150-200

1447
Moko Made in England Muffin the Mule Junior,
usual specification with original string and
circular rings
£40-60

1448
A Matchbox Lesney MOKO large scale
Coronation Coach comprising a gold coach and
8 horses, with Queen figure only
£60-70

1449
A Matchbox Lesney early Moko large-scale
Coronation Coach comprising a gold coach
with figures of both the Queen & King, the
horses are in white, red & grey, with side chains,
some damage to both the chains and horses
legs, the model would benefit from a clean as
has been on display
£80-120

1450
A collection of mixed Matchbox, Husky, Corgi,
and similar vintage diecasts to include a
Matchbox No. 50, two-tone pickup truck, a
Matchbox Singer Ford Thames delivery van,
together with a long-distance international
refrigerator truck, and others
£80-120

1451
A tray containing Matchbox Lesney 1-75’s
miniatures with examples including No. 27
Cadillac Sixty Special, No. 53 Aston Martin, No.
34 Volkswagen Panel Van, and others
£100-120

1452
A tray containing a collection of play-worn
Matchbox Lesney 1-75 miniatures with
examples including No. 22 Vauxhall Cresta, No.
75 Ford Thunderbird, No. 53 Mercedes Benz
220SE, and others
£50-70

1453
A collection of Matchbox Lesney diecasts in
play-worn condition, with examples including
No. 50 John Deere Tractor, No. 22 Vauxhall
Cresta, and others
£50-70

1454
A small tray containing a collection of Matchbox
Lesney 1-75’s, with examples including No. 32
E Type Jaguar, No. 62 TV Service Van, and
others, sold with a Dinky Toys No. 351 UFO
Interceptor, and No. 725 Phantom II F-4K Jet,
all in generally very good condition
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1455
A collection of Matchbox Lesney 1-75’s in
generally good condition, with specific examples
including No. 66 Citroen DS, No. 39 Pontiac
Convertible, No. 52 Maserati Racing Car, and
others
£40-60

1456
Tray containing a quantity of Matchbox 1/75
series, Regulars Wheel and similar scale diecast,
to include No.11 ERF Tanker, Mercedes Benz
220SE, Jaguar MK10, D Type Jaguar and others
£120-150

1457
Tray containing a collection of Matchbox,
Budgie and Superfast diecast vehicles, to include
Foden Cement Mixer, Matchbox Removals Van,
Majorette Simca 1100, Nestles Delivery Van
and others
£100-150

1458
A mixed tray of Matchbox, Corgi Juniors and
similar miniature diecasts, with examples
including a Matchbox No. 37 Soopa Coopa,
No. 29 Racing Mini, a Corgi Rockets Ford
Escort, and others
£40-60

1459
A tray containing a collection of Matchbox
Lesney 1-75 miniatures in play-worn condition
with examples including No. 67 Volkswagen
1600TL Fastback, No. 9 AMX Javelin, and
others
£30-50

1460
A tray of repainted Matchbox Lesney 1-75’s,
examples include a No. 47 Trojan Van, No. 66
Citroen DS, and others
£30-50

1461
A mixed collection of Matchbox, Dinky and
Corgi Toys, with examples including a
Matchbox King Size K1 Foden 8 Wheel Tipper
Truck, a Superfast No. 31 Lincoln Continental, a
Corgi Toys No. 230 Ford Mustang Fastback in
lilac, a Dinky Toys No. 443 Studebaker
“National Benzole” Petrol Tanker, and others
£70-100

1469
A collection of Matchbox Models of Yesteryear
comprising 27 individually boxed models,
examples including Y2 Supercharged Bentley,
Y27 Foden Steam Wagon, and others, a boxed
YY60 Connoisseurs Collection, and some later
issued Yesteryear models
£50-70

1470
Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed model
collection, with examples including Y12 Ford
Model T in “Sunlight Soap”, Y20 1937
Mercedes Benz 540K, and others, sold with a
small quantitiy of loose models (45+)
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1462
A collection of Matchbox Lesney and Corgi
Toys comprising a Corgi Toys Gift Set No. 27
Machinery Carrier with Priestman Shovel, the
model is overall in very good condition, comes
with a fair box, a boxed Matchbox Lesney Gift
Set G6 Truck Set, the models have some play-
wear, and the box has its plastic window
missing, sold with a selection of Matchbox
Models of Yesteryear, and a Lego Mercedes
‘Shell’ Petrol Tanker
£60-80

1463
A tray containing a large collection of play-
worn and repainted Matchbox Lesney 1-75
models together with a small selection of
plastic model houses suitable for a railway
layout
£40-60

1464
A tray containing a collection of Matchbox and
Corgi Toys in play-worn condition, with
examples including a Matchbox King Size Jaguar
XJ12, a Corgi Toys Graham Hill Ford Cortina,
and others
£50-70

1465
A collection of Matchbox Lesney Giftware with
Models of Yesteryear on various ashtrays and
wooden boxes, with specific models including
Y10 Mercedes, Y4 Opel Coupe, and others
£30-50

1466
One box containing 18 various Matchbox
models of yesteryear vintage diecast, all housed
in original pictorial card boxes, to include Y11
1912 Packard Landaulet, 1910 Benz Limousine,
1909 Thomas Flyabout and others
£300-350

1467
Matchbox Models of Yesteryear wood grain &
straw box issues, with examples including Y1
Ford Model T, Y11 Lagonda Coupe, Y19
Auburn Speedster, an unboxed code 3 Y13
Crossley in “Planters Peanuts” livery, and others
(50+)
£50-70

1468
60 boxed Matchbox Models of Yesteryear
diecasts, with examples including Y22 1930
Model A Ford Van, Y18 1918 Atkinson Steam
Lorry, and others
£40-60
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OTHER VINTAGE DIEC AST

1475
Taiseiya Micro Pet Cherryca Phenix Series of
Japan No. 44 Matsuda Luce Mazda comprising a
taupe brown body, with a green interior, and
grey base, sold in its original card box with lift
off lid (E-BG)
£80-120

1476
Asahi Toys ATC (Model Pet) 1/42nd scale
No. 26 Nino Contessa 1300 comprising a
metallic blue body, with a light blue interior,
and gloss black base, sold in its original
yellow card picture box (E-NM,BVG)
£80-120

1477
Asahi Toys ATC (Model Pet) 1/42nd scale No.
6 Prince comprising a gold plated finish, with a
red interior, and a grey base, sold in its original
red card box (E-BVG)
£80-120

1478
Taiseiya Micro Pet Cherryca Phenix Series of
Japan No. 34 Contessa Sprint original empty
box
£30-50

1479
Taiseiya Micro Pet Cherryca Phenix Series of
Japan No. 30 Isuzu Bellett comprising a pale
yellow body, with a green interior, and grey
base, sold in its original box with lift-off lid (E-
NM,BG)
£80-120

1480
Asahi Toys ATC (Model Pet) 1/42nd scale No.
22 Prince Gloria Deluxe in light metallic blue,
with an ivory interior, and gloss black base, sold
in its original yellow card picture box (E-
NM,BVG)
£80-120

1481
Asahi Toys ATC (Model Pet) 1/42nd scale No.
14 Publica comprising an off-white body, with
an ivory interior, with a matt black base, sold in
the original red card box (E-BG)
£80-120

1482
Asahi Toys ATC (Model Pet) 1/42nd scale No.
29 Contessa Coupe comprising a metallic steel
blue body, with an ivory interior, and gloss black
base, sold in its original yellow card box (VG-
BF)
£80-120

1483
Asahi Toys ATC (Model Pet) 1/42nd scale No.
31 Toyota Sports 800 comprising a red body,
with a black detachable roof, ivory interior, and
gloss black base, some small chips, sold in the
original yellow picture box (E,BG-VG)
£80-120

1484
Asahi Toys ATC (Model Pet) 1/42nd scale No.
24 Mitsubishi Colt 1000 Deluxe comprising a
white body & interior, with a gloss black base,
the roof is discoloured, some chips mostly to
the high lines, sold in its original yellow picture
box (G-BVG)
£50-80

1485
Asahi Toys ATC (Model Pet) 1/42nd scale No.
30 Mazda Familia comprising a metallic red
body, with an white interior, and gloss black
base, loose example (G-VG)
£30-60

1486
Marklin No. 5524/14Z Volkswagen Kombi -
two-tone example comprising brown upper
and light beige lower, silver trim, chrome spun
hubs, loose example (NMM)
£70-100

1487
Marklin 8000 “BV - Aral” Tanker, dark blue cab
with off white roof, black chassis, silver and blue
tanker, cast spun hubs (NM)
£50-80

1488
Marklin No.8031 Autocran Magirus Mobile
Crane, red body with silver trim and jib, spun
hubs with black tyres (NM)
£70-100

1489
Marklin No.8025 Mercedes 190SL Cabriolet -
pale green body, red interior, silver detail, clear
screen, cast hubs, black tyres (NMM-BVG)
£150-200

1490
A Marklin No. 8019 Mercedes Benz 300 SL in
grey, with a black base, silver trim, and spun
hubs (VNM-BVG)
£100-120

1491
A Marklin No. 8017 Phoenix delivery van
comprising grey and silver body with chrome
spun hubs with Firestone Phoenix livery,
housed in the original blue ground card box,
box end flap has been repaired
£50-70

1492
A Tekno No. 819 Polizei Volkswagen police car
comprising of dark green body with red interior
and blue plastic roof light, housed in the original
late issue red, white and blue window box
£70-100

1493
A Tekno 819 Volkswagen Saloon Beetle PTT
comprising yellow and black body with white
interior and cast hubs, housed in the original
card box with minor tape repair
£100-120

1494
Tekno No.413 VW Transporter Type 1 Van
“Tekno”, yellow lower body and off white
upper, with Tekno Dnask Legetoj livery, (E)
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1495
A Spot-On No. 118 BMW Isetta comprising of
dark blue body with cream interior and spun
hubs, housed in the original card box with
leaflet and folder leaflet (E,BVG)
£200-300

1496
Spot On Triang No.120 Fiat Multipla, light blue
body with cream interior, spun hubs, in the
original card box, box missing one end flap
(VG-BF)
£60-80

1497
A Spot-On Models by Triang No. 185 Fiat 500
comprising of a blue body with red interior and
spun hubs housed in the original card box, the
model might benefit from a clean (G-BG)
£50-70

1498
Spot-On 110/2b AEC lorry ‘London Brick Co
Ltd’, red body, black roof, brick load with
‘Phorpes Bricks’ transfer, the model is play
worn, sold in the original card box with lift off
lid (F-G)
£150-200

1499
A Triang Spot-On No. 107 Jaguar XKSS with a
metallic blue body, light blue interior, and silver
trim (G-VG)
£20-30

1507
Marklin No.1819 BMW 2002 TI, orange body
with black interior, housed in the original
window box
£50-60

1508
Prameta Mercedes Saloon - chrome plated
finish, blue window, clockwork motor, housed
in the original box, with end flaps missing
£80-120

1509
Solido No.148 Ford GT Le Mans - white body,
blue bonnet with racing No.2, black interior,
wire wheels, in the original card box
£60-80

1510
Sabra of Israel (Gamda Koor) diecast model of
a No.8117 Volkswagen, finished in black with
red interior, housed in the original plastic box
with header card, plastic case broken to one
end
£40-60

1511
An Asahi Made in Japan No. 2 1/43 scale model
of a Rolls Royce Camargue, comprising metallic
grey body with black interior, housed in the
original window box
£30-50

1512
Moskvitch 1/43rd scale diecast model of a 427
Rally Service Barge, finished in grey with USSR
Livery, housed in the original box
£80-120

1513
A boxed Russian Diecast 1/43rd scale model of
a Moskvitch Taxi in sea green, with a white
interior, and detailed hubs (VNM-BNM)
£30-50

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1500
A collection of Spot-On
Triang empty diecast model
boxes, the majority of
examples with end flaps
missing, to include No. 157
Rover 3 Litre, No. 259 Ford
Consul Classic, No. 115 Bristol
406, No. 184 Austin A60
Cambridge, and a No. 108
Triumph TR3, two examples
with Spot-On Models leaflets
£80-120

1501
A collection of play-worn and repainted
Triang Spot-on diecasts, with examples
including an A.E.C. Major 8 Flatbed Truck, a
Morris Minivan, a Rover 3 Litre, and others,
sold with a wooden Spot-On Garage
£100-150

1502
Lonestar Flyers, No. 11 Gran Tourismo coupe
comprising of blue body with yellow bonnet
stripe and orange interior (NM,BG)
£30-40

1503
Lonestar Flyer, No.17,
Mercedes-Benz 220SE,
metallic blue, with white
interior, original box (VG-BG)
£40-60

1504
Gama No.945 Volkswagen 1600TL - blue
body, beige interior, chrome trim and spun
hubs, housed in the original window box
£70-100

1505
A Mebetoys 1/43rd scale No. A30 Iso Rivolta
comprising a metallic blue body, with a black
interior, and cast wheel hubs, cold in the
original window style card box (VGNM-
BVGNM)
£40-60

1506
A Mebetoys No. A88 Volkswagen Jeans Europa
Beetle, finished in orange with blue interior,
housed in the original bubble pack
£40-60
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1514
A Russian 1/43 scale model of a Toyota 2000
GT model No. A-29 finished in grey with cream
interior
£30-50

1515
A John Hill & Co (Johillco) pre-war Fire Engine,
comprising a red body, with a black radiator,
and cab mounted bell, replacement plastic
ladder (G)
£50-80

1516
A collection of Authenticast Comet Metal
Products Corporation boxed military vehicle
group, to include No. 5202 Russian Style tank,
No. 5107 Tiger Tank, No. 5163 US Amphibious
Jeep, No. 5181 US 2.5-ton 6x6 delivery truck,
and a No. 5001 British Infantry tank Mk IV, all
housed in the original card boxes
£80-120

1517
A collection of Britains and Solido military
diecasts to include a No. 206 Obusier 250
canon by Solido, No. 207 Russe PT76 battle
tank, a Solido No. 205 105mm field gun, a No.
223 AMX 30 battle tank, a Britains No. 9730
4.7 inch naval gun, together with an empty box
for a Solido 105F field gun containing a quantity
of Solido accessories and two loose Britains
canons
£80-120

1518
A collection of five various boxed Solido
military vehicles to include a No. 218, a CHAR
Amphibian PT76 vehicle, No. 208 SU100 tank,
a No. 219 DE Shar M41 American tank, a No.
228 Jag D Panther battle tank, and a No.
235/239 Simca-Unic 4x4 vehicle with 105
canon, all in original boxes
£80-120

1519
A collection of Solido vintage boxed military
diecasts to include a No. 240 Panhard AML 90,
a Solido No. 201 Camion Unic rocket launcher,
a No. 230 AMX 13-90mm battle tank, and a
Solido No. 211 Porte-CHAR Berliet T12
transport vehicle, all housed in original boxes
£80-120

1520
A collection of four various boxed
Solido military diecasts to include a
No. 202 M-47 Patton battle tank, a
No. 231 Sherman M4A3 battle
tank, a No. 214 Berliet Aurochs 6-
wheel vehicle together with a
Solido No. 209 CHAR AMX30
battle tank, all housed in original
boxes, some examples with aerials
and machine guns missing
£70-100

1521
Solido military boxed model group of 3
comprising No. 200 Combat Car, No. 240
Panhard AML 90, and No. 227 AMX 13 (all
VGNM-BVG)
£60-80

1522
Solido No. 211 Berliet T12 Military Tank
Transporter with Char Blinde AMX 30T Tank,
finished in military drab green with roof sign,
and aerial, sold in the original card box with
packing piece (VGNM-BE)
£80-100

1523
A Bandai 1/32 scale plastic kit for a Group 6
Porsche Carerra 6 housed in the original shrink
wrapping
£40-60

1524
Yonezawa Diapet diecast model group of 3
comprising No. D133 Debonair in black with a
pale blue interior, No. 12-0308 Nissan Prince
Loyal in metallic brown with a tan interior, and
No. 144 Mitsubishi Colt 800 in red, the bonnet
is loose all models have been on display and
would benefit from a clean
£100-120

1525
A collection of mixed Russian and Japanese
diecasts, with examples including a Zil 115, a
Sakura Rolls Royce Silver Wraith, and others
£50-70

1526
Collection of 3 Politoys 1/24th scale diecast
vehicles, all in original plastic cases including
No.S575 OSI Scarabeo, a No.S576 Mangusta
De Tomaso, and a No.S592 Bertone Carabo
Alfa Romeo, (All NMM-BNM)
£120-150

1527
Collection of 6 boxed Crescent Toys Racing
Cars, all in original boxes, boxes with some
wear and some end flaps missing, to include
No.1288 Cooper Bristol 2 Litre, No.1284
Mercedes Benz 2.5 Litre, No.1289 Gordini 2.5
Litre, No.1286 Ferrari 2.5 litre, a No.1285 BRM
MK2 Grand Prix and a No.1287 Connaught 2
Litre,
£150-200

1528
Budgie Toys boxed model group of 3
comprising No. 252 OO scale British Railways
articulated container transporter, maroon and
cream, with removable container (E,NM-BVG),
a British Railways Scammell Scarab articulated
delivery van, maroon and cream body with
British Railways/Cadburys livery (NM-BG), and
a Scammell Scarab articulated delivery van, red,
yellow and cream, with a canvas hood (VG-
E,BVG)
£50-80

1529
Budgie Toys boxed diecast model group of 3
comprising No. 238 British Railways Scammell
Scarab Delivery Van, maroon and cream, with
British Railways & Cadbury’s livery (E-BE), No.
214 Salvage Crane with swinging jib arm, red &
yellow, with blue jib arm (NM-BVG), and No.
252 British Railways Articulated Container
Transport in maroon and cream, with ‘British
Railways’, the trailer pin is broken (G-BVGNM)
£50-80

1530
A small collection of mixed vintage diecasts
including a boxed Charbens Miniature Series
No. 32 Mobile Radar, a Morestone Foden 8
Wheel Wagon, a Dinky Dublo No. 069 Massey
Harris Tractor, and others
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1531
A collection of mixed vintage diecast
comprising a Morestone Trucks of the World
Leyland Scammell Tanker, a Petrol Pump Series
Cooper Bristol Racing Car, a Wells Brimtoy No.
540 Cleansing Lorry, a Schuco Piccolo
Mercedes Bus, and several play-worn and
repainted Dinky Toys
£40-60

1532
2 trays containing a collection of mixed diecasts,
with examples including a Siku Ford Sierra, a
Tekno Shell Petrol Tanker, a Matchbox No. 54
Ford Capri, various Britains Motorcycles, and
others
£60-80

1533
A tray containing a quantity of Siku diecast
models, with examples including a Ford ‘Coca-
Cola’ Box Truck, a Faun KF Crane Lorry, a
Grossbagger tracked Excavator, and others
£80-120

1534
A collection of Triang Minic Ships, with
examples including set M894 Royal Yacht
Britannia with Destroyer Escort, M715 RMS
Canberra, M705 RMS Aquitannia, boxed Quay
Sections, and others
£50-80

1535
A large collection of mostly Triang Minic ships
and boats, examples include The Queen Mary,
The United States, a boxed Triang Minic Ocean
Terminal Set (appears near complete with one
tug boat missing), sold with a selection of Dinky
Toys military warships
£80-100

1536
A Schuco Piccolo card retailers shop display
stand together with 5 boxed models - No. 702
Mercedes, No. 708 Porsche Spyder, No. 713
Mercedes 190 SL, and 2x Mercedes-Benz Fire
Engine
£40-60

1547
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements, to
include JCB 520 Loadall, Deutz DX110 with
loader, Massey Ferguson 595 dual wheel, Ford
7710 with driver in yellow, Volvo 805 BM
Valmet and others
£120-150

1548
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements, to
include County 1884 in white, Fiat 90-90 in
orange, Volvo BM 2654, Massey Ferguson 595
Dual wheel and others
£120-150

1549
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements, to
include County 1884 in white, Volvo 805 BM
Valmet in maroon, Universal Hobbies Ford
7810, Volvo BM 7710 with plough, Massey
Ferguson 2680 and others
£120-150

1550
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements, to
include Volvo BM 2654, Massey Ferguson 2680,
Case International 2294, Massey Ferguson 135
in red, Massey Ferguson 135 with loader, and
others
£100-150

1551
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements, to
include Massey Ferguson 2680 Dual Wheel
Tractor, Deutz DX110 Tractor, Massey
Ferguson 135 with cab, Fiat DT 880 in orange
and others
£100-120

1552
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements, to
include Massey Ferguson 135 in yellow, Fiat 880
DT tracked tractor, Volvo BM 2654, Massey
Ferguson 595 with cab and others
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

BRITAINS FARM AND
MODEL SOLDIERS

1541
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements,
to include County 1884 white, Volvo 805 BM
Valmet and Volvo BM 2654 with plough,
Massey Ferguson 135 in yellow with cab, etc
£120-150

1542
Collection of 10 various Britains
and similar 1/32nd scale model
tractors and implements, to
include County 1884 in yellow,
Massey Ferguson 595, Massey
Ferguson 135 in red, MB Trac
1500, Volvo BM 2654 with loader
£120-150

1543
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements,
to include Fiat 880DT Half Track, County 1884
in white, Massey Ferguson 135 in yellow,
another Massey Ferguson 135 in red with cab,
Deutz Fair DX92 tractor and others
£120-150

1544
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements,
to include Renault 145-14, Fiat DT 90-90 half
track, Massey Ferguson 595 Dual wheel,
Massey Ferguson 135 with cab and others
£100-150

1545
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements,
to include Massey Ferguson 2680 Dual wheel
with cab, MF 135 in red with cab, Massey
Ferguson 135 in yellow, Massey Ferguson 595
with driver, Volvo BM Valmet 805 and others
£100-150

1546
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements,
to include Ford 7710 with plough, Massey
Ferguson 595 with bucket, Volvo BM 2654,
Massey Ferguson 2680, Valmet 805 with log
loader and others
£100-150
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1553
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements, to
include County 1884 in yellow, Ford 8730
Tractor, Fiat Tracked Tractor, Volvo BM,
Massey Ferguson 135 with loader, Massey
Ferguson 2680 and others
£100-120

1554
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements, to
include Fiat DT 90-90, Massey Ferguson 135 in
yellow with cab and loader, Massey Ferguson
2680 with sprayer, MB Trac 1500 and others
£120-150

1555
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements, to
include County 1884 in white, Volvo BM with
plough, Renault 145-14, Deutz DX92 and
others
£100-120

1556
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements, to
include Renault 145-14, Ford 5610 with hay
loader, Volvo BM2654 and others
£100-120

1557
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements, to
include Diat DT 80-90 in brown, Massey
Ferguson 135 in yellow with cab and loader,
Deutz Fahr DX 6.50 and others
£100-120

1558
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements, to
include Fiat Turbo DT 180-90, Volvo BM 2654
with bucket, Massey Ferguson 2680, Massey
Ferguson 595 and others
£100-120

1559
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements, to
include Renault 145-14, Volvo 805 BM Valmet,
Massey Ferguson 595, Ford 7710 with plough
and others
£100-120

1560
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements, to
include International CASE 2294, Renault 145-
14, Deutz DX110, Massey Ferguson 135 in red
and yellow, Favorit 615 and others
£100-120

1561
Collection of 10 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors and implements,
including Hesston 80-90, Valmet 805 with log
loader, Renault 155-54 Turbo, Fendt
Turbomatik, and others
£100-120

1562
Britains and similar 1/32nd scale tractor and
farming model group, 12 examples to include
Massey Ferguson 135 Tractor in red with cab,
Massey Ferguson 135 in yellow, Britains SAME
Galaxy 170, Massey Ferguson 3680 Dual wheel
and others
£100-120

1563
11 various Britains, Siku, Ros and similar model
tractor diecast, to include a ROS Fiat Agri F130
Tractor, New Holland T7060, Britains Deutz
Fahr DX-92 and others
£70-100

1564
15 various 1/32nd scale Britains and
similar playworn and damaged model
tractors, to include Britains 2680 MF
Dual Wheel Tractor, Fiat DT 90-90
Tractor, Britains Ford 5000 and
others
£80-120

1565
12 various Britains, Corgi and similar
1/32nd scale model tractors to include
Britains Massey Ferguson 595 with cab,
David Brown
1412 in green
with MS 105
Combine
Attachment,
Britains 9420
Farm Tractor
and others
£100-120

1566
9 various loose 1/32nd scale JCB, Ford and
Massey Ferguson Farming and Construction
models, to include Joal, ERTL, Siku and others,
examples to include Conrad No.2951 MF 50B
with loader, Britains No.3185 JCB Fastrac and
others
£80-120

1567
Collection of 6 various Britains and similar
1/32nd scale diecast and later adapted model
tractors to include County International 4
Wheel Drive Tractor, a International 955 Moel
Tractor, a Dual Wheel County 1884 finished in
blue, a International 785, and others, all
numbered to underside
£200-250

1568
Collection of Corgi, Dinky and similar model
tractor diecast models to include Corgi David
Brown 1412 with Combine Harvester
Attachment, Dinky Leyland No.308 Tractor,
Corgi Massey Ferguson with attachment and
others
£100-120

1569
Tray containing a collection of Britains, Corgi,
ERTL and similar scale farming diecast and
models to include Britains New Holland
Combine Harvester, Tipping Trailer by Britains,
Corgi David Brown Tractor and Combine,
Animal Transporter and others
£100-120

1570
Tray containing a collection of Britains, Corgi,
ERTL and similar 1/32nd scale and 1/64th scale
farming models to include Massey Ferguson 760
Combine, Wright Rain Irrigation Drum, Corgi
David Brown Tractor and Combine
Attachment, Britains Tipping Trailer and others
£100-120

1571
Tray containing a collection of mainly Britains
1/32nd scale Farming Implements, Combines
and accessories, to include MF 200 Massey
Ferguson Trailer, Massey Ferguson MF 760
Combine, Martson Tipping Trailer, Krone Benac
Baler and others
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1572
Collection of various Britains, Corgi and similar
mainly 1/32nd scale diecast farming models and
miniatures to include Corgi David Brown with
combine harvester attachment, Britains County
Land Rover, Britains Recovery Vehicle, and
others
£100-120

1573
18 various mixed scale Britains 1/32nd and
ERTL diecast farming miniatures to include
Massey Ferguson 2680 Tractor, Massey
Ferguson 135 with cab, Ford 5000 by Britains
and others
£100-120

1574
Collection of various loose diecast, plastic and
cast metal tractor models and implements, to
include Britains, Corgi, Crescent, Benbros and
others
£80-120

1575
Tray containing various loose Britains, ERTL and
similar, mainly 1/32nd scale farming models to
include Massey Ferguson 760 Combine, Corgi
David Brown 1412 Tractor and Trailer, Land
Rover and Horsebox, New Holland 376 Baler
and others
£100-120

1576
Tray of mixed Britains and Herald 1/32nd scale
animals, accessories, figures and spare parts, to
include Bales, Gates, Fencing, Cattle etc
£50-80

1577
Collection of mixed Britains and similar 1/32nd
scale Farming Tractors and Implements group,
various examples to include New Holland TR85
Combine, Howard Rotaspreader 155, Milk
Marque Tanker, David Brown Tractor and
Combine
£100-150

1578
Collection of Britains, Universal Hobbies and
similar, mainly 1/32nd scale farming vehciles and
implements, to include New Holland Combine
and Baler, Massey Ferguson MF 760 Combine,
Tipping Trailers, Hay Feeders, Krone Benac
Baler and others
£100-120

1579
Collection of various 1/32nd scale Britains,
white metal and home made model farm
miniatures, including Britains Milking Parlour,
Britains 8 Wheel Trailer, New Holland
Combine Harvester, Massey Ferguson 377
Baler and others
£100-120

1588
1 box containing a collection of Britains, Siku,
ERTL and similar farming diecast and plastic
models to include Britains New Holland
Combine Harvester, Siku Holmer Terra Dos
Beet Harvester, Norscot CAT Lexion 485
Combine Harvester and others
£70-100

1589
Collection of mixed scale Britains, Norscot, Ros
and similar model tractors and farm
attachments, to include Norscot 95E CAT
CRawler Tractor, Siku No.7278 Massey
Ferguson CEREA, a ROS Titan Same RTI
tractor and others
£70-100

1590
Collection of ERTL Large scale and pressed
steel tractor models, to include Ford 8N
Tractor with plough housed in the original card
box, International 1586 with bucket, Fordson
Super Major with original box and other loose
ERTL tractor items and attachments
£60-80

1591
A collection of large scale ERTL Gama and
Constructo related model tractors and kits to
include a Case 1986 580E Sightmaster, together
with a Gama Long Reach crawler crane, and
other related commercial vehicles
£40-60

1592
Collection of Britains farming accessories, to
include Gates, stone walls, fencing and other
associated items together with a boxed Britains
4711 Model Farm Yard
£50-80

1593
2 trays of mixed Britains plastic and similar farm
buildings, accessories, gates and trees
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1580
1 tray of mixed Britains and similar
1/32nd scale model farming
models and spares, to include
New Holland Combine, all sold as
spares or repairs
£50-70

1581
2 trays of mixed Britains and similar 1/32nd
scale model farming models and spares, to
include Vicon Sprayer, Various Hay Feeders,
Horse Box, Tipping Trailer and others, some
models damaged and As found
£100-120

1582
3 trays of mixed Britains, Herald and similar
1/32nd scale plastic farming scenery, accessories
and buildings, to include Stables, Hay Bales, Hay
Stacks, Gates, Fencing, Figures etc
£100-120

1583
Large tray of mixed Britains plastic and deetail
figures, farm hand, animals and accessories, to
include straw bales, various cattle, pigs, scare
crow, horses etc
£100-120

1584
Large tray of mixed Britains plastic and deetail
figures, farm hand, animals and accessories, to
include straw bales, various cattle, pigs, scare
crow, horses etc
£100-120

1585
Tray containing various Britains, ERTL, Siku and
similar mainly 1/32nd scale farming models to
include Massey Ferguson 760 Combine, Cattle
Transporter, Britains New Holland Baler, and
others
£100-120

1586
A tray containing a collection of Britains and
Siku farming related models and accessories,
with examples including a Britains Renault
Tractor, Milking Parlour, a large quantity of
plastic farm animals, also sold with a quantity of
Britains Autoway models and accessories
£80-120

1587
3 trays of mixed Britains plastic farming, zoo
and civilian figures, very large mixed collection
£200-300
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1594
One folder containing a collection of pre-1950
original and reprinted Britains Limited
catalogues, to include 1939 New Lines Latest
Editions brochure, a reprinted 1940 Toy &
Model Catalogue, an original 1941 Britains
Limited price list, 2x original 1949 104th edition
January catalogues, together with various other
ephemera relating to this period of Britains
Toys
£70-95

1595
Britains 1/32nd scale CASE and International
boxed tractor group, 5 examples to include
No.43329 CASE International 1056XL,
No.43291 CASE IH Maxxum 150, No.42802
International 956XL with dual wheels,
No.43328 CASE IH 956XL Tractor, and a
No.42793 CASE IH 1056XL 2WD Tractor
£80-120

1596
Britains 1/32nd scale Ford and David Brown
Tractor group, 5 examples all boxed to include
2x No.43090A1 David Brown 1210 Tractor,
another No.43090A1 David Brown 1210
Tractor wtih RNLI Lifeboat livery, a No.42839
Ford TW10 Tractor, and a Britains No.43307
weathered David Brown Tractor
£80-120

1597
Britains 1/32nd scale boxed CASE International
Group, 5 examples to include 42610 CASE IH
Steiger 535, No.43294 CASE International
Farmall 1066 Tractor, a No.42802 International
956XL with dual wheels, a No.42792
International Harvester 956XL and a No.42793
CASE IH 1056XL
£80-120

1598
Britains Farming Tractor and Vehicle Group, 4
examples to include No.09447 Valtra Valmet
115 Forest Tractor, No.9441 Massey Ferguson
3680 Tractor with flotation tyres, a No.9443
Fendt 615 LSA Tractor, and a No.5892 Limited
Edition Centenary Tractor, all boxed
£100-120

1599
Britains 1/32nd scale Spalding Tractor Show and
Farm Toys Forum boxed tractor group, 3
examples to include No.43193 New Holland
T9.530 Tractor Spalding October 2018, a
Britains No.42895 New Holland T6.175 Tractor
Spalding Show October 2015, and a Britains
Farm Toys Forum No,42570 Ford 5000
Highway Tractor,
£70-100

1600
Britains 1/32nd scale Massey Ferguson Tractor
Group, 3 examples to include No.42898A2 MF
6613 Tractor, a No.43082A1 MF 6616 Tractor
with Loader, and No.42761 MF 6480 Tractor
and Loader
£40-50

1601
Britains JCB Farming and Construction Tractor
Group, 4 examples, all 1/32nd scale to include
nO.42556 JCB TM 310S Loader, No.42762 JCB
Fastrac 3230 Tractor, N.43013 JCB MIDI
Excavator 86C-1, and a No.42702 JCB 3CX
Backhoe loader,
£100-120

1602
Britains 1/32nd scale Massey Ferguson boxed
tractor group, 4 examples to include MRH
42735 Massey Ferguson 7480, Britains
No.42105 Massey Ferguson 1505 Tractor,
No.42761 MF 6480 Tractor and Loader, and a
No.42898 Massey Ferguson 6600 Tractor,
£80-120

1603
Britains 1/32nd scale CASE IH boxed tractor
group, 5 examples to include No.43329 CASE
International 1056XL, CASE IH Maxxum 110
Tractor and Loader, No.43295 CASE
International 4894, a No.42553 CASE IH 600
Steiger Tractor and a Britains No.42793 CASE
IH 1056XL 2WD Tractor
£80-120

1604
Britains, Schuco and Siku 1/32nd scale boxed
tractor group, 3 boxed examples to include
Britains April 2011 Spalding Model Show CASE
IH Puma 225 CVX Tractor, Siku No.3271 April
2018 Spalding Tractor Show Class 5000
Xerion, and a Schuco 1/32nd scale October
2014 Spalding Tractor Show Fnedt 211 Vario
£80-120

1605
Britains Boxed 1/32nd scale Spalding Tractor
Show and 100 Year Release tractor group, to
include a Britains Tomy Fordson Major 100
Years Boxed Tractor, a Spalding Tractor Show
7th April 2019 No.43235 MF 6718 S Tractorm
and a Spalding Tractor Show October 2016
New Holland T7 315 Tractor
£80-100

1606
Britains 1/32nd scale boxed New Holland
Tractor and Baler group, 4 examples to include
No.42977 New Holland 1290 Big Square Baler,
a No.43050 New Holland T7.270 Tractor, a
No.43007 New Holland T8.435 Tractor, and a
No.43008 New Holland T9.565 Tractor, all
boxed
£70-100

1607
Britains Tomy No.43177 Trade Box of 3 Fendt
828 Vario Tractor (SMTS At Crowland) Covid
Show 4/7/2021 tractors, all housed in original
window boxes and buff coloured trade carton
£100-120

1608
Britains 1/32nd trade box of No.43315 Valtra
70 Years T254 Tractor, limited edition release
for Spalding Model Tractor Show 3/4/2022, all
in original boxes with trade box carton,
£100-120

1609
Britains Trade Box of 3 No.42811 Union Jack
JCB Backhoe Loader, all 1/32nd scale in the
original window boxes and buff coloured trade
carton,
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1610
Britains Trade Box of No.42490 International
956XL Tractor, comprising 3 examples in the
original trade box, all as issued
£70-100

1611
Britains Trade Box of 3 No.43248 John Deere
6120M Tractor for the Spalding 2nd October
2022 Model Tractor Show, all in original boxes
with outer buff coloured trade box
£100-120

1612
Britains 1/32nd scale group of 2 comprising No.
00054 Massey Ferguson 7200 Combine
Harvester, and No. 40527 New Holland
CX880 Combine, both in their original window
boxes
£55-80

1613
Britains 1/32nd scale boxed CASE Combine
and Forage Harvester Group, 2 examples to
include No.42884 CASE IH Combine 8230 and
a No.40811 CASE IH CHX 620 Self Propelled
Forage Harvester, both boxed
£80-120

1614
Wiking Article Number 01714540 1/32nd scale
Claas 780 Combine Harvester, housed in the
original polystyrene packed box, limited edition
1 of 3000 pieces
£60-80

1615
Britains John Deere Farming Tractor Group, 4
examples, all 1/32nd scale to include No.42189
6210R 2011, No.43089A1 7230R Tractor,
No.43327 3140 Tractor and a No.42904 3650
Tractor,
£80-120

1616
Britains John Deere Farming Tractor Group, 4
examples, all 1/32nd scale to include No.43326
John Deere 3350 Tractor, No.43088A 7310R
Tractor, a No.42713 John Deere 2011 7280R,
and a No.42266 7930 2007 Tractor Model,
£80-120

1623
Collection of ERTL, Britains, and First Gear
tractor and farm related diecast group, to
include ERTL Britains CASE Kenworth Semi
with trailer, ERTL Case 1170 Black Knight
Tractor, ERTL CASE 1940 Ford Pick Up and
others
£60-80

1624
Universal Hobbies and Repliagri 1/32nd scale
boxed tractor group, 3 examples to include
Universal Hobbies Massey Ferguson MF8690
Spalding Show Model April 2016, together with
a Universal Hobbies MF 8650 Black Tractor and
a Repliagri CASE Magnum 7250
£70-80

1625
Universal Hobbies 1/32nd scale boxed tractor
group, 4 examples to include UH2808 Ford
5000 1964-68, a UH4294 County 1884 with
Super Q Cab, a UH4032 County 1474, and a
UH2904 Deutz Fahr TTV 1160 10 Jahre
Agrotron, all boxed
£70-100

1626
Universal Hobbies 1/32nd scale CASE IH
boxed tractor group, 3 examples to include
CIH-UH4222 CASE IH Maxxum Maxxtrac
5150 Pro, a CIH-UH-4952 IH Maxxum MX
135 Tractor “Black Beauty”, and a CIH-UH4252
CASE IH Maxxum Plus 5150
£70-100

1627
Universal Hobbies, CIH-UH4205 1/16th scale
diecast model of a Limited edition CASE IH
1455XL Tractor, finished in black, un-opened
example in the original box, 1 of 1000 pieces
released (M-BNMM)
£250-300

1628
Universal Hobbies UH5206, Limited Edition
70th Anniversary Massey Ferguson Gift set,
comprising Ferguson TE20 and FE35 tractors, in
the original box with card sleeve
£60-80

1629
6 various boxed 1/25th and 1/32nd scale
boxed Tractor and Frm Implement
group, examples to include Corgi David
Brown Country Farm Tractor and
Trailer, Ros Agricole Tractor, Ros
Agricola Favorit 926 Tractor and
attachment and others
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1617
Collection of 3 Britains 1/32nd scale Limited
Edition release model tractors, to include
No.42570 Ford 5000 Highway Tractor,
No.42841 Tractor World Model Show 2014
Ford TW30 Tractor, and a No.42571 Farm
Toys Forum Ford 7000 and Cultivator, all
boxed
£60-80

1618
5 various boxed Britains 1/32nd scale CASE
and International model tractors, to include
42490 International IH 956XL, No.43329 Case
International 1056XL, Britains No.42757 CASE
IH Magnum 340, Britains 42802 International
956XL with dual wheels, and Britains 43136A1
CASE IH Optum 300 CVX Tractor,
£80-120

1619
Britains and Siku Spalding Tractor Show Group,
3 examples, all 1/32nd scale to include April
2011 Weathered CASE Puma 225 CVX
No.42609, and a April 2012 Spalding Tractor
Show International IH 956XL, and a Siku
October 2010 Massey Ferguson MF 5455, all
boxed
£100-120

1620
Collection of 9 Britains and ERTL 1/32nd scale
boxed tractor and implement group, all in
original poackaging to include an ERTL Prestige
Collection International 956XL, a ERTL Case
International, and others
£90-120

1621
A collection of Case 1/32 scale diecast and
radio controlled model group to include a
Universal Hobbies No. UH4262 Platinum
Edition cased Puma CBX230 tractor, a
Universal Hobbies CaseIH Maxxum 5140
tractor, an ERTL Case International radio
controlled tractor, together with an ERTL Case
International 2294 tractor housed in the original
window display box
£40-60

1622
A Britains ERTL 1/16 scale Collectors’ Edition
model of a Puma 210 dual wheel tractor
housed in the
original open
front
polystyrene
packed box
£40-60
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1630
Britains 1/32nd scale boxed tractor group, 3
examples to include No.9528 Fiat Tractor in
brown, together with a No.9527 Fiat Half Track
Tractor, and a No.9529 Massey Ferguson
Tractor, all in window boxes
£80-120

1631
Britains 1/32nd scale boxed tractor group, 3
examples to include No.9528 Fiat 880DT
Tractor in orange, together with a No.9527 Fiat
Half Track Tractor, and a No.9525 Mercedes
Benz Tractor,
£70-100

1632
Britains 1/32nd scale boxed farming tractor
group, 3 examples to include No.9527 Fiat Half
Track Tractor, a No.9526 Deutz DX110
Tractor, and a No.9528 Fiat DT 880 Tractor in
Orange, all in original window boxes
£70-100

1633
Britains Boxed Farming Vehicle Group, 2
examples include No.9582 Flatbed Transporter
and a No.9580 Animal Transporter. both
housed in the original window boxes
£70-100

1634
Britains Boxed Farming Vehicle and Commercial
vehicle group, 3 examples to include No.9580
Animal Transporter, No.9920 Skip Lorry and
No.40098 Iveco Cargo Box Body Truck, all
boxed
£80-120

1635
Britains Farming Tractor and Vehicle Group, 4
examples to include No.9527 Ford 5610
Tractor, No.9489 Fiat L85 Tractor, No.9501
Massey Ferguson MF 3680 and a No.9493
Renault 103.54 Tractor, all boxed
£80-120

1636
Britains Farming Tractor, Accessory and Vehicle
Group, 5 examples to include No.9585 Fiat
Tractor and Alfa Laval Tanker, a No.5892
Centenary Tractor and a No.9527 Fiat Half
Track Tractor, and a 9549 Plough Set, together
with a Farm Models Figure group,
£100-140

1637
Britains 1/32nd scale boxed tractor and
implement group, 6 examples to include
No.9523 Fiat Half Track Tractor, No.9489
Fiatagri L85 Tractor, No.9615 Massey Ferguson
Tractor and Sprayer, a No.9513 Sanderson
Fork Lift Truck, No.9502 Massey Ferguson MF
362 Tractor and a No.9527 Fiat Half Track
Tractor
£120-150

1638
Britains Farming Tractor and Vehicle Group, 4
examples to include No.9518 Renault Tractor,
No.09638 Valtra Valmet 8750 Tractor and
Snow Plough, No.9515 Valmet 805 Tractor,
and a No.9516 Valmet Logging Tractor
£100-120

1639
8 various boxed Britains 1/32nd scale boxed
farming implements, vehicles and combine
harvester to include No.9570 Combine
Harvester, No.9577 Seed Drill, No.9548 Crop
Sprayer, No.9558 8 Wheeled Trailer and
others
£100-120

1640
4 various boxed Britains 1/32nd scale Land
Rover models to include No.9507 Land Rover
Defender 90, No.9512 Farm Land Rover,
No.9610 Police Land Rover, and No.43110A1
Heritage Edition Land Rover, all boxed
£60-80

1641
2 Britains 1/32nd scale farming models
comprising No. 9571 New Holland Combine
Harvester with Maize Head, and No. 9575
New Holland Combine Harvester, both in their
original boxes
£70-80

1642
Britains, Siku and ERTL boxed 1/32nd, 1/43rd
and 1/50th scale boxed tractor and implement
group, to include Britains Farm in a Box Play
Set, Britains No.40520 Bulk Trailer in red,
Britains No.42080 Samson Manure Spreader,
Siku No3531 Backhoe Loader, and others, 12 in
total
£100-120

1643
Britains John Deere Spalding Tractor Show
Farming Tractor Group, 3 examples, all 1/32nd
scale to include 6th October 2019 John Deere
6195M Tractor, and a Boxed April 2017 John
Deere 7310R Tractor, all boxed
£100-120

1644
Britains JCB Tractor and Construction Vehicle
group, 4 examples, all 1/32nd scale to include
No.42762A JCB Fastrac 3230 Tractor,
No.42811A 75th Anniversary Set, No.42905
JCB 3C MK3, and a No.42702 JCB 3CX
Backhoe Loader,
£100-120

1645
Britains 1/32nd scale boxed tractor group, 4
examples, to include No.43215 Valtra T254V, a
Britains Profi Fnedt 824 Vario, a Britains
No.43247 Pink Valtra TZ54 playset, and s
Repliagri New Holland Fiat 110-90, all boxed
£70-100

1646
Siku 1/32nd scale boxed diecast and radio
control group, 6 examples to include Siku
Control John Deere R/C Tractor, No.2958
Deutz Fahr Agrotron 6.05, Siku No.2855
Spalding 2nd April 2006 Ford 8830 Show
tractor, Siku No.3278 Massey Ferguson 8680,
Siku 3656 Claas Tractor with front loader, and
a No.3275 CASE IH Quadtrac 600, all boxed
£80-120

1647
A collection of mixed 1/32 scale Britains and
Universal Hobbies empty boxes
£20-30

1648
A Britains and later adapted diecast and white
metal model of a Fordson Major tractor with
Shawnee Poole rear dump, hand painted and
finished in yellow with grey hubs, later
converted/restored example, in good clean
condition, minor repaint required to rear
mudguard, otherwise in good condition
£70-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1649
An unusual ‘Made in Poland’ approximately
1/16 scale Ursus C335 plastic tractor
comprising red and white body with cream
hubs, housed in a perspex display case
£30-50

1650
ERTL 1/50th scale McArthur Glen presentation
model for the ground work carried out of
Cheshire Oaks Designer Outlet Village, housed
in a perspex display case with wooden plinth
£50-80

1651
A collection of Dinky and Corgi toys related
farming diecast to include three Corgi No. 56
tipping trailers together with a Dinky Toys No.
27 AK farm tractor and hayrake in a poor card
box
£40-60

1652
One box containing a collection of diecast
plastic vintage and modern release farming and
agricultural models to include an ERTL Made in
China John Deere 6420 tractor, a Plasto of
Finland Ford tractor and matching trailer, a Joal
1/25 scale JCB 3CX Sightmaster together with
others
£50-70

1653
Mettoy No.3262/0246 Mechanical Tractor Set
comprising Tractor green, Hay Rake, Disc
Harrow, Mowing Machine and Trailer, housed
in the original heavily worn and damged box
£80-120

1654
A collection of various six Joal compact 1/50
and 1/35 scale earth moving and public
transport diecasts to include a Joal JCB 4CX
Sightmaster, a Joal Cat Challenger 65 Crawler
tractor with disc harrow, together with others
£40-60

1655
Collection of various Airfix and Britains vintage
catalogues, mainly 1970s examples, to include
Britains 1970 Brochure, Britains 1974
Catalogue, Britains Super Model Toys
Catalogue and others
£30-50

1669
Britains Deetail Foreign Legion Trade Counter
display card, containing 6 various figures in
mixed pose, both card and figures in good clean
condition
£60-80

1670
A Britains 1980s historic table top counter pack
containing a large collection of various mixed
Britains Deetail figures to include British and
German Infantry, American Civil War, Japanese
Infantry, Mortar teams, French Foreign Legion,
and other associated plastic military figures
£150-200

1671
A Britains Deetail trade box of No. 7352
Japanese Infantry, comprising of 42/48
examples, housed in the original packaging with
table top display card
£80-120

1672
Britains No.7339 Trade Box of Vickers Machine
Gun Sets, comprising 9 of 12 examples housed
in the original card box (NMM-BNM)
£100-120

1673
Britains Army Group, 1976 military
set comprising Kublewagen,
Kettenkrad, 25lb Gun, BMW M/C
Combination, Mortar & Crew, 6
various Infantry & 2 woodland
accessories. Vehicles with Crews and
Ammunition, all housed in the original
window display box
£200-250

1674
Britains Military Series No.9720 in-complete
trade box of 10/12 military battalion anti-tank
guns housed in the original all card table top
counter display box, 9 examples in original clear
plastic bags/packaging, all contents in excellent
condition
£120-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1655A
A Triang Major tractor large pressed steel and
tin three-wheel pedal tractor, finished in orange
with green lettering, green bonnet stripe, and
black detailed engine, model requires
restoration with extensive rust spotting,
complete with the remains of the Triang Lines
Brothers logo to engine cover
£300-400

1656
Cherilea Gift Set containing various plastic
mounted knights and standing figures, housed in
the original window box, some figures has
fallen inside the packaging others still attached,
11 figures in total, Circa 1960s
£50-80

1657-1664
No Lots

1665
Britains Deetail British and French Waterloo
Cavalry Counter Top Display stand, contains 6
various mounted British and French Cavalry
figures, all in good clean condition, with very
good card display stand
£70-100

1666
Britains Deetail British Battle of
Waterloo Series Counter Display
card, containing 6 various
mounted cavalry figures, all in
good clean condition with
original card stand
£70-100

1667
Britains Herald No.7390 British
8th Army Counter display card,
containing 6 various figures in
mixed poses, card in good clean
condition
£60-80

1668
Britains Deetail No.7370
German Afrika Korps Trade
Counter display card, containing
6 various figures in mixed pose,
all in good clean condition
£60-80
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1675
Britains Military Series, counter-top box for 12x
No.9704 25pounder gun howitzer, includes 10
models and a display plinth, models all appear
mint (M,BVG)
£80-120

1676
Britains Military Models group of 2 comprising
No. 9730 4.7 Naval Gun, and No. 9740 18”
Heavy Howitzer with shells, both in their
original boxes
£40-60

1677
Britains Military Vehicles group of 3 comprising
No. 9786 U.S. Jeep, and 2x No. 9781 British
Scout Car (all VGNM-BVG)
£70-100

1678
Britains Military Vehicles group of 3 comprising
No. 9780 Kettengrad Half Track Motorcycle,
and 2x No. 9783 German Scout Car (all
VGNM-BE)
£70-100

1679
Britains Military Vehicles group of 3
comprising No. 9784 8th Army
Scout Car, and 2x No. 9785 Afrika
Korps Scout Car - one is in a No.
9783 German Scout Car box (all
G-E,BVG)
£70-100

1680
Britains, 9777 military Land Rover, 1/32nd scale,
finished in military dark green with light grey
interior and cream hubs, with driver and
mounted gun men to rear, with radio, dual
steering in working order, packing piece to
protect gunman is apparent, in original sliding
tray box, with original Britains complaint slip
(VG,BG)
£80-120

1681
A Britains No. 9787 Army Group series Army
Landrover and gun, housed in the original
camouflage style window display box
£60-80

1682
A Britains Motorcycles No. 9693 Afrika Korps
Combination Motorcycle in its original window
box with header card (VGNM-BE)
£40-60

1683
Britains Motorcycle and Rider Boxed Group, 3
examples to include No.9679 German Dispatch
Rider, No.9698 British Army Dispatch Rider
and No.9698 British Military Dispatch rider, all
housed in the original window boxes
£80-120

1684
Britains Motorcycles Series boxed group, 3
various examples to include No.9694 Afrika
Korps Dispatch Rider, No.9679 German Army
Dispatch Rider, and No.9682 US Army
Dispatch Rider, all in original window boxes
£80-120

1685
A Britains Motorcycles trade pack of 6x
No. 9692 Harley Davidson U.S. Sheriff
Motorcycle, sold in their original 360°
window boxes with a plain card outer
(NMM-BNMM)
£150-200

1686
2 Britains Motorcycles comprising No. 9675
Chopper Trike in red and gold, with driver
figure, and No. 9674 Chopper Trike with
Canopy in yellow, green & gold with driver
figure, both housed in their original window
style boxes
£40-60

1687
A collection of Britains and Norscot, and
associated military-related diecast and plastic
figures to include a Britains No. 9745 155mm
gun, a Norscott No. 5512 Caterpillar 623 G
military elevating scraper, a Herald No. 4300
Assault Craft, together with other various
Britains empty boxes, Del Prado figures, and
loose Corgi military models
£80-120

1688
Britains Ltd, No.4302 Trade Box containing 12
2 man submarine floating models, all housed in
the original box with display card, all appear as
issued, excellent condition
£200-300

1689
2 Britains Swoppet 15th Century Knights
comprising of standing horses with knight
figures - one being a swordsman, and the
second being with a lance, both are broken
where the bodies fit into the legs, and both are
housed in fair condition Swoppets window style
boxes with The War Of The Roses text to the
rear
£30-50

1690
A collection of mixed British 15th century
Knights of the Round Table, various poses, one
example in the original window box, some with
missing parts and small parts still loose
£50-80

1691
A tray containing a collection of Timpo figures
including Knights in various poses, with 2 on
horseback, British Army, and others, sold with a
Cherilea Batman & Robin figure set
£30-50

1692
A collection of Britains Deetail Battle of
Waterloo French and British cavalry, together
with various other standing military figures
£60-80

1693
Britains War of the Roses series plastic figure
group, various examples to include No.1473
Knight with Pike
£40-50

1694
2 trays containing a collection of various plastic
Britains, Deetail, Timpo and similar figures,
mixed examples to include American Civil War,
Knights of the round table, WW2 and others
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1695
Timpo The Prairie Rocket battery operated
train set, comprising Locomotive with Tender,
freight & passenger cars, and a selection of track
, appears to be complete, comes in the original
box with the instruction leaflet
£40-60

1696
Britains Eyes Right Series, Set 7434 American
Civil War Confederate Limber, comprising
12Pdr Gun, Limber & Team, grey wheels,
comprising: 4 x Horse Team, 2 x Drivers,
Limber with 3 x seated Gunners & 12 Pdr
Napoleon Cannon, all housed in the original
window box, window cellophane slightly fallen
£70-100

1697
Britains Eyes Right Series, Set 7464 American
Civil War Federal Limber set comprising 12Pdr
Gun, Limber & Team, comprising: 4 x Horse
Team, 2 x Drivers, Limber with 3 x seated
Gunners & 12 Pounder Napoleon Cannon
(NMM-BVG)
£80-100

1698
Britains Wild West Series, No.7616 Pioneer
Covered Wagon, blue wagon with white
canopy with imbedded arrows and red spoked
wheels, driver and shotgun figure, 4-Horse
team, housed in the original window box
£70-100

1699
Britains Swoppet Series, Set 7627 [1967-71],
Cowboy Set, comprising of 5 various Mounted
figures, 5 various Foot figures and 2 small
compartments of spares, housed in the original
window box (NMM-BVG)
£150-200

1700
One tray containing a collection of
Britains Deetail plastic Arabs, standing
and mounted figures, various costume
and poses included
£80-120

1701
A collection of various mixed-scale
plastic military medieval cowboy and
Indian related figures by Britains
Deetail, Herald, Britains for Hong Kong,
and other release miniatures to include
a Timpo horse-drawn covered wagon,
various Britains Deetail Indians,
together with various other mixed
regiments of the world
£40-60

1708
Chas Stadden 85mm pewter and hand painted
Military figure group, 4 examples to include
1664 Lord High Admirals Officer, 1811
Drummer 57th Regiment of Foot, 1815
Grenadier Et Pied La Garde Imperiale, and a
Circa 1808 Trooper of the 1st Regiment of
Hussars
£100-120

1709
Chas Stadden 85mm pewter and hand painted
Military figure group, 4 examples to include
1977 Bugler Royal Green Jackets, 1978 Pipe
Major Royal Scots Dragoon Guards, 1976
Drummer Royal Marines, and a 1937 Pipe
Major 2nd Band Scots Guards
£100-120

1710
Chas Stadden 85mm pewter and hand painted
Military figure group, 5 examples to include
1978 NCO of the Blues and Royals, 1976
NCO of the Life Guards Mounted Review
Order, Piper 6th Queen Elizabeths Own
Gurkha Rifles, Welsh Guards Guard Order, and
a Irish Guard with dog,
£100-120

1711
Chas Stadden 85mm pewter and hand painted
Military figure group, 4 examples to include
1680 Officer of the Queen Dowagers
Regiment of Foot, 1806 Rifleman The 95th,
Private Soldier 3rd New Jersey Regiment 1777
and a 1775 Officer Marine Corps,
£100-120

1712
Chas Stadden 85mm pewter and hand painted
Military figure group, 4 examples to include
1829 Private Grenadier Guards, 1890 Officer
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, 1805 Private
Royal Marines, and a 1868 Colour Sergeant
Royal Marines Light Infantry
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1702
A tray containing a collection of Britains plastic
Zoo animals, together with some Starlux plastic
knights, and some modern China issue Britains
Deetail Knights
£40-60

1703
A Britains post-1990 Tradition Heritage shop
display sign comprising of moulded plastic base
with two tiered mirrored display stand, all in
the form of a castle, with original cardboard
mirrored backplate, dimensions H: 31cm, D:
40cm, W: 40cm, original example in good clean
condition
£40-60

1704
An original Britains British Regiments 1980s
shop display stand, comprising of red moulded
plastic backed with three various pictures - one
depicting Queen Elizabeth II mounted on
horseback, with clear perspex stand, H: 36cm,
W: 50cm, D: 10cm
£50-70

1705
A collection of Marx, Lonestar, and
Hong Kong issue plastic and white
metal figures to include various
cowboys and Indians, Warriors of the
World by Marx, Space Paratrooper
and others, majority housed in original
boxes or clear sealed bags
£50-70

1706
A collection of plastic and lead hollow
cast Britains Timpo Airfix and similar
military zoo and civilian interest
miniatures, to include a Britains
policeman directing traffic, lampposts,
pigs, cattle, and other animals
£40-60

1707
Chas Stadden 85mm pewter and hand painted
Military figure group, 4 examples to include
Grenadier of the First Regiment Foot Guards
1735, 1815 Drum Major of the Line, 1815
Duke of Wellington and 1815 Chasseur La
Garde Imperiale
£100-120
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1713
Collection of mixed white metal, and pewter
mixed scale military figures, to include a Sentry
Box 1st Kings Dragoon Guards Figure, English
Miniatures 17th Light Lancer 1823 Figure,
Sentry Box Officer of the Royal Field Artillery
and others
£70-100

1714
2 trays containing a collection of mixed resin,
white metal, plastic and cast metal military
figures to include Stadden, Series 77, GI Joe
Bronze Collection and others, examples to
include GI Joe Marines Limited Edition Bronze
Collection Figure, white metal hand painted
Scots Guardman figure, various Napoleonic
modern release figures and others
£70-100

1715
Collection of various un-painted military white
metal figures by Lasset, Stadden, Real Models
and Chota Sahib, examples to include a Chota
Sahib Queen Victoria Own Corps Officer,
Duke of York Lancer Officer and others
£100-120

1716
Collection of 6 Chas Stadden and similar 85mm
scale white metal and pewter military figures, all
un-painted
£100-120

1717
Durso Composition figure group, 2 examples,
one of German Infantry Carrying wounded
solider, the other 2 soldiers carrying wounded
soldier on rifle, excellent condition
£20-30

1718
Collection of Elastolin and Lineol German
Military Figures, 50+ examples to include
standing whilst firing, various Bandsmen, shell
loader, man with searchlight and others
£150-200

1719
Collection of Elastolin and Lineol German
Military Figures, 50+ examples to include
infantryman with searchlight, drummer, flute
player, charging with rifle, and others
£150-200

1720
Collection of Elastolin and Lineol British and
German Military Figures, mixed scales to include
Scottish Highlander Bag Player, stick grenade
throwing figure, explosion piece and others
£80-120

1721
Collection of Elastolin and Lineol German
Military Figures, 35 examples to include various
bandsman, charging with bayonet, marching at
slope, ammunition diorama and others
£100-150

1722
Collection of mixed Elastolin, Lineol and similar
wooden trench dioramas, field guns and
battlefield accessories, including Anti Aircraft
Gun, gate section, Fernsprech-Abteilung
encampment and others, interesting group,
£100-120

1723
A collection of nine Elastolin Gordon
Highlanders figures, all standing figures marching
at the slope, height 11cm max, all appear in
good clean condition
£40-60

1724
Collection of various Elastolin and compsotion
military figures, to include Grenadier Guards
Marching Drummer,
£50-80

1725
Collection of mainly 28mm scale white metal
hand painted military and war gaming figures, to
include Napoleonic Armies, Arabs, Zanzibari,
95th Rifles and others
£80-120

1725A
A large and extensive collection of 2800+
25mm scale Hinchcliffe and Minifig Roman,
Napoleonic, British Napoleonic, British Allies,
Prussian and other war gaming armies and
miniatures to include foot soldiers, mounted
cavalry, infantry, guns, limbers, artilleries, and
other associated mainly Napoleonic war gaming
models (please note, we are unable to post
these, collection only)
£400-500

1726
A tray containing Britains and similar lead
hollow cast military figures, with examples
including Mountain Artillery Mules, Machine
Gunners, Highlanders, and others
£40-60

1727
Collection of mixed Britains, white metal and
hollow cast military figures, including Britains
Ludhiana Sikh, Britains Gordon Highlanders and
others
£70-100

1728
Collection of mainly 28mm scale military war
gaming and Del Prado figures, to include
Napoleonic and Medieval and Roman interest
£80-120

1729
Tray containing a collection of mixed military
white metal, lead hollowcast, plastic and mixed
media figures, to include Napoleonic, WW2
and other interests
£50-60

1730
Starlux, Risley and Deagostini white metal hand
painted cavalry figure group, various examples,
to include British Light Dragoons 16th Regiment
Officer, and others
£50-80

1731
Collection of mixed Britains, H and M, white
metal and home cast military figures, mainly
mounted figures to include repainted Britains
Egyptian Camel Corps, Mounted Royal Artillery,
and others
£150-200

1732
Collection of early 20th and late 19th century
lead flat soldiers by Heinrichson, Kieler
Zinnfiguren and others, examples to include
Napoleonic War Cavalry, Arabs and others
£50-70

1733
Collection of mainly WW1 and WW2 interest
Britains modern release figures
£60-80

1734
2 trays containing a collection of mixed Britains,
Tunstill, Soldier Soldiers and similar figures,
including Britains US Army Marching Band,
French Napoleonic Infantry, and others
£80-120

1735
A collection of mixed lead, plastic and hollow
cast miniatures to include a Luntoy Silver King
horse figure, a collection of Timpo Knights of
the Round Table, together with various Herald
Gordon Highlanders and other associated lead
and hollow cast figures, together with a boxed
modern release Britains Ceremonial Collection
No. 00093 All The Queen’s Men box set
£50-70

1736
Collection of various Sky Birds Military figures,
sand bags and field guns
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1737
Tray containing a collection of mixed lead
hollowcast, white metal and similar Britains, Hill
Co, Deagostini and similar military and TV
related figures, to include Artic Expedition
figures, Arabs, Lifeguards, Lord of the Rings
figures, animals etc
£70-100

1738
Tray containing a collection of mixed vintage
and modern release military figures by Britains
and others
£50-60

1739
Display cabinet containing a collection of plastic
and white metal Napoleonic interest military
and war gaming figures, mainly 24-40mm in
height of each figure
£60-80

1740
Tray containing a collection of Britains lead
hollow cast Cowboys and Indians Series
standing and mounted figures, some over
painted
£100-120

1741
Tray containing a collection of mixed white
metal, Britains and similar military figures, to
include Grenadier Guards, Scots Guards,
Lifeguards and others
£50-60

1742
Collection of various Britains, white metal, Hill
co and similar military figures including Mounted
Grenadier Guards, Lifeguards, and others
£60-80

1743
A metal filing chest with plastic drawers
containing approx 300+ various alloy model
soldiers from the Roman era, all 25mm scale, to
include 40 Roman Legionnaires, 50 Roman
auxiliaries, 50 auxillary arches, 10 Roman cavalry
and others, 54 unpainted
£100-120

1744
Tray containing a collection of mixed Britains,
white metal, over painted and re-cast military
figures, including 11th Hussars, 3rd Hussars,
1811 Coldstream Guards, marching japanese
infantry, 95th Rifles Infantry and others example
£150-200

1745
Collection of mixed hollowcast and white metal
Britains and similar military figures, to include
Scottish Highlanders, and others
£80-120

1755
38 various white metal Del Prado and similar
mounted military figures, mixed examples to
include 1805 Russian Guard Cavalry and others
£70-100

1756
80+ various Del Prado white metal hand
painted horseback and cavalry figurines, mixed
examples to include Dutch Carabiniers
Troopers 1815, 1812 Wellington at Salamanca,
Marshal Ney Russia 1812 and others
£150-200

1757
34 various Del Prado white metal and hand
painted figures, all identical example of Italian
Condottiere Guidoriccio Da Fogliano Circa
1330
£70-100

1758
90+ Del Prado White Metal WW2 and WW1
military figures, examples to include 1918 Air
Service Instructor, 1945 German Jager Airborne
Troops, and others
£100-120

1759
40+ various Del Prado white metal and hand
painted cavalry figures, all identical examples of
Napoleons Imperial Guard Chasseurs 1809
Trooper
£80-120

1760
A large box containing a collection of various
Del Prado white metal and handpainted
Napoleonic figures to include a First Regiments
Guards of the Honour 1813 Trumpeter and
others
£150-200

1761
90+ various Del Prado Medieval and
Napoleonic white metal and hand painted
figures, various examples to include Field
Marshall Kutuzov 1812, Sengoku Musha and
others
£80-120

1762
80+ various Del Prado Napoleonic white metal
and hand-painted figures to include 1815 Royal
Scots Fusiliers Pionnier and others
£80-120

1763
70+ various Del Prado white metal and hand
painted WW1/WW2 and Medieval figures, to
include 1917 6th Marine Sergeant, 1944 Corp.
Mill Police Air Force and others
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1746
Collection of mixed Britains modern release
military figures to include mixed Napoleonic
figures, in mixed stance and pose
£80-120

1747
2 trays of mixed white metal, home cast,
Britains and similar mixed scale military figures
to include various Marching Bandsman
Mounted Lifeguards and others
£80-120

1748
Collection of mixed Britains Modern release
soldiers to include American Civil War and
others
£70-100

1749
Collection of mixed white metal and
hollowcast military figures by Britains, Soldier
Soldiers, Tunstill and similar, examples to
include Royal Navy Sailors, Britains Highlanders
in Khaki and others
£70-100

1750
Collection of mixed white metal and
hollowcast figures to include Britains, Blue Box
and similar, specific regiments to include Army
of the Napoleon French Empire by Blue Box
and others
£70-100

1751
Collection of mixed white metal and hollow
cast military figures to include a Womens Royal
Army Corps Bandswoman set, German WW2
Army Marching Soldiers, various Navy and
Sailor Figures in mixed pose, manufacturers to
include Britains
£70-100

1752
2 trays of mixed modern release Britains
military figures, including Napoleonic series
examples, and others
£80-120

1753
Collection of 9 various Quiralu aluminium
highlander military figures, all marching at the
slope,
£30-50

1754
Collection of mixed resin and home made war
gaming scenery and dioramas, max height of
individual piece 27cm
£70-100
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1764
Tray containing a collection of Del Prado
Napoleonic at War Infantry and Cavalry figures,
some in original mail order packaging
£80-120

1765
Minichamps 1/35th scale model of a M48
A2GA2 Tank, housed in the original
polystyrene packed box
£70-100

1766
Gert Duscha (Germany) Modern Tinplate
Reproduction Hausser/Lineol issue SdKfz 250/3
Signals Halftrack, camouflaged body, working
chain tracks, cable reels, two machine guns,
aerial, 1/24th scale, in excellent unboxed
condition
£100-150

1767
Lineol ,Circa 1938/9 ,Model No.1230 Flak 36
88mm Anti Aircraft Gun Tin Plate Model,
complete with elevating mechanism and tri-
colour camouflage, folding side arms and rubber
tyres marked Lineol, Length 41cm, good
condition
£300-400

1768
An Arnold tinplate model fo a US Military Jeep,
model No. 2500, complete with three various
composition figures to include radio serviceman,
map reader, and driver, model requires
restoration to windshield and has some signs of
restoration repaint to body, length 18cm
£60-80

1769
GP of Italy 1/21st scale No. 101 plastic military
Land Rover with rear-mounted gun
£20-30

1770
A collection of Britains modern issue soldier
sets comprising No. 00148 Napoleonic Wars
North Gate Diorama, No. 40239 Knights of
Agincourt duelling on foot, No. 5290 The Royal
Scots Dragoon Guards (box water damaged),
No. 00089 Scots Guard & Sentry Box, and 3
Trooping of the Colour sets
£60-80

1771
Britains modern issue No. 00255 The
Sovereign’s Escort, sold in the original foam
packed box
£40-55

1772
A Britains modern release Special Collectors
edition No.00136 Delhi Durbar Amphitheatre
Dais, it has been on display and has some
damage, with one glued repair, in the original
polystyrene packed box
£35-55

1773
A collection of Britains Crimean War series,
boxed, modern release soldier sets, to include a
No. 00263 Crimean War Butcher Jack, a No.
00171 The 17th Lancers Jewels Russian Gunner
on foot, a No. 00167 French Army III Zouaves,
together with a No. 00168 Crimean War series
Russian Infantry in various pose, all housed in
original boxes
£80-120

1774
Britains Collectors Club Centenary Series
Queen Victoria boxed group of 5 comprising
No. 00293 Queen Victoria in the Royal
Barouche with Attendants, No. 40201 Scots
Guards Band Set, No. 5993 Scots Guards Duke
of Connaught, and 2x No. 40205 Scots Guards
Mounted Groom, all in the original foam
packed boxes
£50-80

1775
Britains Collectors Club Centenary Series
Queen Victoria Scots Guards Sets boxed group
of 2 comprising No. 00215 Colour Party in
State Dress limited edition 358/1500, and No.
40208 Senior Officers of the Scots Guards,
both in the original foam packed boxes
£55-80

1776
2 Britains The British Army in India modern
issue soldier sets comprising No. 8952 5th
Bombay Cavalry, and No. 8955 No. 1 Kohat
Mountain Battery Punjab Frontier Force, both in
the original boxes
£40-60

1777
Britains modern release soldier set No. 8898
The Royal Navy Field Gun Landing Party, as
issued in its foam packed box (M-BM)
£40-55

1778
A collection of Britains Charles Biggs Premier
Series and gift set figure group to include No.
8917 Vickers machine gun, No. 8936 United
States Gun Detachment, No. 8940 Dorset
Yeomanry British Sergeant, No. 8911 Vickers
Maxim machine gun, together with a Britains
The D-Day Landings Operation Overlord
giftset, all in original packaging
£100-120

1779
Britains Premier Series by Charles Biggs No.
8920 horse-drawn GS wagon and four-man
ASC team, in the original foam packed box
£40-55

1780
2 Britains Premier series created by Charles
Biggs boxed military sets comprising No. 8918
13 pounder gun of the Royal Horse Artillery
with four man detachment, together with
No.8919 13-pounder gun and limber of the
Royal Horse Artillery four man attachment,
both appear as issued in the original black &
gold all-card boxes
£55-70

1781
Britains 40240 Knights Duelling Boxed Set, Earl
of Suffolk vs Duc De Bourbon, housed in the
original foam packed box
£30-40

1782
Britains Scenery Boxed Group, 2 examples to
include No.17151 Dunker Church Tactical
Scene and No.17152 European Farmhouse
Tactical Scene, both in original boxes, un-used
£70-100

1783
35+ various white metal and pewter Royal
Hampshire and similar military figures to include
Harold II, 1943 Submarine Captain and others
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1784
20 various Royal Hampshire and similar Pewter
and white metal military figures, the majority
with bases, including 1944 Special Boat
Squadron, 1991 Royal Medical Corps and
others
£50-70

1785
25 various Petwer and White Metal Royal
Hampshire and similar Military figures, majority
with wooden bases
£50-80

1786
Collection of Franklin Mint Pewter and silver
plated historical figures, to include Henry VII,
William II and others
£80-120

1787
Collection of Franklin Mint and Similar white
metal miniature military helmets, to include
United States Washingtons Life Guards, France
1st Regiment of Cuirassiers and others
£40-60

1788
Astra Pharos, boxed Rocket Gun, housed in the
original labelled card box
£20-40

1789
Britains, Set 1641 - Heavy Duty Underslung
Lorry, comprising of 10 Wheel Tractor Unit
with Round Nose with matching 4 axle and 8
wheeled Underslung Trailer, with driver figure
in peaked cap, in the original short post war
box, some labelling has lifted on box
£150-200

1790
Britains, Set 79 - Royal Navy Landing Party,
comprising Petty Officer with Drawn Sword, 8
x Running Ratings, Gun and Limber, housed in
the original ROAN labelled card box
£70-100

1791
Britains, Set 1318, Machine Gunners [1946
version], comprising: 3 x Seated and 3 x Prone
Machine Gunners, housed in the original
ROAN Labelled card box (VG-BVG)
£50-80

1797
Collection of 6 various Quiralu and similar lead
hollowcast and metal figure, to include various
farm hand figures
£30-50

1798
Collection of Souda of Belgium composition
musketeer figures, 3 examples, max height
7.5cm
£40-60

1799
A Herald Models plastic unbreakable gift set,
containing various plastic lead hollow cast and
associated miniatures, box is heavily worn
£30-50

1800
A Modern Products Morestone diecast model
of a horsedrawn covered wagon comprising
four horses, yellow draw bar and red wagon
with Walt Disney Davy Crockett canvas back,
housed in the original green and buff coloured
card box with internal repair
£30-50

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1792
Britains, Set 1901 - Cape Town Highlanders,
comprising officer and 7x figures marching at
the slope, housed in the original ROAN
labelled card box
£50-80

1793
A Charbens No. 517 boxed set of eight various
Gordon Highlanders housed in the original
pictorial card box
£40-60

1794
Crescent - From the Dan Dare
Set [Mid 1950’s], now
comprising: Dan Dare in Green
Uniform with Peaked Cap
(Excellent)
£45-70

1795
A collection of 11 Britains
Cococubs, with examples
including Squire Rooster,
Freddie Frog, Nutty Squirrel,
and others
£40-60

1796
Britains, Circa 1880, The
Mikado comprising seated
hollowcast Mikado figure with
Parasol, when the Parasol is
spun the figure waves a paper
fan [missing] with the other
Hand. This example is fully
operable, excellent condition,
height 10cm
£400-600
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1801
A late 19th century extra fine solid Camp of
Aldershot flat soldier and diorama gift set
housed in a stained pine and labelled ‘Extra Fine
Solid Camp of Aldershot’ storage box, figures
comprising of various military and camp
assistants to include flowers, cooking stoves,
cavalry, horseback, mess hut, and various other
examples, some examples with some damage
but are supplied with loose parts. See images
for full description
£300-500

1802
2 trays containing a collection of Britains lead
hollowcast farming-related figures, animals,
scenery, and carts
£40-60

1803
2 trays containing a collection of mostly Britains
and Hillco lead hollow cast Zoo animals and
farming figures and accessories, with examples
including a Britains Zebra, a Hillco running Fox
with Goose, a Taylor & Barrett Donkey Farm
Cart, a boxed Cetandco Milk Float, and others
£80-120

1804
A collection of Britains, Taylor & Barrett,
Johillco, and similar hollow cast lead figures,
with examples including a Taylor & Barrett Lion,
a Johillco Rodeo Rider, and others
£30-50

1805
3 trays containing a collection of mostly Britains
lead hollow cast farming and animal figures, with
examples including a Zebra, a Tiger, various
farm animals, and others, sold with a small
collection of Matchbox, Corgi, and Britains Farm
Tractors and vehicles, as well as some plastic
figures
£80-120

TINPLATE AND JUVENALIA

1806
A Palitoy Action Man Scorpion Tank in its
original card box (VG)
£30-50

1807
A vintage Palitoy Action Man Locker Kit Box
with original plastic tray insert and a large
quantity of accessories including weapons, hats,
belts etc...
£60-80

1808
A vintage Palitoy Action Man No. 34032
Soldier comprising of an Action Man figure with
gripping hands and eagle eyes, military outfit,
beret, and leaflet, alas his head is detached, sold
in the original yellow card picture box
£70-100

1809
A collection of Palitoy Action Man
comprising 4 various figures in
military dress including an Afrika
Korps uniform, the figures are all in
played-with condition, with some
requiring repair, sold with a
modern Action Man figure, and a
Strike Force Land Rover type
military vehicle
£100-120

1810
2 trays containing a collection of vintage Palitoy
Action Man clothing and accessories, with
examples including a Royal Canadian Mountie
uniform, a weighted divers belt, various
weapons, and others
£50-80

1811
A collection of vintage Action Man, to include
the Action Man locker kit box containing
various military uniforms, equipment, boots and
accessories, together with internal plastic tray
containing additional items including two
medals, hats, grenades and other weapons, sold
with two complete Action Man Pallitoy dolls in
uniform
£300-400

1812
Marx Toys action figure group of 3 comprising
Johnny West the action cowboy, and 2x Chief
Cherokee The Action Indian, with various
accessories
£40-60

1813
A vintage Japan-manufactured tinplate battery-
operated U.S. Army Machine Gunner, with
Soldier figure, and light & sound function,
untested
£40-60

1814
Tipp & Co, WH 914, circa 1936 German Army
Ambulance, pre war, comprising of 4 Wheeled
Ambulance with Driver and Medic figure, 2 x
Stretchers and Opening Rear Doors, finished in
green, brown and tan camouflage, with a
lithographed cross to roof, rear doors and sides,
excellent condition, length 23cm
£200-250

1815
Chinese MF Series tinplate and friction drive
model ambulance
£20-30

1816
A Merit Randall Limited UK Dan Dare Space
Control Radio Station containing 2 x Walkie
Talkie handsets, control unit with searchlight,
dials and buzzer, untested but appears not to
have been used, although it is missing its
instruction booklet, it does have it’s card
packing pieces and is housed in its original
pictorial card box, together with a boxed Merit
Space Patrol Walkie Talkie set in unused
condition
£50-70

1817
A Lemezaru Gyar tin plate and bump action
operated model of a Holdraketa space rocket
housed in the original card box
£30-50

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1818
A KO Toys of Japan
tinplate and clockwork
planet Robbie the
Robot, comprising of a
black body with red
hands and red feet, silver
grill, antennae missing,
fitted with a single fixed
key operation.
£40-60

1819
A Daiya of Japan tinplate and battery operated
model of The Space Conqueror Man of
Tomorrow robot comprising of blue body with
tinprinted decoration, two rear booster packs
with handgun, complete with chrome aerial
housed in the original heavily worn box with
two packing pieces
£400-600

1820
A pair of boxed frog Mark IV Interceptor
fighters, housed in the original card box, boxes
are heavily worn but contents appear near
complete
£70-100

1821
A Marx Toys No. 2061 Johnny West
“Thunderbolt” the Horse, with saddle bags,
bridle, and rifle scabbard, sold in the original
card box with inner packing piece and
information leaflet
£50-70

1830
Modern Toys (Japan) Radicon Bus, large tinplate
model finished in silver, with plated parts, with
matching metallic grey control box with battery
compartment, housed in the original card box,
box worn and model with signs of wear
£50-80

1831
A Technofix tinplate and clockwork model of a
mechanical bridge housed in the remains of the
all-card box, model is brightly detailed with
various lithographed colours, box a/f
£70-100

1832
Technofix No.298 Highway Viaduct, tinprinted
figure of eight Roadway with double bridge
section, 3 x red, blue and green clockwork
Cars, housed in the original card box
£60-80

1833
Technofix No.307 “Coney Island Clockwork
Funfair Novelty” later version, moulded plastic
with 2 x Clockwork Rail Cars in working order,
housed in the original box
£70-100

1834
A Marx Toys battery operated Electric Car,
comprising a blue and white car, with
telesteering cable, in its original pictorial yellow
card box
£30-50

1835
A Wells and Co. Ltd No. 142 Crusader Tank
comprising a tinplate printed body, with a
telescopic extending barrel arm, with forward,
stop & reverse, light function gun, not tested,
sold in the original pictorial card box, sold with
a boxed Dynamic Toys plastic multi function
radio controlled Leopard Tank (not tested)
£30-50

1836
Girard Toys, 1921 tinplate and clockwork
mechanical airplane, comprising grey body with
yellow wheels and twin blade propeller, single
fixed key mechanism, with the remains of the
original card box
£70-100

1837
A collection of Triang Minic tinplate clockwork
vehicles, with examples including a Loudspeaker
Car finished in navy blue, with a roof-mounted
loudspeaker, and passenger figures, a Road
Roller, an Ambulance, and others
£150-200

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1822
A Multiple Products Corporation No. 3023
Wild West Play Set, contains a printed tinplate
fold together building, with various plastic
components to construct wild west wagons
and scenery, together with cowboys & native
American Indian figures
£40-60

1823
A Marx Toys Cadet Rifle children’s toy, of
plastic and metal construction, with bolt-action,
in its original open card box
£30-50

1824
Chad Valley tinplate Guitar, comprising blue
and white body with nylon strings, housed in
thee original card box
£40-60

1825
Technofix (Western Germany) No.303 “Cable
Car”, clockwork road layout featuring 2 cars
and twin cable cars, in working order with fixed
key mechanism, housed in the original card box
£60-80

1826
Technofix (Germany)
No.300 Alpine Express
Clockwork Track Toy
brightly tinprinted folding
track with 2 x clockwork rail
cars, housed in the original
card box
£70-100

1827
Triang large scale pressed
steel model of a London
Transport double-decker bus
finished in red with blue
interior with chrome fixtures
and fittings with Triang
railways and Pedigree Prams
advertising to sides, rusting
to body, would benefit from
cleaning
£200-300

1828
Blue Box, Cable Railways boxed set, comprising
two cable cars in red and blue, silver supports
and 6 painted figures,
£30-50

1829
Sutcliffe Models, Bluebird 2 Speedboat,
clockwork, white body with gold detailed parts,
black plastic bung, with Union Jack transfers, in
the original lift-off lid all-card box, with
instructions on the inside of the lid, (GBFG)
£80-120
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1838
Mettoy Playthings, friction drive and plastic
bodied Sparking Racer Race Car, comprising of
translucent red body with blue driver, plated
hubs with plastic exhausts and front bumper,
housed in the original card box, with
windscreen that requires re-attaching, rare
example
£100-120

1839
A Triang Toys Jumbo Lorries Morris Wagon
with five barrel load, comprising of metallic red
cab and chassis with white back and five barrels,
housed in the original card box with original
shrinkwrapping
£80-120

1840
Victory Industries 1/18th scale electric model of
the Austin Somerset, plastic battery operated
model with beige with red interior includes
metal fittings including Flying A Badge and
correct AUS40 numberplate, housed in the
original card box, model windows have fallen
but could restore
£100-120

1841
Schuco No.5503 Elektro Phanomenal tinplate
and battery operated car, comprising off white
body with red interior, chromed and plated
hubs, housed in the original box, with 6 original
wooden bollards, missing hand throttle,
£100-120

1842
Joeuf of France, tinplate and battery operated
Auto Course Race Car, comprising of metallic
blue body with chrome plated parts, plastic
driver figures, beige hubs, removable upper
body section to reveal battery box
components, housed in the original 
card box, length 34cm
£250-300

1843
A West German and circa 1950s Mercedes
W196 Streamliner tin plate racing car
comprising silver body with friction motor,
together with a Vanwall Famous British racing
car grand prix winner Formula One car by
Mettoy, circa 1959 comprising green body with
red interior, cracked windshield with friction
drive mechanism
£50-80

1844
Triang Toys Pressed Steel Model of a 4-Wheel
tipper truck, comprising red body and cab with
blue back and black grille, housed in the original
card box, box worn
£30-50

1845
Mettoy (UK) tinplate clockwork
articulated lorry, with orange, cream
& red body, with grey balloon wheels,
24cm length (G)
£50-80

1846
Schuco, Germany, No.3000
Telesteering car comprising of 4-
speed car withgreen tinplate body,
12 bollards, 1 key, 1 steering
wheel, 1 wooden ball, housed in
the original sliding card box
£40-60

1847
A Tipp Co or similar maker German-made
tinplate and clockwork single deck bus
comprising a blue body, with a cream roof &
chassis running boards, passenger figures to the
windows, in good overall condition, the
clockwork motor is in working order, comes
with a replacement key
£50-70

1848
CK Toys tinplate and clockwork saloon,
comprising 2 tone blue body with grey and
yellow lithographed details, single key
mechanism in working order, length 16cm
£40-60

1849
Mettoy (UK) Tinplate Clockwork “Clown on a
Motorcycle” - orange, yellow, with blue wheels,
clockwork in working order with permanent
key, length 14cm
£50-80

1850
A collection of Triang Minic military vehicles
comprising 3x US Jeep, and 2 modified Minic
trucks including a Searchlight Lorry and a Cable
Lorry, and home made Barrage Balloon
£30-50

1851
A Triang Minic pre-war Vauxhall Cabrio
comprising a red body, with green running
boards, the model still has the Shell petrol can
on the running board, some overall wear, with
most around the key hole, comes with a
replacement non Triang key, sold in a poor box
with both end flaps missing
£70-100

1852
Triang Minic tinplate and clockwork No. 13M
Racing Car, dark blue body, with printed paper
driver, and enclosed screen, sold in the box for
a Minic Tip Lorry with manufacturers over-
printed ‘racing car’, comes with the original key
(VNMM-BE)
£60-80

1853
2 Triang Minic tinplate and clockwork Vauxhall
Cabriolets, with the first in dark blue with a
black chassis, and a red base, with spun hubs,
one tyre is flat spotted (VG), and the second in
red with a black chassis, and a red base, with
spun hubs, and white tyres, comes with a
replacement key (VG)
£70-90

1854
Wells Brimtoy Pocketoy tinplate and clockwork
vehicles group of 3 comprising a Greenline
single deck coach, a London Transport Double
Decker Bus, and a boxed Mechanical Removals
Van, all models have minimal wear
£50-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1855
A Fleischmann early 20th century tinplate
model of a model well, steam engine powered
example, comprising of tin plate base with
composition figure, buckets attached to chains
on well with take-off and hand operated pulley
wheel
£30-50

1856
An Arnold of West Germany tinplate and
clockwork Tightrope Walker comprising a
printed pressed tin body, with clown figure
balancing on a tightrope, overall in excellent
condition with no real play wear, comes with
the original key and works very well with the
clown figure “walking” the rope from one end,
then turning about and walking back, sold in the
original card box with red card lid
£80-120

1857
Late 19th Century cast iron walking elephant
toy, marked patent 1873, made by the Ives Toy
Company of Bridgeport Connecticut, with
moving legs, truck and small leather tail, 8.5cm
long.
£150-200

1866
4 various scale plastic racing cars, to include 3
Jaguar XK120s, multiple colours included
£20-40

1867
A Chad Valley circa 1940s tin plate racing car,
model No. 10003-A, finished in red with racing
No. 3 and marked Chad Valley Harborne to
one side, 11.5” long
£70-100

1868
A Meccano Aeroplane Constructor Kit No. 0
RAF biplane in red and silver, with RAF
Roundels, interchangeable floats and wheels,
housed in the original blue card box (quite
damaged) with picture to the lid
£80-100

1869
Triang large scale pressed steel and tinplate 3
wheel crane, finished in red
£40-60

1870
A Triang large scale pressed steel model of a
Farmers Open Back Truck, red, white & blue
body, with rubber tyres, battery box mounted
to the underneath to power headlights, the
model would benefit from a clean
£30-50

1871
A scratch-built model of a Scammell 6x6
Tractor in ‘Pickfords’ livery, comprising a
wooden chassis with a wooden & metal body,
the model has a Meccano fitted winch function
(not tested), the model requires some repair as
the front wheel arches are detached,
approximate size 26” (660mm) long x 11”
(280mm) tall x 9” (230mm) wide
£30-50

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1858
A Chad Valley Harborne 1940s race car
comprising of red lithographed body with
racing No. 3, and Union Jack detailing, complete
with single fixed key mechanism, length 29cm,
condition excellent
£150-200

1859
Schylling, reproduction Sir Malcolm Campbells
1933 record car ‘Bluebird’, clockwork, original
box
£40-60

1860
Ichiko of Korea, tinplate and friction drive
model of a Police Cadillac, housed in the
original card box, with packing piece
£50-80

1861
A KO Toys of Japan tinplate and battery
operated model of a mystery action
Volkswagen Beetle, housed in the original card
box
£80-120

1862
A Sutcliffe tinplate and clockwork Jupiter
Ocean Pilot Cruiser boat, comprising red hull
with white superstructure and gold detailing,
with original red plastic bung, key, flag and all-
card box
£40-60

1863
JNF Gigant large German tinplate
clockwork Touring Car,
lilac/metallic pink body with
tinprinted interior, lacks
windscreen, with the original
box, box is heavily damaged and
in-complete
£80-120

1864
Victory Industries 1/18th scale
plastic model of a Triumph TR2
Sports Car, red body, with black
seats, missing windscreen,
housed in the original card box
with various leaflet and
ephemera
£80-120

1865
A TAT Models of Hong Kong plastic and
friction drive model of a Rolls Royce comprising
grey body with white wall tyres and housed in
the original card box
£30-50
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1872
A 1970s wooden and plastic model of a sales
garage service station comprising of a wooden
blue painted base with two-tier structure and
car wash feature, dimensions height 24cm,
width 47cm, depth 29cm
£30-50

1873
A box containing a collection of mixed issue
vintage board games and accessories to include
a Chad Valley Escalado, a Waddingtons
Thunderbirds game, a Jason Games Milk Race
Game, and various others
£40-60

1874
Collection of mixed vintage board games to
include Sorry!, Campaign by Waddingtons,
Blast-off, Captain Scarlet, Batman Game by
Hasbro, On the Buses, Miss UK and others
£50-80

1875
A Peter Pan Playthings Authentic all-action
boxed Cricket game titled Test Match, housed
in the original card box with the remains of the
outer buff card packaging
£30-50

1876
A Chad Valley Conjuring Set from the early
20th Century, contains various “Magic Tricks”
and “Illusions”, with a conjurers wand, and the
original booklet, all housed in the original red
card box with lift-off lid
£30-50

1877
Gee-Wiz by Dinkie Model tinplate Furious Fun
Horse Racing Game, housed in the original card
box
£40-60

1878
A collection of vintage Subbuteo comprising
boxed teams including Manchester United,
Middlesborough, and Arsenal, several pitches,
and other accessories
£40-60

1879
A tray containing a collection of vintage
Subbuteo including a boxed Table Rugby Set, a
boxed FA Premier League Set, and a collection
of football teams, with specific examples
including Liverpool, Manchester City, Dundee,
and others
£40-60

1880
Subbuteo Table Soccer Continental Edition,
comprising 2 football teams (one player
missing), felt pitch, goals, and various footballs,
with floodlights, spare boxed goalkeepers, a
photographers set, and various printed
ephemera, sold in the original green card box,
with outer card box
£80-120

1881
A collection of Subbutteo comprising a boxed
Table Soccer Set (partially complete), 5 boxed
teams including England, Leeds United and York
City, and 2 others, and some boxed accessories
£50-80

1882
A Subbetteo France ‘98 World Cup Edition,
sealed in the original shrink wrap, together with
the Scotland football team (both M-BM)
£40-60

1883
A collection of 12 boxed Subbuteo
Heavyweight Teams comprising England, West
Germany, Inter Milan, Brazil, Mexico
(goalkeeper broken), Liverpool, Liverpool 2nd,
Norwich, West Bromwich (one player broken),
Manchester City, West Ham, and Arsenal, sold
with a boxed C.125 Training Kit
£100-150

1884
Collection of Micro Machines by Galoob
Boxed Sets to include No.7449 Super
Van City, 6148 C-7 Air Cargo, 16576 Zap
Top Road Race Set, Drive Thru fish and
Chips, Fire Department Set, Car Wash
City, Aircraft Carrier, Pocker Driver Off
Road Challenge, Service City, Police
Chopper, and Rollin Raceways, all housed
in original card boxes, 11 examples in
total
£200-300

1885
A collection of Corinthian Microstars
Footballers comprising a boxed Microdome
Stadium Set, a Gold Legends Set, a 2006
Collectors Club gift set, a Powershot Goal, and
a very large quantity of loose Footballer Figures
£50-70

1886
Scalextric original James Bond 007 “Thrilling
Action Packed Car Chase” box containing a
selection of tracks, hand throttles, grass verge
section and power units, missing cars, (Set in in-
complete) A/F
£150-200

1887
A collection of vintage Scalextric comprising 2
boxed sets, No. 31 and No. 33, both of which
have various contents including track, barriers,
and controllers, sold with a boxed set extension
pack, 2 boxed hand controllers, a selection of
loose and boxed cars including No. C73
Porsche, No. C72 B.R.M, 2x C76 Mini Cooper,
a C74 Austin Healey, a C775 Mercedes 190 SL,
a No. C66 Cooper, a No. C67 Lotus (needs
repair), sold with a collection of boxed track &
accessories including set 1 Speed Banking Set,
Goodwood Chicane Set, Paddock and others
£150-200

1888
A collection of 7 boxed vintage Scalextric
1/32nd scale cars comprising C9 Ferrari GP,
C77 Ford GT, C10 Super Javelin, C11 Super
Electra, C8 Lotus Indianapolis, C775 Mercedes
190SL, and C16 Ferrari - all models have been
run, and are housed in their original boxes,
some of which have tape repairs, 3 have their
original brown card slip cases
£100-150

1889
A Scalextric slot racing, 21 horsepower Alfa
Romeo race car, comprising of blue body with
red interior, brown torneo and racing No. 5,
complete with spoked red plastic hubs
£50-80

1890
A Scalextric Classic Collection No. C2782A
Ferrari Commemorative 50th Anniversary Set
containing 2 Formula 1 Racing Cars together
with a 50th anniversary book, in its original
presentation case, a limited edition set
numbered 4091/7000
£55-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1891
A Scalextric No. C3373A limited edition Fast &
Furious gift set containing a Chevrolet Camaro
versus Dodge Challenger, limited edition with
original card, No. 0120/3000 released
£70-100

1892
A Scalextric No. C3272A Transformers
Bumblebee Chevrolet Camaro slot car, housed
in the original box with outer box packaging
£50-80

1893
A Scalextric slot racing car group to include a
No. C2965 Aston Martin DBR9, together with
a No. C3044 1969 Dodge Charger ‘Dukes of
Hazzard’, both in original plastic casing
£50-80

1894
Collection of small scale AFX, Aurora,
Scalextric, Matchbox and similar slot racing cars,
to include Porsche Carerra RS Turbo, Shell
Tanker, Ferrari Tractor Unit and Trailer, Aurora
Racing Team Rig and others, 35+ cars and
tractor units, 7+ trailers
£200-300

1895
Triang Toys Mini Hi-Way Series Racing Car Gift
Set No. 1, contains 3 super detailed racing cars,
all in excellent condition and housed in the
original box with inner packing piece
£60-80

1896
A Marx Toys of Great Britain tin plate and
clockwork E50 Speedway race set, housed in
the original labelled card box
£20-30

1897
Merit Toy Company, Grand Prix Race Game,
housed in the original card box, box lid split,
£50-70

1898
A Louis Marx & Co. Ltd of Dudley,
Worcestershire, tinplate Marx Speedway race
set, housed in the original blue ground and
labelled card box comprising of a figure of eight
track with bridge and two motorcars with key,
box requires restoration
£30-50

1899
2 Minic Motorways boxed sets comprising No.
M1504 Saloon Cars, and No. M1522 Racing
Set, both containing various track and
accessories
£40-60

1907
A collection of Triang Minic comprising a Post
Office Telephone Van, in brown plastic, with a
red ladder, the box has 2 inner flaps missing
(VG-BG), 2 original empty Minic boxes for an
ambulance and a double deck bus, a
reproduction box for an S.D.Bus, 2 Triang
Trailers, a Wells Brimtoy trolleybus, and a
modern Chinese made double-decker bus
£30-50

1908
A tray containing a mixed
collection of vintage toys
comprising a boxed
Victory Models MGA
Sports Car (some
damage), a Touring
Scotland Board Game,
various collectors cards &
bubble gum wrappers, a
selection of loose plastic
toy soldier figures -
including a boxed Britains
Swoppet No. H631
Cowboy Bank Robber,
and others
£40-60

1909
Schuco, No.1070 Grand Prix Racer, tinplate and
clockwork example, finished in yellow with
racing number 3, together with one other
finished in blue with Racing Number 7, both in
the original box remains, with 1 key
£80-100

1910
A collection of mixed novelty and tin plate
children’s toys to include a 1950s papier mache
Chinese nodding head figurine, a dancing
Cinderella and Prince Charming clockwork toy
by Wells Brimtoy, a circa 1950s Marx toys
Speedway racetrack tin plate car, a Schuco
clockwork monkey, and a boxed gyroscope,
together with a Triang Minic Vauxhall Cabriolet
saloon housed in the original box
£50-80

1911
A collection of mixed novelty children’s tin
plate toys and filmstrips to include a Walt
Disney filmstrip projector by Johnsons of
Hendon, together with a tinplate and clockwork
coffin bank, a Walt Disney pack of filmstrips,
together with a more modern release TK Toys
of Japan wind-up news dog
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1900
Triang Minic Motorways M1504 gift set,
comprising of 2 cars, selection of track, hand
throttles, housed in the original card box
£40-60

1901
Collection of mixed white metal and diecast
1/1250th scale Wiking and similar model ships,
£40-60

1902
A Meccano No. 2 Constructor Car overpainted
example in grey and red complete with
quantity of various spares and accessories to
include round tail and boat tail, complete with
clockwork mechanism, a boxed Meccano outfit
No. A gears set, and other components
£200-250

1903
Collection of mixed tinplate and clockwork
toys to include scratch-built Chairoplane Set,
Buy British No.804 tinplate Bus, Louis Marx
Horse and Cart, Pair of Japanese wind up
Monkeys with instruments and other tinplate
toys and effects
£50-70

1904
A child’s tin plate 1950s Moko pedal horse
over painted example, which does require
restoration
£40-60

1905
A collection of Mettoy tinplate items
comprising a Farm Tractor & Trailer, together
with 3 various farming implements
£50-80

1906
A Yonezawa tinplate battery-operated M-57
Tank comprising a military printed tin body,
with twin guns, and battery compartment,
together with a boxed Marx battery-operated
plastic and tinplate Cap Firing Tank, the end of
the gun barrel is broken, the models are
untested
£30-50
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1912
One box of mixed tinplate toys to include a
Hungarian Gyar tinplate and clockwork bus
route playset, a Japanese No. MS709
motorcycle and sidecar together with other tin
plate toy field guns
£30-50

1913
Marx and Lincoln International Toys boxed
model group of 3 comprising a friction drive
Marx Police Chief Car, and Cooper Racing Car,
together with a battery driven Lincoln
International remote control Jaguar with flashing
light and siren
£40-60

1914
Collection of tinplate Chad Valley and Thirft
money bank, including Chad Valley Post Office
Post Box, Chad Valley Telephone Box, and
Thirft Dial Bank,
£30-50

1915
One tray containing a collection of mixed
tinplate vehicles and novelty toys, to include a
Triang Minic No. 1 tin plate military Jeep, a
Japan No. 1008 turn action tin plate and
mechanical silver tank, a Daiya No. 3 Duck
Amphibious truck, all housed in original
packaging
£40-60

1916
One tray containing a collection of mixed tin
plate and plastic model ships, to include Triang,
Sutcliffe, and various other examples, some are
overpainted, to include a Bluebird Sutcliffe
speedboat, and various others
£70-105

1917
A collection of mixed tinplate and plastic
vehicles and accessories to include a Hong
Kong No. R3301 remote control battery
operated Porsche, a General Motors
Corporation plastic and clockwork model of a
Euclid dump truck, a Paratrooper Carbine rifle,
together with a tin plate typewriter, and tractor
dozer
£40-60

1918
Eight various boxed tinplate and plastic Tonka
toys to include a No. 1950 custom van, a No.
1887 Tonka XR-100 tractor shovel, a 1930
Tonka pickup truck, together with various
others
£70-100

1919
A collection of eight various boxed and blister
packed plastic and tinplate Tonka vehicles to
include a No. 1388 Tonka Pepsi Cola truck, a
No. 1950 custom van, a No. 2007 Motor Cross
Team gift set, and others
£100-120

1920
Empire Made Toys, battery operated and radio
controlled Vanwall Racing Car, comprising
green body with Racing Number 1, red hand
unit, housed in the original card box
£40-60

1921
One tray containing a collection of mixed tin
plate, plastic and vintage 1950s and 60s
children’s toys to include a Penny Bricks A850,
Minic Ltd building blocks set, a collection of
Keelcraft and similar aircraft spares and parts, a
Triang Minic Push & Go diesel flyer with two
coaches, together with other associated tin
plate toys
£20-40

1922
A Lego System No. 1308 Fire Station housed in
the original picture ground card box with
Feuerwehr name block, circa 1957, consisting of
111 various parts
£500-700

1923
A vintage Lego No. 314 Wheels and Tyres
Accessory Set containing various wheels and
tyres, sold together with some Lego System
mini boxes, (2 are empty), a motor and battery
box, and some printed ephemera
£30-50

1924
Collection of various Lego vintage box sets, to
include Lego System, in-complete sets with
additional and extra components added
£60-80

1925
3 boxes of mixed vintage Lego
£50-60

1926
2 boxes of mixed vintage Lego
£50-60

1927
2 boxes of mixed Lego Games, to include Lego
Harry Potter, and a quantity of Lego storage
boxes
£30-50

1928
One box containing a collection of various Lego
Dimensions figures, sets and video games, to
include a large quantity of various figures,
Ghostbusters Play the Complete Movie gift set,
and others
£50-80

1929
A collection of mixed complete and incomplete
Lego gift sets, to include Lego Creator, Lego
City, Minecraft, Super Heroes, Star Wars and
others, specific examples to include No. 75132,
a Minecraft No. 21119 Mineshaft, a Lego City
No. 60074 Bulldozer, and others, together with
two boxes containing a collection of Lego
Classic spare parts and one box containing
various packets of multi coloured Lego bricks
£100-150

1930
A Steiff modern issue No. 656569 Yes/No
Teddy Bear, a limited edition bear numbered
00224/1500 in its original box with certificate
£50-80

1931
A Steiff modern issue No. 036293 110th
Anniversary Teddy Bear, a limited edition bear
numbered 707/1902 in its original box with
certificate
£50-80

1932
A Steiff modern issue No. 408809 Dolly-Bear
Replica 1913, a limited edition bear numbered
701/1000 in its original box with certificate
£50-80

1933
A Steiff modern issue No. 036736 Christmas
Rose Teddy Bear, a limited edition numbered
444/1500 in its original box (no certificate)
£50-80

1934
A Steiff modern issue No. 034268 Nicholas
Teddy Bear, a limited edition numbered
326/1500 in its original box with certificate
£50-80

1935
A Steiff modern issue No. 037221 Paul the
Growler 1908 - 2008 Teddy Bear in its original
box
£50-80

1936
A Steiff modern issue No. 404214 Teddy the
Clown Teddy Bear, a limited edition bear
numbered 371/3000 in its original box with
certificate
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1937
A Steiff modern issue No. 406751 1908 Teddy
Bear Replica, with growler, a limited edition
bear numbered 1401/3000 in its original box
with certificate
£50-80

1938
A Steiff modern issue No. 661419 Exhibition
Bear 2004, a limited edition bear numbered
238/1500 in its original card box with certificate
£50-80

1939
A Steiff modern issue No. 038969 Teddy Bear
with Elephant stencil, a limited edition bear
numbered 518/1904 in its original card box
with certificate, the card box has a puncture to
one side
£40-60

1940
Steiff Teddy Bear group of 4 modern issues
comprising Bobby, White Teddy, Black Mohair,
and one other
£70-100

1941
A modern issue Steiff Teddy Bear No 010603
Polar Ted with a button in the ear, sold in a
Steiff canvas bag
£50-80

1942
Charlie Bears Teddy Bears group of 3
comprising No. CB193747C Heather, No.
CB35640 Joseph, and No. CB35730 Edward, 2
come with Charlie Bear canvas bags
£50-80

1943
Charlie Bears Teddy Bears group of 4
comprising No. CB083855 Ronnie, CB093845
Reggie, No. CB094318 Alanna, and
CB094079A Niamh, all with their original tags
£80-120

1944
Charlie Bears Teddy Bears group of 3
comprising No. CB06020 Jack, CB083828
Sarah, and CB173591 Mr Jingles, all with the
original tags
£70-100

1945
Two boxes of mixed Doctor Who related
ephemera and collectables, to include various
postcards, key chains and videos
£40-60

1955
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Playstation 1 video games, to include racing
interest, examples to include Gran Turismo,
Toca 2 Touring Cars, Air Combat, Driver,
Formula One 97, and others
£70-100

1956
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Playstation 2 video games, to include Grand
Theft Auto, Golden Age of Racing, Medal of
Honour Frontline and others
£50-80

1957
One tray containing a collection of Xbox and
Xbox 360 video games, to include Gears of
War 2, Sniper 2, Far Cry 2, and others
£30-50

1958
A collection of Sega related loose consoles to
include a Sega Mega Drive with Mega-CD
extra, a Sega Mega Drive 16-bit console on its
own, a Sega Master System 2, a quantity of
power leads and a boxed copy of Golden Axe
on the Master System
£60-80

1959
A large collection of mixed video game
consoles, control pads, memory cards etc, to
include a Playstation 2 Slimline, an Xbox
Generation 1 console, a Playstation 1, together
with various Namco hand guns, a bag of
memory cards, and others console accessories
£80-120

1960
One tray containing a good selection of mixed
retro gaming accessories, hand guns, and
consoles to include a Sega Mega Drive Master
System Converter, a Sega Light Fazer, a Super
Nintendo PAL console and others
£50-70

1961
A large quantity of various Dreamcast part
boxed consoles, power units, memory cards,
hand guns, controllers, etc, all unchecked for full
completeness
£80-120

1962
An original Commodore 1200 Amiga boxed
limited edition console, housed in the original
card box
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1946
A collection of Playmates late 1980s and early
1990s Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles action
figures, and associated accessories to include a
1992 Raphael, Michaelangelo, Road Ready
Shredder, Bebop, Leo, and various others
£55-80

1947
Collection of original Star Wars Kenner vehicles
to include AT-AT Walker, Millenium Falcon
and Slave 1
£55-80

1948
A Kenner modern issue Star Wars The Vintage
Collection Return of the Jedi 3 figure action
pack, contains Vedain, Vizam, and Brock
Starsher (M-BM)
£30-50

1949
A Mayfair Games Incorporated trade box of
ten Sim City booster decks, circa 1994,
together with a complete trade box of Sim City
booster packs, both in original shrink wrapping
£30-50

1950
An Atlas Games by Trident Incorporated trade
box of ten various sealed booster decks for the
game On The Edge, together with a 1994
booster box containing 60 booster packs, both
examples are shrink wrapped
£40-60

1951
A Black Dragon Press of the USA trade box of
Tempest of the Gods booster packs containing
36 examples in the original shrink wrapping,
together with a Tempest of the Gods trade
box containing ten starter decks, also shrink
wrapped
£40-60

1952
Collection of mixed Gameboy, Advance and
Nintendo 64 empty video game boxes and
manuals, to include Toy Story 2
£40-60

1953
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Playstation 1 computer games to include Silent
Hill, Point Blank 2, Aeronauts, Syndicate Wars,
Critical Depth, Discworld 2, and others
£80-120

1954
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Playstation 1 video games, to include Duke
Nukem, Diehard Trilogy, Treasures of the
Deep, Quake 2, Metal Gear Solid, and others
£70-100
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1963
2 Meccano 1950s sets containing a quantity of
mixed Meccano and brochures, both set boxes
have been restored heavily
£40-60

1964
A large collection of vintage Meccano, including
a boxed No. 3 Motorised Set, (contents not
checked), flat plates, gear wheels, tyres, axles
etc
£40-60

1965
Radio Controlled Battle Tank group, to include
a 1/24th Umarex Leopard 2 A5 Tank (Appears
Un-used), together with a Umarex German
Tiger 1 (Used), both in original boxes
£60-80

1966
2 boxed Heng Long 1/16th scale remote
control Battle Tanks comprising a Snow
Leopard, and a German Tiger 1, both with
realistic firing functions, both boxes have some
water damage, and neither has been tested
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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COMMISSION BIDDING FORM
28th April 2023

Please bid on my behalf for the lots indicated below which do not include Buyer’s Premium or any VAT payable on lots. Please note
that all lots are subject to buyer's premium of 22.5% (plus VAT) on top of the hammer price. Bids will be executed as cheaply as is
permitted by any other bids or reserves, if any, and special attention is drawn to the Conditions of Sale printed at the back of this
catalogue.  The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for bids omitted from the sale. Bids to be returned to us by e-mail
(fineart@lsk.co.uk) or post to reach us before 7pm on the day prior to the sale.

      LOT NO                                                BRIEF DESCRIPTION                                                                            BID PRICE
                                                                                                                                                                              excl. premium

Free live bidding through our website LSKlive
Please note that we are unable to book telephone bids on lots with an estimate below £300 

Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________    Postcode: ________________________________________________

Telephone Number:   ______________________________________ Email:  __________________________________________________

Signed _______________________________________________       Dated __________________________________________________

Packing and Postage

Most UK parcels can be sent in-house for our flat standard rate of £20 for up to 3 lots and £1.50 per lot
thereafter, please contact our offices for overseas shipping quotes. For high value lots we recommend
MailBoxes (info@mbemail.co.uk ). If you choose an alternative courier we can pack for £8 per parcel. 

We use APC Couriers and everything is sent 24 hour tracked and signed for.  Some exclusions apply for
larger lots such as dinner services, please contact our offices for a quote with regards to larger or bulkier lots.
Jewellery, watches, coins and high value small items will be sent by Royal Mail Special Delivery with maximum
insurance of £2500.  

Please note that this service is NOT insured, therefore if purchasers require further cover, then they must
arrange this themselves. Alternatively we can send by Parcelforce 48 with insurance charged at £4 upto £500
cover, £8-£1000 cover, £12-£1500 and £20-£2500 cover. Lacy Scott & Knight accept no liability for items
which are damaged or lost during postage, and cannot and will not assist in any claims unless insurance cover
has been taken out.
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Both the sale of goods at our auctions and your relationship with us are governed
by the Terms of Consignment (primarily applicable to sellers) the Terms of Sale
(primarily applicable to bidders and buyers) and any notices displayed in the
saleroom or announced by us at the auction (collectively, the “Conditions of
Business”).  The Terms of Consignment and Terms of Sale are available at our
saleroom on request.

Please read these Terms of Sale carefully.  Please note that if you register to bid
and/or bid at auction this signifies that you agree to and will comply with these
Terms of Sale.

1 Definitions and interpretation  

1.1 To make these Terms of Sale easier to read, we have given the following words
a specific meaning:

“Auctioneer” means Lacy Scott & Knight, a partnership registered in England and
Wales and whose registered office is located at 10 Risbygate Street, Bury St Edmunds,
Suffolk, IP33 3AA. 

“Bidder” means a person participating in bidding at the auction;

“Buyer” means the person who makes the highest bid for a Lot accepted by the
Auctioneer;

“Deliberate Forgery” means: (a) an imitation made with the intention of deceiving as
to authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or source; (b) which is described in the
catalogue as being the work of a particular creator without qualification; and (c) which
at the date of the auction had a value materially less than it would have had if it had
been as described;

“Hammer Price” means the level of the highest bid for a Lot accepted by the
Auctioneer by the fall of the hammer; 

“Lot(s)” means the goods that we offer for sale at our auctions;

“Premium” means the premium that we will charge you on your purchase of a Lot to
be calculated as set out in Clause 4;

“Reserve” means the minimum hammer price at which a Lot may be sold;

“Sale Proceeds” means the net amount due to the Seller;

“Seller” means the persons who consign Lots for sale at our auctions;

“Terms of Consignment”  means the terms on which we agree to offer Lots for sale
in our auctions as agent on behalf of Sellers;

“Terms of Sale”  means these terms of sale, as amended or updated from time to
time; 

“Total Amount Due”  means the Hammer Price for a Lot, the Premium, any applicable
artist’s resale right royalty, any VAT due and any additional charges payable by a
defaulting buyer under these Terms of Sale;

“Trader” means a Seller who is acting for purposes relating to that Seller’s trade,
business, craft or profession, whether acting personally or through another person
acting in the trader’s name or on the trader’s behalf;

“VAT” means Value Added Tax or any equivalent sales tax; and

“Website” means our website available at www.lsk.co.uk . 

In these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer.  The
words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. Any reference to a ‘Clause’ is to a
clause of these Terms of Sale unless stated otherwise. 

2 Information that we are required to give to Consumers

2.1 A description of the main characteristics of each Lot as contained in the auction
catalogue.

2.2 Our name, address and contact details as set out herein, in our auction
catalogues and/or on our Website.

2.3 The price of the Goods and arrangements for payment as described in Clauses
4, 5, 7 and 8.

2.4 The arrangements for collection of the Goods as set out in Clauses 8 and 9.

2.5 Your right to return a Lot and receive a refund if the Lot is a Deliberate Forgery
as set out in Clause 13.

2.6 We and Trader Sellers have a legal duty to supply any Lots to you in accordance
with these Terms of Sale.

2.7 If you have any complaints, please send them to us directly at the address set
out on our Website.

3 Bidding procedures and the Buyer

3.1 You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any
requested proof of identity and billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You
must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction
room to view or bid. 

3.2 We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person.  You are
responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot.  If you bid on a Lot, including
by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you
have carefully inspected the Lot and satisfied yourself regarding its condition.

3.3 If you instruct us in writing, we may execute commission bids on your behalf.
Neither we nor our employees or agents will be responsible for any failure to execute
your commission bid, unless our failure to do so is unreasonable. Where two or more
commission bids at the same level are recorded we have the right to prefer the first
bid made (where this can be reasonably ascertained).

3.4 The Bidder placing the highest bid for a Lot accepted by the Auctioneer will be
the Buyer at the Hammer Price.  Any dispute about a bid will be settled at our
discretion. We may reoffer the Lot during the auction or may settle the dispute in
another way. We will act reasonably when deciding how to settle the dispute.

3.5 Bidders will be deemed to act as principals, even if the Bidder is acting as an
agent for a third party.

3.6 We may bid on Lots on behalf of the Seller up to one bid below the Reserve.

3.7 We may refuse to accept any bid if it is reasonable for us to do so.

3.8 Bidding increments will be at our sole discretion (but will be in line with standard
auction practice).

4 The purchase price

As Buyer, you will pay:

a. the Hammer Price;

b. a premium of 22.5% (plus VAT) of the Hammer Price; 

c. any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and

d. any VAT due.

5 VAT

5.1 You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price
and premium due for a Lot. Please see the symbols used in the auction catalogue for
that Lot and the “Information for Buyers” in our auction catalogue for further
information.  

5.2 We will charge VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction.

TERMS OF SALE
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6 The contract between you and the Seller

6.1 The contract for the purchase of the Lot between you and the Seller will be
formed when the hammer falls accepting the highest bid for the Lot at the auction. 

6.2 You may directly enforce any terms in the Terms of Consignment against a
Seller to the extent that you suffer damages and/or loss as a result of the Seller’s breach
of the Terms of Consignment.

6.3 If you breach these Terms of Sale, you may be responsible for damages and/or
losses suffered by a Seller or us. If we are contacted by a Seller who wishes to bring a
claim against you, we may in our discretion provide the Seller with information or
assistance in relation to that claim.

6.4 We normally act as an agent only and will not have any responsibility for default
by you or the Seller (unless we are the Seller of the Lot). 

7 Payment

7.1 Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will:

7.1.1 give to us, if not already provided to our satisfaction, proof of identity in a form
acceptable to us (and any other information that we require in order to comply with
our anti-money laundering obligations); and

7.1.2 pay to us the Total Amount Due in cash (for which there is an upper limit of
15,000 euros equivalent) or in any other way that we agree to accept payment.

7.2 If you owe us any money, we may use any payment made by you to repay
these debts.  

8 Title and collection of purchases

8.1 Once you have paid us in full the Total Amount Due for any Lot, ownership of
that Lot will transfer to you.  You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid
for it.

8.2 You will (at your own expense) collect any Lots that you have purchased and
paid for either:

8.2.1 not later than seven business days following the day of the auction; or 

8.2.2 not later than seven business days following the date that we have received
payment of the Total Amount Due in cleared funds, if later.  

8.3 If you do not collect the Lot within this time period, you will be responsible for
any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot.  

8.4 Risk of loss or damage to the Lot will pass to you when you (or your agents)
take physical possession of the Lot.

8.5 If you do not collect the Lot that you have paid for within ninety days after the
auction, we may sell the Lot.  We will pay the proceeds of any such sale to you, but
will deduct any storage charges or other sums that we have incurred in the storage
and sale of the Lot. We reserve the right to charge you a selling commission at our
standard rates on any such resale of the Lot.

9 Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchases

9.1 Please do not bid on a Lot if you do not intend to buy it.  If your bid is successful,
these Terms of Sale will apply to you.  This means that you will have to carry out your
obligations set out in these Terms of Sale.  If you do not comply with these Terms of
Sale we may (acting on behalf of the Seller and ourselves) pursue one or more of the
following measures:

9.1.1 take action against you for damages for breach of contract;

9.1.2 reverse the sale of the Lot to you and/or any other Lots sold by us to you;

9.1.3 resell the Lot by auction or private treaty (in which case you will have to pay
any difference between the price you should have paid for the Lot and the price we
sell it for as well as the charges outlined in Clause 8.5).  Please note that if we sell the
Lot for a higher amount than your winning bid, the extra money will belong to the
Seller;

9.1.4 remove, store and insure the Lot at your expense;

9.1.5 if you do not pay us within five business days of your successful bid, we may
charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5% per month on the total amount due;

9.1.6 keep that Lot or any other Lot sold to you until you pay the Total Amount
Due;

9.1.7 reject or ignore bids from you or your agent at future auctions or impose
conditions before we accept bids from you; and/or

9.1.8 if we sell any Lots for you, use the money made on these Lots to repay any
amount you owe us.

9.2 We will act reasonably when exercising our rights under Clause 9.1.  We will
contact you before exercising these rights and try to work with you to correct any
non-compliance by you with these Terms of Sale. 

10 Health and safety

Although we take reasonable precautions regarding health and safety, you are on our
premises at your own risk.  Please note the lay-out of the premises and security
arrangements.  Neither we nor our employees or agents are responsible for the safety
of you or your property when you visit our premises, unless you suffer any injury to
your person or damage to your property as a result of our, our employees’ or our
agents’ negligence. 

11 Warranties

11.1 The Seller warrants to us and to you that:

11.1.1 the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true
owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; 

11.1.2 the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free
from any third party rights or claims; and

11.1.3 as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot set out in the
auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced
by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct.

11.2 If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties
above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither we nor the Seller
will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will
not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except
as set out below.

11.3 Please note that many of the Lots that you may bid on at our auction are
second-hand.

11.4 If a Lot is not second-hand and you purchase the Lot as a Consumer from a
Seller that is a Trader, a number of additional terms may be implied by law in addition
to the Seller’s warranties set out at Clause 11.1 (in particular under the Consumer
Rights Act 2015). These Terms of Sale do not seek to exclude your rights under law
as they relate to the sale of these Lots.

11.5 Save as expressly set out above, all other warranties, conditions or other terms
which might have effect between the Seller and you, or us and you, or be implied or
incorporated by statue, common law or otherwise are excluded.

12 Descriptions and condition

12.1 Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by
the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is
likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). 

12.2 We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before
the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy
yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible
for any failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot.

12.3 Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date,
age, provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We
undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held and accept liability
for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. 

12.4 Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in
perfect condition.  Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction).
Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of second-hand Lots or
for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of
a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection
of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed.
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13 Deliberate Forgeries

13.1 You may return any Lot which is found to be a Deliberate Forgery to us within
28 days of the auction (but must contact us in writing within 14 days of the auction)
provided that you return the Lot to us in the same condition as when it was released
to you, accompanied by a written statement identifying the Lot from the relevant
catalogue description and a written statement of defects.  

13.2 If we are reasonably satisfied that the Lot is a Deliberate Forgery we will refund
the money paid by you for the Lot (including any Premium and applicable VAT)
provided that if:

13.2.1 the catalogue description reflected the accepted view of experts as at the date
of the auction; or

13.2.2 you personally are not able to transfer good and marketable title in the Lot to
us,

you will have no right to a refund under this Clause 13.2.

13.3 If you have sold the Lot to another person, we will only be liable to refund the
price that you paid for the Lot.  We will not be responsible for repaying any additional
money you may have made from selling the Lot.

13.4 Your right to return a Lot that is a Deliberate Forgery does not affect your legal
rights and is in addition to any other right or remedy provided by law or by these
Terms of Sale.

14 Our liability to you

14.1 We will not be liable for any loss of opportunity or disappointment suffered as
a result of participating in our auction. 

14.2 In addition to the above, neither we nor the Seller shall be responsible to you
and you shall not be responsible to the Seller or us for any other loss or damage that
any of us suffer that is not a foreseeable result of any of us not complying with the
Conditions of Business. Loss or damage is foreseeable if it is obvious that it will happen
or if at the time of the sale of the Lot, we, you and the Seller knew it might happen.

14.3 Subject to Clause 14.4, if we are found to be liable to you for any reason
(including, amongst others, if we are found to be negligent, in breach of contract or to
have made a misrepresentation), our liability will be limited to the total purchase price
paid by you to us for any Lot.

14.4 Notwithstanding the above, nothing in these Terms of Sale shall limit our liability
(or that of our employees or agents) for:

14.4.1 death or personal injury resulting from negligence (as defined in the Unfair
Contract Terms Act 1977);

14.4.2 fraudulent misrepresentation; or

14.4.3 any liability which cannot be excluded by law.

15 Notices

15.1 All notices between you and us regarding these Terms of Sale must be in writing
and signed by or on behalf of the party giving it. 

15.2 Any notice referred in Clause 15.1 may be given: 

15.2.1 by delivering it by hand; 

15.2.2 by first class pre-paid post or Recorded Delivery; or

15.2.3 by email, provided that a copy is also sent by pre-paid post or Recorded
Delivery. 

15.3 Notices must be sent: 

15.3.1 by hand or registered post: 

a. to us, at our address set out in these Terms of Sale or at our registered office
address appearing on our Website; and

b. to you, at the last postal address that you have given to us as your contact
address in writing; or

15.3.2 by email: 

a. to us, by sending the notice to both the following email addresses:
ecrichton@lsk.co.uk and fineart@lsk.co.uk 

b. to you, by sending the notice to any email address that you have given to us as
your contact email address in writing.

15.4 Notices will be deemed to have been received:

15.4.1 if delivered by hand, on the day of delivery; 

15.4.2 if sent by first class pre-paid post or Recorded Delivery, two business days after
posting, exclusive of the day of posting; or

15.4.3 if sent by email, at the time of transmission unless sent after 17.00 in the place
of receipt in which case they will be deemed to have been received on the next
business day in the place of receipt (provided that a copy has also been sent by pre-
paid post or Recorded Delivery as set out in Clause 15.2.3.

15.5 Any notice or communication given under these Terms of Sale will not be validly
given if sent by fax, email, any form of messaging via social media or text message.

16 Data Protection

All client details remain confidential and will not be released to any third parties unless
required by law.

17 General

17.1 We may, acting reasonably, refuse admission to our premises or attendance at
our auctions by any person.

17.2 We act as an agent for our Sellers. The rights we have to claim against you for
breach of these Terms of Sale may be used by either us, our employees or agents, or
the Seller, its employees or agents, as appropriate. Other than as set out in this Clause,
these Terms of Sale are between you and us and no other person will have any rights
to enforce any of these Terms of Sale.

17.3 We may use special terms in the catalogue descriptions of particular Lots.  You
must read these terms carefully along with any glossary provided in our auction
catalogues.

17.4 Each of the clauses of these Terms of Sale operates separately.  If any court or
relevant authority decides that any of them are unlawful, the remaining clauses will
remain in full force and effect.

17.5 We may change these Terms of Sale from time to time, without notice
to you. Please read these Terms of Sale carefully, as they may be different from the
last time you read them.

17.6 Except as otherwise stated in these Terms of Sale, each of our rights and
remedies are: (a) are in addition to and not exclusive of any other rights or remedies
under these Terms of Sale or general law; and (b) may be waived only in writing and
specifically.  Delay in exercising or non-exercise of any right under these Terms of Sale
is not a waiver of that or any other right.  Partial exercise of any right under these
Terms of Sale will not preclude any further or other exercise of that right or any other
right under these Terms of Sale.  Waiver of a breach of any term of these Terms of
Sale will not operate as a waiver of breach of any other term or any subsequent breach
of that term.

17.7 These Terms of Sale and any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection
with them (including any non-contractual claims or disputes) shall be governed by and
construed in accordance with the laws of England and the parties irrevocably submit
to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

These terms are based upon recommended terms of sale by the Society Of Fine
Art Auctioneers & Valuers (www.sofaa.org )  of which we are members.



INVITATION TO CONSIGN FOR
FUTURE TOYS & COLLECTORS' MODELS SALES

Entries invited for our 2023 
Toys & Models auctions 

in June, August, October and December

Tinplate toys of all makes and description, Diecast, hollow cast and plastic models by all
manufacturers, Sci-fi & fantasy models, Live Steam Models, aero & marine models etc. Railway and
steam memorabilia incl. prints, name-plates, posters, enamelled signs etc. Model Railways of all ages

& gauges and any related objects

Please contact Oliver Leggett to arrange a free appraisal
E-mail: oleggett@lsk.co.uk     01284 748 628

Vendor's commission: 15% plus vat & £2.50 entry fee per lot 

This includes cataloguing, internet hosting, insurance & storage

Entries close four weeks prior to each sale 
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Chartered Surveyors
Land & Estate Agents

Auctioneers & Valuers

Bury St Edmunds 
01284 748 625
www.lsk.co.uk


